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Abstract

The ecology of human development has been shown to be different for different
cultures and sub-cultures within a particular culture, and to play a significant part in
shaping the outcome traits or character profile exhibited by individuals who experience
a given ecology. This is the case for members of that sub-culture of children who spend
childhood years abroad; who expect to eventually repatriate to their passport country.
Those who experience the phenomenon have been called Third Culture Kids or TCKs,
and the outcome profile for those with a North American background has been
identified. However, no literature on children in the Australasian context exists.
A progressive naturalistic study, using both qualitative and quantitative methodology,
was undertaken providing foundational data on the experience of adult Australasians
(Australians and New Zealanders) who had experienced such a childhood ecology. The
Australasian self-reported reflections were compared with descriptions of the North
American and international experience presented in existing literature. Further, accepted
models of human development were merged and adapted to produce a TCK-specific
model of human development. This model was a significant product of this research
project. Components of particular importance to development that nurtured the outcome
profile traits were identified and represented in the model. The study incorporated three
phases: phase 1 involved the in-depth interview of 3 respondents who had experienced
the TCK ecology on three different continents, phase 2 involved data collection on the
demographics of the broader Australasian TCK population asking questions about
family choices, education, and career trajectories (N=50), and phase 3 collected in-depth
descriptions of the childhood TCK ecology through voluntary response to an extensive
written survey and asked for comparison with the imagined alternative ecology had
respondents remained in their passport country (N=45). In both phases 1 and 3
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respondents were asked to describe character traits they believed they manifested as a
direct result of immersion in the TCK ecology and then suggest traits they might
otherwise have manifested had the imagined alternative ecology been the nurturing
environment. Tabulation of the emerging data allowed comparison and contrast with the
North American outcome profile traits that have been described in literature. In both
tabulations many outcome profile traits were identified as being in polar contrast with
each other; the TCK could manifest either or both of the apparently opposing traits.
Manifestation was dependent upon the immediate context within which the TCK was
functioning. There was shown to be a significant overlap in the outcome profile for
Australasians and North Americans. However, in this study Australasians presented
stronger in their self-report of altered relational patterns and traits related to
resourcefulness and practical abilities than was described in the North American
literature. In comparing outcome profile traits of the real TCK ecology and those that
were associated with the imagined alternative ecology respondents reported that they
would have been more confident and more socially competent, but less tolerant and less
globally aware had they been raised in the passport country. The self-reported outcome
traits or profile were linked to the developmental ecology by exploring the processes
and tensions that were at work. It was shown that dynamic tensions emerged and
increased in valence as the individual gradually developed polarised traits that
manifested according to engagement in the multiple contexts the TCK was required to
manage. The results of this study have implications for those who deploy families
abroad, as well as those who educate, and nurture the social potential of TCKs. This
study has served to extend understanding of the phenomenon at the international level
and laid a foundation for specific understanding of the Australasian context.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

•

A study of Third Culture Kids (TCKs)

•

Background and motivation for the research

•

A description of this research project

•

Structure of the thesis

A study of Third Culture Kids (TCKs)

Children who grow up outside their parents’ home country, but expect to return to it,
have been defined as Third Culture Kids or TCKs (Useem, 1999; Useem and Cottrell,
1993, January). The expectation of reentry to their parents’ home culture sets the TCK
apart from immigrants and refugees.
We began to use the term “third culture” as a generic term to cover the styles of
life created, shared, and learned by persons who are in the process of relating
their societies, or sections thereof, to each other. The term “Third Culture Kids”
or TCKs was coined to refer to the children who accompany their parents into
another society. (Useem and Cottrell, 1993, January, p. 1)

Children who fall within this category include the minor dependents of personnel
deployed abroad by a variety of agencies such as: state or national government
departments, education agencies, medical agencies, religious missionary agencies,
military departments, and corporate and private business operations. These children
come from a wide variety of backgrounds from within their countries of origin and they
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experience differing contexts during their years of international exposure. However, the
proposal is that the experience of spending developmental years abroad leaves a
sufficiently significant impact on the adult profile of the individual that the group can be
distinguished as a cultural group separate from the background or passport culture.

This research study seeks to tabulate the adult Third Culture Kid (ATCK) profile of
attributes as presented in literature and compare the findings from international research
with the experience of Australasians: Australians and New Zealanders. After comparing
the reported characteristics of the adult profiles and proposing distinctive dimensions of
the Australasian profile, this study explores the factors within the childhood ecology
that potentially nurture the ATCK profile traits. The people, events, and patterns of life
that make up the environment in which a child is raised together form an ecology that
impacts development. These factors can be identified and models of these ecologies can
be described. Accepted developmental ecology models are examined, merged, and
adapted to propose a model that usefully represents the TCK developmental ecology.
This model may also be employed to understand the impacts of the experience on
individuals and to suggest actions that may be taken to reduce any negative effects and
enhance positive ones.

Polarised traits (tensions) in the outcome profile have been described in the published
literature on TCKs. This thesis extends that concept and proposes that ongoing
(dynamic) processing, that is, choosing which of the apparently opposing traits to
manifest at a given time and location may be the link between the developmental
ecology and the outcome profiles. This strong and recurring theme of dynamic tensions
was a guide in the study of the developmental ecology, enabling causal factors that
potentially lead to the ongoing dynamic tensions within the adult profile to be explored.
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These aims were formulated as a result of analysis of the extant literature, but also as a
result of my personal experience as a TCK and as a parent of TCKs. These motivations,
together with the outcomes of my reflections on the issue are presented in the next
section which is followed by a brief description of the present study and the bodies of
literature to be addressed in further chapters. The next section seeks to provide an
understanding of the grounding of the ideas and approaches taken in the thesis, rather
than being considered part of the evidence resulting from the study.

Background and motivation for the research

Motivation to commence this research project developed during a period when I was
teaching at an international school in Mozambique. Informal observation suggested that
the students between ages 10 and 12 in that school environment appeared to manifest
strengths in the areas of social awareness, linguistic abilities, and initiative taking. In
comparison to those who had been observed during teaching and social contact in
Australia and the United States of America, they seemed to be stronger in these areas
and yet weaker in their sense of identity, and poorer in their abilities to resolve conflict
and function within cohesive groups. These informal observations were the catalyst for
some systematic personal reflection and ultimately led to academic exploration of the
TCK phenomenon. I had spent childhood years abroad myself, I was now raising 2 sons
abroad, and I was employed in an occupation that afforded opportunity for the social
and academic nurture of children from many different nationalities that were also being
raised abroad. My own experience has been a significant part of this research project,
guiding design and questioning, and providing confirmation or scepticism at data and
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knowledge gathered. At no point has it been to serve the purpose of self-exploration or
social repair. The intent was to produce a work of academic credibility that could guide
in the design of intervention procedures to maximise the TCK developmental ecology.
However, the fact that I have such an extensive involvement with the phenomenon
being researched means that it is important to explain this at the outset of the paper.

Although my passport has always been Australian, my birth country is Papua New
Guinea, an island in the Pacific where I spent the first 18 years of my life. PNG was a
protectorate of Australia until I was 10 and at the time of independence my parents had
to arrange naturalisation papers to secure my Australian citizenship. I recall 4 visits to
Australia during those 18 years: a 3 month visit when I was 1 year old, a 15 month stay
when I was in the first year of school, a 4 month visit when I was 10 years of age, and a
6 month visit when I was 14. Throughout my childhood I called myself Australian and
anticipated the eventual repatriation to Australia when I completed high school but
during each of the visits to Australia I counted the months to my return “home” to PNG.
The internal tension to feel settled in either country increased as each of my 3 older
siblings left PNG. However, PNG did, and still does remain “home” in my mind.

I did not begin to become aware that my life was anything other than “normal” for all
Australian children until the age of 8 when I moved to live in an urban centre in PNG to
attend school while my parents remained in a rural setting to continue their theological
education program for the mission with which they were employed. My two older
brothers had been in boarding school for some years already; my oldest brother was
already in boarding school when I was born. Up until then my sister and I had always
lived in a home with our parents and done our schooling at the kitchen table in the
mornings then mixed with the children who lived around us (from other mission
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families, and New Guinean families). We played games that we knew or made up
together, speaking one of three different languages, depending upon which worked best
with the mix of children present at any given time. At some point the mission decided it
would be best for one family to be appointed “parents” to the children within the
mission, to live in an urban centre; all the school age children were to live with them in
a large home and attend an international school. So at the age of 8 I moved to what was
called, a hostel, and began attending a school with multiple classes and teachers. There I
discovered children who lived all year round with their parents and all their siblings,
there were those who did not share our religious values, and there were those whose
families were much stricter in their religious codes than my family and peers had ever
been. I recall the internal tension of enjoying the broader social contact and the
opportunities to learn from a wider group of people, but the abiding sadness at not
being with my parents and older brothers. After three years my sister also moved to a
different town to attend school.

In retrospect I am aware of the impact of the inborn self within the boarding school
atmosphere in which I was immersed for four years until my parents were reassigned to
an urban work appointment. I recall feeling responsible for younger children who were
in the boarding home, helping them learn to manage the environment by keeping the
rules – spoken and unspoken, and teaching them to distract themselves from the sadness
of periodic partings with family members by engagement in physical activity. In
retrospect I am aware that there were some of us who thrived on the opportunity for
early autonomy and opportunities for individual development, whereas there were those
who sought attention by various means because they were in need of greater individual
attention and more demonstrations of physical affection during their formative years.
For some the inborn self managed well being thrust suddenly into an expanding ecology
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that required the management of multiple contexts whereas for others this was a much
greater challenge. For those whose inborn self preferred more confined boundaries the
tensions involved in managing the multiple contexts from an early age, were much
greater and, judging from my personal impressions formed over subsequent years, seem
to have left a much broader imprint on their adult character profile.

My family did not spend extended periods of time in Australia as did many other
mission and expatriate families. Others would be in PNG for three or four years and
then have a year back in their passport country. As I got older the number of friendships
I had begun and ended increased in number. As I reached the last two years of high
school more and more of my peers left the country to return to their passport countries.
By the end of grade 12, the group of about 10 who had commenced 7th grade together in
the small town in the highlands of PNG, had declined to 2 of us who took our final
exams together. There was a cumulative impact of the initiation and closure of multiple
friendships; the valence of impact increased with the closure of longer term friendships
which happened during adolescent years.

Repatriation to Australia is a landmark in my life trajectory. This dimension of the TCK
experience is not dealt with in this research project, which has focused on the
developmental ecology and the imagined alternative in the passport country at about the
age of 10. However, the resultant inner tension and the passion for ongoing mobility
that I have are partly attributed to this experience so it is an important part of my
background. It was upon taking up residence in Australia that I became much more
aware of how un-Australian I was. I recall my first day at University when we were
asked to introduce ourselves to the group of fellow students by listing our star sign,
favourite football club, and where we were from. I had an answer for none of those. I
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recall sitting in the cafeteria while my peers discussed the seasons and innocently asking
what order the seasons came in (PNG has only a wet and a dry season). No one
answered the question as they assumed it had been asked in jest. I began to listen a lot
more and speak a lot less. I was still struggling in my final year of University when I
was asked to write a paper explaining how a childhood in the Australian society had
made me whom I had become. My professor was impatient with my request for an
adjustment of the topic so I initiated my paper with a paragraph about having an
Australian passport but living abroad, and then explained who I had become. I had to
then accept the lower grade than I was capable of achieving because the professor had a
rigid grading rubric. There was an inner tension with wanting to fit in and truly be
Australian and a jealousy in guarding my treasured PNG heritage. I recall regularly
checking the board that displayed teaching opportunities, anticipating and planning a
career abroad.

One of my significant adult life choices has been to marry a man who also experienced
mobility and the accompanying relational transience during his formative years. In 16
years together we have moved 12 times and lived in three different countries. Our 2
sons are in their 9th school. My husband is employed in the same mission agency with
which my parents were employed. I have now taught at 2 different international schools.
Mobility and relational transience are part of our lives. Now the internal tension comes
with wanting to experience as much of the world as possible myself and the desire to
provide some stability for my children.

My personal reflection has determined that there are some unique qualities that emerge
as a result of childhood years abroad. There are character traits that are a product of
the TCK experience. The length of time, cumulative years, spent abroad impacts the
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strength of some of those traits and the strength of the inner tension that accompanies
those traits.

My reflections as a parent have determined that the process of negotiating the multiple
contexts of the childhood ecology is what leads to the outcome profile. However, at the
outset of this research project I did not know what, specifically, were the significant
components of the TCK ecology that might nurture the outcome traits. I was also not
sure whether my experience was similar to that of others from different passport
countries. I knew that I, and my sons, found it easier to relate to others who had an
international component to their lives than to those who were mono-cultural.

I asked my sons (aged 12 and 13) what they recognized in themselves as consequential
of their 6 years abroad.

Twelve year old son who describes himself as a smart, happy kid who likes to study but
one who has learnt to bottle things up and then makes stupid mistakes:
“I can tell good international jokes.”
“I have learnt to be a better listener; people used to call me a chatterbox but
now I try hard to listen more. Me and my friends have learnt that if you change
schools a lot its better to keep your head down.”
“I wouldn’t have been learning Hebrew if I’d been in Australia.”
“I think I have a weird accent. In Australia everyone thinks you sound weird and
here (South Africa) everyone thinks you sound weird too.”
“I want to settle down when I’m an adult but I know that if I have to move I will
find it really easy because we have done it so much.”
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Thirteen year old son who describes himself as a smart, quiet kid who likes people, both
kids and adults:
“When you go back to Australia it feels weird. You think you are right up to date
with all the things on television and stuff and then you discover that you are way
behind.”
“You don’t know where to get things when you go to Australia. Its very
confusing.”
“Its better with internet; you can keep up with things more.”
“I’m good at starting new friendships but not good at keeping friends. I have
lots of friends but they’re short-term friends and then we each go our separate
ways.”
“I know I can communicate easily with anyone, kids and adults.”
“When I’m older I want to settle down and not move so much.”

My professional reflection has also determined that the process of negotiating the
multiple contexts of the childhood ecology is what leads to the outcome profile.
Anecdotal observation during my professional experience in one international school
environment, where there are children currently experiencing the TCK ecology, has
validated personal and parental reflection. In a classroom of ten children aged 10 to 13,
there were children who define themselves as Caucasian-American (n = 1), AfricanAmerican (n = 4), Yugoslavian-American (n = 1), Indian (n = 1), Australian (n = 1),
and South African (n = 2). Within that group 3 students were foreign residents in the
country because of the mother’s employment and the fathers either remained at home or
picked up casual employment as it was available. Another child lived with his father
and brother while his mother worked in a neighbouring country and visited when she
was able. Yet another child resided with her mother and grandmother as expatriates in
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this foreign context while her birth father resided in another country. Familial separation
and acceptance of differences were significant factors in this particular TCK ecology.

The international contribution to the development of these TCKs has been observed. To
recognize Anthem Day the students in this class were asked to locate and download
from the internet their national anthem. Each child chose to download the anthem of his
or her passport country, but along with it, each one chose to download another one from
a country of significance to him/her. Most of these were the anthems of other host
countries where these children had already spent developmental years. One child
described himself as made in China, born in a state of the USA, and now living in South
Africa.

Having studied various cultures around the world during Social Studies lessons, on
another occasion, these children were given the opportunity to present an interactive
representation of their personal heritage. Two half hour sessions were spent with the
class group simply determining exactly what parts of their cultural background they
would present. Most had spent only short periods of time in their passport country but
felt it was the most substantial influence on their personal heritage. They struggled
between the obligation to present what was officially documented as their heritage and
what they could present of the other multiple cultures within which they had spent time.
The Australian child determined to present his Australian heritage. He commenced his
presentation by reading a picture book with the national anthem. One page showed the
Aboriginal flag that he explained to his peers was the flag of Papua New Guinea. When
asked about a picture of Ayers Rock he told them he’d forgotten the name but thought it
had an “O” and an “L” in it. An American child determined he was not going to present
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the USA because it didn’t have any culture. When this was challenged he conceded that
if it did have culture it was most certainly boring.

The strongest sub-culture in this TCK context was African-American. However, these
minor dependents had little awareness of their general cultural heritage. While listening
to a number of stories based on African-American oral history, they were collectively
horrified to learn that people of any race had been held in slavery. They had to be
convinced that people were bought, sold, and given away within that context.

A further observation from this particular group of current TCKs was their awareness of
their transient lifestyles. A recurring topic of conversation was how many countries or
continents each child had lived in or visited. Another topic was how many years each
would remain in residence with their parents after one or more siblings had departed for
further education in another country. Two of the children were aware from the
beginning of the school year that they were moving to another country at the end of the
year. This was known and discussed by all within the group. Two months before the end
of the school year these two children, who had very little in common and had spent little
voluntary social time together, began selecting each other as companions, to the
exclusion of others, in and out of school hours. The discussion of their imminent
departure became more regular. One month later this behaviour ceased. One child began
selecting his usual friends as companions again and the second child began manifesting
inappropriate social behaviour. Imminent and cyclic mobility impacted the TCKs in this
context.

There appears to be a significant amount of data in these anecdotal observations that
suggests the proposed profile of the adult TCKs, North American and Australasian, is
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shared by current TCKs. There may be common experiences and reactions to those
experiences that underlie this profile, that is, a common developmental ecology.

My personal background and the daily opportunities in my home and classroom to
observe the behaviour and processing of current TCKs have all impacted the design and
development of this research project. Having, myself, experienced life as a TCK both
personally and as a parent, I could appreciate the importance of exploring such
experiences more systematically in order to lead to a fuller understanding of the impact
of the experience, and to suggest ways in which to capitalise on these children’s
strengths and, at the same time, provide support to help reduce or resolve the negative
impacts of such a lifestyle.

A description of this research project

Literature searches revealed that there was a growing body of literature on the Third
Culture Kid phenomenon. Many of the accessible publications referred to a large scale
survey that had been conducted with North American adults who had experienced
childhood years abroad. The reports following this data collection began to suggest
adult profile factors that were evident within North American adult TCKs. Nothing had
been published on the Australasian adult TCK profile. Some researchers had proposed
factors from the TCK childhood experience that may have nurtured the adult profile
traits but there was no systematic study that could propose a thorough description of the
TCK developmental ecology.
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My early motivation to design intervention tools to use with TCKs to help them
maximize their experience and to learn to manage the challenging factors of the TCK
ecology has been sustained. However, it was evident that there was a need for more
research before such tools could be designed with any confidence. Those interested in
the nurture of TCKs need to fully understand the factors of significance in the
developmental ecology, before intervention can be designed. The experience of those
who did not originate from a North American background needed to be researched and
documented. It was important to explore the phenomenon from the perspective of other
nationalities. This could serve to validate the common profile traits that were proposed
in published literature as resulting from the shared experience of the third culture. Then
the factors of significance within the childhood ecology, that might impact alternative
developmental paths, needed to be systematically studied. It was not the purpose of this
research project to assess genetic/innate character traits and formally try to establish
their role in producing the outcome profile (beyond the scope of the thesis). The
purpose was rather, that the variety of different reactions by individuals to similar
experiences be explored as evidence of the influence relatively stable personality traits
may exert in interaction with the environment. With these purposes clearly in mind the
aims of the research project were established.

Research project aims:
1) To develop an Australasian profile of characteristics of TCKs based on
Australasian adult TCKs’ self-report on their childhood experiences and to
present exploratory reconstructions of their developmental ecologies;
2) To compare the proposed Australasian profile that emerged from aim one with
the proposed North American profile that has emerged from an analysis and
integration of related literature;
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3) To adapt and elaborate existing models of the ecology of development to design
a model that could represent the TCK ecology in general (ecology common to
all TCKs), highlighting factors that might nurture the proposed profile
outcomes, using the outcomes from aims one and two.

This research project was an exploratory work. To compare Australasian ATCK profile
traits with those that were proposed of the North American ATCK profile, it was
necessary to have adult Australasians, who had experienced the TCK childhood
ecology, reflect and reconstruct elements of their experience. They self-reported on their
childhood relationships and experiences and included some retrospective analysis of the
impact from significant factors. A longitudinal study of TCKs as they grow to
adulthood lies in the future – the present study is necessary to help establish a
framework within which such a future study could take place.

This work was foundational in understanding the TCK phenomenon as experienced by
Australasians. It was not possible to establish a representative sample group because
this foundational project initially had to determine whom, historically, from the
Australasian society had experienced the TCK childhood. Time had to then be devoted
to finding ways to access Australasian ATCKs. No true sample group was gathered,
however, this research project sought to describe the search process so that the breadth
of the Australasian experience could be represented.

Though this research project is not a definitive representation of the Australasian TCK
experience it does serve the purpose of laying a foundation for understanding the
Australasian perspective of the phenomenon as an exploratory reconstruction of the
Australasian ATCK profile. It also serves to present a unique TCK developmental
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ecology model that has been adapted and embellished throughout this progressive work.
This model is descriptive of the factors of significance in the TCK experience that
nurture the adult profile traits and it is presented as a significant outcome of this
research project.

Structure of the thesis

The original material presented in this research project has been developed after a
thorough examination of existing, related literature. Three literature reviews were
conducted. Literature review one, presented in Chapter 2, focused on the range of
publications, academic and non-academic, describing the TCK phenomenon; the second
review, in Chapter 3, focused on research findings from the published literature and
concludes with a proposed North American profile of adult TCKs; the third review,
presented in Chapter 4, focused on Australasian publications and concludes with a
proposed profile reflecting their adult TCK outcomes.

The conceptual framework developed for the research study is presented in Chapter 5,
followed in Chapter 6 by a description of the research methodology. Findings from the
study are presented in three Chapters: Chapter 7 provides the findings from and
interpretation of three individual case studies of TCKs; Chapter 8 presents comparative
ecologies of the Australian TCKs; and Chapter 9 contains the results of and discussion
relating to the relationships between profiles and developmental ecology.
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Chapter 2

Literature review one: Description of the TCK phenomenon

•

The Third Culture Kid (TCK) phenomenon
¾ Early descriptions
¾ Culture and the ‘third culture’
¾ The role of language

•

The international context of TCKs
¾ A bibliography
¾ Cooperative religious mission efforts
¾ Alumni networks

The Third Culture Kid (TCK) phenomenon

This chapter provides, firstly, an orientation to the notions of TCKs and of a specific
TCK culture, secondly, a discussion of the central role of language in demarcating
cultural groups, and, lastly, an analysis of the kind and range of literature through which
this phenomenon is addressed. Subsequent chapters critique relevant bodies of this
literature.

Early descriptions
It was in the 1950s that Dr Useem and her husband first observed the uniqueness of
TCKs while they were undertaking anthropological work in India and the term “Third
Culture Kids” was coined. Anthropologists and sociologists began to purposefully study
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the phenomenon but in recent times the study has attracted the attention of those
interested in international, expatriate educational experiences (Cottrell, 1998; Fail,
1995; Hager, 1978; Murray & Murray, 1995 & 1997). Studies have also been
undertaken by those concerned with social repair of factors associated with such a
childhood ecology (Jordan, 1981; Grabner, 1992; Salmon, 1987). There is a need to
develop greater understanding of the phenomenon from the stance of developmental
psychology. This will allow appropriately constructive measures to be taken to
maximize the advantages of the TCK developmental ecology and minimize the
challenges. Such study will facilitate advances in developing material to nurture lifeskills that will enhance an individual’s ability to manage the ecology.

In early research studies, those being studied were individuals raised, for the most part,
in one culture and repatriated to another. More and more the TCK is being raised in
multiple cultures and has a higher degree of mobility. In the early 1900s travel was
traditionally by seafaring vessel with a considerable time delay between leaving one
culture and entering another. In such a scenario the accompanying minor was awarded
significant time between leaving one developmental ecology and entering another. An
individual had time to duly process the grief of forfeiting the make up of one ecology
and had time to nurture some enthusiasm for what lay ahead in the anticipated ecology.
A TCK accompanying immediate family members would have had the opportunity,
during the sea voyage, to interact with others who represented, in most cases, the most
intimate dyadic relationships in his or her life during childhood. Within the security of
these stable relationships the transition between ecologies could have been managed.

The scenario is considerably altered for TCKs in this era of advanced technology and
rapid air travel.
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This creature could be a person who had grown up in many cultures all at once –
and so lived in the cracks between them – or might be one who, though rooted in
background, lived and worked on a globe that propelled him from tropic to
snowstorm in three hours… she might have a porous sense of self that changed
with her location. (Iyer, 2000, p. 18)

Today the TCK phenomenon is largely made up of individuals who accompany family
members to new developmental ecologies via air travel. Though the travel time may
take some hours, these are action packed hours involving processing of paperwork in
and out of politically defined borders. They are also hours that result in jet-lag and the
associated disorientation and weariness. The emotional expense of bidding farewell to
one ecology, and entering another, is experienced in a limited time frame and the
individual in the midst of that may not have adequate time to thoroughly process the act
of parting as well as the initiation into a new ecology. For the accompanying minor
there is the potential to have personal needs and perspective overlooked in the course of
the transition as the requirements or demands on the employed parent/s can be given
priority in the transition.

Air travel has brought another change to the ecology of the TCK and that is the
increased access it allows for visiting the passport country during parental contracts in a
host country. Whereas the lengthy and expensive travel of past decades meant that the
TCK was likely to leave the passport country and return at the conclusion of the parent/s
contract, be that two years or four years, now the situation exists where TCKs are flying
from a host country to the passport country for the summer holiday months or to attend
boarding school for the school year and returning to their parents for the longest holiday
period. If both parents are employed this means, at times, travel as unaccompanied
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minors. The scenario now is such that TCKs potentially, make annual trips to the
passport country, sometimes unaccompanied, and they are negotiating a life in two
ecologies fairly independently. This allows some level of maintenance of dyadic
relationships with extended family members, an opportunity which was not available to
TCKs of earlier decades. This pattern has the potential to nurture a high degree of social
independence apart from the primary dyadic relationships such as with immediate
family members. Associated changes have occurred in the educational patterns and
opportunities that TCKs have experienced over the years and how these have affected
family life.

A study of 282 North American adult TCKs ranging from 22 to 75 years of age
measured the patterns of mobility and familial separation (primarily due to educational
needs) of TCKs between 1920 and 1961 (Pollock & Van Reken, 1999). Results
suggested that for TCKs born prior to 1945 the average period a child went without
seeing his/her parents, even once, was 3.6 years. In comparison the average period for a
TCK born in 1947 or later was eleven months. This survey contrasted the experiences of
pre and post war TCKs especially focusing on the effects of separation and mobility.
The findings suggested that the length of time a dependent minor experienced familial
separation was less significant than the cycle of separation itself. The sense of loss was
the underlying challenge, not the magnitude or the longevity of separation. However,
this study was undertaken in 1986 and it is proposed that in the ensuing years there have
been many more TCKs accompanying parents as dependent minors and the conditions
for them would be radically different even from those who experienced the TCK life in
the 80’s. The life patterns and developmental ecology of the TCK are changing. The
ecology is an evolving phenomenon that demands research keep abreast of it. To do this
a researcher must first understand where and how this culture exists.
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Culture and the ‘third culture’
Traditionally culture has been viewed as something that other people have; it can be
viewed from afar and ascribed certain descriptive boundaries. In discussing
comparisons amongst cultures, Agar says, “In the old days, the differences were
assumed to be complete and coherent within isolated traditions, something that those
people had, independent of who came into contact with them” (Agar, 1994, p. 124).

A preferred definition of culture is “sets of learned behavior and ideas that humans
acquire as members of society” (Schultz & Lavenda, 1998). This definition allows that
societies are dynamic and influenced by contact with others. Societies can and do
change because they are not isolated. Societal and cultural boundaries can also change.
However, culture can still be defined as the learned behavior and ideas acquired as
members of a given society: it is these behaviours and ideas that alter.

Early TCK studies refer to the interfacing of two cultures as creating the third culture
these minor dependents represented (Jordan, 1981, p. 89; Salmon, 1987, p. 21).
According to these studies the host country represents the first culture and the passport
country represents the second culture. The TCK is fully immersed in neither culture but
the intersection between the two, defined as the third culture, is where the TCK exists.
The TCK develops in this overlap between the two cultures. According to Salmon there
exist shared behaviors and norms that serve to mediate actions and enable a common
meeting ground to be created within the host culture. The mobility and transience of the
TCKs’ families, along with the privileged status they hold in host countries as
temporary guests sets them apart from immigrants and minority communities. These
early studies describe the interface representing the third culture as quite pure “where
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the host country is the first culture, the United States is the second culture, and the
meeting ground between the two societies is the third culture” (Salmon, 1987, p. 25).
These relationships are depicted in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1
Early representation of the third culture

EARLY DESCRIPTION: THE THIRD CULTURE

Host
Culture

Passport
Culture

“Styles of life created, shared and learned
by persons who are in the process of
relating their societies, or sections thereof,
to each other.”

Interface = the third culture

This description may be appropriate for the third culture as experienced by adults in response to
international life, however,
for the developing child it is proposed that the experience is quite different;
they have not yet established an identity in their passport culture.

This concept has been challenged by Pollock & Van Reken. Whereas expatriate
communities used to live in enclaves or compounds so that they could maintain some
homogeneity in their lives within the compound, now foreign deployed families often
live in the host community alongside host country nationals. The overlap between two
cultures is of a far less distinct demarcation. These authors took their questions to Dr
Ruth Useem, founder of the study of TCKs, and together they determined that,
If culture in its broadest sense is a way of life shared with others, there’s no
question that, in spite of their differences, TCKs of all stripes and persuasions in
countless countries share remarkably important life experiences through the very
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process of living in and among different cultures – whether or not they grew up
in a specific local expatriate community. Further, the kinds of experiences they
share tend to affect the deeper rather than the more superficial parts of their
personal cultural being. (Pollock & Van Reken, 1999, p. 21)

More and more there exist a multiplicity of cultures involved in the ecology of the
minor dependent whether this is through a life of high mobility between countries or the
mix of cultures represented in the expatriate schools these children attend. This factor
provides significant input into the TCK’s developmental ecology.

The third aim of this research project is to propose a new model depicting factors of
significance within the developmental ecology experienced by Third Culture Kids that
potentially lead to the outcomes exhibited in the adult profile. This is done first by
exploring the proposed outcomes of the ecology and then by adapting and elaborating
on existing models of developmental ecology. This follows in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
However, the purpose of this chapter is to present evidence from previous research and
the literature in general, that there is a shared identity that forms the third culture.

One author, focussing on internationally oriented life patterns, refers to himself as a
“Global Soul” who has no fixed community to call home but rather carries precious
identity-securing talismans about with him and has a kinship with others who share a
common lifestyle (Iyer, 2000). Iyer’s Global Soul is one step further along the road to
non-rootedness than the TCK in that he refers to himself as an individual who has
ancestral heritage in one culture (although he has never lived in that culture nor knows
any language of that culture), has immigrated to another, has been educated in yet
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another returning to the land of immigration for holidays, and chooses in his adult life to
reside in a fourth country. There is much overlap in his definitions and descriptions of
the Global Soul with those of the TCK.

The kinship emerging between various Global Souls, and between various TCKs is
forged through the common experiences of their lives and reactions to those
experiences. The mobility and up-rootedness that is characteristic of this life results in a
great many self-searching questions about one’s identity and sense of belonging. It is
these very questions that Iyer said are the closest to a sense of home that the Global
Soul possesses. Rather than having a tidy sum of formulations that answer such
questions as “Where do you come from?”, “Home address?”, “Purpose of travel?”, the
Global Soul and the TCK each have something of a freedom in “giving back a different
self according to his environment”, however he or she may lose perspective on “who he
is when nobody’s around” (Iyer, 2000, p. 25).

The constant questioning and self-searching is a dynamic force or process within the
TCK. It is represented by a tension, for example, between the pleasure of freedom to be
whomever one chooses to be at a given time and location, and yet a restlessness to keep
moving in order to find and define the true self. There is an affinity that exists with
others who are a part of this phenomenon, with whom there is no need to define and
explain the internal dynamic forces. They have each experienced the unique nature of
the developmental ecology that results in the learned behavior and ideas of the third
culture.

Therefore, the intersection of two definitive cultures, as has been suggested to date, does
not truly represent the third culture phenomenon as experienced by the TCK. However,
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if one were to view the third culture as learned behavior resulting from being members
of a particular society, and the unique developmental ecology with its international life
patterns as being that society, then it remains a useful definition.

In this thesis it is proposed that TCKs learn particular behaviors in response to the life
patterns shared, to varying degrees, by all TCKs no matter what mix of cultures they
experience. These shared life patterns include such aspects as: a) the high degree of
status experienced by foreign employees and their families; b) nurturing by caregivers
other than the immediate family (i.e. host country nationals & boarding home parents);
c) participation in a network of families deployed by the same employing body and
residing together in a given host country; d) participation in an international network of
families making up a social and educational network in a host country; e) patterns of
mobility whereby the foreign deployed family moves between countries on a
contractual basis; f) the experience of cross-cultural immersion; g) the overriding
anticipation of repatriation to one’s passport country; and h) the experience of early and
repeated relational loss. This final aspect involves parting from extended family and the
movement of friends and adults of significant influence in and out of the TCK’s life
when the contracts of expatriate families in the host country do not align.

Rather than an intersection of two cultures this third culture can be viewed as the
learned behavior and ideas that emerge in relation to the patterns of international life
experienced in the developmental ecology of the TCK. Whereas adults have an identity
grounded in the passport culture, children are still in the process of developing their
identity. For the child there is no fully developed identity to intersect with the host
culture. Both the host and passport culture offer significant input into the child’s
ecology but their development is influenced to a greater degree by the patterns of the
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international life. For the child the third culture is a separate and very fluid culture, not
an intersecting between two cultures. Using the ideas from this critique, this research
project proposes a new model depicting the third culture as it is experienced by Third
Culture Kids. The model is developed and described in Chapter 5 – the conceptual
framework for the study.

The role of language
Participation in a culture and learning about it is widely regarded as being mediated by
language. Vygotsky (1997) refers to the dynamic interaction between humans and the
environment. In reference to language he says,
On the one hand, it serves as a means for the social coordination of the
experience of individual people, and on the other, it is the most important tool of
our thought. (p.171)

Cultural anthropologists also provide commentary that highlights the connection
between language and culture.
All people use language to encode their experience and to structure their
understanding of their world and of themselves. By learning another society’s
language, we learn something about their culture as well. In fact, learning
another language inevitably provides insights into the nature of our own
language and culture, often making it impossible to take language of any kind
for granted again.

(Schultz & Lavenda, 1998, p. 78)
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In line with this proposition, language certainly appears to play an important part in
negotiating and establishing the third culture.

Language for the TCK experience has evolved in part to facilitate discussion of this
phenomenon. However, language serves the further purpose of providing one means of
navigating the international life patterns. The significance of language is worth noting
as it ties in with the notion of defining this as a cultural phenomenon.

Agar (1994) challenges the traditional notion of culture as describing isolated societies.
Culture could not be separated from the experiences and processes of interaction
between human beings. He has coined the term “languaculture” because he is singularly
convinced that language and culture are inseparable due to the importance of their
interaction. He refers to language as something that fills the spaces between individuals
with sound but culture forges the human connection through those sounds. “Culture is
in language, and language is loaded with culture” (p. 28).
Culture starts when you realize that you’ve got a problem with language, and
the problem has to do with who you are. Culture happens in language, but the
consciousness it inspires goes well beyond it. Meanings usually float at the edge
of awareness. (p. 21)

When language and interaction are amongst people who can automatically respond and
engage in purposeful functions there are no perplexing forces. When those functions
lead to questioning and awareness jars rather than floats, meaning is questioned and a
difference of culture is evidenced. This is a useful description of how individuals
sharing a common culture (TCKs), yet not living in a bounded geographical area, can
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identify with one another. Through language the commonalties are defined and the
shared culture is realized.

Agar illustrates his understandings with anecdotes of encounters he has experienced
where his conceptions have been challenged by cross cultural language exchanges.
However, to consider a TCK-specific example one might imagine a NASA employee
and a TCK interacting using the term “re-entry”. To the one the term conceptualizes
relief and the successful completion of a mission whereas to the other the meaning at
the edge of awareness is one of a major life crisis; a process involving pain and
confusion as one’s identity and sense of belonging is challenged. The NASA employee
is thinking of a mission where a spacecraft and personnel have been sent into risky
territory and the return to earth, once successfully manoeuvred, calls for celebration and
satisfaction at a major undertaking completed. To the TCK the term refers to a time
when he/she takes up residence in his/her passport country. There may be those who
will welcome the TCK to this country but the term “re-entry” is likely to be associated
with an indefinite period of feeling alien in a country that is supposed to be home. It
may represent a time of great loneliness as friends and familiar surroundings have been
replaced with unfamiliar people and new ways of doing things. In this dynamic
exchange the NASA employee and the TCK might come to understand something of
one another’s culture if they persist with the exchange and explore their unique
perspectives on the concept. Language has captured something of each of their lives and
has the potential to help each navigate an understanding of the other’s culture.

In an alternative scenario two TCKs could meet and begin to discuss “re-entry” and
engage immediately in a description of their individual but culturally common
experiences. The culture is shared and language is an integral component in navigating
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the culture. Therefore, to aid a non-TCK reader in understanding the TCK context, a
glossary has been compiled for language specific to this context and attached in
appendix 1. This is not intended to represent a comprehensive glossary of language
specific to the phenomenon but rather an evolving list.

The international context of TCKs

In this section, the range of published materials on aspects of the TCK phenomenon and
the groups from which these materials emanate is shown. Critiques of the content of the
most relevant materials appear in subsequent Chapters 3 and 4.

A bibliography
The bulk of published literature on the TCK issue is American and is almost exclusively
based on reflective description rather than analytical research methodologies. It is also
difficult to isolate TCK specific material from the tangentially related literature that is
connected to the phenomenon. The compilation of a bibliography by Useem, (1999)
reflects the varied origins and nature of related literature. Topics range from
opportunities to teach abroad to evaluations of the role of foreign religious missions.
Only a select number of titles are related specifically to the TCK phenomenon, although
dependent minors could be mentioned within less explicit texts. This bibliography is
analysed here in order to provide the background indicating the scope of the TCK
phenomenon.
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The first category for inclusion is books – mostly personal narrative accounts. There are
277 books listed of which 37 are autobiographies by adult TCKs. Of the remaining
books, 39 could be identified as addressing TCK specific issues such as the preparation
of missionary children for boarding schools, resources for caregivers of missionary
children, family life for military children, and defence force children moving home to
the US. The 201 other books listed in this bibliography deal with a wide range of issues.
Amongst them are guides for women living overseas, the effects of separation in war,
handbooks for child psychiatry and functional disorders, an in-depth study of Christian
youth, mixed race children, and a number of fictitious novels with titles related to
expatriate life.

The second category is journal articles and book chapters. Many of these articles have
been written to raise awareness of issues related to missionary kids (MKs) and do not
reflect scientific research into the phenomenon. They relate mainly to issues of identity
crisis, the stresses of cultural transition, and the general need for social repair in the life
of globally mobile individuals. The evidence of focused attention by religious mission
organizations suggests some ongoing familial care embodied in these particular
deploying organizations. A total of 606 items are listed in this section. Of these, 236
(100 journal articles and 136 book chapters) could be identified as TCK specific. Each
of the books the chapters could be found in are also listed in the book section of the
bibliography so are, in effect, a duplication. Moreover, 56 of the listed book chapters are
from volumes one and two of one publication. A total of 89 listed book chapters are
from the publications resulting from two symposia conducted by collaborating religious
mission organizations. The publications are now out of print and copies cannot be
secured except by arranging print runs of twenty or more copies. However, a number of
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the articles are available in other publications or directly from the authors once they can
be located.

Other topics covered by listings in the journal and book chapter section of the
bibliography include missionary stress, education (the international experience, and
bilingual and bicultural aspects), interracial marriage, communication theories,
descriptions of various American communities around the world, Biblical perspectives
on families, effects of war on children, guidelines for delivery of mental health services,
missionaries and their wives, adjustment and eating disorders, and Japanese war brides.
This broad range of topics reiterates the tangential approach to study of the phenomenon
to date.

Theses and dissertations, which form the third and most directly research-related
category, have been completed in a wide range of faculties including Arts, Divinity,
Ministry, Missiology, Social Work, Education (including religious), Biblical Studies,
Theology, and Philosophy. The 234 items listed include diverse topics. TCKs were the
explicit focus of 18 theses and these related to identity formation, reentry, mobility,
education and the needs of TCKs. Missionary kids (MKs) were the focus of 60 theses,
half of which focused on development and adjustment issues. Other MK specific ones
include 20 on educational situations and needs, others on reentry, family life, and host
country relationships. There are 21 related to military minor dependents covering topics
such as father absence, mobility, lifestyle, development, and education. The remaining
135 items in this section include 23 theses on religious mission work, one on religious
moral development, and 111 on general cross cultural living issues. A diversity of other
topics are covered: Corporate wives, re-entry, bilingualism, culture shock, cross cultural
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studies, biracialism, the role of the sponsor organization, intercultural competency, war
orphans, intercultural marriage, international communities, and mobility. However, the
largest component of the final category includes 75 works on the overseas education
experience ranging from descriptions of specific schools to measuring the required
competencies for overseas school administrators. The relatively small proportion of
formal research material and the absence of references to studies in the Australasian
context in this major bibliography both highlight the importance of addressing these
drawbacks – as the present thesis does.

Five items are listed under an audiovisual category in the bibliography: Four of these
are promotional resources for a boarding school in Kenya, and the fifth promoted a
school in Birmingham. Miscellaneous publications are listed in a final category (e.g.,
reports, guidelines and directories).

Retrospective description appears to be the primary source of data in all this literature.
A document written in 1901 is the earliest listed in the bibliography. Publications are
concentrated in the 1980s. The motivating forces appear to be the need for social repair
of individuals who are now adult TCKs (ATCKs) and the need to understand
educational issues faced by American foreign schools. The inclusion of publications on
general mental health and social disorders as well as writings on minority sectors, such
as biracial marriages, serves to define the many aspects tangentially linked to this
phenomenon. It also highlights the multi-dimensional and multi-disciplinary approach
to study of the phenomenon.

Overall, the wide range and formats of publications indicate that there are multiple and
tangential areas impacted by the phenomenon. It is also apparent that little work relates
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to the Australian experience which may be similar to as well as different from that of
the United States from where most of the work emanates. The next sections highlight
aspects of the literature published to date and the main sources of this literature, firstly,
missions, and, secondly, alumni networks.

Cooperative religious mission efforts
Judging from the above bibliography of literature in the area, religious mission groups,
in particular, appear to have a vested interest in studying the issues related to the minor
dependants of their foreign deployed personnel. Within this sponsor agency there also
appears to be some cohesion in the research efforts that result in published literature on
the phenomenon as it relates to TCKs.

North American religious mission groups formed a cooperative effort to research the
issues of missionary children with the establishment of the Missionary KidsConsultation and Research Team/Committee on Research and Endowment (MKCART/CORE). An international conference on missionary kids was held in Manila in
1984 and provided the impetus for organized and cooperative research efforts. A
subsequent conference was held in Quito in 1987. The compendia published following
the conferences are now out of print. A further conference was held in Nairobi in 1989
where resolutions regarding research were adopted. No compendium was published
following the Nairobi conference but some articles are presented in an edited book
(Bowers, 1998). The various publications included material from both North Americans
and non North Americans but evidenced “the dearth of empirical, theoretically based
research” (Powell, 1999, p. 98) related to this topic. In 1986 a meeting was held
between representatives of eight mission groups and some qualified researchers for the
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purpose of defining topics requiring research. Thus, MK-CART/CORE was
inaugurated. CART was composed of mission representatives who posed questions and
identified issues and CORE was made up of 6 researchers responsible for designing and
conducting research. The three primary areas identified for the focus of initial research
were (a) boarding school personnel and their effect on MK development, (b) the
processes and outcomes of MK life, and (c) implications of missionary family life on
the development of the MK. Powell’s summary of the work conducted through this
body suggested that future efforts would be in the direction of family and system
dynamics within mission agencies.

No cooperative or deliberate research efforts were found to exist amongst the mission
sponsor agencies in Australia or New Zealand.

Alumni networks
In the international context the TCK phenomenon seems focussed on providing
networks of support socially and for information exchange. A number of alumni and
support organizations exist to facilitate reunion of TCKs who may have lost contact, to
provide advice on education abroad, and to scaffold social repair from the challenges of
child development outside one’s home culture. The Useem bibliography provides a list
of these organizations: Overseas Brats, American Overseas Schools Historical Society,
Global Nomads International, AWAL (Around the World in a Lifetime), Interaction
Inc., International Schools Services, Association of Christian Schools International,
Office of Overseas Schools, and the Association for the Advancement of International
Education. Each listing was accompanied by a World Wide Web address and other
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contact details as well as a brief mission statement. The compiler acknowledged the
rapid advances in cyber technology and did not claim that the list is exhaustive.

A search I made on the internet (January 2002) produced a number of TCK related
networks. The ones easily identified as relevant included:
•

Useem’s TCK World – a resource website listing publications and related links

•

Families in Global Transition (FGT) International Conference – advertising an
annual conference on related issues; affiliated representatives were listed under
the headings corporate/business, education/schools, government – diplomatic
corps and military, missions, publishers, trainers and cross cultural support

•

Interaction International – a resource website advertising literature, conferences
and workshops for adult TCKs, current TCKs and those who teach or care for
them

•

Transition Dynamics – an independent consultancy and resource center for the
internationally mobile community; working to harness the transformative
potential in the expatriate, repatriate experience

•

TCK Insights (from Barnabas International) – conferences on related issues for
TCKs, future and current spouses

•

Global Nomad Virtual Village – a hub for TCKs (or global nomads) to maintain
communicative links; permanent e-mail addresses available for those who
qualify, and a repository for relevant resources and information (such as a
worldwide calendar of events, job bank, home and computer stays for traveling
global nomads, and virtual marketplace for related gifts)

•

Gatehouse Ministries – mission related organization providing support and care
for college aged TCKs
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•

Families In Transition – service organization providing consultancy, workshops,
and general assistance

•

Missionary Kids Safety Net – former abused MKs offering a network to assist
others in identifying their own abuse and providing connection with appropriate
professional support

•

Lewis and Clark College – advertising for TCKs to make application;
recognition of their unique contribution to campus life

•

Philadelphia Biblical University – advertising for MKs/TCKs to make
application and offering an existing network of support to assist in transition

•

Member Care Kastanet – advertising events especially organized for MKs and
TCKs

The list makes it evident that the TCK phenomenon is experienced by people from
many different walks of life. Further, a knowledge base about the phenomenon is
growing as is the breadth of organizations establishing networks to provide social
support for those impacted by the phenomenon.

This research project seeks to address gaps in existing literature identified in this
chapter and discussed in detail in the following Chapters 3 and 4 – firstly to add to the
knowledge base about the phenomenon, especially from an Australasian perspective,
and secondly to propose a new model depicting the third culture developmental ecology
experienced by minor dependents of personnel deployed abroad.

A significant body of literature exists describing the data collection and subsequent
writings of researchers interested in the TCK phenomenon. These are descriptive of the
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phenomenon and its outcomes from an international, but more often, North American
perspective. The writings fall within sub-categories of the TCK experience: descriptions
from those whose parents are deployed by differing agencies, TCK identity formation,
the effect of mobility, the educational experiences of TCKs, and repatriation to the
passport country. An examination and thorough understanding and critique of this body
of literature is essential in meeting the second research aim of this project, namely, to
compare the proposed Australasian TCK profile that emerged from this (current
research project) data with the proposed North American profile that emerged from
related literature. The theoretical approaches, methodologies and outcomes of these
studies are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Literature review two: Proposed outcomes of the TCK experience

•

International research projects and findings
¾ Age-related outcomes
¾ Sponsor-related experience
¾ Specific events/aspects

•

- Outcomes exhibited in adult TCKs
- Characteristics of adolescent TCKs
- Military TCK experience
- Religious mission TCK experience
- TCK identity research
- Effects of mobility
- Education in the foreign context
- Repatriation to the passport country

A proposed profile of the North American TCK
¾ The dynamic tensions of the North American profile

International research projects and findings

This chapter addresses research findings firstly, in regard to outcomes at two different
developmental ages (adults and adolescents); secondly, in regard to two different major
sponsors (military and missionary, these being the two major sponsors to appear in the
literature); and lastly, with respect to four issues of particular relevance to TCK
development – namely, identity, mobility, education, and repatriation.

Age-related outcomes – Outcomes exhibited in adult TCKs
A major research project that commenced in 1991 involved Ruth Useem, Ann Cottrell
(a Sociology professor at San Diego University), and Kathleen Jordan (former counselor
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and guidance officer of various overseas schools and currently a consulting educational
counselor, Washington, DC).

The major study by Useem et al. is described in detail because the work by these
authors, is liberally quoted by other researchers of the phenomenon. That study, as
appears to be the general trend in this area, was retrospective in nature. Respondents
were adults now living in North America who had experienced the TCK childhood and
were asked to reflect on it.

The authors explained the motivation for the project:
We have had a number of studies on the re-entry phenomenon and a few studies
of how they personally adjust, cope, and adapt in their subsequent lives. But we
have had no studies as far as we know about the positive contributions which
they have made, are making, and could make to their families, local
communities, to their workplace and larger society, and to the interdependent
and conflictive world scene. (Useem & Cottrell, 1993, January, p. 1)

After the publication of a number of articles by Useem and Cottrell, a website was
created outlining the protocol for the major study undertaken (2002). It stated that the
subjects in the final sample numbered 700. It claimed that subjects were recruited via
personal contact, distribution of fliers around campus, advertising in newsletters of
alumni associations and in a state department newsletter. All participants volunteered
their data and were asked to complete a self-administered 24-page questionnaire
addressing issues related to educational and occupational trajectories, family and
community choices, as well as social and developmental patterns. Participants qualified
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if they were living in the U.S., had spent at least one school year living outside the U.S.
as dependents of American parents, and were at least 25 years of age.

Published articles by the researchers are less specific about the source of data collection.
One co-authored report (Useem & Cottrell, 1993, May) refers to 680 participants.
Independent work by Cottrell (1999) refers to more than 700 adult TCKs then living in
the U.S. who filled in the survey. In this report, the 604 that were chosen for analysis
had lived abroad in the post WWII period. Cottrell explains that the researchers
purposely included responses from five categories of sponsor groups; government
(23%), military (30%), missionary (17%), business (16%), and academic/other (14%).
Useem & Cottrell (1993, May, p. 1) refer to previous research that concluded the
sponsor organization had an impact on the type of family life and schooling experienced
by the minor dependents. This rationale was used for sorting into the chosen categories.

A further paper published by Cottrell, in Ender (2002), describes the educational and
occupational choices of 603 American adult TCKs (ATCKs). Respondents are
described as adult TCKs residing in the U.S. at the time of the study and fitting into the
five categories outlined. They ranged in age from 25 to 90 years. Each had spent at least
one school age year abroad as the minor dependent of an American parent, and each
was living in the U.S. at the time of responding. Statistical analysis, sampling
procedures and experimental methods were not published. The research project remains
incomplete (following illness and death of husband, John Useem). However,
preliminary findings have been presented in a number of papers including four articles
in Newslinks: The newspaper of International Schools Services. (Useem & Cottrell,
1993, January, May, & November; Useem & Cottrell, 1994, March) The study reflects
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the self-assessment and description of life trajectories of TCKs some years after they
have left the developmental ecology.

Several major claims have been based on this work. These refer to higher life outcomes
in education, international perspective, and career achievements relative to the general
population. (It appears that TCKs place a priority on continuing education.) First, in
regard to educational achievements, available data suggest 81% of the ATCKs have
earned at least a bachelor’s degree. Half of this number has gone on to earn master’s
degrees and doctorates. Useem and Cottrell contrast the high level of educational
achievement to the total American population, 21% of whom go on to earn at least a
bachelor’s degree. This contrasting statistic was drawn from comparison with US
census statistics, 1993 (personal communication, Cottrell, 2003).

Useem & Cottrell (1993, May, p. 1) claim that “a considerable proportion of the young
adult TCKs change colleges and/or majors two or three times.” The tension between
pursuit of higher education and finding satisfactory means of attaining it appears to be a
challenge for the TCK. No statistics are reported to support this claim, nor to clarify
whether this occurs to a lesser, greater, or similar extent in the general population. The
authors suggest that the finding supports the view that TCKs are "out of synch" with
mainstream Americans during their young adult years and they take some time to
stabilize their life path. The authors suggest that “more often they feel their overseas
schooling and experience put them ahead of their peers (and even their teachers)”.

A second finding is that the majority of their respondents rejected statements suggesting
feelings of alienation and isolation. They seemed to appreciate things about the U.S.,
however, that individuals raised solely in America take for granted. Two thirds of the
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sample reported it is important for them to maintain an international dimension to their
lives although they prefer to establish their home in the U.S. Three quarters claimed to
feel different from people who had not had an overseas experience. Despite this
“difference”, 8 out of 10 responded that they could relate to anyone regardless of
differences such as race, ethnicity, religion, or nationality. The sense of feeling at home
nowhere and anywhere is a tension that Useem et al. introduced in their interpretation of
data.

The re-entry experience was isolated, by these respondents from the overall
international experience. Entering the home culture of one’s parents, to establish a life
there, is described as a painful experience for the TCK. However, it is viewed as a
“period” that the TCK passed through. For some this is a lengthier time than for others
but the pain does diminish. According to Useem et al. (1993, November, p. 1), “in
contrast to the re-entry period, ATCKs generally credit their third culture background
with positively influencing their adult lives.”

In the third and last finding concerning career achievements, responses to questions
relating to how their lives were developing revealed that women were more prone than
men to experience stress over conflicting desire for stability and mobility. Men reported
greater satisfaction with how their lives were unfolding. Questions related to career
choices revealed that greater than 80% of participants (both men and women) were
professionals, semiprofessionals, executives, or managers/officials. The researchers
claim that occupational choices reflect a continued love of learning, interest in helping,
and a desire for independence and flexibility. They also suggest that the 17% who are
self-employed reflect the creative, risk-taking streak that is found in TCKs.
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This study did not present comparative data suggesting the normative life choices or life
trajectory patterns of individuals who were raised solely in the USA. It is possible that
personnel deployed abroad represent a highly educated, risk-taking sub-sector of
society. The value for and priority upon education could be reflected in the choices and
life patterns of TCKs. Perhaps a representative sample of North American families with
similar parental educational achievement could yield similar statistics in the choices and
life patterns of their offspring. However, there could also be factors in the
developmental ecology that nurture or facilitate these patterns. The Useem, Cottrell
study did not ask respondents to speculate on what their choices might otherwise have
been, had they been raised in the USA.

It is proposed that much could be learned by asking respondents to recall their life
choices and educational patterns and contrasting these with what they might otherwise
have chosen and experienced. Such a questioning technique was applied in the
construction of data collection instruments for the current study. It was deemed
impossible to gain a truly representative sample of TCKs and even more difficult to
establish an valid comparative sample of individuals raised solely in the passport
culture. Although such methodology relies somewhat on speculation and retrospective
analysis, it is an extension of the major study that was conducted by Useem and Cottrell
and suggests a way to provide some comparative data. The present study also identified
just one age (10 years old) for participants to focus on and it included the responses of
both men and women who had experienced the TCK ecology at that age. Reasons for
the choice of this age group are given in detail later in the thesis.
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Age related outcomes - Characteristics of adolescent TCKs
A study of TCK adolescents is reported by Gerner & Perry (2000). Unlike the Useem et
al. retrospective data, they examined current experiences of adolescents abroad. The
study compared responses from two groups of internationally mobile adolescents. A
control group maintained residence in only one country throughout their lives – thus
addressing the problem of the adult findings where characteristics or factors common to
both mobile and non-mobile adults were not distinguished. Data were collected in 1992,
and initial analysis of the data was based on responses from 1,076 students. Students
from three different high schools were included in the study. The questionnaire was
administered at a school in Egypt, another in Thailand, and a third in Minnesota (U.S.
mid western state). A coordinator at each school arranged for teachers to administer the
questionnaire during a class session. At each school, the questionnaires were completed
concurrently by all students within a 30-day period and forwarded to one author for
analysis at the American University in Cairo.

The questionnaire used a Likert format, thus data were quantitative. A panel of three
investigators designed a draft questionnaire with 60 items. A pilot survey of randomly
selected students (N = 40) eliminated problematic items. Some items were reworded.
The final draft comprised items asking questions related to attitudes towards and
opinions about 10 different nationalities (n = 10), family relationships (n = 10), peer
relationships (n = 8), cultural acceptance (n = 6), travel orientation (n = 7), language
acceptance (n = 5), future orientation (n = 11), and stereotypes (n = 10). Items were
added to the questionnaire to gather biographical information (n = 13). The final
questionnaire posed 70 questions to the adolescents.
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The study was subjected to analysis twice. The findings from the initial analysis of this
study were presented in very positive terms. Internationally mobile adolescents were
viewed as being advantaged in their perspectives on the basis of their rating of
themselves in terms of interests and orientation in comparison to the control group who
had experienced living in only one culture. Results showed,
internationally mobile adolescents from the U.S. living abroad have greater
interest in travel, learning languages, and rate themselves more culturally
accepting and more oriented to an international lifestyle in the future compared
to their peers in the U.S. (Gerner & Perry, 2000, p. 3)

When they described the second analysis of the data the authors quoted liberally from
the works of Useem and her co-authors to validate the need for a reanalysis of the data.
A focus on gender differences was the special motivation of their reanalysis. According
to Useem et al. (1993, November) women feel more strongly that the experience of
living overseas as a child/adolescent enhanced their community involvement and social
relationships as adults.

As 65 respondents in the Gerner et al. project had failed to indicate gender, a sample
group of 1011 students remained for reanalysis. These included U.S. students (n = 222)
from Minnesota, predominantly drawn from intact professional families of middle to
upper social class, in which education was highly valued. This sample also included
U.S. internationally mobile families living either in Thailand or Egypt (n = 270), and
non U.S. internationally mobile students from all nationalities combined (n = 519). The
internationally mobile participants comprised North American (34%), Asian (26%),
European (17%), Middle Eastern (15%), other nations in Africa, Latin America, and the
Indian sub-continent (8%). Given occupational reasons for the internationally mobile
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families being abroad this sample tended to be middle to upper class and valued
education.

The reanalysis did reveal gender differentiation in the adolescents’ perspectives and
their rating of themselves. Some attitudes and opinions did not evidence significant
difference, but other areas suggested the need for further research.
All U.S. internationally mobile subjects and all non-U.S. internationally mobile
adolescents taken as a group show consistent differences with females being
more positive in the areas of Cultural Acceptance, Language, Travel, Stereotype,
and Future Orientation to an international career. However, the main differences
are between U.S males and U.S females who are internationally mobile. Males
and females from other nationalities do not show a pattern of more favorable
female ratings in comparison to males. (Gerner & Perry, 2000, p. 13)

The experience of living abroad was found to have a robust effect on U.S. female desire
to pursue an international career, much more so than on U.S. males. The authors
tentatively suggested that greater exposure to internationalism in the home countries
could account for the closer male/female ratings of non U.S. participants. However, this
argument does not account for the disparate finding that non U.S. females were
significantly more open to learning languages than the non U.S. males.

More research involving non U.S. TCKs is clearly needed. Australasians were not
involved in this project. Once again, the study serves to suggest some trends and some
paradoxes but highlights the need for a broader scope of carefully-conducted research as
well as the need for more sponsor specific and culture specific research. This is
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addressed to a some extent in the present study which details comparisons between
participants from Missionary and Other sponsor groups. The following two sections
present findings in relation to two major sponsors which generate TCKs – the military
and religious missions. It is likely that different sponsor groups may reveal different
outcomes or even ecologies as their purposes for being abroad, their perspectives on
foreign cultures and their values in regard to a whole range of issues may well be
different and result in differences in impact on their TCKs.

Military TCK experience
The military is one significant sponsoring agency in terms of numbers of the numbers of
families deployed abroad. Some studies have specifically focused on the effect of U.S.
military life on the development of minor dependents. Wertsch (1991) undertook
research for a 5-year period conducting in-depth interviews with 80 adult participants
who had been raised in any one of the four U.S. armed forces. She did not document the
percentage distribution of respondents amongst the forces. She also interviewed military
parents, teachers, physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, historians,
and scholars.

Participants were drawn from all parts of the U.S. Some interviews were conducted in
person (over half), while the rest were accomplished through a combination of phone
interviews and correspondence. Participants typically sent a lengthy taped response to
questions to the researcher who followed-up by phone calls or letters. Participants for
this study were located by word of mouth or as a result of several newspaper articles
related to the research.
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This research was published as interpretive journalism that attempted to outline a profile
of what are known as Military Brats. That is, it was not published as scientific report.
As with the Useem et al. work, the research is retrospective. Participants reflected on
past experience and interpreted the effect of the experience on their current profile.
Unlike the Useem et al. work, the presentation of statistics was not the primary focus of
the study, rather, the methodology was wholly qualitative in nature. Wertsch’s personal
experience of military life as a minor dependent was woven into the work, which is rich
with anecdotal and journalistic reporting

Wertsch summarized 8 key factors of U.S. military society which she regarded as
having an important impact on children’s upbringing and development: (a) rigid
authoritarian structure was often replicated within the family, (b) extreme mobility,
(c) consistent and extended father absence, (d) isolation and alienation from the civilian
community, (e) strict class system, (f) high incidence of alcoholism, resulting in family
violence, (g) deep sense of mission, and (h) an atmosphere of constant preparation for
war.

Some of these factors are shared with civilian personnel. Wertsch was careful to note
that the minor dependents of foreign diplomatic personnel share the rootlessness and
constant feeling of being an outsider, and the children of religious workers share the
same intensity of mission in family life.

Religious mission TCK experience
The significant and organized efforts of some religious mission related studies need to
be thoroughly explained because the resulting publications are widely distributed
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amongst associated organizations. The findings are being applied to recruiting and
training practices as well as to intervention measures.

The efforts of the MK CART/CORE have led to a number of publications describing
their methodology and findings. Powell (1999) lists examples of the questions guiding
the research.
How are MK experiences affecting development and outcome in adulthood?
What values and behaviors are being transmitted by the host culture and
inculcated by MKs? What are the effects of various educational options and
practices? What are the effects of boarding school and its concomitant
separation from the parental home at various ages? … What types of
interpersonal relationships and adult role models shape the development of
children growing up on the mission field?… What seem to be the major
psychosocial, developmental, and spiritual factors in determining adult
outcomes? To what extent are family dynamics involved in outcomes? How?
(p. 99)

The desired outcome of the research has been to understand the dynamics of family life
that result in families remaining in the mission work and experiencing healthy
relationships inside and outside the family. The desired outcome specific to the
dependent minor is “healthy, spiritually integrated, and satisfied children who become
mature Christian adults” (p. 99).

With these goals established those involved in the multi-mission effort were able to
initiate research design. Since its 1986 inception MK CART/CORE has experienced
some turn-over in participating mission groups and by 1999 a total of 11 missions were
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involved. Three major studies had been conducted: The boarding school personnel
study, The adult missionary kid (AMK) study, and The missionary family study. Dr
Leslie Andrews, Vice Provost, Director of the Doctor of Ministry Program, and Director
of Institutional Research at Asbury Theological Seminary, has been the chair of the
research committee since its initial formation.

The Boarding school personnel study commenced with a project based on a sampling of
those most closely associated with the boarding school situation (Powell & Andrews,
1993). The primary aim of this study was to identify characteristics of effective
personnel who could provide a secure environment for the children of missionaries. MK
CART/CORE member agencies of the time submitted names of people closely involved
in the situation. A sample was compiled including 60 adult MKs, 60 parents of MKs
who were then attending or had attended boarding school, and 60 current or previous
staff of boarding schools as teachers, houseparents, or administrators. A five point
questionnaire was sent to each member of the sample group. Within each group of 60,
20 individuals were asked to provide responses relating to administrators, 20 relating to
teachers, and 20 in relation to boarding houseparents. Four questions were posed asking
about qualities, skills, personality traits, and required preparation for effective boarding
school personnel. The final point on the questionnaire asked the respondent to describe
one person whom they believed to be an effective individual acting in the capacity to
which their particular questionnaire related.

A total of 67 surveys was returned (37%), including 27 relating to teachers, 23 to
administrators, and 17 to houseparents. From the data researchers identified major
themes relating to each category. In the combined data it was established that boarding
school personnel, in whatever capacity they work, are more effective if they (1) possess
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basic professional skills and knowledge relevant to their work context, (2) exhibit
practical Christian understanding and continued advancement in that understanding,
(3) have an ability to integrate Christian faith, personal values, and spiritual ideals,
(4) evidence a willingness to personally contribute to a community ethos of balance,
reasonableness, without a propensity to extremes, and (5) profess a spiritual call to their
profession/vocation and to the work context.

A larger study followed and measured a number of variables amongst the entire staff of
20 boarding schools worldwide. Researchers commenced with a list of 129 overseas
MK boarding schools representing a total population of 15,000 MKs. Schools were
selected to reflect differences in size, sponsorship, and location globally. Researchers
travelled to each of the schools to collect data. The data included a demographic
questionnaire, subjective practical situation questionnaire, and four standardized
instruments. All aimed at gathering information about the characteristics of effective
carers of children in these circumstances. These were the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Factor Inventory (MMPI), the Sixteen Personality Factor Test (16PF), the
Adjective Check List (ACL), and the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style
(TAIS). Tests were administered in one five hour period or during two periods of two
and one half hours each. Selected results have been published by various researchers
(Taylor & Pollock, 1995; Wickstrom, 1994; Wickstrom & Andrews, 1993).

The major outcome of this research effort has been the inauguration of pre-departure
screening and training for boarding school personnel. The Association of Christian
Schools, Interaction Incorporated, and Missionary Internship are three of the
organizations who have co-operated to provide this service.
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The Adult missionary kid study was the largest multi-mission study undertaken. It
surveyed adults between the ages of 20 and 80 years. A representative sample was
selected from an initial pool of more than 10,000 adult (AMKs). A 40 page
questionnaire, including standardized instruments and researcher designed items, was
sent to 1,475 individuals. Participants had spent at least three years in a cross-cultural
setting because of their parents’ role as missionaries. Of the number posted, 259 were
returned, undeliverable. A further 25 were returned too late for inclusion in the analysis
by Andrews, 1995. This analysis was a measurement of AMKs’ well-being. According
to Andrews this could best be evaluated by measuring the quality of the AMK’s
spiritual life. Andrews justified the choice of instrument, as follows:
The “Spiritual Well-Being Scale” - a highly reliable instrument that has been
used in scores of studies over the past 15 years – was used to measure three
dimensions of well-being: religious, existential, and spiritual well-being.
(Andrews, 1995, p. 442)

The data from this scale were correlated with variables such as personal characteristics,
family culture, education culture, and mission culture domains. Statistical information is
provided for 608 participants, 59% of whom are men and 41% are women. Of these 608
participants, 29% have sought professional counselling and a further 20% feel they
would benefit from counselling. Associated with family culture, 55% felt included in
their parents’ ministry. According to Andrews education is valued by these AMKs
because 94% attended college. Of these 73% graduated with a B average or higher and
25% graduated with honours. A total of 11% were listed in the “Who’s Who in
American Colleges and Universities”. In terms of mission culture, 17.4% have followed
in their parents’ paths to become career missionaries. Andrews assesses the overall
picture of the AMK in positive terms:
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Given the absence of overpowering negative factors in an MK’s life, the
presence of strong familial bonds, and a safe, nurturing environment when
separated from parents, most MKs can be expected to do very well spiritually as
adults. (Andrews, 1995, p. 446)

Van Reken (1995) has responded to Andrews’ analysis of the AMK’s spiritual wellbeing, concerned about the 49% who either had seen or felt they would benefit by
seeing a counsellor. In her analysis this represents almost three times as many as the
percentage of those who view their missions’ community negatively. Therefore, even
those who view it positively feel they could benefit from professional assistance in
resolving issues from their childhood. “This means that even those with positive
feelings about their basic environment are not exempt from struggling with either life's
situations or their relationship to God. Why?” (p. 448) Van Reken suggests that the God
factor in the MK’s life is a significant variable that needs to be acknowledged.
Our pain issues are also inextricably interwoven with God issues. A military kid
can blame the commanding officer for any negative experiences, and a business
kid can blame the company’s CEO. But for an MK, who ultimately, is to blame
for whatever happens beside God? For MKs, God and the system easily become
one. (p. 448)

This variable sets the MK apart from other TCKs. Whereas Andrews assesses adult MK
well-being in positive terms Van Reken is more conditional in her appraisal of the data.
The mission research team did identify familial connectedness and stability as critical
elements in managing the God factor and nurturing positive MK development. They
determined that an understanding of the MK in the family context was important as the
next stage in the research efforts.
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The missionary family study was designed because of implications arising from the
previous two studies. The objective of this study was to study current missionary
families, including children in their adolescence and late primary years, in order to
develop a profile to better understand missionary families. Research designers intended
to obtain demographics as well as descriptions of major activities, family relationships
and dynamics, host and mission cultures, areas of satisfaction, and various correlations
amongst these variables. Findings were deemed important for training,
member/employee care, interventions, and long-term development in mission work.
Data collection was via a number of standardized inventories along with researcher
designed items and instruments. Data collection and statistical summaries were
completed and disseminated to constituent missions in April 1998.

According to the first published findings (Andrews, 1999) participants included 245
missionaries (U.S. in origin), 127 MK adolescents, and 140 MK children. Adult
participants were administered the Missionary Family Profile survey including
researcher designed measurements of satisfaction, family of origin image, spiritual life
inventory, and the standardized family inventory measurements (Olsen, McCubbin,
Barnes, Larsen, Muxen & Wilson, 1992).

A researcher designed instrument was administered to the MKs in this study. Included
were 14 items measuring parent-adolescent communication, family satisfaction, and
family strengths. Findings reportedly indicated MK satisfaction, father closeness,
mother closeness, family life satisfaction, and school experience. According to Andrews
MKs expressed positive feelings about MK family life, 89.6% describing it as warm and
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close or somewhat close (p. 112). When asked whether they would still choose to be
born an MK given what they now know about MK life, 97% responded affirmatively.
The content and stated future direction of the MK CART/CORE projects confirms that
the ongoing familial care of members/employees in religious mission work is the
motivation for the research. By understanding the context of MK development within
systems (familial, educational, and employment networks) the purpose is to provide
better care and nurture for these particular TCKs. The suggestion implicit in some of the
above research is that TCKs’ identity development is vulnerable within these systems.
However, some questions of importance were not included in these very focussed
studies, for example, what were other social relationships like and how were they
affected? What problems, if any, were there in relation to future choices such as career
choice, deciding on a location to live, choice of a spouse, establishing social priorities,
developing a relationship with one’s own children, to name a few areas that might be
impacted by identity development in the third culture.

The next section presents research specifically in regard to the development of identity
– a subject of crucial concern to this thesis, especially since, as has been shown in the
vast literature on identity formation (see, for example, Erikson, 1980; Loevinger, 1976),
a child’s identity is in the process of being formed throughout childhood and
adolescence and this is occurring as the TCK’s surroundings are in a constant state of
flux. Thus, the TCK has to deal constantly with large external as well as internal
changes. This study does not seek to explore this interaction at an individual, microlevel that may be afforded by the major psychological theories mentioned above, rather
it seeks, at a more macro-level of analysis, to set out the broader patterns of interaction
and impacts that may result from experiences that TCKs may hold in common.
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TCK identity research
The TCK’s identity has been addressed by researchers of the TCK phenomenon.
Identity has been presented in terms of outcomes, such as in the publications of Useem
and Cottrell. Identity has also been presented as a process (Giardini, 1993) or a series of
transactions (Schaetti, 2000, 2001).

The TCK identity is a complex one that is likened to a cultural chameleon (McCaig,
1994). It is a dynamic entity that can adapt and change to suit various situations or
ecologies. McCaig refers to an adult TCK who views himself as American but qualifies
this identity label by adding that it is not to the exclusion of other countries, cultures, or
peoples. This qualification requires a broad definition of identity.
As with “home,” it is important that we broaden our definition of identity. We
too often impose limits: U.S. American or Kenyan, British or Japanese. For
many global nomads, nationality will form but one part of a complex identity
influenced also by the host countries in which they have lived, by the experience
of mobility itself, and by a multicultural heritage forged within one or more
expatriate communities. Global nomads become constructive in their marginality
when they recognize and understand the multiplicity of their experience and
when they have the language to communicate about it. (Schaetti & Ramsey,
1999, p.44)

According to one TCK researcher (Schaetti, 1996) a priority during developmental
years is to foster the multicultural identity of the TCK. However, the developing child
can become very confused in the process of moving between cultures where the
expectations and norms imposed can be conflicting.
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The topic of identity formation is of interest to academics and practitioners across a
wide variety of disciplines. Of particular interest to the discussion within this paper are
the comments from those interested in the social construction of self.

Research on the issue of identity development in general suggests that each individual
has multiple identities that compose their lives. Included amongst these identities are
race, gender, class, ability, and disability (Robinson, 1999). Social conditioning and
dominant discourse nurture various dimensions of these identities. Configuring these
multiple identities into a healthy balance comes through unravelling the meanings of
each identity and putting them into perspective in relation to other identities and to other
people. How much more complex this task is for the developing child who moves
between multiple cultures and widely disparate networks of people while unravelling,
the meaning of each personal identity within these multiple ecologies and attempting to
develop and integrate them.

The concept of self in the midst of the divergent cultures the TCK may mix in is also
worth examining. Anthropologists and sociologists have been the earliest researchers of
the TCK phenomenon. Their interest in understanding culture by means of identifying
commonly shared elements has influenced the initial profiles proposed. The process of
identifying self in the multiple ecologies can become lost in the emphasis on
determining shared traits. Culture and self are complementary concepts that need to be
understood in relationship to one another (Sokefeld, Chaudhary & Driessen, 1999). The
TCK culture is a shared culture with common elements, but identity formation is a
process apart from, but not independent of that culture. The sense of self needs to be
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managed even if it is a “porous sense of self” (Iyer, 2000, p. 18), that changes with
location.

The process of identity formation takes place in roles played by the individuals within
structured contexts. Groups, networks, organizations, classes, and other social units
provide the contexts for role enacting (Stryker & Burke, 2000). The strength of ties and
connectedness within and between these contexts and how they are valued has an
influence on the success of identity formation. An individual who experiences close
connection between contexts and salience between roles played will more readily be
able to activate and integrate the multiple identities that make up self. Where multiple
roles and multiple identities reinforce each other, between-contexts identity formation is
facilitated. Where they do not, there is internal conflict and competition which
handicaps identity formation. The TCK may have vastly different contexts to negotiate
where behavioural expectations vary considerable. For example a TCK may attend an
international school where social expectations are set by the predominant culture
represented in the staff and student body, at home the social conduct and familial
interaction may reflect the values from the passport country culture, a religious context
may represent the host cultural norms or a mix from several cultures, and military
functions may mandate codes of dress and conduct dependent on the employed parent’s
rank. Each of these contexts could demand that different roles be played by the TCK.
To add to the complexity there are multiple roles (such as with extended family
members, former friends, different expectations in regard to status and authority) to
negotiate on visits to the passport country.

Having experienced these conflicts and tensions in identity formation and role
expectation during developmental years, the TCK could be prone towards observation
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rather than participation in new contexts. However, upon encountering other TCKs the
response can be much less inhibited.
When several persons interacting in a common situation mutually verify the
identities held by each, their commitment to one another increases. Further, they
begin to view themselves as a group-that is, as a new social structure.
(Stryker & Burke, 2000, p. 290)

The formation of identity for each TCK may have taken different paths and the
expression of self can be quite contrasting, but the shared elements of the TCK culture
can allow full and mutual understanding among TCKs. It could be that TCKs in general
can view themselves as a group that is, or a unique social structure, but it is likely that
the cohesion of such a group will increase when viewed as emerging from a particular
sponsor agency. The shared experiences are likely to be more closely aligned. Again,
this is similar to those who are not raised abroad, but TCKs are exposed to this more
often and more consistently.

The process of TCK national identity formation is explored by Giardini (1993). In her
acknowledgements she explains that the research has been part of a healing process for
her as an adult TCK. This further supports the potential vulnerability of the TCK in
identity formation.

Giardini’s work is founded on the premise that culture is a dynamic process. She
suggests that global nomads find a sense of belonging in perpetual motion rather than in
fixed and bounded geographic situations; they are more comfortable being the outsider
looking on than being an insider within a given context. Giardini proposes two
important elements in identity formation; first, the importance of memory and reciting
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of those memories with others who shared them, and, second, the modification of
behaviour when confronting some form of stress (p. 21). Unfortunately for many TCKs
there is a fluid movement of people in and out of their lives so reconnecting with people
to share memories can be impossible. When the TCK can reconnect with people who
may remain constant in their lives, such as with extended family in the passport country,
there can be communication obstacles. The language they use to communicate can be
the same but the meaning can be vastly different making the experience unsatisfying. If
there has been a substantial amount of time spent away from extended family, the TCK
may have shared more significant memories with non-family members. Celebrations of
life’s achievements, rites of passage, and times of tragedy may have been shared with
(non-family) people in a foreign or expatriate community. The shared memories that
may have been pivotal in defining a sense of self could have been with many people
who do not remain constant in the TCK’s life. The problems associated with the sense
of self that a situation like this can lead to are highlighted by Ward’s study of British
women migrants to Australia (Ward, 2001).

Giardini’s research examined the complex process of national identity formation (with
the passport country) by North American individuals who had experienced childhood
years abroad. She collected data through in-depth interviews (n = 8) with alumni from
the American School in London. Interviews were conducted in individual 2 hour
sittings. There was some follow up via phone. Additional information was collected via
informal interviews (n = 19). All participants were U.S citizens in their early twenties.
Each had spent some portion of their childhood abroad prior to the age of 18. The social
status of participants was described as privileged. The participants were drawn from
families who were employed in the private sector overseas, and all lived near or
amongst host country nationals.
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Six main concepts were explored during the in-depth interviews:
1. What feelings, objects, symbolic images were associated with the United States?
Britain?
2. What has the word “home” come to mean? How has it changed over time?
3. How do these people define themselves? What is important to them?
4. How has living overseas affected their interpersonal relationships with friends and
family?
5. How have they reorganised their understanding of themselves in a way that can be
communicated to others whose experience is radically different?
6. How did the reaction of people around them affect their self-perception?
Results of the interviews are presented in quoted responses to specific questions with
elaboration and interpretation by the researcher. Giardini prefaces the results section by
explaining that interviewees shared their experiences openly but with a concern about
being misunderstood, or viewed as arrogant, self-centred, or snobbish. Giardini
attributes this to prior efforts by interviewees to share important details of their lives and
being confronted by such reactions.

Much of the discussion in this work focuses on the outcomes of developmental years
abroad. Respondents are described as flexible and self-reliant (Giardini 1993, p. 39, 52
& 68), having a need to keep moving (p. 43 & 49) and having a sense of belonging in
relation to other people rather than a fixed location (p. 48). However, some conclusions
are reached about the process of identity formation. Giardini (1993) concluded that the
minor dependent of foreign deployed personnel will “never be a full and authentic part
of the host culture” (p. 92). At the same time the struggle to form a national identity
with the passport country was handicapped for the participants of this research project.
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There was a sense that a certain amount of knowledge of American folklore and
tradition was essential to belonging in the U.S. Anyone who called themselves
American without sharing an innate understanding of the Brady Bunch, David
Letterman, Tammy Faye Baker, Grumby, or the real meaning of the words to
Don McClain’s American Pie was somehow an impostor. (Giardini 1993, p. 77)

Giardini concludes that the process of national identity formation can be successfully
accomplished once the individual discovers the existence of borderlands, between preestablished categories. From the position of outsider the individual can explore and
define self-concepts of belonging and identity. She describes identity as in flux,
changing over time. There is a particular contrast in the TCK’s feelings of identity as an
expatriate, and then upon return to the passport country. Healthy adjustment is most
likely for individuals who acknowledge identity as always in flux, rather than expecting
stability. This is especially important to acknowledge since mobility between cultures
and integration into multicultural environments as an expatriate are such fundamental
issues in the developmental ecology of the TCK. Mobility and transition are terms that
describe one element of the TCK ecology. The next section addresses these important
concepts.

Effects of mobility
For the TCK, mobility can involve movement from one country to another. For those
born in their passport country this can mean uprooting from one known country and
moving to another. This involves a transition from one developmental ecology, to
another; it is mobility coupled with a trans-cultural experience. The TCK experience is
further compounded by interaction with other TCKs who are also experiencing high
frequency mobility and trans-cultural experiences. The challenge of learning the cues
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and expectations of two or more cultures is complicated by learning the functional and
relational patterns of others who move between, perhaps, different cultures. The cycles
of mobility in the peer groups of TCKs rarely overlap so there is a constant pattern of
transition in the peer group make-up. Mobility and transition provide considerable
challenge to the TCK during developmental years. This research project asked for data
on the number of school transitions respondents experienced as well as the patterns of
transition between work places as adults. It was hoped that some patterns would emerge
in the data. Patterns of ongoing mobility did emerge. The data collection instrument also
included a question that asked respondents to report on periods of grieving that resulted
from relational separation. Transitions happen throughout life for all individuals and
there exists a body of literature describing the impact of transitions during
developmental years. Those who study life-course development have an interest in
understanding the implications for individual development. According to one author,
Dornbusch, (2000), transitions can represent success or achievement or progress, or they
can represent failure. Either way there is a resulting tension.
Being uprooted from established channels of activity causes the breakdown of
habitual patterns of action and forces the conscious development of new modes
of behavior that fit the novel set of circumstances. (p. 173)

Relevant to this discussion is research undertaken to determine the effect of transitions
that result from events that are not part of the normal life cycle of families. Sibling
separation can be a significant consequence of mobility if some children in the family
remain in, or return to the passport country for continuing education. Even within the
country of residence siblings can be separated because individual educational needs are
better served in different locations. Boarding school education is a significant element
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in the life of many TCKs whether experienced themselves, or whether the family
separation is a result of a sibling attending boarding school.

Research on siblings split by placement in foster care is also relevant to this discussion.
“These transitions constitute periods of tensions and vulnerability for sibling
relationships since brothers and sisters may be separated from one another” (Drapeau,
Simrad, Beaudry, Charbonneau, 2000, p. 78). According to these authors there are short
and long-term repercussions on the well-being of all concerned. By definition these
authors consider the sibling group as intact if all siblings live under one roof but split if
at least one member is living in an alternative location. The sibling subsystem is a
significant component of the family as a whole. In times of transition this subsystem
plays an important role; if it remains intact it represents one element of continuity while
the family as a whole is in the process of reorganising its habitual patterns of action.
Siblings can serve a supporting role for each other as adjustments are made; it is one
social network that can continue and be a stabilising force in the individual’s life.

However, within the TCK phenomenon there are many situations where there is long
term or short term sibling separation. While negotiating the multiple role expectations
imposed on them, TCK siblings can be required to move from a boarding school or
passport culture context where they are required to be fairly autonomous, back to a birth
order sibling ranking within the immediate family setting during the holiday periods.
This, alone, can cause tensions and constant, perhaps unwelcome, adaptation. The
sibling relationships may have to be maintained during condensed family times. It may
be the case that siblings are only together within the nuclear family unit during
Christmas, Easter, or Summer vacation times. During these brief weeks of the year they
function as nuclear family siblings and try to confirm and enrich their relationship. At
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other times some may live at home and others reside in boarding institutions. Or
perhaps they all reside at a single boarding institution where they function as siblings
but only within the context of a much larger group of children. The events and relational
patterns during the brief periods together as a nuclear family take on heightened
significance.

It is possible for TCK siblings to experience a strong bond because they rely on each
other for emotional support when separated from other family members. TCK siblings
separated from each other can also develop a high value for each other. However, the
outcomes of sibling separation can be an emotional detachment from one another.
Drapeau et al. (2000) focused their research on the quality of family relationships
resulting from sibling separation. Their sample group of 294 family units included 618
children, drawn from three youth service centres in Quebec, Canada. In the cases where
foster care had necessitated sibling separation, data was gathered using a questionnaire
answered verbally to a caseworker who was familiar with the family. Where divorce
had resulted in sibling separation a parent completed the questionnaire verbally. The
authors noted that the quality of sibling relationship prior to separation could impact the
long-term effect of the separation. Another significant variable was the facilitation and
frequency of contact between siblings during periods of separation. In the case of the
TCK if siblings are located in different countries for the purpose of education, or
because one sibling has reached a stage of independence in his or her life, arranging
contact between siblings would involve considerable expense either through making
phone calls or by visiting. This would restrict rather than facilitate contact.
Technological advancements have made communication via electronic mail a more
viable means of communication for separated TCK siblings, but can still be quite
expensive – sometimes prohibitively so.
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The findings from Drapeau et al. (2000) suggest that in some cases sibling separation
serves to minimise sibling rivalry. It suggests that in such cases the contact, though less
frequent, is actually richer in nature, making a positive contribution to the
developmental ecology. However, the children in the study by Drapeau et al. who
indicated this as a benefit of sibling separation also expressed a sense of loss and
nostalgia. That nostalgia could lead to unrealistic relational expectations that are later
proven inaccurate. The negative impact could counter the positive impact of richer
interaction. These authors conclude that decisions to allow sibling separation have an
impact throughout the individual’s entire life. “We know that the lack of contact
between siblings during childhood significantly decreases the likelihood that contact
will be maintained in adulthood.” (Drapeau et al., 2000, p. 85)

Another study (Myers, 1999) supports the finding that childhood patterns of mobility
and transition impact on adult behaviours. That study found that children from a family
of origin that experienced high frequency mobility and transition continued the pattern
as adults. The author argues that residential mobility and transition are learned
behaviour transmitted from parent to child in the same way that gender, political, and
religious behaviours are transmitted. There is, however, some suggestion that adultchild shared characteristics could contribute to the tendency toward patterns of mobility
and transition continuing. The two factors of shared characteristics and the socialisation
process where a child learns to replicate or approximate parents’ behaviours are both
contributing factors, although Myers maintains the socialisation process to be the
stronger force.
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The data for Myers’ study were drawn from a longitudinal study that included 2,033
married persons interviewed in 1980, 1983, 1988, and 1992 (Booth, Amato, Johnson, &
Edwards, 1993). Child mobility patterns between 1980 and 1992, were established from
parents’ reports. In 1992, 471 offspring who were 19 years or older were interviewed. In
1997, 424 offspring, with no sibling pairs, were reinterviewed. Findings suggested that
offspring who moved most while living with their parents were the ones who moved the
most on their own between 1992 and 1997. The findings also aligned these moves with
significant life course transitions. The authors pose the unanswered question of whether
the moves are nomadic and drifting patterns, or purposeful and within a rational choice
framework. The latter suggests that an individual learns the cycle of mobility and
transition as a general purpose strategy for advancement and managing life course
events. Myers’ discussion concludes by suggesting that the negative effects of mobility
and transition can accumulate, restricting educational and occupational choices as well
as decreasing social capital (p.880). These findings do not align with the Useem et al.
(1993, May) findings on educational and occupational opportunities. The suggestion of
decreased social capital would need to be examined more specifically because the
constant transience of people in and out of a TCK’s life suggests an increasing quantity
of social capital but the depth of relationships may be lacking and therefore it may not
be counted as accumulated social capital

A review of research on the effects of mobility on children within the USA is presented
by Humke & Schaefer (1995). Their findings may provide some insight as to the impact
early and repeated transience has on TCKs. Their review suggests that moving is a
stressful life event that can impair a child’s psychosocial and educational adjustment.
They emphasize that moving can involve the loss of possessions and familiar
relationships. However, this is a process that affects many children. “Every year 1 in 5
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of all American families relocate (Relocation is defined as changing a residence and
establishing a new address).” (Humke & Schaefer,1995, p. 16) Two significant
variables affecting a child’s successful adjustment as a result of moving emerged from
this report: a father’s self-confidence and satisfaction with his life, and a mother’s
positive attitude towards relocation. The review of research led to four suggestions to
facilitate successful adjustment of a child upon relocation: meeting other parents,
facilitating proximity to peers, talking to the child, and encouraging engagement in
activity. (p. 22) It is suggested that these behaviours facilitate companionship and
intimacy. Some of these can be facilitated easily but others can take longer to achieve
when a family is newly arrived in a host country.

One study brings an Australian perspective to the issue of mobility and its effect upon
children (Fields, 1997). This report claims that Australians typically move more than
eleven times during a lifetime. These moves include moves between and within cities,
states, and countries. At the time of reporting it was estimated that approximately
100,000 children and adolescents change their place of residence and school each year.
The average move was estimated at 24.2kms (p. 46) but the fact that most involved a
change of school means that most also necessitated a change in peer group and social
context. Reasons for mobility accounted for were: 29% related to housing needs
whether moving to a bigger or smaller home, 18% concerned with being nearer to
relatives, work or some other life demand, 14% employment related moves, and the
remaining relocations were associated with a variety of causes such as change in marital
status, or altered financial status.

The data collection upon which this study was based was undertaken by Fields (1995)
and included 40 (Years 7 and 9) students enrolled in Queensland schools.
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Approximately half were in primary or secondary schools in the State capital and the
remainder were in provincial cities. Each participant had attended 3 or more schools in
the previous 2 years. Subjects were chosen from a wider pool that had been studied
earlier in terms of mobility patterns and effects. Of those families, 80% were impacted
by a history of unemployment, and mobility had been linked to escaping mounting
debts. The 40 selected for the 1995 study were relatively free from such influences and
were all from civilian families. Studies linked to military mobility patterns are
influenced by the variable of a system orientation facilitating some level of social
cohesion. Data were gathered on academic and social adjustment related to mobility.
Each associated class teacher was asked to complete the Walker-McConnell scale of
social competence and school adjustment: A social skills rating scale for teachers
(Walker & McConnell, 1987) on the mobile children and they were also asked to rank
the child as within the bottom, middle, or upper third relative to their classmates in
English subject work. Social adjustment was also measured using a peer rating
procedure. Each student in every classroom rated all classmates on a 6 point Likert
scale. The question posed related to whether they would choose to be paired with each
other child for project work.

The findings of this research suggest that highly mobile children perform poorly
academically. Of the 40 subjects, 45% were ranked in the bottom third of the class and
47.5% were ranked in the middle third. Only 3 students were in the top third of their
class in English. In terms of social adjustment, the mean ranking for all children was 3.3
on a six point scale and the mean rating for the mobile children was 1.7, indicating a
low peer acceptance. According to Fields “The findings of this study are strongly
indicative of mobility having adverse effects on both the social and academic
achievement of young adolescents.” (p. 30) However, Fields’ later publication qualifies
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this finding by acknowledging that the effect may be less dramatic for members of
higher socio-economic groups and in cases where parents have a university degree.
(Fields, 1997, p. 47) At least in some cases the gains from moving to new (and possibly
richer) cultural environments may enhance academic progress. In this work he proposes
that family background and support are significant factors in successful adjustment.
Unwelcomed and undesirable moves could result in undue stress but positive and
progressive moves could be less stressful for the child. Fields proposes that parental
qualities such as above average intelligence and high self-esteem can facilitate
successful transitions. Typically personnel deployed abroad are sent to do specialised
tasks and have the training and expertise to carry out those assignments. They are
scrutinised thoroughly for social stability. In some cases they are well remunerated for
their willingness to live abroad so they fall into a higher than average socio-economic
category. It is possible for TCKs to qualify for the family background category that
Fields suggests facilitates successful transitions.

Some researchers of the TCK phenomenon have addressed the issue of mobility
(Grabner, 1992, Salmon, 1987, & Werkman, 1978). At the time of his research
Werkman estimated the student population of overseas civilian sponsored schools to be
80,000. He describes a stable and well educated population of families represented by
this number.
(They) make up a highly selected group of professionals and college-educated
administrators, largely with intact families and high levels of ambition, who
probably represent a more than usually stable, educationally and psychologically
supportive group of people. (Werkman, 1978, p.197)
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Werkman’s research sample included 172 adolescents living overseas and these were
compared to a control group in the United States. No further details about the sample
group are provided. He does, however, mention gathering data from patients of his
clinical psychiatric practice, whose problems had developed in relation to living abroad.
He also refers to personally recorded interviews with students in overseas schools and
college age TCKs who had returned to the USA. Out of this data he draws a summary of
distinctive stresses experienced in relation to high levels of mobility and transience. 1)
Separation from extended family means that the nuclear family must be resourceful and
resolve its own issues. This, he claims, often results in an unusual degree of closeness
and interdependence within the nuclear family living abroad. 2) Father absence was
more common because the nature of internationalised work often resulted in frequent
travel for the father. 3) The use of servants in the home, while reducing the physical
demands on the family, sometimes complicates child development and identification.
The inevitable separation from an adult to whom the child may have bonded was
proposed to be a significant factor. 4) Confused loyalties could impact identity
development, especially if the TCK was born in a foreign country. 5) Experience in
cultures with varying orientations can be challenging for the developing child.
Experiencing and moving between a consumer, goods oriented culture and a group
oriented, communally cohesive culture could leave the TCK culturally disoriented. 6)
The early and repeated experience of relational loss can result in the TCK learning to
form intimate and intense relationships. Often times these have “built-in self destruct
qualities” (p. 122) because the TCK has not had the opportunity to make choices about
the length of a given peer association.

TCKs make transitions throughout their lives. Grabner (1992) focussed on the
experiences of five third grade children newly arrived at the American School in Paris.
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It had a student body of approximately 800 students, representing 53 nationalities. Of
that number 54% were American. The research was conducted to gain insight into the
process of relocation and the coping mechanisms of younger children. Data were
gathered via in-depth interviews of about an hour in length. The structure of the
interviews was flexible with open-ended, exploratory questions guiding the discussion.
The researcher was seeking to identify new patterns of behaviour that resulted from the
experience of relocation. Interviews were transcribed and a content analysis was
conducted to summarize and reveal any patterns or common elements in the experiences
of each child. Further data were gathered from personal writings and drawings
completed by the participants. They each recorded reactions to their move in a journal.
They were also asked to draw pictures of their former house and their new house. Part
of the recorded interview involved responding to “vague illustrations that showed
children in possible relocation situations to illicit further reactions to the relocation
experience.” (Grabner, 1992, p. 61) Further, Grabner lists data gathered by recording
observations during free time and outdoor activity time. Observed behaviours included:
excessive aggression, solitary play, facial expressions of annoyance, sighs, and verbal
frustration. These were recorded during ten minute observation periods. It is not stated
whether this occurred only once for each child, or more frequently over a period of
time.

Grabner attempted to include the child participants as co-researchers, hoping they would
gain new thoughts or perceptions about the process of transition, during the course of
the research. In this regard she was disappointed with the outcome as no child expressed
any such gain at the conclusion of the research. Grabner continued as an educator,
involved in the lives of the child participants and she did, however, note that her
relationship with those particular children seemed to involve a greater closeness as time
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passed. Perhaps the opportunity for honest communication, established a foundation for
increased trust.

In her attempt to include the children as co-researchers, Grabner summarized the data
after analysis and wrote out a qualitative description of the moving process in ageappropriate language. She collated the descriptions and used the children’s own
language to summarize their responses. The text was presented to the participants for
their approval in terms of accuracy and then it was taken to a class meeting for
discussion and comments from classmates. Grabner then felt the data were validated as
a true reflection of these children’s response to the process of transition.

Findings from this research related to: the physical move, emotional responses, and
coping strategies. The physical move was perceived by the children as a messy, chaotic
event. They saw themselves as having had no role to play in the packing and physical
act of relocating; they were simply observers. However, the result was negative
emotions; the packers or moving company were described as “stupid” (Grabner, 1992,
p. 67). They saw the process as consuming the entire house. There was some residue of
resentment that they had not had a choice in all that they could bring to the new place of
residence and the feeling that they had no control in the matter was expressed. The
physical act of moving involved parting with old friends and making new ones and this
was identified as the most significant factor in the transition.
Their biggest worry seems to be concerning peer relationships. Strangely, no
child mentioned being lonely or lonesome after arriving in France. Not one
child mentioned the fact that they would be leaving members of their extended
family; one child mentioned that she visited relatives before leaving, but did not
indicate that there was any sadness involved. (Grabner, 1992, p. 72)
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The interviewees in this research project realized that their lives involved cycles of
mobility. They were aware that there would be more residential transitions in their lives.
With this acknowledgement they were able to identify the strategies they had used, and
would use to cope with partings and adjustment to new ecologies. The strategies
included confiding in trusted people about feelings, withdrawal, crying, focussing
attention on the anticipated location, expressing anger, denial, avoiding other family
members, deliberately remaining aloof, extra sleeping, and establishing intentions to
maintain links with the present ecology and social network. One child explained that the
process had been done before and would be done again so there was a growing selfconfidence in personal ability to cope with all it entailed. However, the respondents
clarified that the strategies in place only served to reduce the stress rather than eliminate
it; “it helped only somewhat” (p. 72). They believed that in time they would adjust.
These TCKs were young and, although they were already aware of the cycle of mobility
that characterised their lives, they could not explore the longer-term effect of repeated
transitions.

The author summarized the effect of the transition on the research participants.
…making a transition sapped energy and has a wearing effect on them… All the
children in this study, however, are doing successful third grade work and
participate actively in classroom activities: their academic performance is good,
they have developed new peer relationships, and they have no behavior
problems or overt anxieties. (Grabner, 1992, p. 74)

Grabner suggests some things to consider while scaffolding children in transition and
adjustment. The children themselves emphasized that they would like some level of
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involvement and control in the choice of country and the house to which they moved.
The feeling of having no control had a negative impact. The choice of things to take
from place to another was an area where children of this age could have some degree of
choice and control. Being included in the packing process by being assigned some tasks
within their capability was a strategy suggested by the researcher. Taking time to listen
to the child was another suggestion. The children in this study explained that they did
not express negative feelings about the transition for a variety of reasons: they did not
feel it would make any difference to a choice that had been made on their behalf, they
did not want to hurt their parents in their planned career path, fear of parents anger or
over-reaction, and one noted that her parents did not talk about such things. The author
suggested that listening and creating an environment for open expression was a useful
strategy to facilitate successful transition for the child. This was applied to parents,
related professionals, and educators. Grabner suggested that a child’s self-esteem could
be significantly built up using the cycles of mobility. Helping a child to navigate these
and then identifying the ways they have learned to cope could contribute to continued
success in other life transitions and developmental stages as the individual matures.

Others have documented advice for scaffolding successful transition management for
the highly mobile child. Gillies (1998), instructs educators to consider the difficulties
involved in making a transition. He believes that TCKs can help shape the world views
of other class participants, whether they are other TCKs or children of mono-cultural
heritage. Gillies lists 5 important strategies, originally proposed by McCaig, founder of
Global Nomads International, for working with internationally mobile children: 1)
Communication: encouraging them to express their feelings, being non-judgemental,
validating emotions & implementing conflict resolution techniques as they work
through difficulties. 2) Continuity: offsetting the many changeable elements in their
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lives by facilitating routine and predictability in the school setting. 3) Collaboration:
establishing a community of learners in the classroom by including students in decision
making. 4) Closure: allowing adequate time for farewells and giving a thorough
acquaintance to new facilities. 5) Cultural confirmation: affirming the bi-cultural or
multi-cultural nature of the child’s life. Sensitive and responsive instruction style will
nurture a healthy ecology for mobile children.

Fennell and Edwards (1991) established some guidelines for use in the Australian
school experience of highly mobile children. They stress the importance of structure and
strategic planning for the assimilation of mobile children into a new school context.
Their guidelines include six points: 1) Develop a strategic plan and communicate it to
all stakeholders, making sure it is regularly reviewed. 2) Ensure that the plan is student
centred. 3) Make sure plans and procedures include parents as well as students in school
affairs. 4) Ensure policies of the school reflect the needs of mobile students
educationally and as well as their general welfare. 5) Have a structure that assists both
the assimilation of new students and the exit of out-going students. 6) Make sure the
administrative procedures for recording progress and reporting to parents is thorough so
that informing parents and passing information on to future schools is a routine
procedure.

Within a single country this presents some complications and requires personnel within
schools to take ownership of the tasks suggested. The complications are magnified
when these need to be applied to internationally mobile children.
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Education in the foreign context
Data from the major study by Useem & Cotrell (1993, January) were the basis of a
paper on the international education of TCKs, by Cottrell (1998). She presents a
summary of the emerging availability of U.S. sponsored schools. Until the 1940s U.S.
deployed diplomats typically educated their children at boarding schools in the home
country. Missionaries were more likely to home school their children. In 1945 the
Department of Defense began to sponsor schools for the minor dependants of their
foreign deployed personnel. In 1961 the U.S. government began to provide assistance to
independent school bodies to provide U.S. equivalent education for their minor
dependants. Since that time there has been an increasing number of schools sponsored
by the expatriate communities in countries around the world as well as mission
sponsored schools established to provide a specific developmental ecology for MKs
(p. 2 & 3).

According to the respondents in this study, “living outside the U.S. was an educational
experience at some level” (p. 6). Cotrell’s summation was that much of the learning
takes place outside the classroom. Respondents highlighted the best things about living
abroad.
…exposure to new cultures, becoming fluent in another language, living with art
and history, sense of belonging to a global community, new perspective on
American and its place in the world, respect/tolerance for others, seeing
differences as learned and political, understanding the global political arena,
flexibility, confidence I can live anywhere. (Cottrell, 1998, p. 6)

This research suggests that often times for the TCK, school was responsible for the
formal education but also the forum for most activity, both extra-curricular and social.
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However, the social ecology provided was dependent on the particular school.
According to Cottrell the Department of Defense schools attempt to replicate as much
of the U.S. curriculum demands and social culture as possible. State Department
supported schools’ attempt to achieve this goal also but student body composition has a
significant impact on the extent to which the self-contained American culture is
achieved. Some such schools incorporate a heavy percentage of host country nationals
and in other schools the percentage drawn from many different countries can outweigh
the U.S. student population. Some schools established to provide education for MKs are
built in isolated locations and this, too, impacts the educational and social ecology.
Exposure to host country nationals can be significantly limited. In these cases the
composition of the student body also varies from a high percentage of Americans, to a
balance from other nations.

Considering the high mobility inherent in the TCK life pattern, the educational
experience of a TCK potentially incorporates a number of different learning
environments. Patterns in social behaviour have to change from one setting to another,
but adjustment to new curriculum and instructional styles is also required. In an attempt
to provide some continuity in curriculum for internationally mobile students the
International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO), was founded in 1968. It is a non-profit
educational foundation based in Geneva, Switzerland, offering to schools three levels of
curriculum framework: the Diploma Programme, the Middle Years Programme, and the
Primary Years Programme. There are 1,278 authorized IB world schools in 110
countries (www.ibo.org, March, 2002).

Some schools catering for TCKs have been analysed for their effectiveness in providing
developmental environments that are appropriate socially and educationally. Hager
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(1978) claims that there are many references to the uniqueness of youth raised within
the third culture paradigm, and assertions of the strong likelihood that TCKs would
follow the life patterns of their parents; they would choose careers that took them into
the third culture as adults. His analysis of The American School of The Hague included
a component focusing on the curriculum. He refers to the inadequacy of curriculum at
that stage to capitalize on the TCK’s ability to span two cultures. Hager’s study suggests
that at that stage there was no strong philosophy amongst international American
schools that would serve as the basis for building such a curriculum framework. Until
this was achieved, it was Hager’s belief, that “most of the schools will continue
operating as they have in the past, as if their students were going to return to their
country of origin and fit back into mainstream national life.” (p. 267) Specific
evaluation of The American School of The Hague Middle School suggested that there
was the feasibility of implementing some curriculum concessions to meet the complex
international needs of the student body. However, these efforts had been largely
thwarted at governing board level. Responsible decision makers at this level needed to
be convinced of the validity of such changes as much as did the teachers directly
involved with the children.

Other relevant observations from Hager’s study relate to the role of the teacher in this
international school. According to his findings, teachers arrive to a new country and to a
new employer whereas other expatriates typically arrive to a new country but they are
deployed by an agency in which they have been employed for some time. This causes
some extra stress in the lives of teachers. Typically there is a discrepancy between their
economic status in the host country and that of other expatriate families. Although
salaries are adequate they do not allow socialization at the same level as other expatriate
families. Many teachers are single whereas other expatriates are family units. In the data
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that were collected, there was a sense that expatriate parents treated teachers somewhat
ambivalently and so there emerged a mutual distancing. Teachers typically banded
together, not necessarily developing an affinity with the host culture either. The result
was that teachers were not agents for deliberately transmitting the values of home or
host cultures.

In contrast the staff members at MK boarding schools are often specifically chosen for
the purpose of transmitting Christian values while providing a strong curriculum. This
has been the case for Murree Christian School that was opened in Pakistan in 1956. It
was established so that missionaries could continue their work in remote locations and
children would have their educational, social, physical, and spiritual training provided.
In 1997 staff members, Ian and Isabel Murray presented a paper based on their
interviews with 272 alumni (Murray and Murray, 1997). The Murrays had, at that stage,
worked at Murree Christian School for 35 years so knew most of the participants
personally. They travelled in North America, the U.K., Europe, Australia, & New
Zealand to meet with alumni.

During the interviews alumni were asked if there were staff members from the school
who had a special place in their memories. In the North American data 134 responded:
for boarding staff 88 had positive memories of a staff member in particular, 16
responded that they had negative memories. For teaching staff there were 70 positive
and 8 negative. In the U.K. data 18 were positive about a boarding staff member and 2
were negative. For teaching staff there were 8 positive responses and 2 negative. In this
context school staff members did leave a lasting impression on the students. (Murray
and Murray, 1995, p. 9 and addendum 1)
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One section of the evaluation of alumni experiences at Murree Christian School asked
participants to grade the school’s preparation for various dimensions of life on a 5 point
Likert scale. Results were tabulated to show ratings specific to the students’ passport
countries or regions: USA, U.K., Australia/New Zealand, and Europe. The overall
results were averaged. In terms of academic preparation the average rating was 3.8 with
U.S. participants rating it higher at 4.3 and U.K participants rating it lower at 3.5.
Development of social skills received an averaged rating of 3.2; development of
spiritual skills was averaged at 3.75, with marginal variation across the regions.
Preparation for re-entry to the passport culture received the lowest averaged rating at
2.0. Development of self-discipline received the highest rating of 3.9 and, again only
marginal variation across the regions. The design of the data collection tool suggested
the expectation that the school ecology had nurtured children not only in academic but
also in other areas.

The data collection for Murree Christian School explored some issues more deeply. One
of those was the effect of re-entry to the passport culture. Alumni highlighted the
difficulties they experienced in the transition from life in Pakistan to life in their
passport countries. The most commonly mentioned difficulties were:
¾ coming from a different past and/or meeting a different culture
¾ making friends; making friends with the opposite sex
¾ meeting with different values & rules
¾ handling the mechanics of living in the West
¾ emotionally/spiritually ill-prepared especially for living in non-Christian culture
¾ loneliness
¾ fitting in
(Murray and Murray, 1995, p. 10)
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The authors note that in terms of academic preparation for the re-entry most students
were quite adequately prepared but many doubted their own ability.
It appears that the teaching staff have sometimes not given sufficient
encouragement to the average student stimulating them in their abilities. This is
due probably to the high proportion of well above average students in classes
which at times occurs in MCS. (Murray and Murray, 1997, p. 10)

In her dissertation on some of the outcomes of international schooling Fail (1995)
commented on alumni reflections from Chefoo School in Malaysia and Woodstock
School in India. Both schools are Christian boarding schools. Alumni from both schools
regretted the lack of learning about their host culture; educational preparation for the
passport country seemed to be the underlying principle in guiding curriculum content.
Alumni suggested that this was a reflection of the ethnocentric views of those who made
decisions about the school.

Fail’s own research was designed, in part, to confirm or reject some of the findings
suggested by Useem & Cottrell following their large scale data collection from adult
TCKs. Fail attempted to locate former international school students and pose questions
to determine their attitudes towards their experience and to be informed about their life
choices since leaving school. She selected 6 schools in 6 different countries who offered
the International Baccalaureate program, included students from at least 30 different
countries, and which had alumni who were over 25 years of age. Each school was asked
to distribute a questionnaire to 30 alumni. Of these, three schools cooperated in the
research and the outcome was a total of 38 completed and returned surveys.
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The data were analysed and compared to the data from the survey by Useem and
Cottrell (1993, January, May, November, and 1994, May) in the areas of mobility
patterns, further education, career choice, & international dimensions to adult life. Fail
(1995) also reported on analysis in the areas of relationships, sense of belonging,
linguistic ability, and influence of the school.

Fail’s interpretation of mobility includes relocation as well as major life changes such as
major changes in relational or social patterns. Her data suggested that, on average, each
participant had experienced a major change every 2 years. She suggests that the skills
and strategies developed in childhood to manage change is a bonus of the mobile
ecology of childhood. (p. 37) However, there was no description as to what these
strategies and skills were or any measure of whether or not they had been successfully
developed.

Her data on further education supported the findings from the Useem and Cottrell data
with 97% having gone on to further education. The most popular subjects chosen at
college were languages (33%), business studies (22%), and medicine (14%). A
relatively high percentage (63%) of respondents in this research had been in the host
country because of parental employment in the area of business which may account for
the significant percentage who chose business studies. The average number of colleges
attended by the participants was 2, also supporting the larger scale data collection of
Useem and Cottrell. Career choices and maintaining an international dimension to life
also matched the earlier findings. The biggest percentage, 32% were employed in
business, with the next highest percentage group, 16%, being employed in education. Of
the 38 respondents 61% asserted that their jobs included an international dimension,
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ranging from international banking to overseas travel, and teaching international
students of foreign languages. Fail, however, qualifies her findings.
As befits such a highly educated group of people, their jobs are of the
professional, executive level. It must be remembered, however, that probably
those most likely to remain in contact with their former school, are those who
have been most successful, both in their jobs and their personal lives.
(Fail, 1995, p. 40 & 41)

It could be suggested that the high level of mobility that adult TCKs transfer from their
childhood to their adult lives could manifest in difficulties with maintaining long-term
relationships. However, Fail’s analysis revealed that in her sample group, 68% were
married and the average length of relationship was 12.7 years at the time of data
collection. Of those married, 40% had not married until after the age of 25. This
matched the Useem and Cottrell data but Fail suggested it could be a general trend of
more highly educated people rather than a direct result of a TCK childhood. (p. 42) In
regard to a sense of belonging, Fail’s research suggested that the adult TCK’s greatest
sense of belonging is in connection to people rather than place. Linguistic ability was
well developed in these adult TCKs with 84% speaking at least 2 languages and 61%
speaking 3 languages.

The lasting impact of the international school experience was determined in a number of
areas, according to Fail’s study. These alumni gave their enjoyment of the school
experience a high rating. On a 9 point Likert scale 78% rated it 1, 2, or 3. Reasons given
included: exposure to different cultures and being in school with other highly mobile
children who knew what it was like to regularly be the new kid in the class. In this study
61% of respondents felt that the school had left them with an international perspective
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to life, influencing them towards greater tolerance in general and heightened cultural
awareness.

A body of literature exists examining the experience of Japanese TCKs or Kikokushijos, with particular reference to their educational experience. Few of these have been
written in English (personal communication, Kano Podalsky, 2004). The initial
motivation for these studies and publications related to the problem these students
caused when they were reintroduced to the Japanese educational structure.

At some point most TCKs move back to their passport country to resume education at
one level or another. They may bring with them reports and educational folios from
multiple schools; the educational experience may have been quite diversified. The
transition at this point usually involves moving into a class where most participants are
mono-cultural and the educators will likely be unaware of the magnitude of the
transition the TCK is making at this point. The next section presents findings in regard
to this and other difficulties the TCKs face when they return to their passport countries.
This research project does not specifically address the issues of repatriation, however,
an understanding of the impact is significant in understanding the overall developmental
experience. Most researchers of the TCK experience affirm that repatriation is a
landmark in the developmental trajectory.

Repatriation to the passport country
Some higher level institutes have established support networks to help TCKs work
through the social and practical challenges of transition to education in their passport
country. At least one university has gone a step further and established an educational
program that gives the college aged TCK a specifically designed, optional track to
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follow. For example, the University of the Pacific advertises a “Two-Track Program For
U.S.-Passport Global Nomad” (www.uop.edu/sis/global2.htm, October, 2000). The
university was interested in training international professionals so they created mirror
image programs for those who had been reared in the U.S., and those who were foreign
students. However, they began to realize that neither program fitted the needs of
individuals who were U.S. minor dependents raised abroad; global nomad/TCKs.
Dr. Bruce La Brack headed an initiative to recognize the unique experiences of globally
reared individuals and flex the curricular options accordingly. For example U.S. reared
students are required to take an orientation course before going abroad for international
experience and upon return they take a course on re-entry. TCKs have the option of
taking either of these courses in their first semester of study at UOP if they feel these
will either help orient them to the U.S. culture, or process the experience of re-entry,
culture shock and related stresses.
The goal is to allow sufficient options for incoming Global Nomad students to
the School of International Studies so that they can construct a course of study
which makes sense to them and best use of their prior experience.
(www.uop.edu/sis/global2.htm, October, 2000)
The flexibility is built into the program to allow the TCK to negotiate the experience of
re-entry to the passport country but, further more, it is intended to facilitate greater
satisfaction in tertiary level education. It is a response to the suggestion that TCKs often
find themselves “out of synch” with the educational experience of passport country
college level peers and educators.

Other researchers have undertaken studies on the topic of TCK re-entry, however none
were found that analysed the experience of TCKs who were still children. Copies of two
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dissertations have been obtained that related to the experience of early adults (Jordan,
1981 & Salmon, 1987).

The purpose of Jordan’s study was to simultaneously study the processes of adult TCKs
in re-entering the United States and entered the college environment. Data were
collected from 21 third culture experienced students who had been minor dependents of
business employees or missionaries. They had graduated from “American type overseas
secondary schools” (Jordan, 1981, p. 257) and who attended U.S. Midwestern
universities between 1976 & 1980. No further description is given as to what constituted
an American type of school. Data were collected via a self-administered questionnaire
and interviewing. Jordan reports that students making a transition from an American
high school to a similar college proceed through a series of adaptive transactions:
affirming commitment, developing support, adjusting expectations, prioritizing goals,
and transposing identity. She suggests that the adaptive process is much more complex
for repatriating TCKs.

According to Jordan’s research the first transaction for repatriated TCKs is to activate a
commitment; they have to deal with the fact that they have repatriated to the U.S. They
then have to deal with the reality of networking. This second stage includes a need to
establish an identity in the new ecology and identify needs for support. Early reactions
are ones of marginality as the TCKs choose to be observers, or incomplete participants,
rather than full participants. The third stage relates to adjusting their expectations but for
the repatriating TCK this involves developing individual expectations as opposed to the
expectations that they have been surrounded by in their developmental ecology. As
minor dependents in a host country they have expectations imposed and are themselves
seen as representatives and examples in the sponsor organization, and host country
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where their parents’ have been employed. There is a need to establish boundaries and
expectations of themselves as individuals. This stage also requires the TCK to adjust
from functioning in a world-minded capacity, and to learn some of the functions of
operating as a national of the passport country. One such area that stood out in her study
as a process where TCKs were out of synch with their U.S. reared peers was in learning
to drive a car; an undeveloped skill that inhibited full participation in life as other
college students experienced it.

Whereas, for other college students, the fourth transaction in this transition is
prioritizing goals, this was not a stage in the process for the TCKs in Jordan’s study.
Participants in this study reported that they had been powerless in most choices in their
lives to this stage and even the choice for them to repatriate and commence college had
been a parental expectation. Most knew they had the capability to successfully complete
college and that was the single goal to be implemented. The final transaction of
transposing identity, for the U.S. reared college students, focused mainly on altered
roles. For the TCK, the analysis suggested, there had been many years of experience in
compartmentalizing components of self and the college self was another compartment
to create.
Identity formed during adolescence in such an environment is complex. The
transposing of identity, in terms of recognizing and owning changes in roles and
self definitions, presents a more complicated challenge to these youth. Although
they own the change in role, it appears their self definitions remain third
cultural. (Jordan, 1981, p. 273)

The suggestion is that rather than altering self, the TCK once again broadens the
complexity of self and attempts to manage the broadening base of multiple identities.
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Salmon (1987) also researched the re-entry experiences of TCKs to the United States.
Re-entry, present stress, and mobility patterns were analysed to determine their impact
on mental health and achievement of early adult psychosocial tasks. Subjects were
drawn from the alumni lists of five international schools, three boarding and two day
schools. A sample list of 1,154 was selected and 686 completed questionnaires were
returned. Only 457 met the criteria of the research: U.S. citizens or non-citizens with a
strong affiliation, member of classes 1972 – 1986, graduated from an overseas high
school, returned to the U.S. within 3 months of graduating, and was residing in the U.S.
at the time of the data collection.

Findings from this research suggest that re-entry is a stressful life experience for the
TCK. They are required to engage in a dual track adjustment process: 1) to cope with
the immediate demands of the new environment, and 2) to cope with the inner turmoil
resulting from immersion in the contrasting culture. Throughout developmental years
the psychosocial development of the TCK has been influenced by an expatriate
community culture in one or more host countries, a mobile lifestyle, and the structure of
the parental sponsor agency. Upon re-entry to the passport country the early adult TCK
must deal with discontinuity of social networks from the host culture, meaning giving
structures that have defined life to this stage, as well as the demand to establish a peer
group sense of belonging in an ecology where there is little understanding of the TCK’s
prior life. There is the stressful task of reconstructing one’s life, “a task which takes
years to complete” (Salmon, 1987, p. 143) Salmon suggests that the TCK initially sets
aside the third culture identity in an attempt to develop peer belongingness but must
later reintegrate the third culture identity with the American identity. “Until this
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adaptation … occurs, the returnee may experience inner turmoil and cognitive
dissonance from cultural conflicts and multiple demands.” (p. 143)

Perhaps the pressure to reintegrate the third culture with the passport country culture
places the greatest stress on the young adult TCK. It may be that to adopt the notion of
the global soul portrayed by Iyer (2000) could reduce the stress for the TCK. The
pressure from patriotic parentage could be a great source of stress in identity formation
for the TCK. Parents may feel betrayed if their child does not feel the strongest
allegiance and identification to the passport culture. The TCK personally, may want to
retain some measure of allegiance to all the countries and cultures that have been
experienced throughout childhood.

Whenever it occurs, repatriation to the passport culture is a stressful life event for the
TCK and could be recognized as a defining point in their life trajectory. It is significant
to note that in the proposed findings from these research projects and others on the TCK
phenomenon, the focus has been on the experience of North American TCKs. Although
there is a significant level of agreement between the findings in the research outlined, it
is important to broaden the research to compare and contrast the experience of TCKs of
other nationalities with the findings described above. The scope of this research project
has not allowed a thorough exploration of the Australasian TCK experience in terms of
repatriation. However, some commentary was volunteered by respondents while
describing the factors that impacted the comparative ecologies of the host and passport
cultures.
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The TCK development, as a whole, involves an accumulation of experiences that some
researchers suggest results in unique adult profile traits. The overall profile, as
suggested by these authors, is reviewed in the following section.

A proposed profile of the North American TCK

The proposed unique traits of the North American adult TCK have been gleaned from
the various works of Useem and Cottrell that resulted from their extensive survey, as
well as from the publication of Pollock and Van Reken (1999). In the published works
by these authors it is suggested that there are specific outcomes of the TCK childhood
experience. It is suggested that those who experience a TCK developmental ecology
will manifest particular profile traits in adult life. The proposed traits have been
clustered and the present research work proposes a tabulated profile. This table, with the
clustered sections, can be used as a pro-forma for tabulating the profile traits of adult
TCKs of other national backgrounds. Specific to this project, it can be used as a proforma for profiling the Australasian adult TCK traits, using the available publications
and commentary from respondents to the progressive data collection. The tabulation
allows for ready comparison of the experiences of those from different passport country
backgrounds.

The dynamic tensions of the profile
According to literature the outcomes of the TCK childhood appear to fall into polarized
positive outcomes and negative outcomes. The inherent benefits and challenges in the
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North American TCK profile emerged as the theme of a seminar (Pollock, 2000) and a
recently published book (Pollock and Van Reken, 1999). The content of both reflected
methodically collected anecdotes and biographies over a period of more than twenty
years. It must be noted, however, that for the most part these observations are not based
on research but rather on personal experience (Van Reken) and extended and enduring
contact with TCKs (both adult and current) by both authors. Some research by Van
Reken was included as an appendix in the published book. Their combined observations
suggest some commonalties between TCKs of North American origin.

In chapter 5 of their book Pollock and Van Reken (1999) present some ATCK character
traits that manifest both as benefits and challenges in the adult profile. These traits were
presented in narrative form supported by anecdotal reporting. However, my analysis of
the remainder of the book suggests that other dimensions of the phenomenon, described
in other chapters, could also be categorized as having some benefit and presenting some
challenge to the ATCK. The heightened skills presented as shared TCK traits suggest
that the TCK experience can have positive outcomes. These are countered by potentially
underdeveloped skills that can handicap the individual upon taking up residence in
his/her passport country.

It is useful to tabulate the various outcomes and dimensions of a TCK childhood
emerging from the available literature, and to make direct connections between
apparently opposing outcomes. The primary traits of adult TCKs identified in the North
American research by the present researcher, are summarized in Table 3.1 under five
major pairs of “tensions”, namely, Heightened Skills/Underdeveloped Skills,
Benefits/Challenges, Developmental Issues, Relationships, and Transition Management.
It also shows more detail on what these five tensions incorporate.
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Benefits and challenges presented side by side highlight the often occurring paradoxes
and ongoing tensions these authors propose as part of the TCK profile. The authors
propose that the childhood experiences of the TCK nurture these traits that then remain
with the adult TCK causing enduring tensions in the ATCK’s life. It is possible for the
ATCK to live with the internal conflict of experiencing manifestations from both sides
of the table, even when the two traits appear to be in total contrast. For example the
ATCK can manifest an appreciation for authority but at the same time mistrust
authority; feel a strong identification with the sponsor agency system while at the same
time resenting it for the restriction of life choices during developmental years; the
ATCK may value relationships and enter them at a deeper level while at the same time
being guarded against intimacy. The coexistence of these traits in the adult TCK profile
can be the cause of tension that the TCK lives with and must learn to manage.
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Table 3.1.
The emerging dynamic tensions of the proposed North American adult TCK profile
POTENTIALLY POSITIVE
HEIGHTENED SKILLS
• Cross-cultural skills
• Observational skills
• Social skills
• Linguistic skills
BENEFITS
Overall experience
• Cross-cultural enrichment
• Adaptability
• Ability to blend in
• Can be less prejudiced
• Can appreciate authority
• Expanded view of the world
• Three dimensional view of the world
High mobility during developmental years
• Adaptable/flexible
• Confidence in change
• Sharpened perspective
• Rich memory bank
• Extensive relationship bank
• Recognition of the importance of “now”
DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
Early maturity
• Broad knowledge base
• Easy relationship with adults due to
generational mixing at multiple levels in
expatriate community
• Development of communication skills –
multilingual & confidence in communicating
in diverse settings
• Early autonomy
The “System” (could represent parents’
employing agency/context or the family life
pattern)
• Identity and sense of security soundly
associated with the “system”
RELATIONSHIPS
• Large number of relationships
• Relationships valued
• Relationships entered at deeper level because
of practice & urgency
TRANSITION MANAGEMENT
• Sense of realism ie. loss comes to all
• Independence/self-reliance
• Sensitivity
• Empathy for others
• Development of closure skills

POTENTIALLY NEGATIVE
UNDERDEVELOPED SKILLS
• Skills that would have been developed in the
home/passport culture

CHALLENGES
Overall experience
• Ignorance of parents’ home culture
• Lack of true cultural balance
• Struggle to define differences
• Can be more prejudiced
• Can mistrust authority
• Confused loyalties
• Painful awareness of realities
High mobility during developmental years
• Rootless/restless
• Migratory instinct (impacting academic &
career choices & function in relationships)
• Difficulty planning (choices made to protect
against disappointment)
• Struggle with delusion of choice
DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
Delayed adolescence
• Struggle to develop personal identity
• Struggle to maintain strong, long-term
relationships

The “System”
• Competence in decision making hampered by
delusion of choice (being carried along by the
“system” & parents’ life choices)
• Struggle to achieve independence from the
“system”
• Delayed adolescent rebellion
RELATIONSHIPS
• Can be guarded about relationships setting
limits to vulnerability & levels of intimacy
• Can experience emotional “flattening”

TRANSITION MANAGEMENT
• Sense of being a victim along with
isolation/alienation & loneliness
• Building walls of self-protection
• “Quick release” response
• Unresolved grief leading to anger or
depression
• Vicarious grief and sympathy (vs. empathy)
• Delayed or prolonged grief reaction
Note. Adapted from "The benefits and challenges of the TCK profile," by D. C. Pollock, 2000, October,
Paper presented at the seminar for Adult TCKs, Sydney and from "Third Culture Kid: The experience of
growing up among worlds", by D.C. Pollock & R. E. Van Reken,1999, London, Nicholas Brealey
Publishing. (Adaptation by Cameron 2000.)
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Through the course of my research project it became apparent that the tensions evident
in the adult profile did not only represent benefits and challenges that emerge as
outcomes of the TCK developmental ecology, but they also reflect a dynamic process
that is a significant aspect of the ecology itself. The apparently polarized traits of the
TCK profile do not result in tension until there is a clash or a choice required. Likewise,
they do not result in tension until the variable of time has allowed them to become well
established profile traits. Therefore, the polarized traits can coexist without causing
tension but the potential for tension always exists. A significant postulate of this
research is that the polarized tensions are dynamic in nature. The tensions change in
nature and valence depending on context and they change in nature and valence over
time.

The third aim of this research project is to propose a model that highlights the factors
that might nurture the outcomes or traits manifested in the adult profile. The impact of
context and time on the dynamic tensions of the TCK profile will be explored as the
developmental ecology is represented. First, however, the summarized outcomes
potentially manifested by adult TCKs, identified in the North American research
discussed above, are summarized in Table 3.1.

A limited body of literature exists describing the Australasian TCK experience. This is
examined in the following chapter. From this literature the proposed profile traits that
are outcomes of the Australasian TCK experience are tabulated so that some
comparisons can be made with the North American profile which has been drawn from
literature. This is in response the second research project aim.
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Chapter 4

Literature review three: The Australasian TCK experience
•

A background on Australasian TCKs
¾ Australasian TCK networks
¾ Australasian literature
¾ A specific experience: PNG Territory

•

A proposed profile of the PNG - Australian TCK
¾ The dynamic tensions of the PNG – Australian profile

A background on Australasian TCKs
The third literature review for this research project represents what is available
describing the Australasian TCK experience. Initially this exploration involves detailing
what types of organizations have historically, and do currently, incorporate networks of
TCKs.

Australasian TCK networks
Australasians have formed support networks for repatriated TCKs and globally mobile
families, just as their North American and international counterparts have done.
However, I did not identify these in internet searches but by locating specific contexts
where concentrations of Australasians had been deployed. A number of these were
connected to Papua New Guinea (PNG) because of the history of colonization and
ongoing interest in development Australia has with that country: the concentration of
Australians there is both historical and current.
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The list of networks included:
•

MK Network – a New Zealand based website for exchange of information and
communication amongst former and current missionary children

•

Queensland (Qld) MK Network – a support group for interaction and assistance
to former and current missionary children living in Qld.

•

New South Wales (NSW) MK Network – a support group for interaction and
assistance to former current missionary children living in NSW

•

Victorian (Vic.) MK Network – a support group for interaction and assistance to
former and current missionary children living in Vic.

•

Gold Coast Papua New Guinea (PNG) Club – a social group for interaction and
exchange of information between repatriated families who had lived in PNG;
(distribution of a regular newsletter)

•

Retired Officers of Papua New Guinea Association – initially inaugurated to
assist repatriated personnel in accessing benefits etc., now much more for social
and exchange of information purposes and inclusive of any who have an
enduring interest in the expatriate community of PNG; (distribution of a regular
newsletter)

•

Volunteer Riflemans’ Association of Papua New Guinea - a social group for
interaction and exchange of information those who served a specific function in
PNG; (distribution of a regular newsletter)

•

Alumni Lae International High School – a network that has been inaugurated to
reconnect former students and teachers of a High School in PNG; (distribution
of an occasional e-mail newsletter and listing of current contact details)
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A number of mission agencies provide specific care and exchange of information
between minor dependents of deployed personnel without allocating websites or groups
solely devoted to this purpose. These lists reflect the apparent TCK need for
maintaining links and the need for social support. They also illustrate the diversity of
Australasian organizations that have a connection to the TCK phenomenon.

Spending a significant portion of one’s childhood outside the home culture is the
Australasian experience of the minor dependants of personnel deployed with a number
of organizations. As indicated in the types of networks listed above, these categories of
TCKS include: religious missions, the armed forces, government diplomatic agencies,
the Department/Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, government sponsors of
programs for advancing education and medical facilities in developing countries,
charitable and aid organizations, and private enterprises. Within private enterprises
there would be included personnel such as pilots working for a foreign government
sponsored airline, or foreign government bodies providing services such as electricity or
telecommunications for developing countries, as well as various independent business
people. Such personnel are not deployed from Australia or New Zealand but they have
been recruited for their particular expertise. They comprise part of the expatriate
community in a foreign country and the accompanying minor dependants are
Australasian TCKs, classified in the private category in the comparative North
American literature.

Perusal of the existing literature serves to verify the historical involvement of Australian
and New Zealand families living overseas but exact locations where personnel were
accompanied by dependent minors could not be confirmed across all proposed
categories. However, sufficient information is gained to evidence the fact that
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Australasian families historically and currently experience life in many and culturally
diverse environments. Missions, military, and the Department/Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade were the three categories in the Australasian context where there were
offices and staff who could describe the historical and current life patterns of personnel
deployed abroad.

Missionary personnel have been sent from Australia and New Zealand to many
countries, and duration of residence varies for each family unit. The same is true of
government representatives and business people. Contract length and conditions vary
greatly for personnel in each of the categories. For missionaries the contract is typically
for 3 or 4 years with return to the passport country only at the conclusion of the
contract. For many other foreign deployed personnel the contract includes annual return
airfares to the country of origin. Financial remuneration is typically lower for
missionaries and those working for charitable causes than for diplomatic personnel.
Military personnel receive remuneration commensurate with their rank.

The list of countries where Australia currently has military personnel potentially
accompanied by family members includes: Cambodia, China, Fiji, France, Germany,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,
Singapore, Solomon Islands, Thailand, United Kingdom, United Nations deployment,
United States, Vanuatu, & Vietnam. (E. Adamson, personal communication, November
13, 2000). Military and governmental archives provide another source for researching
involvement abroad. However, less than comprehensive responses from staff of military
and governmental archives meant that it was impossible for me to verify exact historical
deployment of Australasian personnel. Some dated lists were obtained and these
evidence the breadth and length of Australasian foreign deployment.
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Another major category where TCKs are found is that of the Australian and the New
Zealand DFATs. The Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade currently has
personnel deployed in 102 centres around the world (listed in Appendix 4.1) (C.
Gransbury, personal communication, May 31, 2001). The New Zealand Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) began deploying diplomatic personnel in 1871 with
a High Commission in London. Consulates were opened in Melbourne and Sydney in
1905, Los Angeles in 1935 and New York in 1939. Sixteen other posts that have
opened, or reopened as may be the case, since 1980 (see Appendix 4.1) (B. Marshall
and B. Johnston, personal communication, May 24, 2001).

New Zealand MFAT personnel are currently deployed in 45 centres around the world
(listed in Appendix 4.1). (B. Marshall, personal communication, May 24, 2001).

The Australasian minor dependents exposed to life in these diverse cultures are likely to
be impacted by the experience and may manifest some of the traits proposed as specific
outcomes from a TCK childhood. One environment where the experience was unique
was in Papua New Guinea where the expatriate population was dominated by
Australians. A large number of Australian families were deployed there during the time
that PNG was a territory of Australia.

Australasian literature
Although the focus of available literature has been on the North American experience of
the TCK there have been some publications that reflect the Australasian experience. The
Useem bibliography which has been described in detail, listed just three books by
Australian authors (Dyer and Dyer, 1989, 1991, 1994). A further book published by one
of these authors (Dyer, 1998) is not listed in the bibliography. These Australian authors
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have followed the reflective model set by founding researchers of the issue in the
U.S.A. Their inclusion in the bibliography does suggest that the TCK phenomenon is
experienced by Australasians as well as North Americans, but also that there is a very
limited amount of extant research specifically relevant to Australasians: much remains
to be investigated systematically: this thesis aims to further this process.

The subject of educating Australian TCKs is addressed in one of these anecdotal books
entitled What Makes Aussie TCKs Tick? (Dyer and Dyer, 1989). The TCK support
organization MK Merimna in South Australia published this and the three other works
by the same authors. One of these works is a children’s storybook describing a
transition between cultures (Dyer, 1998). The other two books are compilations of
personal anecdotes including contributions by Australians but not exclusive to
Australian TCKs (Dyer and Dyer, 1991, 1994).

One research study that reflects data collected from Australian TCKs was conducted by
Hoskin (1988) who compared the characteristics of 17 Australian adult TCKs with 19
North American adult TCKs, males and females, in mission settings. (Participants are
not specifically categorized but the researcher refers to Wycliffe Bible Translators and
families deployed by this sponsor agency). Participants completed the Williams’
Biblical Self-Esteem Inventory (Williams, TS, n.d.) and the Taylor-Johnson
Temperament Analysis (Taylor-Johnson, 1984) and were also interviewed. Hoskin
concludes that Australian TCKs have intimate relationships in their families, form deep
friendship bonds in the host culture, and rely on a few close friends when they return to
their parents’ culture. The self-esteem of Australian males is reported to be lower than
that of U.S. males. It is proposed that Australian male TCKs are more vulnerable in the
areas of appearance, acceptance of weakness, self-love, and freedom from guilt. Hoskin
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acknowledges that the data collected were insufficient to draw any real conclusions and
that more research is needed.

One of the major practical problems in researching Australasian TCKs is the fact that
there are few contexts where Australasians form the majority in an expatriate
community. Thus it is relatively difficult to address a substantial number of participants
in one setting. In most settings abroad Australasian TCKs are raised in a context where
they are dominated by another culture. However, this was not the case in Papua New
Guinea when it was a territory of Australia.

A specific experience: PNG Territory
Australasian history includes involvement in many countries other than PNG but
published literature describing developmental ecologies for Australasian foreign
residents in any other countries in such detail could not be located. The unique
connection between Australia and PNG geographically, and because of the UN mandate
to colonize for a short period of time, meant that there was a concentration of expatriate
Australians living in PNG. Australian culture had a distinct influence on the ecology
that evolved for all expatriates who lived in PNG and this has not been duplicated to the
same extent anywhere in the world. In other locations where Australians are deployed
they are more often a minority in the expatriate population. The connection between
Australia and PNG is long and enduring, and has resulted in many publications
depicting the historical involvement.

Three books by Australian authors not listed in the Useem bibliography (Lloyd, Jeffrey
and Hearn, 2001; Roberts, 1996; Rogers, 2000) deal with expatriate family life in Papua
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New Guinea. While describing the things that impacted their daily lives they each make
comment on the developmental ecology of their children, including: housing, social
culture, and networks of support during times of crisis. None of these works make
specific reference to the TCK phenomenon. Although not explicitly addressing the TCK
phenomenon each of these publications highlight aspects of the Australasian TCK
developmental ecology and information of use to the researcher is amply available.

Roberts presents a researched description of the life of women and children in PNG up
to the 1941 evacuation prior to Japanese invasion. Rogers uses the reconstructed oral
histories of 41 individuals to describe life in the Australian territory of PNG. These
individuals had spent part or all of their childhood in the territory between 1945 and
1975, at which time the country attained political independence. Lloyd, Jeffrey and
Hearn published a compilation of recollections by Australian army wives who spent
years in PNG between 1951 and 1975. Quotes and anecdotes in each book describe the
unusual ecology of development. They also draw comparisons between the experience
of life in PNG and life experienced during visits to Australia. Personal communication
with two of the authors, Roberts and Rogers, (November, 2000) confirmed that neither
had heard a definition of the TCK phenomenon. However, research and interviewing
during the course of writing had convinced each of them that, though they had no
descriptive label for an unusual developmental ecology, it did exist in the Australian
experience.

It is apparent in each of these works that many people who lived as expatriates in PNG
maintained their contact with one another once they were back in Australia or abroad
elsewhere. The felt need for this enduring contact was apparently one of the instigators
of the formation of networks established. This also indicates the formation of an ‘in104

group’, or a shared culture that is different from that of the wider community. The three
cited works are deemed extremely valuable in gaining a foundational understanding of
the historical experience of Austalian TCKs.

Australia’s involvement with PNG is well documented historically. Roberts’ motivation
in publishing her work was to document the significant role women and children had in
the pre-war era of Australia’s involvement in PNG. Journals, diaries, reports, and
missionary newsletters have presented a predominantly male perspective of this era but
Roberts balanced the representation of history with a researched documentation of the
part women and children played. The publication included photographs and extensive
quotes from individuals who were interviewed. Roberts included perspectives from all
sectors of the society as it was from religious, political, private business, as well as the
views of mixed and unmixed race individuals. Many children of this era were sent from
PNG to Australia for the purpose of gaining a better education. Their views included
comparisons of life experiences in each country. Self-reporting, and the author’s
analysis, describe two very distinct developmental ecologies. One contrast was in regard
to people of significance.
Australian children growing up in New Guinea in the 1920s and ‘30s
experienced one common thread: the strong bonds which each felt with her or
his native so-called servants. New Guinea boys and meris became surrogate
parents and friends. There is no masking the empathy, the fun and devotion …
The young are almost invariably devastatingly honest, and one’s childhood
memories, however selective and distorted by retrospective mirrors of pleasure,
pain and political awareness, are long-enduring and significant … countless
“significant others” warmed and vitalised the growing up of … countless
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Australian children in colonial times in the Mandated Territory of New Guinea.
(Roberts¸1996, p. 154)

The educational disadvantages of the colonial life were highlighted for one individual
who was described as clever; her father had plans for her to be a doctor. She was sent to
boarding school in Australia.
Two lonely, miserable years … Because of her “very little”’ primary education
in Port Moresby, Kath’s schoolwork was behind her classmates, which increased
her feelings of isolation and alienation. In addition she suffered from recurrent
attacks of fever. (p. 75)

The affinity with the host culture was strong and enduring. Roberts summarized the
reflections of those she interviewed.
There were the tragedies and hardships, but the good times seemed to have
balanced them out. For the hard-working pioneer families, growing up in the
new Australian colony of Papua, it was home. There was no other place to be.
(p. 77)

Roberts’ history concluded at the 1941 war time evacuation when women and children
were withdrawn from PNG.

Rogers’ publication (2000) covered the period 1945 – 1975. She gathered data through a
written survey and follow-up interaction with 41 Australian adults who spent some or
all of their developmental years in PNG. Her book presents dimensions of life in the
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Territory of PNG during this era through descriptive narrative validated by direct quotes
from the Territory kids who contributed to the work.

The influence of parental choice on context of time and place on the ecology of these
TCKs is highlighted.
The Dads steered the course in this “man’s world”, defining their families’
places in frontier society by their occupations. Their challenge was “to make a
go of” the life they had chosen. After all, their choices had taken their wives and
children to an unfamiliar and confronting place away from family, friends and
familiar lifestyles. They could not afford to fail. (Rogers, 2000, p. 44)

The ecology to which they came restricted some options for minor dependents but
opened up different opportunities for development.
For all that it was, in many ways, a frustrating place to live the Territory was
also a land of opportunity. Adventurous Australians who chose to go there found
all the benefits of a close-knit community relatively free to blaze its own trail…
Mainstream town life encouraged participation by all in a wide range of
activities. In the process previously unsuspected talents and leadership qualities
were discovered. (p. 44)

The relationship with Australian life is explained by the author.
Neither completely separate from the mainland nor completely integrated with it
the Territory occupied the ground “in-between” and not, as could be imagined
from a mainland perspective, the ground “at the edge”. It was a complex duality,
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instinctively understood by Territory parents, and one which had profound
implications for their children. (p. 45)

The outcomes of such a nurturing ecology are explained by those who contributed to
this publication. They describe themselves as independent, with views of their own.
Years of travelling between two countries and managing themselves in travel
arrangements nurtured autonomy and self-sufficiency from an early age. They also
learnt to relate closely across the generations in PNG and yet did not learn how to relate
to peer groups in Australia. The result was a great deal of turmoil upon taking up
residence in Australia and trying to find a comfortable place of belonging in their
passport country.

A very practical outcome of the childhood ecology related to housework skills. Having
domestic workers was part of the PNG upbringing and many TCKs of this context
struggled when they had to learn how to do their own housework in Australia. One
individual described the self-sufficiency nurtured in this context that led her to believe
she could do anything. Subsequently, in her first job in Australia she encountered
attitudes of gender discrimination that served to restrict her for the first time in her life
and that has left a lasting impact. The re-entry to Australian life was described as like
moving to a foreign country.

The life of military families is described by a number of women who lived in PNG
between the second World War and PNG’s independence as a nation in 1975 (Lloyd,
Jeffrey and Hearn, 2001). One of the compilers, Hearn, introduced the published work
by describing this era in PNG’s history as a special and significant time. The Australian
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army was heavily involved in preparing PNG for self-government as mandated by the
United Nations and there were many skills to be developed in PNG military personnel.
Hearn identified dimensions of life that were common and had significant impact on the
lives of army women. She referred to the additional family responsibilities placed on the
women when husbands were away for months at a time, poor housing conditions, the
management of male domestic workers, and the running of medical posts and
educational facilities for their own and other children. Hearn prefaced the stories
compiled by identifying loneliness and separation as key elements in the lives of these
women. She also identified the emotional and social bonding that emerged out of shared
hardship, heartache, and celebration as rites of passage were experienced (away from
extended family) in the closely knit expatriate communities.

One contributor described the complications that have resulted from the birth of her
baby in PNG. A rushed delivery caused by the medical staff having mislaid the key to
the delivery room resulted in a lack of oxygen for the baby during delivery. The child
went on to experience some learning difficulties during school years. Added to that
there was only one witness to the birth rather than the 2 required for acquiring a legal
birth certificate. “Quite recently John again had problems with his passport because of
some difficulty with the original PNG birth certificate.” (Lloyd et al., 2001, p. 71)
Despite these frustrations the recollections of the era are predominantly positive as the
closing paragraph to this chapter evidences.
When Russ finally returned from outstation duty in Vanimo, the PIR chaplain
Father Ray Quirk baptised our baby over the giant clam shell which served as
the baptismal font in our much-loved Taurama haus lotu – the chapel where so
many couples were married, Christmases celebrated and babies christened
before and after ours. (p. 73)
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The death of a child was described by one contributor. Separation from extended family
was significant at such a time, as was the decision to send the body of the baby, Peter,
back to Australia for burial. “The children and I waved goodbye to Peter at the church
door” and the lead-lined coffin was then taken to an aircraft for transportation back to
Sydney. “I was surrounded by friendship, companionship and so much warmth…
although the army was a huge organization, it was certainly one with a heart and we
could not have received more consideration.” (p. 55). This author recalled a quote from
a friend, made at this time.
“Just remember that many years from now, whenever you meet one another…
you will always be able to ‘pick up the threads’, as though it were yesterday.
The bonds you are making now will always be very strong ones.” (p. 55)

The educational ecology of the children was described by one contributor who worked
as a teacher in PNG in 1971. She taught a combined class of 31 children, pre-primary to
grade three. Although the Australian children came from a wide variety of educational
backgrounds they settled well but some subjects were a challenge to teach. The New
South Wales curriculum was followed.
As you can imagine, some areas such as Social Studies were introducing quite
foreign concepts. Even many of our Australian students found it hard to picture
life and places in Australia from the remoteness of a hot verandah in Wewak,
Papua New Guinea. (p. 129)

In the lead up to independence the schools were divided into two streams; ‘A’ stream
for the predominantly Australian population of students, and ‘T’ stream for the Territory
children.
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The ‘A’ and ‘T’ streams had very little contact in daily schoolwork, although we
operated as one for school outings and other activities. I had just three local
children in my class. I was told this was an experiment to see if they could
manage the Australian curriculum. (p. 129)

Our classroom equipment was fairly limited but we were rich in local resources.
We had a magnificent beach for swimming, kite flying and fishing afternoons…
Moem Primary was a happy school. We operated fairly independently and were
flexible enough to make changes easily. (p. 130)

This author also summarized her recollections by referring to the beautiful surroundings
and wonderful lifestyle that was enhanced by being part of a community of good friends
who shared many happy times together. The overriding aura of memories is positive,
with strong bonds borne out of sharing a rich and unusual environment; an ecology that
is difficult to fully describe to those who have not experienced it.

Each of the three publications that have been described suggest an alternative ecology
of child development; alternative to the expected norms of the Australian or New
Zealand ecology, which had a lasting impact and some identifiable outcomes. They
appear to confirm that Australasians experience a TCK ecology.

Although there was no apparent awareness of the phenomenon by any of the Australian
published authors they did include enough description of the outcomes of the TCK
ecology that a tentative profile could be tabulated. The profile is significantly biased
because it includes TCKs raised only in PNG, which had a UN mandated political
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connection with Australia and the TCKs included primarily Australian minor
dependants. However, they were representative of a variety of sponsor agencies:
government, private business, mission, and military. It provides a useful beginning to
determining the Australasian TCK profile and providing a foundation for reconstructing
the developmental ecology experienced by Australasian TCKs. These intentions are
included within the first and second aims, namely to develop an Australasian profile of
characteristics of TCK’s based on Australasian adult TCKs’ self-report on their
childhood experiences and to present exploratory reconstructions of their developmental
ecologies; to compare the proposed Australasian profile that emerged from aim one with
the proposed North American profile that has emerged from an analysis and integration
of related literature.

The next section provides a description of the proposed profile of the PNG - Australian
TCK outcomes based on an integration of the findings of the literature review to date.

A proposed profile of the PNG - Australian TCK
Assembling the characteristics mentioned in the literature, Table 4.1 was constructed
depicting the PNG - Australian TCK. It was formulated using categories similarly to
those used for the North American proposed profile in order to make comparisons
between US TCKs and Australasian TCKs. Unfortunately comparative literature on the
New Zealand TCK experience could not be located, or was not available, for use in this
research.
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The dynamic tensions of the PNG - Australian profile
Many similarities can be identified in the two proposed profiles, American and PNG Australian, although character traits may have been referred to in different contexts
within the two different bodies of literature. For example, the recurring theme of
bonding between the expatriates in the PNG communities aligns with the bonding
between expatriates working for the same sponsor agencies presented in the North
American literature. Again, the challenge of finding cultural balance, resulting from the
overall experience, that is proposed as part of the North American profile could be seen
to align with the experience of Australian TCKs from the complex duality of the PNG –
Australian profile.

The contrasts of the dynamic tensions can be seen in the proposed PNG – Australian
profile. The profile suggests well developed social and communication skills across
generations but a struggle to interact with passport country peers. It suggests the value
of relationships that can function at multiple levels requiring a high degree of role
adjustment depending on the context of interaction within and expatriate community,
but the tension of lost bonds with extended family members. Education is an area where
there appeared to be considerable dynamic tension. The schooling experience was both
broad and disadvantaged; there was exposure to many natural resources and there was
the advantage of instruction by teachers who fully understood the context of education
but there were disadvantages in the lack of educational resources and scenarios where
teachers were employed because of availability rather than competence. The
experiments in segregation and integration could also have resulted in some dynamic
tension.
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By comparing the North American and the PNG – Australian profiles it is possible to
suggest that Australians also experience the TCK phenomenon, however, specific
context may play a part in determining which dimensions of the profile are developed
and where various traits may be more pronounced within the profile. These comparisons
are detailed in Chapter 7.
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Table 4.1
The emerging dynamic tensions of the proposed PNG – Australian adult TCK profile
POTENTIALLY NEGATIVE
HEIGHTENED SKILLS
• Social skills
• Communication skills (cross generational)
• Practical skills (resourceful; attempt
anything)
BENEFITS
Overall experience
• Broad education
- exposure to natural sources
- teachers full understanding of
family life/ecology of
development
- teachers as friends/mentors

POTENTIALLY NEGATIVE
UNDERDEVELOPED SKILLS
• Domestic skills
• Social skills with passport country peers

High mobility during developmental years
• Early competence as an independent
traveller
DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
Early maturity
• Early opportunities for
- adventure; blazing own trail
- exploring hidden talent
- practicing leadership
• Cross-generational social competence
• Early autonomy

High mobility during developmental years
• Potential for early familial separation
(sent to boarding school)
DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
Delayed adolescence
•
Confused identity; Australia was called
home country but PNG felt like home

The “System” (could represent parents’ employing
agency/context or family life pattern)
• Close knit, self-contained expatriate
communities (strong bonds between
members
• Familial cost resulted in great commitment
to make the endeavour successful
RELATIONSHIPS
• Strong bonds between expatriates
• Less gender discrimination in
assigning/undertaking tasks
• Awareness & value of relationships at
multiple levels (teachers as educators &
friends; national staff as domestic workers
& caregivers)
TRANSITION MANAGEMENT
• Independence & self-sufficiency

CHALLENGES
Overall experience
• Educational disadvantages:
- segregated system
- less classroom resources
- un-contextualized curriculum
- teachers selected for
availability not necessarily
competence

The “System” (PNG/Australia connection)
• Complex duality for children; inbetween land - neither separate country
nor part of mainland. Resulted in some
confusions with birth certificates &
passports, & the need for naturalizations
of minor dependents
• Social status determined by paternal
employment level
RELATIONSHIPS
• Lost bonds with extended family

TRANSITION MANAGEMENT
•
Practical struggles; need for
naturalization, challenges with
documentation necessary for issue of
passports etc.

Note. Compiled using commentary from "Voices from a lost world: Australian women & children in
Papua New Guinea", by J. Roberts, 1996, NSW: Millenium Books, " Territory Kids: A memoir", by G.
Rogers,2000, S.A: Killorglin Press, & " Taim bilong missis bilong armi: Memories of wives of Australian
servicemen in Papua New Guinea”, S.Lloyd, M. Jeffrey, & J. Hearn, 2001, ACT:Pandanus Books.
(Adaptation by Cameron 2002.)
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The published works relating to PNG suggest some outcomes experienced by a subset
of Australsian TCKs. However, the need exists to specifically gather data and
thoroughly document findings about this phenomenon from a broad Australian/New
Zealand perspective. There is a need to understand the developmental ecology of these
TCKs in order to determine connections between the developmental ecology that is
experienced and the outcomes manifested in the adult profile.

The effects of nature and nurture on development and the ecology of child development
are relevant to this phenomenon. Well-established models in the field of child
development which seek to describe and explain these effects and the relationships
amongst them (Bronfenbrenner, 1971, 1979, 1999; Bronfenbrenner & Mahoney, 1975;
Fontaine, 1998; Plomin & McClearn, 1993; Steen, 1996; Van Lieshout & Doise, 1998).
may provide a sound scientific background to the study of TCKs and have chosen in
this thesis as a lens through which to view the TCK ecology because of their emphasis
on the impact of personal and social interactions on the developing identity. The use of
such models in this field is a novel one, and constitutes one of the original contributions
this thesis seeks to make. References to, and research in the use of such models as
frameworks to understand the TCK experience are detailed in the next chapter. These
are presented as a foundation to meeting the third aim of this research project, namely,
to adapt and elaborate existing models of the ecology of development to design a model
that could represent the TCK ecology in general (ecology common to all TCKs),
highlighting factors that might nurture the proposed profile outcomes, using the
outcomes from aims one and two.
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Chapter 5

Conceptual framework of the TCK ecology
•

Accepted models of developmental ecology
¾ Genetics and the environment
¾ Ecology of human development

•

Conceptualizing development outside the home culture
¾ Alternative social development
¾ An adapted model for the TCK ecology

Accepted models of developmental ecology

In this chapter the importance of inherited traits and their interaction with the
environment of childhood development is explored. The published works of several
theorists on the topic of developmental ecologies are then examined. The works of these
theorists have been chosen because their models reflect the significance of the physical
and social components of a developmental ecology as well as incorporating the
significance of time. Each of these components is relevant to the TCK developmental
ecology. No single published model comprehensively represents the uniqueness of the
TCK ecology. Therefore, this chapter goes on to describe an adapted and elaborated
model that has been especially designed during the course of this research to reflect the
TCK developmental ecology. The factors within the ecology that nurture the adult TCK
profile traits are highlighted.
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Genetics and the environment
Nature and nurture each have significant effects on child development. The Swiss
psychologist, Jean Piaget proposed developmental stages that children progress through
according to nature’s course. He identified four factors that interact to influence
development, or progression to a successive cognitive stage – biological maturation,
activity, social experience, and equilibration (the search for balance between cognitive
schemes and information in the environment). (Piaget, 1970) The influence of nature
and nurture are apparent in the theories proposed by Piaget. Lev Vygotsky was a
Russian theorist whose propositions support those of Piaget, however, he suggested that
development is much more strongly influenced by the people in a developing child’s
world. He suggested that knowledge, ideas, attitudes, and values develop through
interaction with others. Vygotsky made special comment on the role and importance of
language during interaction, to the nurture process. (Vygotsky, 1978, 1986, 1997)
Therefore the social environment in which a child is nurtured plays a key role in
development. This view underpins the approach taken in this study which accepts the
genetic basis of variation in development, and concentrates rather on the possible
consequences of one source of variation in the environment – that of major changes in
the physical and social culture within which the child is being raised.

For most children though their genetic makeup, and the specifics of their environment
may vary considerably, development occurs in one cultural context.
Most parents provide their children with both genes and a home environment,
and the two interact and reinforce each other in subtle ways. The interaction can
be passive such as when children receive both “smart genes” and an enriched
environment from their parents.
(Steen, 1996, p. 53)
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Studies on the effects of nature and nurture on child development set some guidelines
for examining development in a cultural context outside the home country. These
guidelines are needed to help achieve the first and third research aim of this project. The
reconstruction of childhood ecologies can take advantage of the accepted general
parameters in the field of developmental psychology, that is, the well-researched
theoretical underpinning that exist in this field; a thorough understanding of existing
models of developmental ecologies can then form the basis of an adapted model which
more adequately represents the unique ecology of particular groups of children – in this
case TCKs. This is one of the major aims of the present research and one of its major
potential contributions to the field. First, however, the more recent summaries of the
literature on these two main sources of developmental difference are reviewed.

Ongoing studies are being carried out through the University of Minnesota’s Center for
Twin and Adoption Research. Through this center research is being conducted on
identical twins who have been split at birth and raised in different environments to
suggest aspects of development that are affected by inheritance and by environment.
(Bouchard, 1998; McGue & Bouchard, 1998) One of the main difficulties with
conducting research in this field is the relatively small population of identical twins
reared separately and available for study. However, in recent years, researchers have
combined their data to give findings more credibility. (Steen, 1996) Moreover, twins
who have been separated but have continued to share some parts of the same
environment have been sifted out of the combined data. Current findings, therefore, are
adequate to establish that inherited traits and the environment interact in the emergence
of a person’s character. (Bouchard, Lykken, McGue, Segal & Tellegen, 1990).
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Personality traits of identical twins have been distributed fairly evenly in the interaction
of nature (heritability) and nurture (environment).
Studies of identical twins reared apart have shown that personality variables are
roughly half inherited and half environmentally mediated. Strikingly, identical twins
reared together are no more similar in personality than are identical twins reared
apart, which clearly suggests that genes find a way to assert themselves. (Steen,
1996, p. 183)

Table 5.1
Distribution of environmental and inherited aspects of personality in twins reared apart
INHERITANCE OF PERSONALITY TRAITS
TRAIT
HERITABILITY
ENVIRONMENT
Extraversion
47%
53%
Openness
46%
54%
Neuroticism
46%
54%
Conscientiousness
40%
60%
Agreeableness
39%
61%
Overall personality
45%
55%

Greater weight was ascribed to the environment in one major evaluation of naturenurture interaction and data.
Estimates of the magnitude of the influence of genetics suggest that inheritance
accounts for something like 35% of the variance in this broad range of human
traits and tendencies, more for cognitive abilities and less for traits of
personality. These data mean that, on one hand, an influence of this magnitude
cannot be ignored – in psychology it is rare for an experimentally manipulated
variable to account for that much variation – but, on the other hand, the answer
to the nature – nurture question appears to be that environment is more
important. (Plomin & McClearn, 1993, p. 20)
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However, “environment” is an enormous construct covering many facets, both physical
and social. The child’s physical environment may include home, school, recreational
and cultural settings. The “environment” also includes social encounters and
interactions which may differ in each context and in some the influence may be stronger
on child development than in others. Researchers suggest that some constructs are more
susceptible to nurture than are others. For example, social attitudes, a nebulous
construct, attracts 40% heritability (Steen, 1996). Nonreligious social attitudes are found
to be most responsive to education.

In examining child development outside the home culture, it is important to have a clear
understanding of the breadth and impact of environmental contexts and social
interactions on child development. Such insight is significant in relation to children
raised in one culture but perhaps much more so, when a child is raised outside the home
culture, and between two or more dominant cultures. Probable trajectories for
development may change; probable factors of developmental influence may vary in type
and valence. It is possible that there is a higher risk of extreme forces in the
environment and in the relationships surrounding the child. Some aspects of the
physical and social environment may be altered to a degree of special significance in the
development of the TCK. Some dimensions of a child’s innate qualities may be
enhanced or inhibited in their development in a culture that is alternative to the one in
which the child’s parents were raised. There is the possibility that the home life to be
experienced in the host culture will be altered.

The removal from extended family is one immediately evident change in environment
potentially accompanied by immersion in alternative social and nurturing networks. The
addition of alternative people of significance is another possible change. Within the new
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culture, there may be new expectations on individuals within the family. A host culture
that places more stringent demands on the role of the woman, for example, will alter the
dynamics of family interaction, at least in public settings where respect for the host
culture is demanded. A host culture that models child rearing practices that are different
from the home culture may influence the way the globally nomadic family chooses to
function in that setting. Thus, the likelihood of change in interpersonal dynamics also
exists.

As the TCK learns to function as an individual and as a group member in the new
culture, the ecology may impose significant influence on personal development. What
may be personal strengths in one environment may create personal challenges in an
alternative setting. One environment may challenge and combat a given weakness while
an alternative environment may nurture the same quality. The differences between the
environments and the child’s response to them are accentuated when the developing
individual moves, on a cyclic pattern, between two cultures. In the missionary scenario
the family typically spends 3 or 4 years in a host culture and then returns to the parents’
home culture for 6 to 12 months. The developing child has to learn appropriate protocol
for at least two cultures. At least two distinct ecologies exist for such children. The child
has the challenge of managing two ecologies but also has the opportunity to develop
aspects of personal character that may never become apparent while residing in a single
ecology. The challenge is to overcome the confusion of personal identity that may arise,
“who he is when nobody’s around” (Iyer, 2000, p. 25).

Ecology of human development
Ecology is a term that encompasses more than simply the environment in which a child
is developing; it includes the relationships within that environment. Three well
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established models suggesting components of the ecology of human development are
presented in this thesis because of their dominance in the literature and their possible
relevance to providing a basis for the development of a more useful explanatory model
for the TCK experience. These models are those of Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Elder, 1998;
and Van Lieshout & Doise, 1998. I examined each literary description and then visually
conceptualized each in a model depicting the principal components. I have then used
Bronfenbrenner’s literary description of nested circles as the basis for creating a merged
and adapted model that suggests the principal components of a TCK developmental
ecology.

The literary descriptors of each established model contain some elements that overlap
with components of other models. An overview of the principal components of each
established model is presented in Table 5.2. Each of the models describes elements that
impact development such as self, events and contexts of development, as well as the
impact of relationships. They also include descriptors of processes that are evident in
the developmental ecology, such as connection and time, both progressive and
accumulative. The table summarizes these categories.
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CONTEXT
CONNECTION
TIME

DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES

RELATIONSHIPS

DEVELOPMENTAL ELEMENTS

SELF

Table 5.2
Tabulation of principle components within established developmental ecology models
BRONFENBRENNER
(1979; 1999)

ELDER
(1998)

VAN LIESHOUT
and DOISE (1998)

Self:
individuals develop within
nested proximal
environments; self is
engaged within each of the
environments.

Self:
development is impacted by
the attributes possessed by
the individual that facilitate
or hinder adaptation to life’s
contexts and processes.

Self:
development is impacted by
individual’s social or
antisocial orientation.

“Bigger” events:

Life course:
embedded in and shaped by
historical times and places
experienced during life
trajectory.

Social contexts:
the sum and health of social
interactions establish
opportunities and constraints
for individual development.

Linked lives:
resulting from the times and
places that a person’s life
course encompasses.

Dyadic relationships:
continuity and discontinuity;
most influential dyads are
parent – child, sibling –
child, friend – child, teacher
– child; varying levels of
expertise, power, and trust
developed as relationships
mature.

Human agency:
the interlocking of
environmental changes to
behavioural changes;
the choices and actions
within life’s times and
places;

Human exchanges:
development influenced by
positive and negative
exchanges of knowledge,
information, and emotions;
convergent or opposing
goals established within
exchanges.

the degree of success in
adaptation.
Progressive development:
impacted by a succession of
transitions or events;
cumulative advantages and
disadvantages equate to the
sum of healthy development.

Progressive accumulation
of interactions: long chains
of interactive sequences that
vary in intensity, contribute
to the individual’s
development.

factors not touching the
individual can impact
options available and
restrictions imposed.

Dyadic relationships:
primary dyads exert greatest
force for motivating
learning.
Enduring interactions:
development is influenced
by enduring interaction with
objects and by ongoing
involvement in particular
activities.
Connectedness:
overlap between, as well as
level and health of
communication between
significant settings influence
development.

Dyadic relationships:
steer development over time
even when individuals are
separated.
Connectedness:
greatest influence comes
with engagement in
progressively more complex
tasks.
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Each of these three models is now addressed in turn, together with reflections on how
they may be used to provide an understanding of the TCKs’ developmental journey
throughout childhood.

Bronfenbrenner (1979) has argued that the physical and social worlds are both
significant in the developmental process. He describes the ecology of child development
in terms of nested circles, with the individual in the centre surrounded by the context of
home and other proximal environments. These settings interact and the connection
between them forms the next layer around the developing child. Further removed from
the child, forming the outer circle, are events that affect the life of the child but do not
actually touch the child directly. Dyadic relationships in the immediate setting exert
greatest influence on the child.
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Figure 5.1
The ecology of human development model according to Bronfenbrenner (1979); visual
adaptation by Cameron (2000)

CONTEXT
“Bigger events”: factors not touching the individual
can impact options available & restrictions imposed.

RELATIONSHIPS & TIME
Dyadic relationships:
primary dyads exert greatest
force for motivating learning,
& steering development over
time even when individuals are
separated.
CONTEXT
Self: individuals develop
within nested proximal
environments.

CONNECTION & TIME
Connectedness: overlap between, as well as
level & health of communication between
significant settings influence development.
Greatest influence comes with engagement
in progressively more complex tasks.

Primary dyads are ones where two members continue in each other’s thoughts and
continue to influence each other even when they are not together. These are represented
in the model by overlapping circles, the one reflecting “self” and the other a particular
person of influence.
Such dyads are viewed as exerting a powerful force in motivating learning and
steering the course of development, both in the presence and absence of the
other person. Thus a child is more likely to acquire skills, knowledge, and values
from a person with whom a primary dyad has been established than from one
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who exists for that child only when both are actually present in the same setting.
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 58)

Communication between, and connectedness of other settings in the child’s life are the
next level of influence. TCKs may experience a reduction in significant contact with
some family members and add non-familial people to their proximal environment. Some
relationships may have only immediate influence, whereas others may act as primary
dyads and have significant developmental influence. Examples of such dyads for the
TCK may be with a domestic worker who plays the role of part time caregiver, a teacher
who mixes socially with the child in the expatriate community and so plays the role of
adult friend or mentor, boarding home parents who are part time caregivers, or boarding
school peers who are pseudo-siblings. The TCK may also form primary dyads with
other individuals within the same sponsor agency, adults or children. These can have a
significant developmental influence.

Finally, the “bigger” events ranging from parents’ career choices to national economic
stability form the outer layer of influence. In the context of the TCK, the parents of
TCKs have made career choices that took them and their families out of the home
culture. Some work in remote locations and either rear their children in relative social
isolation or choose to send the children to boarding school. Some TCKs' families work
in war ravaged nations or in neighboring countries that harbor refugees. The political
and social fabric of their surroundings is very different to the home culture of their
parents. Many globally mobile parents bring their children into employment systems
that become networks that support but they can also be encapsulating frameworks or
regiments. These are some of the "bigger" events that might affect the development of
the TCK.
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If environmental conditions could be described more clearly, Bronfenbrenner proposed,
he could devise more constructive forms of intervention. His model may be a useful tool
for studying the ecology of children raised outside the home culture. Such children can
experience variation in all levels of an ecology and not just in the outer circle of the
environmental setting.

In a later version of Bronfenbrenner’s model (Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994;
Bronfenbrenner, 1999) he elaborates on the complexity of reciprocal interactions that
take place over the course of time. These interactions are not just interpersonal but
include interactions with objects and activities within the immediate environment and
engage the individual in performing progressively more complex tasks. Bronfenbrenner
proposes an operational research design that simultaneously investigates process,
person, context, and time in the one model. He proposes that enduring interactions or
“proximal processes” (Bronfenbrenner, 1999, p. 5) in the immediate environment
significantly affect child development. Relationships between child and parent, child
and child, group and solitary play, study, and sport are some of the examples where
these processes might occur. If this can be effectively applied to understand the
development of a child reared in a single culture, then it suggests it could usefully be
applied in researching individuals who experience more complex ecologies.

Elder (1998) presents a model for describing human development that meshes with
Bronfenbrenner's model. He suggests four principles of development: historical time
and place (establishing context of development), timing in lives (cumulative impact of
events occurring early and late), linked lives (aligning with Bronfenbrenner's dyadic
connections), and human agency (individual's successful adaptation and active choices).
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Each of these principles can be applied to the life of a TCK to establish a trajectory
documenting factors of influence in development.

Figure 5.2
The ecology of human development model according to Elder (1998); visual adaptation
by Cameron (2000)

CONTEXT
Life course: embedded in & shaped by historical
times & places experienced during life trajectory.

RELATIONSHIPS
Linked lives: resulting from
the times & places that a
person’s life course
encompasses.

CONNECTION
Human agency: the interlocking of
environmental changes to behavioural
changes; the choices & actions within
life’s times & places; the degree of
success in adaptation.

TIME
Progressive development: impacted by a
succession of transitions or events;
cumulative advantages & disadvantages equate
to the sum of healthy development.

The principle of historical time and place highlights the significance of the alternative
developmental environment for the TCK. “The life course of individuals is embedded in
and shaped by the historical times and places they experience over their life-time”
(Elder, 1998, p. 3). This principle aligns with Bronfenbrenner’s widest circle
encompassing the context of development and the major issues out of the individual’s
control affecting development.
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The principle of timing in lives states that “the developmental impact of a succession of
life transitions or events is contingent on when they occur in a person’s life” (p. 3).
Transition is proposed as a major factor in the life of the TCK. Transitions occur
between the passport country and at least one host country. Transitions do not only
impact environment, but they also impact relationships. The pattern of leaving and
entering relationships is an early and enduring life pattern for the TCK. Within the host
culture friends come and go as expatriate families function on cyclic contracts that
begin and end at different times. Transitions are significant in the developmental
ecology of the TCK.
Early transitions can have enduring consequences by affecting subsequent
transitions, even after many years and decades have passed. They do so, in part,
through behavioral consequences that set in motion “cumulating advantages and
disadvantages.” Individual differences are minimized in life transitions when the
new circumstances resemble a “total institution”. (Elder, 1998, p. 7)

Parental choices take the TCK out of the home culture. The child is advantaged by the
exposure to a wider world perspective and the opportunities of travel but at the same
time there is the potential disadvantage of being limited in understanding of the passport
culture and the loss of stability in belonging to a single culture. The merging of people
from different paths of life to work together for a single organization in a host country
can minimize social and ideological differences fulfilling Elder’s proposed outcome of
transitions. Other such examples include the different life paths that temporarily
intersect in international school settings, and in expatriate recreational and social clubs.
These settings have an effect of minimizing social and ideological differences because
of the prior need for social cohesion. The TCK experience aligns with Elder’s proposed
model in this regard.
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Elder refers to “’interlocking trajectories’ that connect changing environments with
behavioral changes” (p. 7). Aspects of personal character can develop differently in
various settings and affect behavioral outcomes. Bronfenbrenner suggests that,
The process and product of making human beings human clearly varies by place
and time. Viewed in historical as well as cross-cultural perspective, this diversity
suggests the possibility of ecologies as yet untried that hold a potential for
human natures yet unseen… (1979, p. xiii)

Perhaps the third culture is an example of such an ecology. Perhaps outcomes
manifested in adult TCKs represent some potential of human nature that is now being
seen.

Bronfenbrenner’s concept of connectedness represented in the middle level of his nested
circle model and Elder’s principle of linked lives mesh with each other. Networks and
social influences within the developmental ecology impact the child.

Human agency is Elder’s final principle, “individuals construct their own life course
through the choices and actions they take within the opportunities of history and social
circumstances” (p. 4). However, parental life choices impact the life course of children.
An example of this for the TCK is parental career choice that has a significant impact on
the available options in the TCK environment. The move overseas dictates the social
circumstances of development. Furthermore, mandates of the deploying agency can
impinge on opportunities. Educational opportunities are restricted to what is available,
is of an acceptable standard, and is within the funding limits of the sponsor agency.
TCKs can be restricted by moral and social codes regulating conduct. In some
circumstances personal choice, or exercising human agency, potentially affect ongoing
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parental employment or promotional opportunities. In the case of military personnel the
employed parent’s “entire career and social identity rides on the maintenance of a
certain image, which can be dashed in seconds by a willful child” (Wertsch, 1991, p.
31). Wertsch acknowledges that this can be the case in civilian life also but for the
foreign deployed family the stakes are generally much higher. The pressure to conform
for the sake of the family affects human agency.

Another useful model for examining the TCK ecology is the social development model
proposed by Van Lieshout and Doise (1998). They define individual development
within interactions, relationships, and groups and describe the social context for
development as the opportunities and constraints set by other people on an individual’s
development.

The model was based on the effects of continuity and discontinuity in social contexts
and relationships. Quality and depth of friendships, as well as individual social or
antisocial orientation, were described as influential in development. Discontinuity was
reflected in changed intentions, situations, prominence of relationship, change in
primacy of groups and the developing individual’s part in these. For the TCK the
implication with this model is reflected in the life patterns of constantly shifting,
engaging, leaving, and re-engaging in relationships as the individual moves between
cultures. There is higher risk of vulnerability but heightened potential for developing
social skills such as mediation, communication ability, and flexibility of place in social
networks. Each of the ecologies in which the TCK resides or takes part is likely to have
significant developmental influence.
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Figure 5.3
The social development model according to Van Lieshout and Doise (1998); visual
adaptation by Cameron (2000)
CONTEXT
Social contexts: the sum & health of social
interactions establish opportunities & constraints for
individual development.

RELATIONSHIPS
Dyadic relationships: continuity
& discontinuity; most influential
dyads are parent – child, sibling –
child, friend – child, teacher –
child; varying levels of expertise,
power, & trust developed as
relationships mature.
RELATIONSHIPS
Self: individual’s social or
antisocial orientation.

CONNECTION
Human exchanges: development
influenced by positive & negative
exchanges of knowledge, information, &
emotions; convergent or opposing goals
established within exchanges.

TIME
Progressive accumulation of interactions: long
chains of interactive sequences that vary in intensity,
contribute to the individual’s development.

Interactions involve individuals doing things together and exchanges between them.
They can be positive or negative in nature during the exchange of knowledge,
information, emotion, and goals. These interactions bear a resemblance to
Bronfenbrenner’s description of proximal processes that affect development in dyadic
relationships. Van Lieshout and Doise propose that interactions constitute the basic
elements of long lasting relationships. In view of the proposed high transience in
relationships for the TCK this is a significant element of the social development model
to apply in analysis of the TCK’s developmental ecology.
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In this model long chains of interactive sequences contribute to the formation of
relationships. Relationships are characterized by varying levels of expertise, power,
trust or distrust, and convergent or opposing goal orientations. Meshed with
Bronfenbrenner’s description of proximal processes, there should be a shift in these
factors over time and as each individual matures. Van Lieshout and Doise refer to the
dyadic relationships of parent – child, sibling – child, and teacher – child. For the TCK
relationships of significance may alter to include host country carers or boarding house
adults and siblings. Furthermore the chains of interactive sequences may be short rather
than long, and perhaps more intense such as when the only times of interaction with
siblings or parents is during school holidays. The model can usefully be applied to this
proposed alternative scenario.

The final category in this social development model is that of groups. Groups are said to
provide systems of shared meaning, group goals, behavioral regulation, and emotional
exchange beyond that of interpersonal relationships. These authors highlight the
importance of family groups and peer groups in school. Perhaps the wider group of the
parents’ employing agency and the network of associated expatriate co-workers in the
host country would be a further group of significance in the social development for
TCKs. The potential exists for there to be less of some significant interpersonal
relationships and more intensity with others.

The principles described in the three models presented by Bronfenbrenner, Elder, and
Van Lieshout and Doise could be merged to produce a more useful framework for
examining the developmental ecology of TCKs than exists at present. To this end, and
in order to be able to study that ecology, a framework of what that ecology might look
like was developed by the researcher. In developing such a framework in order to
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understand, specifically, the TCK developmental ecology, and to take account of
potential variations in comparison to the framework that may exist in the passport
country ecology, further (new) aspects to include in such a model have been developed.
This model is then used to provide a framework with which to explore, empirically, the
(Australasian) TCK developmental experience. This model is described and justified
after the next section which addresses these potential variations.

Conceptualizing development outside the home culture

Two dimensions of development where there may be significant variation in the ecology
of the TCK compared to the passport country ecology are in conditions that facilitate or
inhibit social networking and the formation of attachments. These variations are
described before the description of a proposed new model depicting the elements unique
to the TCK developmental ecology.

Alternative social development
Social development occurs within the context of a child’s home and wider environment.
It is a gradual process during which there is an emerging autonomy and yet a retained
connection with parents and significant other person’s in a child’s life. (Laible, Carlo, &
Raffaelli, 2000) Peer attachment also plays a significant role in social development and
this may be in different domains to the areas of parental influence, according to these
authors. It is important to recognize the different roles played so as to understand
person-context interactions. This is the case in any ecology but more so where ecologies
are to be compared according to their impact on child development.
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As a child develops there is an emerging autonomy from the family. However, Liable et
al., claim that the most positive adjustment occurs when there is a secure relationship
with both parents, and peers. During person-context interactions parents gradually exert
less influence over an adolescent child and peers begin to influence development and
adjustment in areas such as management of aggression, sympathy, and depression.
These influences are enduring if there is continuity in proximal contexts.
(Degirmencioglu, Urberg, Tolson, and Richard, 1998) According to these authors if
there is an early and persistent exposure to behaviour patterns this may be critical to
continuity of those patterns through out the life course. Continuity in networks and the
resultant continuity in demands from close friends can have the effect of reinforcing
behaviour patterns and reinforcing identity. There are multiple levels in social networks
and therefore, multiple levels of influence. According to Degirmencioglu et al., most
adolescents have one best friend, a number of close friends, and a friendship group that
may or may not include all of those close friends. They represent a hierarchy of
influence exerted over the child in the peer network.

However, they acknowledge that little is known about the effect on individual members
when a group dissolves. In the TCK context this is experienced early in a child’s life
and repeatedly experienced as expatriate families move in and out of TCK ecologies. A
friendship group may not dissolve entirely but the dynamics of social interaction are
altered as members leave and others are initiated. In the networks studied by
Degirmencioglu et al. childhood friendships changed gradually. Where a child may
have had a dyadic relationship with one friend before a school break, there may have
been some shift in relational patterns after the break but the dyad moved gradually to a
networked social friendship in the next strata of the social hierarchy. For the TCK this
can be the experience but many times the relational patterns and social network changes
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are abrupt changes. New children arrive in an expatriate community throughout the
school year, dependent on when their parents commence a new contract. Children leave
just as abruptly at the termination of parental contracts. Children within the TCK social
network live with the awareness of the temporal nature of their residence in any
expatriate community and it can be seen to impact on their social behaviours.

Other factors that may impact a gradual increase in autonomy within person-context for
the TCK are the differing roles played across diverse social groups, and for TCKs in
boarding school, the intermittent interaction with immediate family members. TCKs
move between settings where the social make up is primarily passport country
expatriates, to settings where the social make up is multi cultural, and to other settings
where the TCK may be the only non national present. Demands on social behaviour
may change rapidly.

The boarding school experience requires the TCK to move regularly, throughout the
year, between being fairly autonomous and personally responsible, to being part of the
nuclear family. A TCK may experience boarding home equality of demands and
responsibilities as one child amongst many during the term and then go home to the
behaviours and conduct expected of a birth order ranking. Parents may maintain
expectations of the child, unaware of gradual shifts in relational patterns that occur
during a ten week term or an eleven month year, depending on how long the child is
absent. The interactive sequences described by Van Lieshout et al.(1998) and
Bronfenbrenner’s (1999) proximal processes can be interrupted. Within these dyadic
relationships the shift in power and altered behaviours can occur in irregular jumps
rather than gradual shifts.
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The gradual shift in social patterns, and the gradual increase in demands from family
members and close friendships that can reinforce behaviour patterns may not be the
experience of the TCK. However, the patterns that do occur may be seen to influence
social development through an alternative trajectory.

Some authors have described the importance of non family members in the socialization
process.(Barone, Iscoe, Trickett & Schmid, 1998; Franco and Levitt, 1998) Barone et al.
describe family and friends as the first two significant social networks in a child’s
ecology, and adults outside the nuclear family unit as representing the third network.
These adults may be found in work settings and can help the socialization process by
offering advice or acting as role models. Franco and Levitt suggest that it can be nonparental adults who fill this role in the socialization process. These and other friendships
can be significant in building self-definition and self-worth because they are chosen
relationships and not obligated ones as with familial relationships. For the TCK these
relationships may be found within the sponsor agency community or the wider
expatriate community. However, the temporal nature of these relationships is, once
again, an inhibiting factor in learning gradual shifts in power and increasing levels of
trust built over time. The maturing process resulting in broad social competence can be
challenged.

It has been posited that unresolved or insecure attachments during developmental years
can have negative effects. (Thompson and Zuroff, 1999; West, Rose, Spreng and
Adams, 2000) The outcomes can include poor self-concept, disturbed interpersonal
relationships and vulnerability to psychological problems. According to Thompson and
Zuroff an important dimension of parenting behaviour is parental warmth. A further
dimension is heavy emphasis on achievement and performance. Where an attachment is
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insecure the child can develop an internal working process of self-criticism. Their selfperception can be of one who is unworthy. Further to that they can begin to perceive
others as unreliable.

West et al. referred to relational disorders that resulted from unresolved attachments.
The result of dyadic relationships with caregivers who are either frightening, or
themselves frightened, can result in failure to properly terminate or resolve a child’s
attachment. In such a scenario the child establishes proximity with the caregiver seeking
comfort while also alarmed by the behaviour of the caregiver. This could represent the
experience of TCKs who suffered abuse at the hands of boarding school staff. The
website, Missionary Kids Safety Net, offering support for adults who were victims of
such abuse in childhood provides evidence that this has been the experience in the
developmental ecologies of some TCKs.

Kunkel (2000) wrote a thesis on midlife recollections of missionary kids (MKs). Each
of the four case studies interwoven in this narrative style thesis had unresolved
attachments from their developmental ecologies. Kunkel included her own case study in
the thesis. She described her research as heuristic, where the investigator had
autobiographical connection with the phenomenon being researched. Kunkel was the
victim of sexual molestation by a boarding house parent at the age of ten. She described
the horror of the experience and then went on to explain that after the abuse by the
boarding house father, she became the shadow of the boarding house mother. The
boarding house mother should have been observant of inappropriate conduct by the
abusive boarding house father, yet she was not. Kunkel, however, felt an unresolved
attachment to the mother then, and for years to come. “I stayed real close to her.” (p. 90)
Even these many years later, after she had participated in legal action against the church
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denomination for the abuse, she had a lingering regret that she was not able to convey to
the hostel mother how much she meant to her. Writing the thesis in midlife was part of
social and emotional repair for this author.
All these familiar faces who people up my being. I hang onto them from fear.
What is fear? It has something to do with not being able to truly believe I was
really loved; it has something to do with belonging, with trusting our
connection… This story is about letting go... – the losses, the regrets – it’s not
only about making meaning of it all. It is that and yet it is more than that. I am
surrendering it all from my Body onto the Page. Releasing It. Releasing Them.
Giving Them back to the universe – and back to themselves. With love. In love.
I do love them, did love them, and I don’t want to hang onto them physically
anymore from out of this fear. (Kunkel, 2000, p. 131)

Another contributor to Kunkel’s work described the lost familial bonds, especially with
siblings, because of the boarding school experience. (p. 103) He claimed that even in
midlife he struggled to feel a sense of belonging within his family unit. This data
presented an alternative perspective to the findings in Andrews (1999, p. 112) where it
is claimed that 89.6% of MKs felt a strong emotional bonding in their families. The fact
that researchers struggle to secure true sample groups in studying this phenomenon
suggests that there are dimensions of it that are not represented in the available data. In
the cases of those for whom the experience is extremely negative there may be an
unwillingness to become engaged in reliving and documenting past events.

The TCK ecology could be described as providing social networks that place the
developing individual at risk. In some cases the ecology provides stability in social
networks and the TCK can manage it well but in other instances it leaves the TCK
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vulnerable and social development can be inhibited. A framework is needed to be able
to analyse these different dimensions of the ecology, and account for variations due to
living in different cultures.

An adapted model for the TCK ecology
Each of the social and ecological development models described (Bronfenbrenner,
1979; Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994; Bronfenbrenner, 1999; Elder, 1998; Van Lieshout
& Doise, 1998) present elements that are useful for examining the TCK developmental
ecology. A merged model was adapted by this researcher from the ecological models
described by these authors by overlapping some dimensions, and incorporating other,
novel, parts that would seem to provide explanations specifically for the TCK
developmental experience. This adapted model is presented in two formats. The first
format (Figure 5.4) uses the concentric circles described by Bronfenbrenner and adopted
in this research project to provide a visual depiction of each of the ecological models
already described. The second representation (Figure 5.5) is an elaborated version with
a new format allowing scope for extensive description of the factors of significance in
the TCK developmental ecology, and a proposed representation of the impact of time.
Although the present study is not longitudinal in design, and therefore evidence of
particular changes over time are not explored, the developmental ecology is
conceptualised as being much more fluid over time for TCKs than for children reared in
a more static location. Thus the model is also presented in a format depicting change
over time.
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Figure 5.4
An adapted model, proposed to depict the Third Culture Kid (TCK) ecology of human
development

D
FACTORS NOT TOUCHING SELF BUT
IMPACTING AVAILABLE OPTIONS

C
ENCOMPASSING BUT MORE
REMOTE INFLUENCES

B
PROXIMAL
ENVIRONMENTS

A
SELF

AGENCY “SYSTEM” NETWORK;

HOST COUNTRY INFLUENCES;
EXPATRIATE COMMUNITY
PASSPORT COUNTRY INFLUENCES

PASSPORT COUNTRY AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
HOST COUNTRY NATIONAL EVENTS

At the centre of the model (circle A) is Bronfenbrenner’s self within proximal
environments, and the social or antisocial orientation described by Van Lieshout and
Doise. This circle also represents the strengths and weaknesses of the individual that
may affect successful adaptation to a context as described by Elder in his reference to
the interlocking of environment and its impact on behavioural changes within the
individual.
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The TCK self, (A), brings to the unique ecology personal qualities. The TCK thrives or
struggles depending on social orientation, strengths and weaknesses. These qualities
must be acknowledging as central to the ecology. All interactions and impacting events
can be recorded with reference to the dynamics of self. In any developmental ecology
individuals contribute their natural self. The potential of the whole person emerges, or
is inhibited as self interacts with and is impacted by other elements of the ecology.

The proximal environments (circle B) incorporate Bronfenbrenner’s dyadic
relationships, Elder’s linked lives, and the positive and negative interactions described
by Van Lieshout and Doise. In a suburban Australasian environment these proximal
environments might include home, school, sports or cultural clubs, the homes of friends
or extended family and it might include positive and negative interaction with the
people who would share those environments. For the TCK these environments might be
somewhat different, possibly including some cross cultural interaction, interaction with
people who are located much further away, such as siblings at a different boarding
school. The close relationships may exist but the communication between them may be
different and the proximal relationships may be engaged in quite differently compared
to a suburban Australasian setting. Significant other people may be people within the
deploying agency network rather than cousins or grandparents. The diagram allows the
freedom to describe with whomever and wherever the interactions are most significant.
The proximal environments include the norms and structures of the deploying agency.

The next of the concentric circles within the model (circle C) incorporates the more
remote influences in the TCK’s developmental ecology. The impact of various cultures
experienced by the developing child might include the host country/countries, the
passport country, and the norms and expectations of the expatriate community within a
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given host country. Sometimes the expatriate community is dominated by families from
one particular passport country but in other instances the expatriate community is very
mixed. The blend affects dominant norms and practices and these in turn can impact
child development. This circle (C) does not have an equivalent in the accepted models
which were previously described. It is a unique dimension of the TCK developmental
ecology.

The remaining components of the previously described models are incorporated into the
outer circle of this adapted model (circle D). They include: context, bigger events that
do not directly touch but do impact the individual’s development, and the element of
time, when things took place and the accumulation of life events. It also includes the
dimension of choice or absence of choice in that the options available to the individual
are influenced by bigger things, outside the control of the individual.

For the TCK the outer circle could encompass the broad socioeconomic context of
development. TCKs may become aware at a very young age that there are social and
economic discrepancies in the world. Cross cultural awareness develops early. Some are
impacted by political and social factors more than others depending on their country of
residence and upon the parental deploying agency and its policies. TCKs are also aware
that they are bound by the constraints of their parents’ employment contracts. While
their parents are deployed abroad they are required to accompany them between
postings and live their lives within the parameters mandated in their parents’ contracts.
The issue of choice is a significant element that falls within the outer circle of this
model.
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One of the purposes of this research project was to highlight factors within the
developmental ecology that might nurture the proposed adult TCK profile outcomes.
With this in mind an elaborated model was designed (Figure 5.5) to more fully explore
the physical and social dimensions of the developmental ecology.
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Figure 5.5
An elaborated model, proposed to depict the Third Culture Kid (TCK) ecology of human development
TIME

(developmental trajectory)

D

(PASSPORT) NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS - factors not touching self but impacting options available and imposing restrictions

C

PASSPORT CULTURE - unchanging; expectation of repatriation

B

PROXIMAL ENVIRONMENT

A

DEVELOPMENT OF SELF IDENTITY - maturing, interacting, engaging in progressively more complex tasks; dynamic tensions increasing over time

Inherent strengths
and weaknesses;
anti/social orientation

Self

Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK over time:
Grandparents/Self
Relatives/Self
Family friends/Self

Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK over time:
Parents/Self
Siblings/Self
Objects-talismans of various identities/Self

Self

Self

Self:
Emerging TCK
profile

B

AGENCY “SYSTEM” NETWORK (sponsor agency)
–dynamics, connection, and self’s identity within the system

C

HOST AND EXPATRIATE CULTURES - degree of impact influenced by age and duration of residence

D

(HOST) NATIONAL EVENTS - factors not touching self but impacting options available and imposing restrictions

Individualised degrees
of success in managing
multiple dimensions of Self

(ends abruptly at end of schooling)
Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK
over time:
Passport country personnel/Self
“System” age group peers/Self
Parents’ co-workers/Self
Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK over time:
Care-givers, Teachers/Self
Friends & contacts/Self
Domestic workers/Self

The first representation of the TCK developmental ecology summarises the basic
elements of significant influence. However, it does not adequately represent the element
of time. Bronfenbrenner highlighted the accumulation of events and development
through engagement in progressively more complex tasks over time, and Elder
highlighted the impact of successions of events and transitions as well as the timing of
events during the childhood trajectory. In order to adequately conceptualize these
important elements of time in the adapted TCK model, it is necessary to present the
ecology in a more linear form. Therefore, the second representation (Figure 5.5)
illustrates the various layers of the developmental ecology, spreading out from the
emerging identity of “self”, overshadowed by the arrow representing time – progressive
and accumulative.

The correspondence between the proposed physical and social dimensions of significant
influence in the TCK developmental ecology concentric circle model (Figure 5.4) and
those of the linear model (Figure 5.5) are indicated by the use of capital letters. The
linear model allows for elaboration.

(A) Development of self identity
In the linear model “self”, in the centre layer (A), commences as a small, lightly shaded
oval. “Self” brings to the TCK developmental ecology inherent strengths and
weaknesses and social or antisocial orientation. Over time “self” applies the natural
tendencies to managing the multiple contexts that make up the wider TCK environment:
the host cultures, the expatriate cultures, the passport culture, the agency “system”
norms and structures, and the restriction or enrichment of opportunity. “Self” develops
over time while engaged in social interactions, choices, and clashes within the multiple
physical contexts of the environment within which he/she is placed. The polarized traits
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described in Chapter three begin to emerge so that by the time childhood is ended “self”
is heavily impressed with the markings or outcomes of the TCK profile. The inherent
nature of the TCK affects social engagement in the physical contexts within which the
TCK finds him/herself. Throughout the developmental trajectory “self” develops the
inherent strengths and/or insecurities while attempting to manage the multiple
dimensions of the TCK physical and social environment. “Self”, having spent a
considerable time in the TCK ecology, and fully developed is represented by the heavily
shaded oval at the end of the childhood trajectory. “Self”, fully developed, experiences
much more of the dynamic tension initially introduced in Chapter two, than does the
“self” newly arrived in the TCK developmental ecology. The dynamic tensions will be
discussed further in relation to this model.
The valence of both the TCK outcome traits and the
SELF

corresponding dynamic tensions vary with age and duration in the
SELF

TCK developmental ecology. The varying strength of these
SELF

tensions are represented by increasing shading of the Self ovals
over time.

(B) Proximal environment
The proximal environment incorporates the immediate physical and social world of the
developing TCK. The parental deploying agency provides a network of people to whom
the TCK has some sense of belonging. It also establishes a structure within which the
TCK and his/her family functions. Length of time in the host country, standard of
housing, financial remuneration, acceptable schools for which the agency will pay, and
many other details of life are determined by the deploying agency. Within the host
country the personnel deployed by a given agency form a social network, sometimes by
default because of gatherings to do with shared business, but many times the social
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networking is intentionally arranged. So, the proximal environment includes physical
location: housing, schooling, social and recreational locations. It also includes the
immediate social environment; people with whom time is spent.

Bronfenbrenner (1979, 1999) developed the idea of dyadic relationships and the
significance they exert on child development; Elder (1998) emphasizes the significance
of lives that are linked because of time and place of development; Van Lieshout and
Doise (1998) expand on the idea of dyadic relationships and highlight the impact of
continuity and discontinuity in influential dyads. Each of these social development
concepts is relevant to the TCK developmental ecology and I have sought to merge the
ideas into this adapted model.

In the layers labelled (B) the dyads that would fall within the TCKs proximal
developmental environment are represented by overlapping ovals. Parents and siblings
form enduring dyadic relationships with the TCK “self”. Therefore they are represented
as overlapping, complete ovals. Communication is ongoing throughout developmental
years, although it may be inhibited by separation such as in the event of one child
attending boarding school, or returning to the passport country for further education.
The dyads are complete and whole because the two individuals continue in one
another’s thoughts and influence even when separated by physical location.
Communication and contact is still possible and usually facilitated.
other

self

Unbroken (enduring) dyads with ongoing influence and ongoing
communication.

In Bronfenbrenner’s later work (1999) he proposes the idea that reciprocal interactions
occur with an accumulation of objects and activities, throughout the course of
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childhood. Such interactions could be with cultural objects unique to a particular
context, it could include collections of things, all of which help the TCK “self” to
establish identity. They also facilitate engagement in progressively more complex tasks
over time. The TCK may accumulate representative objects that reflect the complexity
of his/her life. Iyer (2000) referred to these as identity securing talismans. Therefore,
their place in this new developmental ecology model is significantly placed alongside
the dyadic relationships formed with immediate family members.

The deploying agency forms the other half of the proximal environment in this model.
Elder’s linked lives relate to this section, as does the continuity/discontinuity dimension
of the Van Lieshout and Doise model. Within the deploying agency, the lives of TCKs
overlap for the period of time that they are living together in a host country, or for the
times that they spend together at passport country training sessions or within
compounds of one form or another. For limited periods of time their physical and social
worlds overlap. In some instances there is a strong enough bond formed that the desire
and ability to continue communicating facilitates the formation of an enduring dyad.
However, especially when the TCK is younger, this is not the case. In these instances,
the dyad is discontinued once one TCK leaves the shared physical context, or soon after,
once the ongoing friendship proves unsatisfying through written communication. In this
new model, such dyadic relationships are represented with a jagged line between self
and the secondary party in the dyad.
Broken (temporal) dyads with influence through a period of
other

self

contact and resultant memories, but time restrained
interaction and limited or no ongoing communication.
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A further feature of this layer of the model is the abrupt end to the relationship the TCK
has with the parental deploying agency which forms a significant component of the
proximal environment. Once the child reaches the end of school, or the age of 18,
whatever the time, at some point in the child’s development the TCK “self” is seen as
independent of the family unit. The deploying agency is no longer responsible for the
child’s educational, medical, or travel costs. Although there may be ongoing contact
with personnel in the deploying agency because the parents continue to be employed
within the system, the TCK does not belong within the system, and the agency has no
ongoing responsibility for the TCK. The model seeks to represent the end of a sense of
identity and security that has been felt for the duration of the time that the TCK was
encapsulated within the norms and structures of the “system”. Subsequent
developmental experiences occur outside the deploying agency network.

(C) Encompassing cultures
The next layer in the new model (C) reflects the various cultures that encompass the
TCK during developmental years. Throughout childhood the TCK has an ongoing
affinity with a passport culture, no matter where he/she lives. For some there is an
annual trip to the passport country for the longest school vacation, for others the visits
there may be less regular. However, the awareness of cultural behaviours that are
associated with the passport country is significant in the development of the TCK.
Within this layer, the new model reflects the enduring dyads that fall within this
component of the developmental ecology. Although communication with relatives and
family friends may be minimal or irregular, those relationships are enduring because, in
most instances, the TCK can locate and rely upon the dyadic relationship for support.
Parents usually facilitate ongoing communication and contact with at least some close
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relatives and family friends and therefore these become significant dyadic relationships
for the TCK.

Other cultures prevalent in the TCK developmental ecology are the host country or
countries, and the expatriate cultures (secondary layer C in the linear model). Within
each of these there is an accumulation of temporal dyads. During the course of life the
TCK “self” is influenced by caregivers, teachers, friends and contacts from various
different host and passport countries, domestic workers, and even objects and activities.
In many instances the TCK is not able to facilitate ongoing interaction with the many
people who are successively involved in their development and therefore the dyads are
represented as temporal. Early and repeated locational and relational transience result in
a successive accumulation of temporal dyads and this is a significant element of the
TCK developmental ecology.

The interaction with pets that have to be left behind when a family leaves a physical
location can be a temporal dyad, as can be the interaction with some objects. For
example some cultural objects from one host country, that have significance to a
developing child, may not be allowed (or be too expensive) to be imported to another
country. Butterfly collections and artefacts lined with animal products are two such
examples. Engagement in the traditional childhood games and practices of one country
may be left behind when the TCK moves on. The childhood interaction and
progressively more complex engagement with such things can have a significant
bearing on childhood but the dyadic engagement is temporal, therefore it is reflected by
the jagged line.
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(D) International and national events
In all childhood ecologies there are factors that do not directly touch the child but
influence options and restrictions upon his/her life. For the TCK this layer (D) includes
not only the national events in the country of residence, but events in the passport
country as well. In many instances the TCK is more aware of global events because of
parental employment in the international arena, therefore the TCK can be impacted by
international events as well. In a given host country a TCK may be impacted in
development by gender expectations or unwritten dress codes. Social practices such as
expectations on child discipline, child engagement in verbal interaction with adults, and
timing of and ways of celebrating rites of passage may be impacted by the country of
residence. A child raised in a context where there is extreme poverty, or civil war in the
country of residence or a neighbouring country, will be impacted during developmental
years. Being raised in a multi-lingual culture can impact childhood development. A
child raised in a country where people of his/her passport country are not appreciated,
even hated, has a significant impact on childhood development. Access to, or restriction
from multi-media and global communication technology impacts childhood
development. The outer layer encompasses many broad dimensions of life.

Dynamic tensions - skills, experience, development, relationships, transitions;
emerging value systems and beliefs shaped by clashes and choices within proximal
processes. In the model the emerging personal awareness and the increasing strength of
these tensions in the make-up of the TCK are represented by a gradual increase in
shading overlaying the model. The actual clashes, choices, and management of multiple
contexts that give rise to these tensions could not, themselves be adequately represented
in the model.
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Throughout the course of this research project the dynamic processes and tensions of
the TCK developmental ecology emerged as an overriding force that leaves a distinct
imprint on the adult TCK profile that is the outcome of this unique ecology. The idea of
the dynamic force or processing, manifested by a constant questioning and selfsearching was introduced in Chapter two. The dynamic processing was described as a
tension between the pleasure of freedom to be whomever one chooses to be at a given
time and location, and yet a restlessness to keep moving in order to find and define the
true self. The concept was further developed in Chapter three where the co-existence of
polarised traits was outlined. The TCK “self” is faced with the challenge of finding a
balance between the polarised traits or faces regular crises to determine which of the
polarised traits to manifest in a given context at a given time.

It would seem that context and the timing of events in the life of the TCK have the
potential to affect valence of dynamic tensions. Therefore the new model (Figure 5.5)
includes an increasing level of shading over the course of the life trajectory that reflects
the increasing valence of dynamic tensions over time. The longer a TCK is immersed in
the TCK ecology, the stronger the enduring imprint of dynamic tensions on the outcome
profile. It was not possible, on the model, to adequately reflect all the potential domains
for conflict and tensions; domains where the developing TCK is forced to make choices
and to experience clashes with apparently opposing elements; contexts where values
and meaning of life may be challenged by another context. However, it is possible to
represent the existence of dynamic tensions and processing that gradually leaves a
deepening imprint on the profile of the TCK, over time.

According to Elder (1998) and Van Lieshout and Doise (1998) the impact and
accumulation of events throughout childhood affect development. All children face
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crises and challenges and must decide how they will respond to these. All dyadic
relationships involve choices in the way “self” will behave and respond. The normal
tensions of growing up involve clashes and choices. However, it appears that the TCK
developmental ecology has some unique, some intense, and some enduring clashes and
choices. The fact that these must be negotiated early and on a repeated basis throughout
childhood is the essence of the dynamic processing.

For the child raised in a primarily mono-cultural setting, where the passport country and
country of residence are one and the same, there will be skills that develop and can be
applied in a gradually more complex and fulfilling manner. For the TCK some skills
that are learned can only be applied in a given context and may seem useless in a
subsequent context. For example linguistic ability in a particular language or dialect
may be a skill that sets the TCK apart as quite skilful in one context and in a subsequent
context the necessary language or jargon may not have been acquired. A child who has
been raised away from access to computer technology will face tension when entering a
setting where this skill is needed. Similarly a developing TCK may struggle to apply the
richness of one experience in another context. When visiting cousins in the passport
country, the vastness of international exposure is hard to apply to conversation where
the focus is passport country sport, clothing, or contemporary music. The sense of what
is important in life becomes a crisis for the TCK.

Determining what is appropriate relational behaviour is a challenge to the developing
TCK. In most instances, from the time the TCK enters a host culture he/she is instructed
to be respectful of the norms and expectations of that culture. In some instances the
TCK becomes more intimately attached to adults and families who share the deploying
agency network than to blood relatives. In some instances the TCK is expected, from an
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early age to learn appropriate protocol for mixing with people of high rank from
government, the military, or other societal places of prominence simply because of
his/her parents’ role in the deploying agency. In most instances the TCK experiences
early and repeated transience in location and relational patterns. All of these factors
combine to provide early and enduring conditions that require dynamic processing of
who “self” is and how “self” will conduct oneself. Tensions in the form of choices and
clashes are a part of any child’s developmental ecology, however, for the TCK these
begin early and endure throughout life, even once the TCK ecology is left behind.

The dynamic tensions are the component of the developmental ecology that lead to the
emerging value systems and beliefs that shape the adult TCK; they are shaped by
clashes and choices within proximal processes. The dynamic tensions begin in the early
years of development and increase in valence over time, remaining with the TCK
throughout life. The grey shading that overshadows this new model, and increases in
depth over time is representative of the dynamic tensions of the developmental ecology.
The dynamic tensions and processing lead to the polarised traits of the adult profile that
is an outcome of the TCK ecology.

The third stated aim of this research was to adapt and elaborate existing models of the
ecology of development to design a model that could represent the TCK ecology in
general (ecology common to all TCKs), highlighting factors that might nurture the
proposed profile outcomes. This was done, firstly through the exploration of what had
already been proposed in literature about the TCK phenomenon, and secondly through
the feedback from respondents both about the model itself and the descriptions that
emerged as they responded to questions about each component of the model. A very
simplified version of this adapted model was designed initially and used as a visual
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prompt with adult TCK respondents to this research project. Respondents were asked to
describe different aspects of their developmental ecology. Therefore, for the purpose of
this research project the language and design of the initial model, used in data
collection, was kept quite simple. This is described in more detail in the next chapter
which relates to the methodology of this progressive research project.
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Chapter 6

Methodology: A progressive research project
•

Research design
¾ Quantitative and qualitative methodologies

•

Structure of progressive data collection
¾ Phase 1: Initial case studies of Australasian TCKs (N=3)
¾ Phase 2: Exploring the Australasian TCK demographics (N=50)
¾ Phase 3: Reconstruction of comparative developmental ecologies (N=45)

Research Design

At the commencement of this research project two broad areas of interest were stated:
the Australasian TCK childhood ecology and its outcomes. A thorough understanding
of the developmental ecology and the factors that might nurture outcomes in terms of
distinct character traits is foundational knowledge in the field of TCK research that is
not yet documented in available literature. There is much about this social phenomenon
yet to be investigated. One of the purposes and significant contributions of this research
project was the exploration and establishment of this foundational knowledge on which
subsequent research questions can be built. Therefore, the research design focused on
the exploration of the TCK ecology and its outcomes, with specific reference to the
Australasian experience. This was achieved through the use of three progressive phases
of research designed to address different aspects of this fundamental knowledge about
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TCKs. In the first phase, in order to establish direction or foci for later phases, and to
obtain a general picture of the phenomenon and the possible consequences for TCKs,
three adult Australasian TCKs were interviewed in detail about their perceptions of their
experiences as TCKs. The purpose of the second phase was to establish descriptions of
Australasian TCKs, by gathering demographical information from a larger group of
TCKs; and in the third and last phase, the experiences and perceptions of a larger group
of TCKs were addressed, using the information generated from the first two phases to
guide questions and choice of participants. A chart of this design is shown below in
Table 6.1. The purposes, participants, and procedures employed in these three phases
are detailed in following sections.

Table 6.1
An overview of the progressive stages of this research project on the Australasian TCK
experience
Preparation for
Phase 1
Phase 1
Preparation for
Phase 2
Phase 2
Preparation for
Phase 3
Phase 3
Synthesis

Initial draft of developmental ecology model
Case studies of 3 adult TCKs
Design of demographic data collection instrument
Demographic study: study of 50 adult TCKs
Design of comparative developmental ecologies data collection
instrument
Comparative developmental ecologies study of 45 adult TCKs.
Refining developmental ecology model

As stated earlier in the thesis, three primary aims were established:
1) To develop an Australasian profile of characteristics of TCKs based on
Australasian adult TCKs’ self-report on their childhood experiences and to
present exploratory reconstructions of their developmental ecologies;
2) To compare the proposed Australasian profile that emerged from aim one with
the proposed North American profile that has emerged from an analysis and
integration of related literature;
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3) To adapt and elaborate existing models of the ecology of development to design
a model that could represent the TCK ecology in general (ecology common to
all TCKs), highlighting factors that might nurture the proposed profile
outcomes, using the outcomes from aims one and two.

The three phases mentioned above all provided information pertinent to addressing each
of these research aims.

Before presenting a detailed account of the design and conduct of each phase, the next
section briefly discusses the methodological approach employed in the study, namely,
the use of mixed (quantitative and qualitative) methods and pertinent methodological
considerations such as the use of retrospective data.

Quantitative and qualitative methodologies
In their book describing various dimensions of research methods in psychology,
Breakwell, Hammond, and Fife-Schaw (2000), explain “We do research to find out
what has happened, how it happened, and, if possible why it happened. We use
‘happened’ rather than ‘happening’ because by the time we have recorded something it
is inevitably in the past tense.” (p. 5) These authors go on to explain that research leads
to the generation of theories that help to predict patterns for the future and thereby allow
intervention that will improve the future. According to these authors research is
differentiated into qualitative and quantitative depending on the treatment of the data.
Quantitative treatment describes processes according to the frequency with which they
occur and the difference in their magnitude over time. Qualitative treatment describes
processes as they occur and outlines the differences in character as time progresses.
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Qualitative research is increasingly becoming more accepted in psychology… it
is often concerned with understanding the uniqueness and particularity of human
experience rather than seeking to establish general regularities. (p. 269)

When undertaking research with special groups or social phenomena, Breakwell et al.
acknowledge that probability and random sampling are often not possible. Access and
prior selection can determine the subjects who will contribute data to the research. In
these cases it is appropriate to study social processes embedded in particular contexts
in-depth. The challenge is to limit the scope of what aspects of the particular social
phenomenon will be studied. Research of social phenomena requires that the researcher,
at the design stage, choose a conceptual framework, specific cases, and appropriate data
collection instruments. At the analysis stage the data is coded, themes identified, data is
clustered, and then reports can be drawn up.

These guidelines have been followed in the research design for this project which was a
study of a social phenomenon. The “third culture” and the character traits it is proposed
to nurture are part of a social phenomenon that is embedded in a specific context. An
understanding of it can only be attained as it is studied in context. A body of literature
already exists describing this social phenomenon, however, there are many dimensions
yet to be explored. Literature has been published that proposes character traits of the
profile of a North American adult TCK, suggesting the qualities that may be nurtured in
the TCK developmental ecology.

Retrospective data:
The research that has been conducted on this social phenomenon has primarily been
retrospective in nature because it examines recalled childhood experiences that
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potentially led to outcomes in adult life. This established pattern guided the design of
the current project where there was concern with proposing an Australasian adult TCK
profile that could be compared directly with the profile that emerged from the literature.
This project was also concerned with describing the processes that had occurred over
time to result in the proposed adult profile. Part of the intent of this research project was
to design a model depicting the significant factors within the developmental ecology
that contributed to the emergence of defining adult character traits, as the former TCKs
perceived these factors (that is, it is phenomenological in approach, with the emphasis
on the perspective of the participants). For future exploration of different research
questions, a longitudinal study of children as they actually develop would be necessary,
however, the retrospective recall of adults is more suited to the purposes of the present
project.

Sampling:
Sampling the Australasian adult TCK population was not possible within the scope of
this project. The extent of the adult TCK population had not previously been defined.
One of the earliest tasks in the project was to identify and locate networks of adult
Australasian TCKs. This meant establishing contact with those who had ongoing
communication with such individuals and soliciting their help to invite participation in
the research project. The subject inclusion was not intended to be a representative
sample. They were intended to inform, as much as possible, on a breadth of issues
affecting this social phenomenon from an Australasian perspective.

Choice of focus age:
At the design stage of this research project it was important to choose a specific age
during developmental years to ask respondents to report upon. The age of ten was
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chosen for a number of reasons. The earliest motivation to commence this research
project was based upon informal observations of distinctive characteristics of children
between the ages of 10 and 12 years at an international school in Mozambique. These
children appeared to have an emerging awareness of the social and physical world
around them; they were becoming aware that their international life patterns were
different life patterns to those of friends and family from their passport countries. At the
age of ten, they were not yet preoccupied by the question of their identity, personally
and in relation to their international life patterns in the way that the older students at this
international school appeared to be. Subsequent study of the works of published by
developmental theorists has confirmed that there are significant developmental changes
that occur between these subsets of years.

Erik Erikson, Jean Piaget, and Robert Havinghurst are three theorists who have
suggested distinctive features of middle childhood and these are outlined by multiple
authors (Lahey, 1983; Slee, 1993; Sugarman, 1986; Woolfolk, 1993). These three
theorists share the perspective that development moves through stages. Erikson’s model
proposes a changing individual in a changing society. The individual develops through a
cumulative series of psychosocial crises. Gradually society places more and more
demands on the individual and the individual resolves these conflicts and moves on to a
higher level of development. Between the approximate ages of 5 to 11, Erikson believes
that the individual experiences self as balanced between the polar positions of
industrious and inferior.
(He/she) learns to meet the demands imposed by school and home
responsibilities; or comes to believe that he or she is inferior to others.
(Lahey, 1983, p. 303)
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At this point in Erikson’s model the individual is more aware of the importance of
social interactions with peers. Home and friendship networks are differentiated.
Interactions with peers become increasingly important as well. The child’s
ability to move between these worlds and to cope with academics, group
activities, and friends will lead to a growing sense of competence. Difficulty
with these challenges can result in feelings of inferiority.
(Woolfolk, 1993, p. 69)

The subsequent stage in Erikson’s model, ages 11 – 18, describes the crisis of
establishing a sense of identity and confusion about a role in life.

Piaget describes the middle childhood years, ages 7 to 11, as the concrete operational
phase. He proposes that children are emerging as capable thinkers who can deal with
abstract concepts. On a social level they are becoming more aware of relationships with
peers and friendship networks.

Havinghurst defines the stages of development in terms of developmental tasks. In
middle childhood children are learning physical skills but they are also learning skills
and attitudes for peer interaction and social group involvement. Havinghurst believes
they are beginning to achieve personal independence (Sugarman, 1986, p. 96).

The age of ten was chosen as the focus age for this research project because the
characteristics of this age include an emerging independence, an awareness of self as an
individual, and the growing understanding of self within multiple social groups. If
respondents could recollect relevant details about these contexts and connect them to
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currently held attitudes and behaviour it would provide useful data to meet the research
aims. The age of ten was thought to be sufficiently prior to the proposed adolescent
years when identity issues were a challenge to any child no matter the number of
contexts the child was required to function within, so that these issues would not impose
upon the data.

Analysis of data:
At the analysis stages for the qualitatively-based Phases 1 and 3, the guidelines of
Breakwell et al. (2000), were again adhered to and the data were coded, themes
identified, data was clustered, and then reports were drawn up. Coding was for the
purpose of identifying the shared experiences of the responding TCKs according to
proposed outcomes, similarities in educational experiences, and occupational choices,
and in the final stage common factors in dyadic relationships. The coded and tabulated
proposed outcomes could be compared with the proposed North American TCK profile.
Reports could include suggestions of factors evident in the developmental ecology that
could result in the proposed outcomes.

A further strategy in the analysis of data was the application of the Membership
Category Device (MCD) described by Silverman (1993). This method was used to
outline the membership categories within the TCK developmental ecology that emerged
in the written data and it was useful in providing a comparative analysis with the
projected alternative from the imagined alternative passport country ecology. The MCD
was applied to specific cases, deemed rich in descriptive data.

Silverman presented the MCD as a useful tool for analysing descriptive data. He
claimed that the point of view from which description was given provided useful
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information on the identities and cultures of the ones giving the description. (1993, p. 80
& 81) The descriptions would be recognised by others from the same group. Silverman
referred to culture as “a descriptive apparatus, administered and used in specific
contexts” (p. 81). According to Silverman this apparatus has four components:
categories, collections, consistency, and category bound activities.

Categories emerge from descriptive data. The view point from which members describe
an event, activity, or relationship highlight the categories that the members perceive to
exist within their group or culture. Those categories can then be sorted into collections.
Consistency emerges as members refer to multiple entities within a single collection and
do not choose titles from several different collections when relating about a single
event. For example when relating about the nuclear family a child would refer to mother
and father, not mother and husband otherwise the hearer would suspect that the adult
male entity was not the biological father but perhaps a step father. Consistency in
description allows the analyser to sort members into collections. The final component of
the apparatus, category bound activities, are descriptions of functions associated by
common sense to a given membership category. Silverman referred to the social norms
attached to given membership categories; these were presented as the causes of
behaviour but they help to classify and order the behaviour as described by members.

TCK membership and activity is within a social network. The structure of such a
network can be modelled and analysed to see what influence they have on the
individual.
The concept of a network emphasizes the fact that each individual has ties to
other individuals, each of whom in turn is tied to a few, some, or many others,
and so on… The network analyst would seek to model these relationships to
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depict the structure of a group. One could then study the impact of this structure
on the functioning of the group and/or the influence of this structure on
individuals within the group. (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p. 9)

According to Wasserman and Faust the individual’s affiliation with collectives and with
multiple groups helps define the social identity of the individual. The affiliation groups
show how the actors within them relate to events, how they create ties between actors,
and how they create ties between events. This is useful in analysing any social network
but in a social phenomenon such as the TCK ecology it is especially useful as a tool for
defining the diversity of the affiliated groups with which the individual potentially
associates. Wasserman and Faust propose models to visually depict the relationships
within social networks. The merged models of developmental ecology used for this
research project emphasize the influence of dyadic relationships so these depictions
have been used to report on the data of specific Australasian TCK cases drawn from the
final stage of data collection.

Structure of progressive data collection

Phase 1: Initial case studies of Australasian TCKs (N=3)
The gradual progression in building the framework for this research began with the indepth interviews of three adult Australasian TCKs.
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Purposes:
The first stated aim of this research project, was to develop an Australasian profile of
characteristics of TCKs based on Australasian adult TCKs’ self-report on their
childhood experiences and exploratory reconstructions of their developmental
ecologies. Before this was done on a broad scale, using a written data collection
instrument three in-depth interviews were conducted. As well as providing oral
reconstruction of the childhood ecologies they did experience, interviewees were also
asked to provide comment and description on the ecologies they would otherwise have
been raised in within their passport country. These three case studies were used to
confirm that useful data could be gained by questioning about both the ecologies, and
asking respondents to draw comparisons between them. It was expected that by asking
for descriptions and personal recollections of both ecologies, the distinctive features of
each could be identified and comparison could be drawn of the outcomes each might
have nurtured.

The data from these interviews were used to inform as to the dominant issues affecting
Australasian TCKs and the possible flaws in the adapted model for use in further data
collection.

Participants:
In accordance with Breakwell et al. (2000), these were the initial specific cases chosen
and they reflected childhood experiences of Australian adult TCKs on three different
continents. The subjects selected for the initial stage of this research project were
chosen because of their availability and accessibility. They were not intended to be a
representative sample, but rather a select group who could give feedback on the earliest
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drafts of data collection tools and foundational understandings guiding the research
design. It was first established that each of the respondents in the initial case studies had
spent sufficient time in the country of origin, at around the age of ten years, so that they
could describe both the TCK and the comparative, country of origin ecologies.

The first of the 3 adults selected for interviewing, R, was a 36 year old female whose
parents worked in Papua New Guinea during her childhood. The second, C, was a 25
year old female who was in Kenya as a child, and the third, N, a 21 year old female who
spent her childhood in France. Each participant had spent at least 8 schooling years
outside Australia. Each had been abroad because of parental contract with a religious
mission organization. It is acknowledged that this was not a good sampling considering
the exclusiveness to the female gender, and the very small number included. However,
they did represent a variance in age and in the continents where their childhood
experiences took place.

Procedures:
This research on the Australasian TCK experience commenced with the case study of 3
Australian adult TCKs (Cameron, 2000, May), who were interviewed separately using a
simplified version of the adapted developmental ecology model (Figure 5.4) as a visual
prompt. The interviews took place between the 12th and 17th April 2000. Each of the
three participants was asked to describe their ecology of development and compare it to
the imagined alternative ecology they would otherwise have experienced had they
remained in their passport country during developmental years.

Each participant was visited separately. The adapted developmental ecology model
designed as a visual prompt was placed on the table and it was referred to while the
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interview outline (Appendix 6.1) was followed. The interviews were audio recorded and
later transcribed for analysis.

Respondents were asked to recall and describe people, places and events from the
developmental ecology they experienced at and around the age of ten. They were then
asked to recall and describe the people, places and events from the developmental
ecology they might otherwise have experienced had they spent those childhood years in
Australia, their parents’ country of origin.

Each participant was asked to reflect on and describe the context of her life at about age
ten, the dyadic relationships, the interactions within their ecology, and the factors
influencing their life at about that time. Each was then asked to imagine where they
would have been living had their parents not chosen to live abroad. They were asked to
report on how their lives would have been in terms of context, dyadic relationships,
interactions, and bigger issues that may have impacted the developmental ecology. A
final part of the interview asked the respondents to identify qualities they possessed as a
result of their overseas experience during their developmental years.

Data analysis:
The transcribed data from the three interviews was examined. Commonalities and
differences in the experiences of the three respondents were noted and tabulated
(Appendix 6.2). Respondents’ comments on the character traits they believed they
possessed as a result of their developmental ecology were also tabulated and compared.
Unsolicited comments on the usefulness of the developmental ecology model as a visual
prompt were also noted to inform design of instruments for future data collection.
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The transcribed data from one of the respondents (Appendix 6.3) was used for more indepth analysis. Silverman’s (1993) Membership Category Device (MCD) was applied
to this data and emerging categories were documented. MCDs were represented in
comparative pairs, polarising categories of the developmental ecology as it was
experienced and categories of the ecology that would have been experienced in the
passport country.

The data that emerged from these initial case studies was useful. These Australasian
adult TCKs were able to recall and reconstruct their developmental ecologies as
experienced at about the age of ten years. They also had significant knowledge of where
they would otherwise have spent those developmental years had they remained in their
passport country to adequately compare the two ecologies. The model that was used as a
visual prompt needed considerable verbal explanation before it was a useful tool in the
data collection procedure. It would need more detail added before it would be useful for
future use in this progressive research project.

Phase 2: Exploring the Australasian TCK demographics (N=50)
Once the foundations and framework for this research project had been established the
second stage in the progressive work was commenced and this involved demographic
data collection.

Purposes:
This research project sought to understand the breadth of the Australasian TCK
experience so that it could be intelligently compared to the North American and
international experience (research aim number two). When the project was commenced
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there was no known demographic information specific to Australasian adult TCKs. The
second data collection tool was designed to gather such background information.

Questions included in the demographic survey asked about the life trajectories of
Australasian TCKs in regard to family, education, and occupational choices. During this
phase of the research project one of the purposes was to identify where there were
clusters and networks of repatriated TCKs in the Australasian context. This knowledge
was also used to identify ways of contacting Australasian adult TCKs for the purpose of
research. To date this had not been undertaken on a large scale so there was no available
data and no research precedence to which to refer. Concurrently it was planned that
organizations with ongoing interest in the TCK phenomenon could be located in the
Australasian context.

Participants:
During this stage it was necessary to pursue all possible leads to locate networks and
means of accessing adult Australasian TCKs. Some networks were known to exist and
these were contacted to solicit support in advertising the survey. Organizations that
were known to deploy personnel abroad were found in the phone book and these were
telephoned, others were located through connections made during the process. These
organizations included alumni networks of individuals who had been missionary
dependents, the family liaison officers in the military forces and the departments of
foreign affairs, as well as various personal contact lists and those of other participants as
they became involved in the research project.

Subjects volunteered their responses to the demographic survey. The survey invited
participants who had considered themselves Australians or New Zealanders since
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childhood, were over the age of 22 years, and had spent at least one year living abroad
during their developmental years. Responses from people who fell within these
selection criteria were accepted.

A page explaining the purpose and procedure for the survey was distributed via
electronic mail to 3 Missionary Kid (MK) network organizations in Australia, a
personal e-mail list of friends that one contact volunteered, family liaison personnel in
the Department of Foreign Affairs (Australia) and the Australian Army, and a number
of religious mission agencies. Adult TCKs were invited to write and request a survey.
The survey was distributed in October 2000, via e-mail, as an attachment or as a printed
hard copy in the post. Respondents were asked to complete it and return it as an
attachment or print it out and fill it in before returning it by post or facsimile. More than
70 surveys were distributed and 50 completed surveys that met the criteria were
returned. An exact number distributed is not known because some recipients forwarded
copies to others they knew who met the selection criteria.

Some challenges were experienced in distribution. The survey presumed some degree of
computer knowledge in respondents who received it as an attachment via electronic
mail. It had been prepared as a Microsoft Word document and it included a number of
tables where respondents were asked to fill in details before returning the document as
an attachment. In cases where respondents did not have the same programs on their
computers it required that they convert the document that was compatible to their own
system. In some cases necessary formatting was lost and data was difficult to decipher
in the returned document. A further challenge regarding the use of attachments with
electronic mail was faced in cases where volunteers asked that the survey document be
sent to their work e-mail addresses but the main networked system had automatic blocks
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to attachments from unfamiliar sources. It was not known in all these cases whether the
e-mail had been successful in transmission and this cost some time and frustration on
the part of the researcher and the respondent.

The procedure that was followed required that the researcher contact liaison people
within various organizations that deployed personnel abroad. Some of these people had
ongoing communication with adults who had been raised as minor dependents of their
personnel. These people functioned as gatekeepers to those who might volunteer to
participate in the research project. The cooperation of these liaison people largely
determined the extent to which the potential participants were informed of the
opportunity to participate. Exact records were not kept of the responses encountered at
each organization but they ranged from welcoming and cooperative, non-responsive to
repeated attempts to communicate, and intentionally uncooperative. Most fell within the
cooperative category and were welcoming of the attempt to provide researched data on
this phenomenon that affected the personnel within their organization. Military liaison
people were the most difficult from whom to solicit responses and to arrange publicity
about the research. The only intentionally uncooperative liaison people were from the
religious mission sector. Their reasons ranged from protecting the privacy of their
personnel, protecting those who had been wounded by the experience as minor
dependents, antagonism that their minor dependents were classified as a special group,
and desire to conduct their own research internally, therefore, an unwillingness that their
personnel be approached by an outsider prior to them organizing such research. Despite
these challenges the mission sector was the largest of the participant groups in this stage
of the research project. Access to those who had been minor dependents of mission
personnel was largely through widening circles of personal contacts and the organized
MK networks.
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Procedures:
A data collection instrument was designed asking respondents to report on their
educational, occupational experiences, and some details on family history. This stage
spanned a number of months. It was determined that access to many TCKs would need
to be via electronic mail because of the wide distribution of Australasian TCKs around
Australia, New Zealand, and the world. To include a wide spectrum of experiences it
was deemed necessary to use this means of communication for data collection.
Therefore, this second stage involved significant focus on determining efficient means
for such communication. Data collection instruments would need to be carefully
designed in order to be successfully transmitted from the researcher to the participant
and then returned in a useful format. In compliance with Breakwell et al. (2000), the
researcher used this stage to determine the particular requirements for using electronic
mail in data collection. Some proposals regarding the demographic and biographic
experiences of Australasian TCKs could be drawn from this stage in the research project
but the researcher could also be informed on the appropriate methods for design of
future data instruments for use via electronic mail.

The second survey, included responses from 50 adult TCKs of Australian and New
Zealand origin (Cameron 2000, November). The survey (Appendix 6.4) was sent to
more than 70 potential participants. Data for the demographic survey were gained using
a questionnaire that required some closed answer responses and also included some
open ended questions. Questions about countries of birth, passport ownership, and other
countries of residence aimed to establish mobility patterns. Questions about forms and
location of educational experiences detailed academic processes and achievement. Other
questions asked about occupational choices, and consequent work history of self,
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parents, and grandparents. A final question on the survey asked the respondents to
explain how they answered when asked where they considered home.

Data analysis:
Much of the data in this stage of the research project was statistical in nature. The
counts were tabulated using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and computer assisted cross
referencing was applied to determine any significant trends. Analysis of the data sought
to determine if there were familial, gender, or age related connections in educational
achievement, employment, or occupational choices made in the life trajectories of
Australasian adult TCKs. The data from the final question that asked respondents to
define home was clustered and reported on separately.

Phase 3: Reconstruction of comparative developmental ecologies (N=45)
The final stage of this research project involved the use of a data collection instrument
that had been designed using what had been learned progressively throughout the first
two phases. The breadth of issues affecting Australasian TCKs and the description of
their childhood ecologies drawn from the initial in-depth interviews informed the design
of a more comprehensive visual prompt for use in the data collection. The models
proposed by other theorists (Elder, 1998 & Van Lieshout and Doise, 1998) were used
with Bronfenbrenner’s work (1979) and that of Bronfenbrenner and Ceci (1994), to
create a merged model that would be useful for evoking a full description of the TCK
childhood ecology. The challenges encountered during transmission of the data
collection instrument in the second stage of the research project informed as to
appropriate procedures in the third stage
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Purposes:
The primary purpose of this stage of the research design was to have a broad number of
Australasian adult TCKs’, from as broad a spectrum of deploying agencies as possible,
volunteer self-report on their childhood experiences and to present exploratory
reconstructions of their developmental ecologies. Respondents were also asked to
describe the alternative ecologies where they would have been raised had their parents
remained in Australia or New Zealand. After comparing the two ecologies respondents
were asked to describe characteristics they felt they possessed as a result of their
childhood experiences abroad, and character traits they might otherwise have
manifested had they experienced the alternative developmental ecology. The purpose
was to gather data from a broad number of respondents with representatives from a
variety of deploying agencies so that the data could be analysed to determine common
elements of the phenomenon shared outcome traits. This was in order to assist in
meeting research aim two where the Australasian adult TCK profile was to be
established and compared with the North American and international outcome profile.

Participants:
The networks discovered during the second stage also assisted in more comprehensive
distribution of publicity about the final data collection attempt. At this stage the project
was advertised, the purpose explained, and respondents were asked to volunteer their
data to build a background understanding of the Australasian TCK experience and to
suggest factors within the developmental ecology that led to the proposed outcomes.

As with the data collection at the second stage of this research project subjects were
asked to volunteer their responses. Any adult Australasian TCK (18 years or older) who
had spent at least one developmental year abroad, and could identify features of their
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foreign developmental ecology at or around the age of ten, was accepted as a
participant. Subjects had to be able to identify at least one parent who had a childhood,
and ongoing affiliation with Australia or New Zealand to be recognized as Australasian.

Procedures:
The final stage of data collection for this research project involved the use of an
instrument that required written responses. It was distributed via electronic mail as an
attachment, and included some explanatory notes within the body of the e-mail. The
instrument was distributed between May and December 2001 to more than 183 potential
participants and 45 completed responses that met the criteria were returned; a return rate
of 24.5%.

The survey (Appendix 6.5) asked respondents to describe themselves at around the age
of ten when they would have been living abroad. They were then asked to describe the
people and places of influence within their developmental ecology at that stage in their
lives. They were also asked to describe any bigger events of significance that they were
aware of that had an impact on their developmental ecology. A second part to the survey
asked the respondents to imagine where they would have been living in Australia or
New Zealand had their parents not been employed abroad at that stage in their lives.
Respondents were then asked to describe the people and places that would have been of
influence in this alternative ecology. They were asked to reflect on any bigger issues
that may have been of significance. In each scenario respondents were asked to identify
qualities they felt they had or would have had as a result of the ecology of development.

Two significant factors imposed limitations on this stage of the research project. One
was a similar challenge as had been faced at the second stage, gaining access to
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potential participants for the purpose of advertising the project and inviting their
contributions. In some cases the personnel who could have advertised the project and
promoted participation were non-responsive or unwilling to convey the call for
respondents. However, there were some cases where such personnel were very
cooperative and this led to input from larger proportions of respondents from some
representative sectors. The Australian expatriates who had spent years in Papua New
Guinea (PNG) were a systematically networked representative group and the personnel
who edited their publications were very helpful in disseminating information about the
project. Some mission organizations had World Wide Web list serves and their
networks were far reaching. As a result these two sectors represent the highest
proportion of data included in the analysis; PNG (n = 21), and mission (n = 23). There is
some overlap in the data as 12 from the mission sector were minor dependents of
personnel in PNG. The higher representation of these sectors is acknowledged as a
limitation of the study. However, it has been used in the data analysis as a means of
separating the data into subgroups for the purpose of suggesting some context specific
outcomes. One group represents a global context where there was an unusually high
number of Australasian TCKs and the other represents a subgroup of Australasian TCKs
who were impacted by the ecology of a particular sponsor system.

The second limitation of the research project was unique to this stage of data collection
and related to additional imposition of guidelines in design of the data collection
instrument. To gain approval to proceed with this stage of the data collection it was
required that sample responses to questions be included in the data collection
instrument. It was suggested that respondents may need sample answers in order to
provide extra clarity as to what was being asked and to avoid any ambiguity. This is
acknowledged as a limitation of the study as it was likely to be suggestive and leading
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in terms of the data that was obtained. In some cases it is likely to have compromised
the authenticity of the data that was returned to the researcher.

The distribution and collection details were documented in full during this stage of the
research project. It was deemed a significant part of the research to determine the
breadth of the Australasian TCK experience. To this point gaining access to potential
participants who could help establish the historical background of the TCK
phenomenon from an Australasian perspective had been challenging. Factors such as
lack of awareness of the phenomenon, lack of interest in the significance, a desire to
internalise study of the phenomenon within an organization, and a feeling that
individuals affected by it needed to be protected from outside enquiry, all contributed to
the challenge.

Data collection commenced in May 2001 and concluded in December 2001. The
extended duration of data collection was allowed so that new leads to potential
participants could be followed as they became apparent. The written survey (Appendix
6.5) was initially sent to 3 participants from the previous respondent group so that they
could complete the survey and comment on any problems in clarity of questioning and
any problems with the electronic mail transmission. It was intended that e-mail, again,
would be the primary modem of transmission at this stage of the project. No problems
were encountered by 2 of those respondents (located in Australia), however, the third
(located in PNG) did not receive the diagram intended as a visual prompt for the survey.
It had been created as part of a Microsoft Word document. For this participant the
diagram was then saved as a jpeg. file and sent as an attachment again. However, once
again there was a problem in transmission so the relevant page was sent via facsimile.
This raised an awareness of potential problems in future transmission of this component
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of the data collection instrument. The cover letter that gave instructions about survey
procedure and was designed to be in the body of the e-mail was amended to include a
comment asking for confirmation that the whole of the survey had been received,
making special reference to the concentric circle diagram.

Wider distribution of the written survey began in mid-May and it was sent to all
individuals who had participated in the second stage of data collection. Of those
respondents 50 had access to e-mail that could receive attachments and these copies
were transmitted from the researcher’s personal computer terminal based in
Johannesburg, South Africa. The remaining 20 were posted from the faculty
administration office of the University. A cover letter requested that the respondents
complete and return the written survey within two weeks of receipt. The survey was
extensive and it was believed that if it was left without a suggested return date
participants would be less likely to follow through on their prior expressions of
willingness to participate through to this stage of the research.

Once again problems were encountered with the e-mail distribution of surveys to some
of the participants located in PNG. It was later discovered that particular servers in PNG
have limits to the size of documents they will transmit. However, the servers neither
forwarded the survey document to the intended recipient nor sent a message to the
sender indicating failure to transmit. This meant that the unsuccessful transmission went
undetected. A reminder message was sent to potential participants after two weeks and
at this point some individuals replied to explain that they had not yet received the
document. One respondent had received the informed consent document, but had not
received the survey itself, though both had been transmitted in the same e-mail. After
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some interaction with each of these participants it was possible to confirm that each had
received the necessary documents.

At the beginning of June distribution beyond the established contacts commenced and
the details are outlined in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2
A tabulation of the distribution and response rate of the comparative developmental
ecologies survey
WRITTEN SURVEY DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE
(Survey # 3) Distributed between May & December 2001
Date

Contacted for promotion &
distribution

MAY

Contacts from stage 1 & 2 of
the research project; (primarily
personal contacts & MK
networks)

JUNE

New Zealand (NZ) Air Force email network
NZ Army internet site
NZ Ministry of Foreign Affairs
NZ Womens Weekly
Australian (Au) Air Force
Magazine editor
Au Navy Seatalk magazine

Promotion
X = No response
after 2 contact
attempts
9= Promoted
N/A

Immediate
requests for the
survey

N/A

Known return of
completed survey
from this
distribution
channel

Total distribution
attributed to
specified channel

18

50 e-mailed
20 posted

6

16 e-mailed

X

13
(& 3 passed on to
family members)
-

9

1

-

1 e-mailed

9

2

1

2 e-mailed

9

-

-

-

9

3

-

9

-

Au Army newspaper
X
Au Department of Foreign
9
2
1
Affairs – internet bulletin
Au Womens Weekly
X
Au New Idea
X
Au Womans Day
X
ABC’s Macca talk show
X
New Life newspaper
X
(Religious publication)
Papua New Guinea (PNG) Post
X
Courier newspaper
Bible College of Victoria, Dean
9
of students
NZ Missionary Kid (MK)
X
Network; internet site
9
Au QLD MK Network
9
Au NSW MK Network
9
Au VIC MK Network
Au - PNG Lae High School
9
1
1
Alumni; e-mail newsletter
Au Gold Coast PNG club;
AUG
9
4
4
Garamut magazine
Au Retired Officers of PNG
9
10
Club; Una Voce magazine
Au Volunteer Rifleman’s
X
Association of PNG
TCK World; USA based
website (site offered to promote
X
related research upon
submission of details)
SIL (mission) personal e-mail
SEPT
network: Led to promotion on
- web page for wives of foreign
9
7
60
deployed personnel
- member care list serves for
SIL Africa & Asia
- member care list serve for
India Missions Associations
TOTAL KNOWN DISTRIBUTION: (including requests from known & unknown promotional channels)
TOTAL WRITTEN SURVEYS RETURNED:
PERCENTAGE RETURN RATE:
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-

2 e-mailed
1 posted
2 e-mailed
1 e-mailed
3 e-mailed
1 posted
7 e-mailed
3 posted
-

60 e-mailed
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45
24.5%

In most cases contact was made for the purpose of placing a notice in a publication that
was thought to be one that adult TCKs or their relatives would read, as a call for
volunteer participation in the research project. Most publications had an internet site or
an e-mail address for making contact and this was the primary means that the researcher
used to make contact. A letter was sent explaining the project and requesting
cooperation in promoting it. Where there was no response a follow up letter was sent
two weeks later. Where willingness to promote the project was expressed a concise
advertising paragraph was supplied and any queries or concerns were addressed.
Assurance of privacy and confirmation of University endorsement were the two
commonly expressed concerns. Table 6.2 shows the order in which contact was first
made with each promotional channel but does not necessarily reflect the time when
promotion of the project actually occurred. In some cases there was a delay because the
organization’s next periodical was not printed and distributed until a later month.

Two significant factors were noted during distribution of the data collection instrument.
The first was the accessibility and openness of New Zealanders in comparison to
Australians when approached for assistance in promoting the research project. In all
cases except the New Zealand Army and the New Zealand Missionary Kid network the
responses were prompt and cooperative. In contrast the Australian mainstream
publications were non responsive and the only two overt criticisms of the research data
collection came from the Australian mission sector. The assistance that led to the widest
distribution was from a New Zealand mission representative.

The second factor noted was that the greatest response came from personal contacts. In
both the second and third stage of data collection the contacts that yielded the greatest
responses were promotions of the project through personal e-mail contact lists.
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A total of 183 surveys were distributed. The ability to forward documents to other
recipients on the e-mail meant that it was impossible to confirm exactly how many were
sent to potential participants. Out of those distributed 45 completed surveys that met the
criteria were returned. Some recipients explained their reasons for not returning the
survey and others did not. In the case of distribution to the participants in stage 2 of the
project (N = 50), a follow up letter was sent to remind and enquire as to their ongoing
participation. A total of 18 returned their surveys. A further 18 withdrew with no further
communication. One participant did not supply contact details when the stage 2 survey
was returned so it was not possible to send her a copy of the Phase three written survey.
The remaining 13 explained their reasons and these varied; 5 were under work or study
pressure, 2 were in the process of moving, 2 had found the second stage survey
emotionally draining because of the need to recall painful childhood memories so they
were unwilling to participant in the third stage, 1 had just had a new baby, 1 was
experiencing prolonged health problems, 1 objected to the methodology of the third
stage of data collection, and 1 felt he had been too young at the time of leaving his TCK
ecology to be able to contribute anything significant.

Some of those who responded to later promotion of the research project and requested
copies of the written survey also wrote back to indicate their unwillingness to
participate once they saw the questions asked. No exact count was kept of these
responses but the reasons included: being daunted by the length of the survey, work or
study commitments limiting the time available to complete the survey within the
suggested two week time restraint (in some such cases an extended time was arranged to
reduce the pressure, however, in most cases these were subsequently not returned), an
inability to recall anything positive about the experience, and being too young at the
time of the experience abroad to remember the things asked in the questions. In all these
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cases the offer was made to retain their contact details to receive copies of the report of
the findings despite their inability to contribute data. In almost all cases this offer was
accepted with an expression of interest in the results.

A further limitation of the research project was noted through the feedback of those who
chose not to complete the survey and explained their reasons. Data that was received
came primarily from those for who could reflect constructively on the TCK experience.
Those who were negative or emotionally hurt by the experience were less likely to
respond and their data would not be available for analysis. Others who would be less
likely to respond were those who struggled with the requirement to write their
responses. One potential respondent wrote that it was too difficult to process the
thoughts through one way written communication. Though these factors are
acknowledged as significant limitations of the research it is proposed that for the
purpose of building a historical base for studying the Australasian TCK experience it
was valid to accept data within these limitations. Future research will need to address
these limitations to access data from a broader spectrum of participants.

Surveys that were completed and returned via e-mail were printed in hard copy and the
document was saved to disk before deleting the copy from the computer hard drive.
This was to protect privacy. These copies and the ones received in the post were kept in
a secured filing cabinet. All participants were informed of the receipt of their completed
surveys.

Data analysis:
The data from the returned surveys were tabulated to show the distribution in terms of
gender, sponsor agency, age range, countries/regions where the TCKs spent childhood
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years, and their overall response to the developmental ecology. A question on the front
page of the survey had asked for their overall response to having spent childhood years
abroad. Answers ranged from one word to a page of writing comprehensively
explaining the overall response.

Initial tabulation of the data showed that two significant clusters of respondents
emerged; those who had spent childhood years in PNG (n = 23), and those who were
influenced by a mission sponsor system (n = 21). The data from each of these clusters
were separated and tabulated.

The next step in analysis was to break down the written responses into categories and
summarize the data. A one page summarizing sheet (Appendix 6.6) was designed for
notation as each survey was examined. Analysis sought to determine self-reported
outcomes from the experience, and descriptions of the developmental ecology in regard
to self, places, people, and bigger issues. Although there were direct questions in the
survey that asked respondents to self-report on the outcomes that resulted or would have
resulted from the two separate developmental ecologies, in most responses comments
on outcomes were made throughout the data. All relevant comments were included in
the summary of proposed outcomes.

The two columns of notation on the summarizing sheet allowed direct comparison of
reflection and reporting on the outcomes and developmental ecology as they were, and
as they would have been had the individual been raised in the alternative ecology. A
final section on the summarizing sheet left room for any comments made on the
grieving process or management of transitions.
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Proposed outcomes were listed and tabulated with counts of the number of respondents
who self-reported on each outcome. Tabulation included a column for the separated
data, PNG context respondents and mission associated respondents. Significantly the
vocabulary used by most respondents showed very little similarity to the sample
responses that had been required and included in the data collection instrument when it
was distributed. Responses were tabulated and ranked from highest to lowest according
to the total number of respondents who self-reported on the trait as an outcome of the
TCK developmental ecology, and the alternative ecology.

This progressive research project built upon itself using the conclusions and findings
from each cumulative stage. At the final stage of analysis of the data, the findings were
drawn together from the subset of data from each of the three phases of the project. The
findings on Australasian TCK life patterns and outcomes are presented in the next
chapter and the findings relating to the comparative developmental ecologies are
presented in Chapter eight.
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Chapter 7

Australasian TCK life patterns and outcomes
•

Life trajectories
¾ Education
¾ Employment
¾ Defining home
¾ Summary of findings

•

Australasian specific outcomes
¾ Self-reported profile
¾ Transitions and grieving
¾ Repatriation
¾ Sub-categories of data: Location and Sponsor Agencies

• Comparative outcomes

Life trajectories

In this chapter the findings from phase 2 of the research project relating to life patterns
and choices of adult TCKs are presented first followed by the findings from phases 1
and 3 where the profile outcomes have been described by respondents.

To date there have been no demographic data collected on the Australasian TCK
experience. The data collected in this research project are considered foundational to the
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research of the phenomenon from the Australasian perspective. An understanding of the
life patterns and choices made by Australasian TCKs historically could also contribute
to an understanding of what factors of significance that may nurture the proposed
profile outcomes, exist in the developmental ecology. Therefore a foundational
demographic and biographic profile of Australasian adult TCKs was built from
responses to questions regarding education, employment and feelings of belonging.
These findings appear first in this chapter and are followed by the self-reported profile
outcomes.

The limitations of this study are acknowledged. The use of data from participants who
volunteered their responses meant that this was not a representative sample group. The
only source for this type of information was the TCKs themselves. The nature of the
study was naturalistic and phenomenological. The study was exploratory in nature, and
the perspectives and reflections of adult TCKs themselves, was sought. Ethical and
practical constraints on the project, in terms of gaining access to potential respondents
also imposed some limitations. Of the 50 survey responses used in the foundational
demographic data analysis 40 of them were TCKs who had been minor dependents of
religious missionaries, 5 were with government deployed parents, and 5 were with
parents employed abroad in the private sector. By classifying responses according to
membership of the Mission group or Other (non-Mission) groups, it was possible, to
some extent, to address the question of whether profiles may differ across agencies.
Some analysis in this regard appears in the second section on specific outcomes.

The analysis revealed some preliminary demographic and biographic trends of use in
establishing the Australian TCK profile and developmental ecology. Findings are
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presented under three broad headings: educational background and patterns,
employment patterns, and definitions of “home” from the perspective of participants.

Education
The data on educational patterns was tabulated and analysed to determine any possible
patterns. Educational achievement was coded within the categories: prevocational
training (incorporating primary, secondary, and any training not specific to a vocation),
vocational training, undergraduate university degrees (incorporating government
registered university courses and any theological training programs), and postgraduate
degrees. Initial coding separated data according to gender and the second tabulation
coded according to brackets of age.

In terms of academic achievement (Table 7.1), 27 of the 50 TCKs (54%) had achieved a
bachelor’s degree or higher, with 13 (26%) of those having undertaken postgraduate
studies. In comparison, 15 (30%) of the fathers had achieved a bachelor or higher, with
12 (24%) of those having gone on to postgraduate studies; 9 (18%) mothers had at least
a bachelor’s degree with 5 (10%) having gone on to postgraduate studies. This
Australasian TCK data appears to confirm the priority on higher education suggested by
the North American profile. However, the close correspondence between parental
educational achievement and respondent educational achievement could suggest that
there was a prevailing value for educational achievement that could have manifested
whatever the developmental ecology.
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Table 7.1
Frequencies and percentages of TCKs their parents, and the general Australian
population in different educational categories, by gender

TCK
Male

Educational
achievemen
t groups

Prevocational
Vocational
Undergraduate
Post Graduate
Missing data
TOTAL

TCK
Female

TCK
Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

3
5
4
7
0
19

15.7
26.3
21.0
36.8
0.0

8
7
10
6
0
31

26.6
22.5
32.2
19.3
0.0

11
12
14
13
0
50

22
24
28
26
0

Australian
Population
(2000)*
%
male
52.5
26.0
17.5
4.0
0.0

%
fem
60.9
14.5
20.5
4.1
0.0

%
total
56.7
20.3
19.0
4.1
0.0

TCKs’
Parents’
Total

TCKs’
Father
s

TCKs’
Mother
s

n

%

n

%

n

11
9
17
12
1
50

22
18
34
24
2

15
10
19
5
1
50

30
20
38
10
2

26
19
36
17
2
10

%
26
19
36
17
2

* Figures obtained from Australian Bureau of Statistics website on Census 2000

There is no significant association between gender and level of educational
2
achievement, as indicated by the χ2 test of association. ( χ (3)
= 2.52, p = 0.472 ). Thus,

there is no difference in educational achievement between male and female TCKs.
Comparing the proportions (percentages) for the TCKs with those of the general
Australian population for the same year, it can be seen that the TCK group are not
representative of the population in general in terms of educational achievement levels.
They form a distinctive group with a much higher proportion of people with
postgraduate qualifications (26% compared with 4.1%) and a higher proportion of
undergraduate qualifications (28% compared with 19%). The reverse is true for the
lowest level of qualifications with 22% of TCK group with pre-vocational qualifications
compared with 56.7% in the general population. These patterns of difference are
maintained when comparing male and female TCK groups with males and females in
the population in general. Thus TCKs as a whole tend to achieve higher levels of
education than the Australian population overall.
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Table 7.2
Frequencies and percentages of different educational achievements, by age and gender

Educational
achievement
groups
Prevocational
Vocational
Undergraduate
Post Graduate
Missing data
TOTALS
TOTALS
per age group

TCK
Male
20 -29
n
1
2
1
1
0

TCK
Female
20 -29

%
n
%
2
0
0
4
1
2
2
8
16
2
0
0
0
1
2
5 (10%)
10 (20%)
15 (30%)

TCK
Male
30 -39

TCK
Female
30 -39

n
%
n
%
0
0
0
0
1
2
6
12
4
8
6
12
2
4
5
10
0
0
2
4
7 (14%)
19 (38%)
26 (52%)

TCK
Male
40 -63

TCK
Female
40 -63

n
%
n
0
0
0
2
4
0
1
2
1
4
8
1
0
0
0
7 (14%)
2 (4%)
9 (18%)

%
0
0
2
2
0

There is a significant association between level of educational achievement and age of
2
participant (Table 7.2). (χ (6)
= 16.08, p = 0.01) ) The youngest participants are most

likely to have completed undergraduate university studies, those in the middle range
group are most likely to have completed prevocational or undergraduate university
studies. Those in the oldest range group are most likely to have completed postgraduate
university studies. This is not a surprising result given the suggestion that TCKs tend to
pursue higher education and the older participants have had time to continue on to
postgraduate level.

Employment
The employment history of the participating TCKs was coded and analysed and TCKs
classified according to these categories, based on their responses to a question about
type of job. The categories used to code data reflected the minimum training or
minimum level of education that would have been required to undertake that job, as
shown below:
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Semi-skilled: minimum of secondary level education
Skilled: minimum of 3 years tertiary level education or on-the job training
Semi-professional: minimum of 4 years tertiary level education
Professional: minimum of postgraduate level education

The data for first fulltime employment (Table 7.3) and main lifetime employment to
date (Table 7.4) were tabulated and analysed.

Table 7.3
Frequencies and percentages indicating the level of occupational skill required for jobs
when respondents first entered fulltime employment

Skill level of
First Job

Semi-skilled
Skilled
Semi-professional
Professional
Missing data
TOTAL

TCK
Male
n
9
6
3
1
0
19

%
47.3
32.0
15.7
5.2
0
(38%)

TCK
Female
n
4
12
13
0
2
31

%
12.9
38.7
41.9
0
6.4
(62%)

TCK
TOTAL
n
13
18
16
1
2
50

%
26
36
32
2
4
(100%)

There is a significant association between gender and the skill level in the TCKs' first
2
jobs (χ (3)
= 9.50, p = 0.02) , such that males are more likely to undertake semi-skilled or

professional jobs whereas women are more likely to undertake skilled or semiprofessional jobs. The gender differences are also evident in the patterns established
when respondents settled into their main fulltime occupation (Table 7.4). Comparisons
with the general Australian population is meaningful for TCKs’ current jobs. These
comparisons appear in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4
Frequencies and percentages indicating the level of occupational skill required for jobs
when respondents settled into their main job including comparison with the general
Australian population

Skill level of
Main Job

TCK
Male

TCK
Female

TCK
TOTAL

n
%
n
%
n
%
Semi-skilled
0
0
8
25.8
8
16
Skilled
7
36.8
9
29.0
16
32
Semi-professional
12
63.1
6
19.3
18
36
Professional
0
0
0
0
0
0
Missing data
0
0
8
25.8
8
16
TOTAL
19 (38%)
31 (62%)
50
* Figures from Australian Bureau of Statistics webpage on Census 2000

* Australian
population
Male

Fem

Total

%
16.9
22.2
34.6
26.2
0

%
22.9
30.6
21.9
24.7
0

%
19.6
26.0
29.0
25.5
0

2
There is a significant association between gender and main job (χ (2)
= 9.96, p = .007) .

Females are more likely to undertake semi-skilled or skilled jobs whereas males are
more likely to undertake semi-professional jobs. Comparing the TCK group with the
general Australian population it can be seen that there are higher proportions of the
TCK group in the lower job categories (semi-skilled and skilled), a higher proportion of
TCKs in the semi-professional jobs, and a lower proportion in the professional
category. TCK females rank lower in the semi-professional category than TCK males
and than the general Australian population. Thus, overall, TCKs are employed in greater
numbers in lower job categories compared with the general Australian population. This
is particularly striking given the higher levels of TCK educational achievement.

The next analysis involved comparing the educational level attained by responding
TCKs and the main employment individuals chose to pursue (Table 7.5).
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Table 7.5
Frequencies and percentages of main job choices cross referenced with educational
achievement levels, by gender
Educational
achievement
groups
Prevocational
Vocational
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Missing data
TOTALS
TOTALS
per category

Semi-skilled
Female
%
%
0
0
0
0
3
9.6
0
3
9.6
0
1
3.2
0
9
29.0
(0%)
16(51.6%)
16 (32%)

Male
0
0
0
0
0
0

Skilled
Female
%
%
1
5.2
0
0
4
21.0 2
6.4
1
5.2
3
9.6
1
5.2
4
12.9
0
0
0
0
7 (36.8%)
9 (29%)
16 (32%)
Male

Semi-professional
Male
Female
%
%
0
0
0
0
1
5.2
0
0
5
26.3
4
12.9
6
31.5
2
6.4
0
0
0
0
12(63.1%)
6 (19.3%)
18 (36%)

There is a significant association between main job and educational achievement such
that participants with postgraduate training are more likely to undertake semi2
professional jobs (χ (6)
= 12.72, p = 0.05) . However, this is true mainly for males:

females are more likely to be in skilled jobs, that is, there is less congruence between
educational level and employment level for females than for males. Participants with
undergraduate training are also more likely to undertake semi-professional jobs, and this
is true for both males and females, though it is more marked in the case of males. Those
with vocational training are more likely to undertake skilled jobs, but again this is more
the case for males than females. Although a number of respondents had undertaken
postgraduate studies, no respondent was working at professional level, according to the
criteria applied in this analysis. These TCKs have been inclined to pursue primary
employment requiring a skill level below that which they achieved educationally, and
this is especially true of females. For example, there are no males in semi-skilled jobs,
no matter what their educational level, whereas this is not the case for females where
31.4% with at least vocational levels of education are employed in semi-skilled jobs. It
is possible this pattern can be found in the general population as well, however, it is
likely the pattern is more for TCK females because they may have adopted the pattern
of following a male partner as breadwinner, or the patterns of ongoing mobility in adult
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life have afforded less employment opportunities at higher levels, or the establishment
of progressive career paths. No Australian Bureau of Statistics data were available for
direct comparison on this point.

The high proportion of missionary minor dependents in this particular study could
reflect the humanitarian priorities and concern for fellow humans that may have been
factors in the developmental ecology. If this priority was emphasized as part of the
socialization process of the TCK it could be that in adult life the TCK could choose
employment based on these priorities rather than on personal capability. There is,
however, no data to confirm such suggestions.

Although not conclusive data, the employment history of the respondents seemed to
reflect some restlessness (Table 7.6). The average length of time in a first fulltime job
was 2.4 years for males and 1.9 years for females. Nineteen respondents remained in
their first fulltime job only one year or less, and 35 remained for two years or less. One
remained in his first job for 10 years and another for 8 but these were the exceptions to
the trend. Eight respondents had not held a main job in their working life. All of these
were female respondents whose details are shown below.
Respondent

#7

-

still a student

# 10

-

held 17 different jobs in 13 yrs

# 12

-

mainly volunteering and casual work

# 15

-

held 6 different jobs in 8 yrs

# 34

-

a lot of change and return to study

# 36

-

a lot of change and travel

# 38

-

held 10 different jobs in 18 yrs
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# 49

-

still a student

The number of other than main jobs held by TCK respondents, and the number of years
spent in these other jobs is shown in the Tables 7.6, with the data relating to
employment trajectories further broken down in Table 7.7 and Table 7.8.

Table 7.6
Averaged counts and duration of work and school transitions in the life trajectories of
Australasian TCK respondents
Gender
Females (n=31)
Males (n=19)

Years spent in first job
Years spent in main job
Number of other jobs
Years spent in other jobs
Number of school transitions
Number of schools attended

Females
Males
Females
Males
Females
Males
Females
Males
Females
Males
Females
Males

Average
of Total
1.9
2.4
4.6
5.6
2.7
3.9
4.4
8.7
5.2
5.1
4.9
4.9

Table 7.7
Breakdown of the number of transitions respondents made between jobs, other than
main employment
Number of other
than main jobs held
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
17

Frequency of TCK
respondents
12
9
7
3
6
2
4
1
2
1
2
1

Percentage of total
%
24
18
14
6
12
4
8
2
4
2
4
2

200

Total

50

100

Table 7.8
Breakdown of the number of years respondents spent in jobs, other than main
employment
Number of years spent
in other than main job
held
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
20
21
24
28
Total

Frequency of TCK
respondents

Percentage of total
%

12
13
4
7
1
4
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
50

24
6
8
14
2
8
4
2
4
4
2
4
2
6
2
2
2
2
2
100

The analysis of the association between gender and various indices of time indicates
that there is a significant association between gender and the number of years without
2
= 5.96, p = 0.015 ). Whereas females hold an
other work (Kruskal-Wallis Test: χ (1)

average of 2.7 other than main jobs and spend an average of 4.4 years between those
jobs, males hold an average of 3.9 other than main jobs and spend an average of 8.7
years between them. Males are more likely than females to have spent a longer period
between the first and other jobs. It is again suggested, that adult TCKs may choose their
employment level and periods of time based on priorities other than capability and
ambition.
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The data indicates that female Australasian TCKs enter the work force at the skilled or
semi-professional level but tend to spend longer periods of time without employment.
This may reflect their priority to establish family cohesion; there may exist a trend to
stay at home with young children once they begin a family. There is no data to validate
this, however the data does indicate that they return to work for main employment at
semi-skilled or skilled level. This is below the level at which the workforce is first
entered. Time out of the workforce means valuable experience has been forfeited and
this may have a bearing on re-entry to the workforce. The cyclic separation from
extended family and the experience of immediate family separation with the boarding
school experience of some TCKs may have impacted the adult female TCKs such that
they choose to remain at home once they have children. It could reflect a priority on
family stability above occupational ambition.

The data on males suggests a different pattern. They enter the work force at either semiskilled or skilled level but the data suggests that males especially take some time to
settle into primary employment. The number of other than main jobs is averaged at 3.9
for males and 2.7 for females. The length of time spent in other than main jobs is 8.7
years for males and 4.4 years for females (Table 7.6). This could be an indication of
restlessness and a need to find satisfaction in the type of primary occupation and the
location of that occupation. These are suggestions that would need to be confirmed by
more specific research.

The number of school transitions during childhood (Table 7.6) could be a contributing
factor in the restlessness proposed in the adult TCK profile. Between the 50 participants
in this study 263 school transitions had been made. These ranged between 2 and 11
transitions and averaged 5.63 transitions per participant. Some participants had left and
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returned to the same school but these were not a significant number. The number of
different schools attended averaged 5 per participant. It is proposed that such high
mobility between locations and social networks impacted the development of these
TCKs and perhaps contributed to ongoing restlessness in adult life.

Defining home
The definition of home was represented in a variety of ways by the 50 Australasian
TCKs, in response to the final question of the survey. It was an open question, and
answers from this sample ranged from one word, to a page of typed or written text.
Responses were clustered according to what was given priority in the answer. Seventeen
(34%) respondents answered that it was whatever their location was at that time; 8
(16%) defined it as with their immediate family; 7 (14%) stated it to be their passport
country; 5 (10%) gave lengthy answers detailing some of their life history; 5 (10%)
related it to where they had spent their childhood; 4 (8%) answered in relation to the
location of their family of origin; 1 determined home according to birthplace; 1
respondent declared he had no home but lived with his family in a house in Sydney;
while another declared that the world was his home. Only 1 respondent chose not to
answer this question.

The diversity of answers supports the profile factor that TCKs can feel rootless. If one
combines the first two responses, (whatever the current location, and with immediate
family), it does suggest that half of the respondents have their sense of belonging in
relation to people close to them, and they can feel at home in any location, or that
location is not so important to them.

Summary of findings
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Once again, these are acknowledged as very preliminary, tentative findings, but they lay
a foundation for further study. From the data some patterns and themes begin to emerge
and these could be explored by presenting some hypothesise and by designing research
in the future that will study each dimension more specifically.

•

Emerging data appeared to confirm a parallel with the North American literature
in the findings related to high academic achievement. Australasian TCKs were
also seen to be high in academic achievement compared to the general
Australian population. This could be explored further in relation to familial
patterns in academic achievement since this could have been linked to factors
other than the TCK ecology.

•

Other emerging patterns were the apparent disparity between academic
achievement and occupational choice, and the gender discrepancies between
times in primary employment. The choice to work below skill level is worthy of
future research. The high proportion of mission related TCKs in this research
meant that the emerging patterns could not be generalised and it would be
necessary in future research to separate the subgroups of respondents and
identify context specific data.

•

The data suggested patterns of restlessness in employment location and time in
any one job. The mobility patterns that were established in childhood were
carried over into adult working life. This could be further explored in terms of
the lost career opportunities and social capital that may have resulted from
ongoing transience.
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•

Findings suggested that the definition of home is in terms of self. Mainly self
plus some reference to one form or another of family. There is the suggestion
that locations are not stable enough (and neither are family to some extent).

•

The data suggesting a high number of transitions between schools during
developmental years was significant. The mobility between ecologies and
transitions between relationships was hypothesised to be a significant factor in
the developmental ecology that nurtured some enduring character traits.

Mobility and transition between environments were a focus of the final stage of data
collection for this research project when Australasian TCKs were asked to reconstruct
their childhood ecologies and compare them with where they might otherwise have
spent developmental years, in Australia or New Zealand. While describing these reconstructions these adult TCK respondents were also asked to self-report on any
character profile traits they felt they manifested as a result of developmental years spent
in the TCK ecology. These data are presented in the next section.

Australasian specific outcomes

The first research aim of this project was to develop an Australasian profile of
characteristics of TCKs based on Australasian adult TCKs’ self-report on their
childhood experiences. This was foundational to the second research aim which was to
compare the proposed Australasian profile that emerged with the proposed North
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American profile that has been extrapolated through analysis and integration of related
literature.

Self-reported profile
The self-reported profile began to emerge during interviews with an initial three
respondents used as case studies. The Australasian outcomes profile was further
developed during the third phase of the project when a written survey was completed by
45 adult Australasian TCK respondents. Results from Phases 1 and 3 which are
pertinent to this question, are now presented.

Phase 1 Case Studies
During the interviews with the first three case study respondents (R, N and C, all from
Mission agencies but representing TCK ecologies on three different continents), each
individual was asked, firstly, to describe the people and places that made up the
physical and social components of their developmental ecology abroad. Secondly, they
were then asked to describe the components of the environment where they would
otherwise have been raised had their parents chosen to remain in the passport country,
Australia. Thirdly, each respondent was then asked to describe profile traits they felt
they manifested as a direct result of having spent developmental years abroad. Fourthly,
each was also asked to describe character traits they felt they might have possessed if
they had been raised in the alternative ecology in Australia.

The data from each of these participants were coded then tabulated and analysed before
interpretations were drawn. The summarized and tabulated data was introduced in
Chapter six and is included as Appendix 6.2. This tabulation and the following written
account about the data were sent to two of the respondents who confirmed the accuracy
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and validity of the data and findings. The third participant (C) could not be contacted
again.
“I read the data and it seemed accurate to me. I have no problem with the
information about me.” (personal communication with ‘R’, 3rd July 2003)

‘N’ made 2 minor changes to the details included in the tabulation of the data and
stated,
“The rest is great!” (personal communication with ‘N’, 14th July 2003)

In terms of development each of the participants identified their early maturing. R was
less overt in stating it but she listed independence first in the qualities she gained from
her childhood experience. For R and C this was a result of living away from the nuclear
family and having to meet some personal needs in home settings where there were
larger numbers of young children to be cared for by one set of boarding home parents.
N identified the early maturity as linked to the challenges faced in philosophical
differences taught at home and at school. She was faced with a decision early in life to
choose for herself where she stood on these issues.

World view and travel featured in the responses of each of the three participants. They
had seen more of the world than they would have had they grown up in Australia and
this exposed them to different options in life. Each identified ways they had chosen to
live as a result. R had travelled to see more of the world and selected where to live
rather than accepting her parents’ hometown for her adult life. C had a greater
appreciation for the material possessions she has, not taking them for granted as she
perceived she might otherwise have done. N valued the cultural richness in her life, the
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adaptability in the face of change and challenge, and the interest in social justice she
developed because of her exposure to the needs of many.

According to these three Australian TCKs, their profile included nine outcomes:
1) heightened early independence
2) eagerness to travel and see more of the world
3) freedom to choose where to live
4) early ability to manage own interpersonal relationships
5) heightened self-reliance
6) early questioning about life philosophies, and strong faith in God because of
early informed choice
7) heightened cultural tolerance and pleasure in multicultural interaction because
of wider exposure
8) heightened awareness of social justice issues because of close contact with
refugees
9) more adaptable to change, new situations, decisions and challenging situations
because it was a way of life.

The traits self-reported by these respondents can be summarised in terms of accelerated
developmental opportunities in some areas resulting in early maturation, early
formation of adult identity, and a heightened awareness of self and others.

None of the participants identified negative factors as part of the profile.

Each of the participants could identify ways they would have developed differently had
they grown up in Australia rather than in the alternative setting. There had been enough
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personal reflection for R to determine that she was much less reliant on a family
network. She would not have travelled and would have remained living in the
hometown of her parents. C concluded that she would have been a much more
dependent person and would now take for granted material things. N valued her
bilingualism and believed she would not have had that and she would not have
travelled, she also believed she would be more critical of differences she encountered
and less tolerant of other cultures.

There was sufficient evidence in the personal reflection of each to conclude that their
developmental experiences were not normal. Although the settings differ from one
child to the next, it appears that the shared experience is in contrast to what is
considered normal in passport country and yet commonalties can be found between
those experiencing the TCK phenomenon. Though these findings can not be considered
conclusive, there deemed to be sufficient evidence to draw some conclusions that could
be used to generate theories to support the progression of this research project. Further
data were needed and this led to the third phase of the project. There was a need to
determine whether the proposed profile factors were more widely self-reported.

Phase 3 Case Studies
The broader range of respondents in the third phase of the research project (n = 45)
allowed the representation of childhood experiences in a wider variety of settings (Table
7.9) and they were drawn from four different sponsor agency categories: mission,
government, private, and defence, as identified in the chapter on methodological
considerations.
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F
M

29
16

64
36

Mission
Govt
Private
Defence

23
11
8
3

51
24
18
7

Total
45
* percentages to nearest whole number

PNG
Malaysia
USA
India
Singapore
Scotland
Bangkok
Ivory Coast
Egypt
Hong Kong
Germany
Kenya
Middle
East
Philippines
Solomons
Vanuatu

21
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

47
9
7
7
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2

1

2

1
1
1

2
2
2

19 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 – 44
45 – 49
50 – 54
55 – 59
60 – 64
65 – 69
70 – 72

%

4
5
7
12
5
3
5
1
2
0
1

45

9
11
16
27
11
7
11
2
4
0
2

OVERALL
RESPONSE

%

AGE
RANGE

%

TOTAL
COUNTRY/
REGION

%

TOTAL
SPONSOR
AGENCY

TOTAL
GENDER

Table 7.9
The distribution of frequencies of Australasian TCK respondents to comparative
developmental ecologies survey according to gender, agency, age and reactions to TCK
experience

Positive
Mixed
Accepting
Negative

%

32
8
4
1

45

71
18
9
2

45

Patterns emerged from the data with regard to the attributes or profile factors these
respondents considered they had. The total list of factors and count per factor was
tabulated, including the breakdown of data to reflect the two sub-categories: PNG and
mission, which are dealt with later in this chapter. The full table is attached as Appendix
7.1. However, the factors can be clustered to establish broader patterns in the profile as
shown below. Factors cited independently by 3 (7%) or more people have been used in
this analysis. It is acknowledged that 3 citations is a small number to be drawing
conclusions from, however the nature of this study was exploratory and foundational
and therefore it was deemed noteworthy if three respondents independently cited a
factor. Factors cited by 11 (approximately 25%) or more of the group are flagged with *
A. Broadmindedness
*tolerance/ accepting of differences (cited by n = 17)
*love of and confidence in travel (n = 17)
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*cultural empathy (n = 16)
*broad world view - intolerance of narrow mindedness (n = 13)
*value multi-culturalism above mono-culturalism (n = 12)
no racism or stereotyping (n = 7)

B. Altered relational patterns
*impaired social/relational development *high expectations, demanding, fear of loss (n = 12)
like to help others (n = 7)
relational self-protection (n = 5)
enjoyment of new relationships (n = 5)
world wide friendship network (n = 4)
can emotionally disengage (n = 4)

C. Control of own world
*independence (n = 14)
*self sufficiency (n = 14)
*adaptability (n = 10)
confidence (n = 6)
resourcefulness (n = 6)
“Chameleon” ability: outward compliance, inwardly analytical/critical (n = 3)

There is considerable similarity in these data with the findings from the three case
studies undertaken at the outset of the research project and reported earlier. The themes
of independence, broad world view, tolerance, social justice, love of travel, confidence,
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and self-awareness of relational patterns emerged in both sets of data. The additional
data from Phase 3, however, includes some mentions of negative outcomes which are
absent in the first three case studies. This may be due to the particular context from
which these three TCKs came, or perhaps to a reluctance to identify negatives in an
interview situation.

Transitions and grieving
Another significant dimension of the TCK childhood, according to the North American
literature, is the experience of early and repeated cycles of separation and relational
loss. To confirm whether there were perceived to be any outcome factors related to this
in the Australasian experience, the experience of transitions and grieving was asked
about in one of the written survey questions (Appendix 6.5).

Respondents in the third phase of this study were asked to identify people they had
parted from in the year they were describing, in most cases it was the year they were
ten, and they were asked to elaborate on how they had coped with that separation. A
total of 34 out of the 45 (75.5%) respondents identified losses and described their
management of those losses (Appendix 7.4).

At this point in the analytic procedures it became apparent that the data from
respondents who had experienced boarding school as part of the TCK ecology had a
somewhat different experience from those who had remained with their immediate
families to attend school while living abroad. Of the 34 who made reference to
transitions and grieving 10 were individuals who were at boarding school and 24 of
them were not. In the total count 14 respondents were boarders therefore 4 boarders did
not identify people or places they had to leave that year. It is proposed that the pattern of
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transitions and partings was established as normal and routine to them therefore the
obvious parting from the immediate family to attend boarding school was not even
mentioned. (The division of data into the two sub-categories of boarders (Bs) and nonboarders (NBs) was again relevant when the descriptive data of the ecologies was
analysed and these findings are presented in Chapter 8.)

With reference to the data volunteered by those who had been boarders, the separations
mentioned were from: family (n = 5 (50%)), friends (n = 4 (40%)), boarding home
parents (n = 2 (20%)), places loved (n = 2 (20%)). Individuals mentioned experiencing
multiple partings, loss of a pet, and loss of treasured childhood possessions that were
left behind when the family returned to the passport country. Responses to these losses
ranged from acceptance that this was a way of life, to extreme changes in personal
behavior. In between these extremes respondents who had been boarders described their
choices to withdraw from people, feelings of rejection and abandonment, and deciding
to be tougher emotionally.

The most extreme response came from one individual who explained that she changed
from being an outgoing child to becoming unresponsive and freezing people out; her
father sent her to counselling at age 14; she had chosen to block out feelings rather than
experience the emotional devastation associated with repeated relational losses. One
respondent who had been at boarding school stated that he was unprepared for the
transition to boarding school and the losses involved, and another stated that he did not
cope well and felt abandoned by his family.
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For nine out of the total 14 respondents who were boarders it appeared that the early and
repeated experience of loss left a negative impact. There was no coaching in grief
management and little scaffolding through the process.
“I went on home assignment that year and found it quite hard to leave some of
my friends as we kind of drifted apart near the end of term and I felt like I was
being pushed out.” (R. 75)

“(Said good-bye to) my parents – not cope well at all; felt abandoned, lonely,
rejected.” (R. 46)

“At the end of the year I had to say goodbye to everyone and everything as we
left…I don’t know what happened to any of the other children, but I’d already
been through many partings by that stage, so just accepted it. It wasn’t as
though there was any other option – once again, the withdrawal occurred. I was
sad to leave behind all my books and other precious childhood things and it
didn’t seem fair. The worst part though was leaving behind the dog. That
seemed to me, aged ten, to be the worst betrayal, to go off to another country
and leave behind a dog that loved you.” (R. 63)

A total of 31 respondents in the data collection had not attended boarding school and 24
of those elected to comment on their experience of loss and grieving. The separations
mentioned were from friends (n = 13 (54%)), places loved (n = 7 (29%)), and extended
family (n = 5 (21%)). The types of separation mentioned varied between those
respondents who had been boarders and those who had been non-boarders with boarders
making reference to separation from family and non-boarders referring to separation
from friends. Responses to these losses ranged from no impact because there was no
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bonding, to devastation and trauma. For 3 respondents the losses involved people dying,
1 had lost an aunt in the passport country, another lost her father and had to cope with
the trauma of his death and the sudden repatriation to the passport country, and the third
lost a friend whose father died and there was no opportunity for farewell before the
family moved back to their passport country. For these individuals the impact was
lasting.

Responses to how they coped were clustered as follows:
neutral or accepting (n = 8)
trauma and fear (n = 6)
altered relational behavior – built shallower friendships, emotional distancing (n = 6)
developed letter writing skills (n = 2)
and single citations included feelings of concern and looking forward to the future when
it would be possible to travel and reconnect with friends who had moved.
“There was always someone to say good-bye to. It was a shifting population. We
left New Guinea every 2 years and often went to another town when we
returned. Others like missionaries returned to USA etc for long periods. It was
part of all our lives. I was lucky as I felt secure with my parents.” (R.71)

“People were being transferred to and from other towns in the country, one
didn’t have time to forge long and enduring friendships which is a pity in some
ways but exciting in others.” (R.77)

One respondent who had not been at boarding school stated that she saw partings as a
way of life but admitted that in adult life she had subsequent fears of losing her husband
and her first child. She had a subconscious fear that her husband would not return when
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he went away on work related travel. When her first child was born she experienced
nightmares where she envisioned her child snatched away by death. She struggled to
develop intimacy with her new baby because bonding and loss had brought so much
pain during her developmental years. Once she identified the behaviour and the cause
she deliberately chose to establish behaviours that would nurture intimacy.

An almost identical scenario was described by one respondent who had attended
boarding school. She had deliberately chosen to travel with her husband as much as
possible during the early years of their marriage. The motivation was fear of losing her
husband in a car accident. She also struggled to bond with her first child and resisted
excessive physical contact. She also had made a deliberate choice to alter this behaviour
pattern once the cause was identified and impact on the family was observed.

It appeared from the data in this project that the impact of early and repeated losses had
a lasting impact on TCKs who were boarders, and those who were non boarders, during
their developmental years, and these impacts were mainly trauma/fear of loss and
altered relational behaviour. It is proposed that children experiencing the TCK ecology
of development could benefit from intentional instruction about the emotional results of
loss and instruction on strategies to manage the process of transition and relational
separation. Adults caring for and working with TCKs could benefit from similar
instruction so that they scaffold the children through the process and allow the needed
time and expressions for healthy grieving to take place.

Repatriation
The experience of repatriation to the passport country, which involves loss of place and
relationships for all TCKs, was not included in this survey and 2 respondents queried
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the omission. It was not dealt with for two reasons: 1) the project was focusing on the
ecologies of development at around the age of ten and asking about the experience of
repatriation would have confused the comparison of the TCK and the alternative
passport country ecology, and 2) the available literature describes the experience of
repatriation as a defining point in the TCK life trajectory and therefore worthy of
research solely devoted to that experience. However, in describing loss and transitions
repatriation was mentioned by some respondents and the descriptions matched the
experience as it has been described in the North American literature. Leaving the
developmental ecology of the TCK and taking up residence in the passport country was
a traumatic experience for most TCKs and involved a period of confusion and identity
re-evaluation. One respondent claimed it took her 7 years to process the changes in her
identity. The comments about repatriation again supported the suggestion that transition
and loss leave a permanent imprint on the overall profile of attributes of the adult TCK.

Sub-categories of data: Location and Sponsor Agencies
In the analysis of the data it was apparent that location and sponsor agency were two
variables that potentially affected the overall TCK ecology and thus might result in
differing profile outcomes. Within the data gathered during this study two significant
sub-categories emerged, one isolating the impact of location and the second isolating
the impact of sponsor agency. The availability of this data provided opportunity to
explore the differential impact of these two variables. Firstly, twenty-one of the
respondents had been raised in one specific country - Papua New Guinea (PNG). The
data for these respondents who had experienced this common ecology were separated
from the rest of the data and are presented in Table 7.10. The second significant subcategory was the group of respondents who had experienced a TCK ecology because
their parents had been deployed abroad by a religious mission sponsor agency. The
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commonalities of the system agency in terms of such things as purpose, values, and
available resources suggested that some shared traits specific to TCKs from this agency
might emerge. The data distribution of the mission sub-category is presented in Table
7.11. The total list of factors and count per factor was tabulated, including the
breakdown of data to reflect the two sub-categories: PNG and mission, and it is attached
as Appendix 7.1.

The two sub-categories within this data show profile factor strengths similar to the
overall data (Appendix 7.1). However, there were some apparent patterns in
concentration of particular factors depending on Location and Sponsor Agency and
these could guide proposition of hypotheses for future research. These are now
considered.

Table 7.10
The distribution of frequencies of Australasian TCK respondents to comparative
developmental ecologies survey who spent developmental years in Papua New Guinea
PNG
Gender
Female
Male

13
8

Total

21

%
61.9
38

PNG
Sponsor Agency
Mission
Government
Private
Defence

12
6
3
0

21

%
57.1
28.5
14.2
0

PNG
Age Ranges
19 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 – 44
45 – 49
50 – 54
55 – 59
60 – 64
65 – 69
70 – 72

0
0
2
9
4
1
3
1
1
0
0
21
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%
0
0
9.5
42.8
19
4.7
14.2
4.7
4.7
0
0

PNG
Overall Response
Positive
Mixed Response
Accepting
Negative

%
16
2
3
0

21

76
9.5
14.2
0

Table 7.11
The distribution of frequencies of Australasian TCK respondents to comparative
developmental ecologies survey for whom deploying agency was a religious mission
organization
MISSION
Gender

%

Female
Male

16
7

Total

23

69.5
30.4

MISSION
Country/Region
Png
Malaysia
USA
India
Singapore
Scotland
Bangkok
Cote ‘D Voire
Egypt
Hong Kong
Germany
Kenya
Middle East
Philippines
Solomons
Vanuatu

MISSION
Age Ranges

%
12
2
1
3
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
23

52.1
8.6
4.3
13
0
4.3
0
4.3
4.3
0
0
0
4.3
4.3
0
0

19 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 – 44
45 – 49
50 – 54
55 – 59
60 – 64
65 – 69
70 – 72

%
3
3
2
8
4
0
1
0
1
0
1

13
13
8.6
34.7
17.3
0
4.3
0
4.3
0
4.3

MISSION
Overall
Response
Positive
Mixed Response
Accepting
Negative

23

%
16
5
2
0

69.5
21.7
8.6
0

23

For both sub-categories, PNG and mission sponsor agency, the factor of tolerance and
acceptance of difference emerged as the most often cited (n = 10); PNG (47.6%),
Mission (43.4%)
In decreasing order of frequency, the mission TCKs then cited:
cultural empathy (n = 9 (39%))
love of and confidence in travel (n = 8 (34%))
value of multi-culturalism above mono-culturalism (n = 8 (34%))
adaptability (n = 8 (34%))
broad world view – intolerance of narrow mindedness (n = 6 (26%))
deep sense of spirituality (n = 6 (26%))
independence (n = 5 (21%))
self-sufficiency (n = 5 (21%))
impaired social/relational development and high expectations, demanding, fear of loss
(n = 5 (21%))
restless – unsettled (n = 5 (21%))
relational self-protection (n = 5 (21%))
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From the list above it is evident that the five highest ranking profile factors for the
mission related individuals were connected to a broadened global perspective. The next
three related to heightened personal abilities and experiences, and the final three cited
by 5 or more respondents were potentially challenging factors for the adult TCK in the
areas of stability and relationship development.

The PNG TCKs followed tolerance and acceptance of difference with the profile
factors listed below in descending order of frequency of mention:
independence (n = 9 (42%))
self sufficiency (n = 9 (42%))
value of multi-culturalism above mono-culturalism (n = 9 (42%))
love of and confidence in travel (n = 8 (38%))
impaired social/relational development and high expectations, demanding, fear of loss
(n = 6 (28%))
adaptability (n = 6 (28%))
cultural empathy (n = 5 (23%))
resourcefulness (n = 5 (23%))

The PNG profile factors do not cluster as easily as the mission related factors. However,
it is significant to note that 5 of the PNG TCKs cited resourcefulness whereas only one
from the Mission TCKs mentioned this. This result appears to support the published
anecdotal evidence shown in Table 4.1 where the initial PNG-Australian adult TCK
profile proposed from the literature was outlined. It appears that this particular TCK
ecology allowed and nurtured practical abilities. It appears to have been an ecology that
encouraged individuals to be independent and to undertake challenges they may not
otherwise have attempted. However, as in the mission data, the deficit in broad social
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nurturing was cited. It is proposed that within the particular ecologies the TCKs coped
well but beyond the enclosed boundaries of the known, immediate environment, or
system, abilities to function well socially were not developed.

In the above analysis there is overlap between members of the Mission category and
members of the PNG category. Therefore, to separate the overlapping effects of location
and agency, the same type of analysis was extended by clustering responses into four
mutually exclusive sub-categories to determine whether there were any character traits
that could be more strongly associated with location or with sponsor agency. The subcategories were: PNG non-mission (n=9), PNG mission (n=12), Other mission (n=11),
Other non-mission (n=13). This full tabulation is attached as Appendix 7.2, however,
Table 7.12 shows the major factors mentioned by members of these four different
clusters which now have mutually exclusive memberships.
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Table 7.12
Comparison of two locations and two sponsor agencies with respect to outcomes
mentioned

Other

AGENCY

Mission

LOCATION
PNG (n=12)

Other (n=11)

Low self-esteem 2 (17%)
Tolerance 6 (50%)
Cultural empathy 3 (25%)
Love of and confidence in travel 4 (33%)
Value of multi-culturalism above monoculturalism 6 (50%)
Adaptability 6 (50%)
Broad world view – intolerance of narrow
mindedness 3 (25%)
Deep sense of spirituality 2 (17%)
Independence 4 (33%)
Self-sufficiency 5 (43%)
Impaired social/relational development –
high expectations, demanding, fear of loss
3 (25%)
Restless – unsettled 2 (17%)
Relational self-protection 3 (25%)
Resourcefulness 3 (25%)

Low self-esteem 1 (9%)
Tolerance 4(36%)
Cultural empathy 6 (54%)
Love of and confidence in travel 4 (36%)
Value of multi-culturalism above monoculturalism 2 (18%)
Adaptability 2 (18%)
Broad world view – intolerance of narrow
mindedness 3 (27%)
Deep sense of spirituality 4 (36%)
Independence 1 (9%)
Self-sufficiency 0 (0%)
Impaired social/relational development –
high expectations, demanding, fear of loss
2 (18%)
Restless – unsettled 3 (27%)
Relational self-protection 2 (18%)
Resourcefulness 0 (0%)

PNG (n=9)

Other (n=13)

Low self-esteem 1 (11%)
Tolerance 4 (44%)
Cultural empathy 2 (22%)
Love of and confidence in travel 4 (44%)
Value of multi-culturalism above monoculturalism 3 (33%)
Adaptability 0 (0%)
Broad world view – intolerance of narrow
mindedness 1 (11%)
Deep sense of spirituality 1 (11%)
Independence 5 (56%)
Self-sufficiency 4 (44%)
Impaired social/relational development –
high expectations, demanding, fear of loss
3 (33%)
Restless – unsettled 2 (22%)
Relational self-protection 0 (0%)
Resourcefulness 2 (22%)

Low self-esteem 1 (8%)
Tolerance 3 (23%)
Cultural empathy 5 (38%)
Love of and confidence in travel 5 (38%)
Value of multi-culturalism above monoculturalism 1 (8%)
Adaptability 2 (16%)
Broad world view – intolerance of narrow
mindedness 6 (46%)
Deep sense of spirituality 0 (0%)
Independence 4 (31%)
Self-sufficiency 5 (38%)
Impaired social/relational development –
high expectations, demanding, fear of loss
4 (31%)
Restless – unsettled 0 (0%)
Relational self-protection 0 (0%)
Resourcefulness 1 (8%)

When separated into these categories the most often cited outcomes for each subcategory were:
PNG non-mission - independence (n=5 (56%))
PNG mission – tolerance/acceptance of difference, adaptability, and value of multiculturalism above mono-culturalism each (n=6 (50%))
Other mission - cultural empathy (n=6 (54%))
Other non-mission – broad worldview; intolerance of narrow mindedness (n=6 (46%))
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In this analysis it emerged that, traits which were self-reported as outcomes by at least
three respondents from all sub-categories included:
tolerance/acceptance of difference
love of and confidence in travel
cultural empathy
independence
broad worldview; intolerance of narrow mindedness
value of multi-culturalism above mono-culturalism
impaired social/relational development

Traits that were rated with a fairly even distribution of respondents (not any great
differences amongst all categories) were:
tolerance/acceptance of difference
love of and confidence in travel
impaired social/relational development

Some traits could be isolated as linked to location or to sponsor agency. These are
separated out below, first for Location and then for Sponsor Agency.

Location
Respondents who had been raised in PNG represented the highest proportion of
citations for:
self-sufficiency - they represented 9 out of the 14 citations for this trait
independence - 9 out of the 14 citations
value of multi-culturalism above mono-culturalism – 9 out of the 12 citations
resourcefulness - 5 out of 6 citations
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With the trait resourcefulness, there were 6 respondents who cited this as an outcome of
the TCK ecology, with 3 of those respondents from the PNG mission sub-category and
2 respondents from the PNG other sub-category.

It seems that the PNG TCK ecology experienced by these respondents nurtured skills
that would enhance self-sufficiency and also provided a developmental culture that
encouraged blending of the many cultural groups that were part of the national and
expatriate cultures. It does suggest that the specific demands of a location, and the
pervading social ethos have an impact on the traits that are nurtured within a given TCK
ecology. The age range of respondents in the PNG sub-category was between 30 and 64
years of age. That means that all respondents lived in PNG during the time that it was a
protectorate of Australia. During that era Australians made up a large percentage of the
expatriate population. Location is a significant variable, not only in the physical
conditions of the environment but also in the social make-up of the ecology. Many
TCKs experience a developmental ecology where Australasians are amongst the
minority groups. However, these PNG TCKs represented, not only the majority in the
expatriate population, but the Australians amongst them were in an environment where
their own passport country government was guiding the emergence of policy and
philosophy in a colonised country. The Australian input into the developmental ecology
was substantial.

It would seem that Australians value the traits self-sufficiency and value of multiculturalism above mono-culturalism and the physical and social conditions in PNG
during the time these respondents were TCKs facilitated the transfer of these traits
between parents and TCKs. Independence and resourcefulness may have been nurtured
for different reasons. PNG is a mountainous island country where many expatriates
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were required to lived in relative isolation while the Australian government was
assisting with the establishment of basic infrastructure such as communication and
transportation systems. The types of families who survived or thrived in such a setting
were those who could cope with the isolation and resourcefully manage life with
whatever they could access. The children in these isolated settings were nurtured in the
traits of independence and resourcefulness. Another contributing factor was the close
association and proximity of Australia and PNG. Many children travelled between the
two countries to attend boarding school in Australia and then to spend holiday periods
in PNG. Travelling alone, or with other children, between the two countries also
contributed to the sense of independence that emerged early in children who
experienced the TCK ecology in PNG. Even those who lived within PNG often had to
travel alone from rural to urban centres to attend school so independence was nurtured
in them as well.

Perhaps time and location were variables that together had an impact on the outcome
traits. Since the end of Australia’s colonisation of PNG, there has continued to be a
partnership in development between the two countries and Australians have continued
to be deployed to PNG for various forms of employment. However, conditions have
changed and it would be necessary to research current conditions to know whether
TCKs currently experiencing PNG as a TCK location are likely to exhibit the same
traits as outcomes of the developmental ecology. In terms of connecting the outcome
traits to the proposed new model of the TCK developmental ecology, Figure 5.5, it is
noteworthy that the model represents the importance of location, sponsor agency, and
the effect of time both cumulative in the valence of emerging TCK profile traits, and
timing in history with the bigger issues that impact TCK development. The data from
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this specific analysis confirms the importance of location and time, but also sponsor
agency.

Sponsor agency: Mission
Respondents who had been raised within TCK ecologies as a result of family
deployment with mission sponsor agencies represented the highest proportion of
citations for:
adaptability - they represented 8 out of the 10 citations for this trait
deep sense of spirituality - 6 out of the 7 citations
restless – unsettled - 5 out of 7 citations
relational self-protection - 5 out of 5 citations
prone to low self-esteem - 3 out of 5 citations

It could be that the TCKs within this sub-category were expected to function across
more strata of society from an early age and therefore develop adaptability as part of
their make-up. If their parents were working amongst the lowest economic and social
classes of people in the host country and yet trying to provide a passport country
equivalent education and social nurturing for these TCK, then the TCKs would be
negotiating a wide spectrum of environments throughout childhood. It is possible that
the cycle of contracts is more challenging for these TCKs as their parents typically
spend 3 or 4 years employed in a host country and then the following year is spent
travelling amongst supporting churches in the passport country. This contractual
arrangement is not common for other TCKs and perhaps it further nurtures adaptability
and restless – unsettled.
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The isolation of the trait deep sense of spirituality to this sub-category must have a
direct link to the motivation and purpose for which the parents of these TCKs have
chosen to accept deployment abroad. These TCKs are confronted by commitment to
spirituality from an early age and this is sustained throughout childhood. Their lives are
distinguished by the extreme commitment to spirituality which results in their childhood
years spent abroad.

It is possible that this distinguishing feature of their lives results in them feeling
different and out of step with main stream society from an early age. Missionaries are
typically not as well paid for their employment abroad as are other foreign deployed
personnel. It is possible that TCKs raised within the mission sponsor agency grow up
feeling poor and wondering why the material and relational demands (extended and
immediate family separation, when parents are required to live in isolated places and
children are required to attend boarding school) are necessary. From an early age they
will be confronted by moral and religious obligations or a sense of spiritual calling from
God that has resulted in the time spent abroad. TCKs can come to respect these values
from an early age and personalise the deep sense of spirituality. However they can also
struggle to truly trust other people if they have had to manage a steady flow of people in
and out of their lives from an early age. If they feel that they are competing with God
for love, affection, and deep commitment, the resulting emotions can be quite
confusing. Perhaps the character traits of relational self-protection and prone to low
self-esteem grow out of such confusion. Perhaps in the minds of some young TCKs in
this sponsor agency, God and the people their parents devote their time to, may seem
more important than the TCK with his or her developmental needs.
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In the analysis of another sponsor agency, the manifesting traits may be quite different.
It seems from this analysis that sponsor agency does impact the outcome traits that
manifest most strongly in an adult TCK.

Tensions
The data from this project suggested that the outcomes of the Australasian TCK
developmental ecology could be clustered within the categories: broadmindedness,
heightened skills, altered relational patterns, control of own world, and managing
transitions and grieving. The data suggested that there were potentially positive and
negative dimensions to these categories and suggested that in some instances the profile
factors were in polarised tension with one another. This fits the pattern described in the
North American proposed profile. The Australasian TCKs reported heightened
observational skills and intuition and yet in polarised tension was the underdeveloped
social competence; the ability to adapt was in polarised tension with the need to control
one’s own world; the ability to live for the enjoyment of the present conflicting with
restlessness and addiction to new experiences. Table 7.13 represents the Australasian
TCK profile proposed as a result of the analysis which has been reported in this chapter.
It highlights the dynamic tensions that are apparent.
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Table 7.13
An Australasian profile of the TCK experience as proposed from analysis of the
research data: Self-reported by two or more people
POTENTIALLY POSITIVE
HEIGHTENED SKILLS
• Cross-cultural skills
• Practical skills; resourcefulness
• Observational skills
• Linguistic skills
• Leadership/organizational skills
• Intuition
BENEFITS
Overall experience
• Tolerant and accepting of difference
• Broad world view
• Value multiculturalism
• Adaptable
• Less materialistic
• Hardworking
High mobility during developmental years
• Love of and confidence in travel
• Live to enjoy the present
Education
•
Above average academic achievement

DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
Early maturity
• Early and deeper sense of spirituality
• Self-confidence
• Content/accepting of life’s experiences

The “System” (could represent parents’
employing agency/context or the family life
pattern)
• Inclusive environment; less prone to
stereotyping (anyone can do anything)
RELATIONSHIPS
• Ongoing desire to help others (empathy
and sympathy)
• No stereo type casting
• Enjoyment of new relationships
• Worldwide network of friends
• Value of relationships
TRANSITION MANAGEMENT
• Independence and self-sufficiency
• Developed letter writing skills

POTENTIALLY NEGATIVE
UNDERDEVELOPED SKILLS
• Less developed social competence

CHALLENGES
Overall experience
• Intolerant of narrow mindedness
• Struggle with mono-cultural
perspectives on life
• Need to control own world
High mobility during developmental years
• Restless/unsettled
• Easily bored/ addiction to the “new”
• Need for mobility (felt by some)
• No more desire to travel (felt by some)
Career path
•
Tendency to work below skill
capacity; job level not congruent with
educational level
•
Tendency towards ongoing mobility
even in career choices
DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
Delayed adolescence
• Impaired social/relational development
(high expectations, can be demanding,
fear of loss)
• Diminished sense of belonging
• Prone to low self-esteem
• “Chameleon” ability (outward
compliance, inward analysis and
criticism)

The “System”
•
Emotional bonding to childhood
ecologies lost/grieved in adult life
RELATIONSHIPS
• Relational self-protection
• Lost familial bonds
• More collectively oriented than
individually oriented
• Hard to commit long-term
• Over sensitive
TRANSITION MANAGEMENT
• Can emotionally disengage
• Ongoing affinity/connection with
childhood country (difficult to find
ways to satisfy this felt need)
• Suppressed grief
• Suppressed emotional needs
• Establishing shallower friendships
Note. Adapted from written survey data (Cameron, 2002)
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One of the aims of this thesis was to compare the proposed North American profile
(Table 3.1) and the proposed Australasian profile (Table 7.13). The profiles show a
significant degree of overlap. The factors for each have been tabulated as potentially
positive and potentially negative, and some factors can be posited as in polarised
tension with one another. In both profiles the factors can be classified under skills,
benefits/challenges, developmental issues, relationships, and transition management, as
in profile that emerged from analysis of the literature.

Many proposed profile factors are shared by the North American and the Australasian
TCKs. However, these do not always appear to reside in the same dimension of the
profile, nor do they always manifest in the same way. For example the North American
profile listed heightened social skills as one of the potentially positive factors. The
Australasian profile in contrast lists social competence as an underdeveloped skill.
However, the Australasian profile does suggest intuition and heightened leadership and
organizational skills. If these factors were manifested in social relations they could
suggest heightened social skills in polarised tension with some level of social
underdevelopment. The Australasian profile also suggests that connection with the
system or the specific context of development provided an inclusive, cohesive expatriate
community that could have operated to nurture abilities in mixing across generations
and across social classes. The Australasians self-reported significantly inhibited social
development so perhaps the emergence of related factors in other dimensions of the
profile suggests that social skills were developed in some areas of the TCK’s life but not
in others. However, there appears that there was not attention given to comprehensive
social development during formative TCK years.
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The most cited Australasian profile factor, tolerance and acceptance of difference, could
correlate with the North American profile factor of being less prejudiced. Support for
this profile factor was reinforced in the Australasian data by separate mention of
diminished tendencies to stereotype cast people, and strong feelings against racism. This
broad mindedness and ability to function above race, gender, and class was a strong
factor in the self-report of these Australasian TCKs. In the relationship dimension they
described themselves as more collectivist than individualistic, while still needing to
control their own world. Awareness and care for one’s fellow humans was prominent in
the profile. However, it could cause inner tension with the need to control one’s own
world.

Another prominent factor, heightened practical abilities, emerged when the data was
tabulated. The Australasians described themselves as resourceful, less concerned for
materialistic gain, hard working, and practical. This emphasis on practical skills and
abilities does not appear in the North American profile. It may exist but appeared not to
be as dominant an outcome of the TCK ecology for North Americans.

It is important to note that these comparisons are ones drawn from anecdotal reporting
in North American literature and from volunteer respondents in the current research
project. The comparisons are emerging patterns from the available data. They are
presented as possible trends in differences in the comparative experiences of
Australasians and North American in this particular phenomenon.
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Comparative outcomes

In this study the respondents were asked to report on the outcomes of an imagined
alternative ecology where they could have been raised had their parents remained in
their passport country. Most respondents were able to identify exactly where they would
have been raised and the outcomes that would have emerged because they had visited
there on a regular basis between parental contracts abroad and thus have had the
opportunity to make direct comparisons. Many had similarly aged relatives who had
been raised in those ecologies and they could compare their personal traits, which
appeared linked with the physical and social environment, with those of their relatives.
The proposed profile factors linked to the alternative ecology were tabulated (Table
7.14). Profile factors were generally expressed in terms of less or more of a given trait.
A similar format has been used as was designed for the previous profile tabulations in
order to allow direct comparison even though there are many components that are not
applicable in the alternative ecology. For example the influence of high mobility and
affinity with a particular agency or system would not have been experienced.
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Table 7.14
An Australasian profile of the TCK alternative self as proposed in the imagined
scenario of the research data: Self-reported by two or more people
POTENTIALLY POSITIVE
HEIGHTENED SKILLS
• Greater social competence

POTENTIALLY NEGATIVE
UNDERDEVELOPED SKILLS
• Poorer cross-cultural awareness & skills

BENEFITS
Overall experience
• Greater sense of belonging
• More patriotic to passport country
• Achieved better academically
• Achieved better musically

CHALLENGES
Overall experience
• Less global awareness
• Less tolerant & accepting of differences
• Less adaptable
• More materialistic
• More shallow overall

High mobility during developmental years
• More settled

High mobility during developmental years
• Less desire to travel

DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
• Early maturity
• Greater self-confidence
• Secure in own identity

DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
• Delayed adolescence
• Weaker spiritually

The “System” (could represent parents’ employing
agency or the family life pattern)

The “System”

RELATIONSHIPS
• Wider base of long-term friends
• Greater sense of family

RELATIONSHIPS
• More dependent on others
• More introspective

TRANSITION MANAGEMENT

TRANSITION MANAGEMENT

Note. Adapted from written survey data (Cameron, 2002)
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The traits from the alternative ecology in terms of being LESS or MORE pronounced
compared with actual ecology were, in order of number of mentions, as follows:

In the alternative ecology TCKs
would have been LESS
globally aware (n = 15)
tolerant and accepting of difference (n = 14)
desire to travel (n = 9)
poorer cultural empathy (n = 8)
weaker spiritually (n = 6)
adaptable (n = 5)

In the alternative ecology TCKs
would have been MORE
confident (n = 13)
wider base of long term friends (n = 11)
socially competent (n = 10)
greater sense of belonging (n = 10)
greater sense of family (n = 8)
security in own identity (n = 6)
settled (n = 5)
materialistic (n = 5)
dependent on others (n = 5)

It is apparent that eight of these traits could be considered positive outcomes (all the
ones designated LESS, plus the last two listed under MORE), whereas seven can be
regarded as negative outcomes of the TCK experience.

A complete listing of all profile factors cited by respondents as linked to the alternative
ecology is attached as Appendix 7.2.

As seen in the chart above, the pattern emerged of contrasting the self-reported outcome
of the ecology as it was, with less or more of the same traits that would have emerged
from the alternative ecology, as seen from the perspective of those TCKs. The two
highest ranking factors were presented in the negative, traits the TCK would lack had
the alternative ecology been experienced. However, the following 4 factors were areas
presented in positive terms proposing where the TCK would have been stronger and
perhaps benefited from the alternative ecology. From this point the rating moves back
and forth between strengths and weaknesses that could have emerged.
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Some alterations in the ranking appear when the two sub-categories, PNG and Mission
are separated from the total data. The PNG respondents proposed that less tolerant and
accepting of difference (n = 11) would have been their strongest profile factor, whereas
the mission related respondents listed more confident (n = 11). PNG respondents rate
this factor second (n = 6), while mission TCKs rate poorer cultural empathy (n = 8)
second.

It seems that these TCKs believed the TCK ecology to be sufficiently different from the
alternative ecology that it would have influenced their development enough to have
nurtured different strengths and weaknesses. According to the data (Table 7.9) most of
the respondents were positive (n = 32) about the TCK experience. Others included
mixed responses (n = 8), accepting (n = 4), and negative (n = 1). The respondents in this
survey did not seem to define themselves as an at risk group in their developmental
ecology. In fact the perception that they would have been shallower in their overall
development was expressed in the available data. They see negative consequences, but
overall the TCK developmental ecology is seen as positive, with lasting influence no
matter what agency or location, or gender.

It has been noted that there were individuals who elected not to be involved in data
collection and these would perhaps have defined more elements where they were at risk
developmentally as children. The data do appear to suggest that there were some
dimensions of social development that were inhibited, while other dimensions were
enhanced. It is hypothesised that TCKs could benefit from some intervention with social
development guidance so that the outcome is more rounded. One question that arises is
whether the self-report on social impairment related to managing their TCK ecology
(which seems to be the indication of some individuals who attended boarding school) or
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whether it relates to managing the passport culture later in life. The second scenario
seemed to be suggested by those who made reference to the challenges faced in
repatriation. The data collection instrument did not specifically address the issue of
repatriation nor was there opportunity to pursue a line of questioning in this
foundational research so this question remains an issue to be addressed in future
research.

Another issue that needs further clarification is whether the perception that the
respondent would have been more confident had the alternative ecology been the
nurturing ecology was connected to certain variables. This trait was ranked highest by
respondents of the mission sub-category and second highest by the PNG sub-category.
For instance, the mission group represented 12 out of the total 14 respondents who
attended boarding school in this research project. Thus the boarding experience could
have been a contributing variable but it would require further investigation since the
PNG sub-category also ranked it a close second. In both groups the factor, prone to low
self-esteem as a result of the TCK ecology is cited by 3 people. In the total data it is
cited by 5 respondents.

The question of how much variables particular to each specific TCK context or
experience nurtures or inhibits particular profile factors is significant and needs to be
addressed through more in-depth research, however, the analysis of responses indicates
broad similarities across all TCKs.

Respondents in this research project self-reported some shared traits that were outcomes
of the developmental ecology; these outcomes have been outlined in the tabulated
profiles presented in this chapter. The profile outcomes are a product of the years spent
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in the TCK ecology. The TCK ecology includes particular components that impact
development and reflects processes at work within the ecology that nurtured those
outcome traits. The findings relevant to this ecology are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8

Comparative ecologies
•

Reconstructed ecologies
¾ Membership categories: phase one data - Category one: Nationality
- Category two: Religion/Philosophy
- Category three: Life Experiences
- Category four: Environments
¾ Membership categories: phase three data - Category one: Family
- Category two: Community
- Category three: Authorities
- Category four: Self
¾ Dyadic relationships

• Imagined/Alternative ecology of development

Reconstructed ecologies

The first aim of this research project was to develop an Australasian profile of outcome
characteristics of TCKs but it also stated the intention of presenting exploratory
reconstruction of the developmental ecologies experienced by the respondents, that is,
the developmental scenarios through which these profiles became manifest. The third
aim of the research was to use the information gained to adapt and elaborate existing
models of the ecology of development to design a model that could represent the TCK
ecology in general (an ecology common to all TCKs). As part of the reconstruction of
childhood experiences respondents were asked to describe the physical and social
environment of where they spent childhood years abroad; they were also asked to
reconstruct the environment where they would have been raised had their parents
remained in Australia or New Zealand.
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This chapter presents the findings that emerged from the data about both the real and the
imagined/alternative ecology, collected during the three initial case study interviews in
phase 1, and the third phase written survey data collection. The analysis that was
applied to the data sought to establish patterns that emerged in relation to the categories
within both the real and alternative ecologies, and the patterns that emerged in relation
to the dyadic relationships of particular significance within the ecology of development.
During analysis the intention was to determine what membership categories existed
within the TCK ecology, and who were the people of developmental influence within
the TCK ecology, as contrasted with the passport country ecology, using the modified
ecology model (Cameron model) as a framework.

Membership categories: Phase one data
Analysis began with the three initial case studies and the respondents’ descriptions of
what they perceived had been different compared to what would have been normal for
them. Each respondent was asked to describe the actual home environment, living
abroad, at the age of ten, and the imagined home environment had they remained in
Australia. The age of ten was chosen as a significant year because of the emerging
awareness of individuality and awareness of the social and physical world as described
in Chapter Six. Each respondent in this phase had been raised as the child of religious
missionaries therefore religion emerged as a dominant theme in the analysis of data.
This is reflected in the membership categories that were identified.

In terms of home settings each had been raised in a very different physical setting from
where they would have been. In Australia each would have been living in country areas
and attending small country schools. Instead R and C were living in boarding
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arrangements to attend school and N was attending a school, which she described as
being a world apart from the home she shared with her parents and brother. For all three
there was limited and indirect communication between the home and school whereas it
was perceived by each that there would have been very close communication between
the two settings had the country area within Australia been their developmental ecology.
In terms of interaction and communication between parents and the wider settings in
their lives, it was of an irregular and distant nature. Each one was able to identify
mediators in this communication: R, the hostel parents, C, the dorm parents, and N, the
English language teachers at the school. There was a desire for communication but
interaction was challenging.

In terms of dyadic relationships each one deduced that the nuclear family would have
formed the core of influential people at that stage in their lives had they been living in
Australia. Grandparents and extended family would have been next in order of
significance. Instead, each one identified peers as being most influential in their lives.
Those their own age, living the experience with them, were of primary importance.

During phase one of the project the data from the transcript of one participant was
analysed in greater detail using the Membership Category Device (Silverman, 1993).
By using this device it was possible to determine how members of this particular group
described people and places. According to Silverman when a member provides a
description there is usually a polar opposite such that the description given excludes the
person or object from being its polar opposite (1993, p. 81). The words chosen by the
respondent can be analysed to determine these polar opposites. This analytical device
was deemed particularly useful in this research project where there was a desire to
understand the self-reported reconstructions of the two alternative ecologies. Therefore,
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this device was applied to the data from one of the initial interviews which was
particularly rich in descriptive data. Later the device was applied, firstly, to provide a
summary of the responses of the participants of the phase 3 group as a whole, and,
secondly, in more detail to three representative case studies chosen from that group.

The main membership categories identified in the phase 1 transcript (Appendix 6.3)
were nationality, religion/philosophy, life experiences, and environments. The
participant, N, was asked to compare and contrast the life that she had lived in France
with the life she would otherwise have had if her parents had remained in Australia and
through these comparisons it became apparent that, within each membership category
there were polarised opposites. In regard to nationality there was either Australian or
French. With religion/philosophy there was either Christianity or atheism but within
Christianity there was also her own belief system and that of the general Australian
population, as she perceived it. Her own life experience she contrasted with that of her
cousins, and environment was a contrast between home and school. Attributes of each
of the membership categories as N perceived them are outlined below.

Category one: Nationality
N was confused about her identity, not being sure if she was more French than
Australian or vice versa. That was evident in the following lines of the interview
transcript, 65, 88, 90, 99, 102, and 107 where she identified herself as Australian and
then lines 101, 102, and 105 where she identified more with the French.
“And I didn’t feel very different, it was sometimes I just sort of thought oh, that’s
so typically French even though, I think when I was over there I felt Australian
and now that I’m back here I feel very French but I’ve always had such a
holiday idea of Australia that I thought I totally related with but when I’ve
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actually come here to live I realize that my thought processes and the way I look
at things and the differences in culture that, I’m very much more French than I
am Australian.”

The traits for these paired Membership Categories (MCs) were tabulated as shown
below.

FRENCH

AUSTRALIAN

Main home

Holiday destination

Atheism

Christianity

Big non-personal environment

Close community contact

Philosophical questioning

Constancy of values

Exposure to world needs

Small – school & church

Divergence between
home and school

Automatic compliance to
family values

Multilingual

Monolingual

Travel

Remaining in community

Category two: Religion/Philosophy
Within this category N did not overtly specify attributes to Christianity or atheism but
the data suggested that they opposed each other as one represented values at home and
the other represented the scientific thinking and philosophical questioning nurtured in
the school environment. It was evident that there was a challenge between the two as N
referred to the need to make a decision between home and school values and the need to
take a stance one way or the other at a young age. (See lines 70 - 74, 84 – 88 in the
transcript.)
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“Yeah, I think definitely the mentality over in France um, probably caused me
to question things more that maybe I would have if I’d um, like having those two
cultures like at school and home with Christianity and atheism and um, just
some of the strong characters I met, some of the strong like science teachers and
maths teachers who just believed in science so much and even though, you know,
I haven’t adopted that, now in my life I can see how those kinds of questioning
and trying to work things out with your mind and um taking a stance so, because
I was Australian and sometimes I just sort of thought you know what’s the point
of all this thinking but um had, made me take a stance more as an individual
because I had to think things through even kind of harder because I had sort of a
different cultural background.”

However, in this category, N specifically contrasted the attributes in terms of her own
personal Christianity which she saw as shaped by experiences outside Australia, and her
perception of the general Australian version of Christianity.

PERSONAL CHRISTIANITY

AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIANITY

Thought through

Inherited, unquestioned

Personal, individual choice

Collective, family decision

Challenged, therefore stronger

Routine

Broader perspectives
ie. awareness of world needs and
focus on social justice

Small and sheltered

Category three: Life Experiences
N compared the paired MCs of her own life and that of her cousins. She suggested that
the developmental ecology of her cousins would have been the ecology she would have
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been raised in had her parents remained in Australia rather than going to France. Her
views on her own life are typified by being broader with more varied experiences taking
place in a larger context and forcing her to be more reflective than would have been the
case in her imagined alternative life. It seems she felt there would have been less
opportunity for questioning, reflection on self and others.

OWN LIFE

COUSINS’ LIVES
(as own would have been)

Global – multiple culture

Small Australian community –
1000 people

Big French school

Small country school

Challenged with life philosophies

Routine all-Australian

early, matured young

childhood, school-music-sport

Personal, challenged, chosen

Inherited, unquestioned,

belief in Jesus & Christian teaching

denominational Christianity

Multilingual

Monolingual

Travelled

Remaining in country community

Category four: Environments
N was asked to reflect on her life at the age of about ten and she identified home and
school as the primary environments of influence at that stage in her life. Other
environments helped her define these two primary ones but were of less specific
influence. For example she spent time in the homes of French school friends (lines 95 –
105) so she was able to identify defining characteristics of her own home environment.
It seems that her home was more like the envisaged passport country, and perhaps self
was between that home and school. She had to find a resolution between the two.
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“Yeah so back there at ten I thought, yeah that’s so French I’m an Australian
but I didn’t really know what that meant.”

HOME

SCHOOL

Nuclear family – no near relatives

Impersonal – big classes, minimal

Christian values

Atheistic philosophies

Stable, constant, collective values

Challenging, questioning environment, nurturing
individuality

Monolingual

Multilingual

French culture an intrusion

French culture upheld
Strong role models – leader figures

From these data Membership Categories were apparent as were Category Bound
Activities or CBAs, (Silverman, 1993, p. 82) CBAs are indicators of how the
interviewee perceived a category. They define what the person believes happens within
a category and explain the perceived functions and activities of those operating within
that category. For instance, ‘normal’ is defined by N in the interview by her reference to
CBAs. N first mentioned ‘normal’ in regard to a school CBA in line 65 where she said
‘there was the normal parent-teacher nights.’ She had been asked about the amount of
communication between home and school environments and she identified the parent
teacher nights that are commonly held in Australian schools to facilitate communication
as also existing in France. This was hastily followed by the qualifier that though this
normality existed, it was of limited value because of the language barrier that meant her
parents only got to know the English speaking teachers.
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Standardised Relational Pairs (SRPs), which show links between paired members of a
given category with corresponding obligations or responsibilities (Silverman, 1993, p.
82) can also be identified. N’s understanding of the SRP “teacher – child” was that the
teacher should know the child as an individual and as part of an existing family unit.
Instead what existed was an environment where the teacher had a big class group to
contend with (line 64) and there was limited one to one contact between teachers and
children. She documented her reaction to this environment as one of “pulling back”
(line 65.) It would seem that she, if not all students, distanced themselves from what she
could have hoped for, that is a personal relationship with her teachers. The scenario was
developed further in lines 85 – 88 where she referred to the Maths and Science teachers
as being “strong characters” who pushed their own philosophies in the school
environment and one had to be firm in response if one was to resist their influence.
This was further evidence that the SRP teacher – child was not what she perceived as
normal. The teachers were violating the relationship by being so forceful and not
accounting for the values of the home. N was forced to be individualistic in her thinking
and decision making earlier than she ought to have been or “normally” would have been
because she had to make choices about what she believed. These are her perceptions,
evident in the comments made relating to CBAs and SRPs.

N’s belief system is central to her attempts to define herself. In lines 123 – 150 she
described what her life would have been like had she grown up in Australia.
“Um I think I would have probably just have you know gone to school. I think,
I’m just looking at my cousins and they sort of did, you know, music and tap and
sport and school and um did the little Sunday School and brought up in a kind of
Christendom Christianity where everyone goes to church and its just your little
church and um you’re an Anglican or you’re a you know a Uniting but you know
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no one ever talks about whether you like Jesus or anything you’re just kind of,
you’re a denomination your family being, that’s where you go. I just, I guess
when I, when I came back from France and saw that I thought boy, I’m glad I
didn’t grow up here. But I guess I wouldn’t have known and um yeah, I do see it
as having been a very, very different life, just the family context.”

Once again a reference to a CBA helped to decode her perceptions. In relation to the all
– Australian way of life she alluded to her cousins who “did the little Sunday School”
(lines 129 and 130). Her perception of the general Australian model of Christianity was
that it was expected and routine. It was listed alongside music, tap-dancing and sport
and assigned as much life changing significance as each of those activities. Australian
Christians “do” church. The SRP here was not the expected one of priest and child or
parent and child but rather extended family and child. The perceived function within the
SRP was that the extended family passed on a denominational inheritance and they
expect the associated practices to be followed through, meaningless as they may be to
each individual. The child needed identity; therefore, the extended family provided that
in terms of denominational labels and codes of conduct within them. It was a detached
behaviour where no one questioned whether he/she actually liked the founder of the
faith, Jesus (line 132). In contrast, N had the perceived dysfunctional SRP, teacher –
child, to credit for her own strong commitment to Christianity. She made a personal
stance because they did not support the home environment but rather challenged it.

This seems to suggest that the TCK ecology provided opportunity or even forced
reflection and evaluation of values and opinions. This TCK was forced to determine
whether the values and priorities of home were ones she would adopt personally
because there was a tension between home and the surrounding contexts within which
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she mixed. This may be part of the normal process of developing autonomy, however,
the TCK ecology seems to force this early reflection and evaluation.

N’s in-depth description of her childhood ecology was useful in identifying dimensions
of the TCK development to be systematically researched. The paired MCs that emerged
in her comparison with the ecology she imagined she would have experienced in
Australia suggested that it was useful to seek comparative descriptions from other adult
TCKs as a way of highlighting perceived impacts and differences in culture that may
provide evidence of an ecology specific to TCKs in general. Each of the three
participants in the initial stage of the research project had been exposed to the
environment where their parents would have raised them in their passport country and
by this stage in their lives they had reflected sufficiently to be able to provide thorough
descriptions of both the real and the alternative developmental ecology. Comparison of
the two ecologies was the focus of the third phase of the research project and data were
collected via a survey that required written responses.

Membership categories: Phase three data
Silverman’s Membership Category Device (1993) was used in a summary analysis of
the responses supplied by, firstly, all the research project participants from the third
phase and, secondly, in more detail by three participants from that group specially
selected in order to indicate the range of individual similarities and differences . The
desire to include as broad a range of respondents as possible meant that it was not
possible to personally interview all participants. The data collected came purely from
written text volunteered by respondents in answer to specific questions about their
developmental ecology. Therefore, Membership Categories could be identified but there
was less undirected text to identify standard relational pairs and category bound
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activities. Membership Categories were identified when the respondent used language
that identified Self as part of a community or group and use of language established
relational or behavioral patterns within such groups.

Analysis of responses from whole group
Four major Membership Categories (referred to in responses and associated with the
concentric circles of the Cameron ecology model which indicate increasingly wider
social contexts) were identified. Within each of these categories comments were
clustered into sub-categories representing how each respondent described that
Membership Category.

1) Family: Dysfunctional, Interdependent (close reliance upon immediate family
members), Interactive within community, Healthy and extensive.
2) Community: Insulated, Self-contained, Supportive, Broad exposure.
3) Authority: Imposing, Neutrally applying rules, No apparent reference (by
respondent) Empowering.
4) Self: Different, Resilient, Mainstream (fitting in with the wider social world),
Trusting and confident.

The frequencies and percentages reflecting the distribution of descriptive comments
across each of these sub-categories are presented in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1
Frequencies and percentages of respondents’ descriptions within identified Membership
Categories from the “Real” and the “Imagined” ecologies
FAMILY

Dysfunctional

Real
Alternative
COMMUNITY
Real
Alternative
AUTHORITY

Real
Alternative
SELF
Real
Alternative

Interdependent

Interactive within
community

Healthy and
extensive

10

22.2%

19

42.2%

15

33.3%

1

2.2%

0

0%

3

6.6%

18

40%

24

53.3%

Insulated

Self-contained

Supportive

Broad exposure

14

31.1%

18

40%

7

15.5%

6

13.3%

1

2.2%

3

6.6%

13

28.8%

28

62.2%

Imposing

Neutrally applying
rules

No apparent
reference

Empowering

18

40%

16

35.3%

9

20%

2

4.4%

4

8.8%

6

13.3%

35

77.7%

0

0%

Different

Resilient

Mainstream

Trusting and
confident

23

51.1%

12

26.6%

1

2.2%

9

20%

0

0%

0

0%

33

73.3%

12

26.6%

These figures suggest that:
TCK family life is perceived as less healthy and robust than imagined one
TCK community life is seen as less healthy and more insular compared with imagined
broader and more supportive community life that would have been experienced in
Australia.
TCK authority experienced seen as more imposed and distant and imagined authority as
more unreferenced
TCK self is seen as more resilient but also less confident, meshing less well with
Australasian society.
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Three Selected Cases
The data from three respondents were analysed in greater depth as case studies; they
were chosen because they represented three very different TCK contexts as shown in
the chart below, and they are used to indicate possible different ecologies at the level of
the individual. Respondent # 63 was a female who was the minor dependent of
missionaries and living as a boarder in Papua New Guinea. Respondent # 68 was a male
who was raised as the minor dependent of missionaries, living with his immediate
family in a country with Middle Eastern host nationals. Respondent # 77 was a female
who was the minor dependent of an Australian government official in Papua New
Guinea at the time of which she was reporting. The responses of these three were rich in
detail and supplied sufficient data to analyse the text for unprompted observations. The
comparative pairs that emerged in the commentary provided by these three respondents
have been tabulated and the broader experiences of the total respondent group are
represented by additional quotations.

Personal details
Family
Gender Age
order
#63
mid
Oldest
Female
child
40’s
#68
late
Oldest
Male
child
20’s
#77
mid
Oldest
Female
child
50’s

Context
System

Country

Residence

Missionary minor
dependant

PNG

Boarding school

Missionary minor
dependant

Middle
Eastern

With immediate
family amongst a
tribal community

Government
employed minor
dependant

PNG

With immediate
family

The first Membership Category that was identified in the comments by respondents was
Family.
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Category one: Family
Within the Membership Category of Family four sub-categories emerged from the
descriptions: Dysfunctional, Interdependent, Interactive within community, and Healthy
and extensive.

Respondent # 63 isolated the Membership Category (MC), family, by the use of
particular language in her comparative description of her actual family life and the one
she imagined she would have experienced in the alternative ecology. She made
reference to a “normal” family life that would have eventuated had she been brought up
in her passport country. She stated that quite a few of the students at the school she
attended were dysfunctional in one way or another. She described one “real time-out
family holiday” she had with her immediate family, and she regretted the fact that when
she felt that they were finally in tact as a family back in the passport country and they
were going to be a “real family” at last, her parents returned to the host country. She
was again left in the care of others to complete her education. The MC can be presented
in the comparative pair of the TCK family and what a real family was; how respondent
# 63 perceived hers would have been had her childhood been spent in the passport
country.
TCK FAMILY

REAL FAMILY

Dysfunctional

Healthy relating patterns

Familial separation

Physically together

Sibling estrangement

Sibling shared memories

Lost community involvement

Shared community involvement

Personal reserves un-breached

Open communication – trust

Self-reliance

Inter reliance

Sacrifice of self and family
for God and others

Priority on extended family
involvement
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Respondent # 68 presented rich descriptions of daily life and interactions within his
TCK ecology. He described a simple, remote, rural setting where his daily life involved
home schooling with his mother in the mornings and responsibilities such as, drawing
water from a well and herding sheep, in the afternoons as well as playing with the other
children in the host tribe in the afternoons. He was aware that this was not where he was
originally from but he referred to it as “home”. In his descriptions he outlined his
perception of an interdependent TCK family life family with the comparisons of an
alternative family life as it may have otherwise been.

TCK FAMILY LIFE

ALTERNATIVE FAMILY LIFE

Parent – child developmental
experiences very different resulting
in less identification, misunderstandings,
and challenges in communication

Similar parent – child experiences
resulting in better identification

Interdependence: quality family time

More father “absence” physically
and in family interaction
More defined, singular roles
within family

Multiple and changing roles:
mother as nurturer, educator, and
social mediator, self as (oldest) child
and as head of home in father’s absence
(within the male dominant tribal culture),
sibling as such & as principal playmate
Dramatic and sudden changes to life

Moderate and gradual changes as
life progressed

Respondent # 77 described much of her experience as significantly influenced by her
father’s position in the territory of PNG. She referred to her father teaching her justice
and teaching her to fish but she also described the codes of conduct that she was
expected to adhere to in order to model appropriate behaviour for those under her
father’s influence. She was aware that these impacted her developmental ecology and
following these codes may have “given some people the wrong idea that I was aloof”.
Her TCK family life centred around social engagement within the specific location of
residence and therefore was interactive within the community.
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TCK FAMILY LIFE

ALTERNATIVE FAMILY LIFE

Family as social and behavioural role
models in the community;
modest dress, social etiquette,
managing domestic staff,
commitment to help less fortunate

One amongst many in suburban,
passport country society

Opportunity to accompany father on
work related travel;
adventurous, carefree life

Each family member involved in
own social network

Separation from extended family

Interaction with extended family

Sibling as main companion

Family interaction in multiple
social contexts;
relating to other “white” children

In the comments of only one respondent were found descriptions of a totally healthy
and extensive TCK family life with no regrets. This may have been facilitated by the
fact that this respondent lived in a country that was readily accessible to a neighbouring
country where she had contact with relatives from the maternal side of her family.
“We enjoyed our annual holidays by driving to a neighbouring country where
my mother’s family lived. I have fond memories of these Christmases – snow on
the ground, lots of relatives including cousins, all living in the one huge house
for the holidays.” (Respondent #58)

This healthy and extensive family life is what 53.3% of the respondents believed their
alternative ecology would have provided for them
“I would have had more contact with extended family, grandparents, uncles and
aunts and cousins etc.” (R. 20)

“Would have holidayed with extended family – farms, beaches.” (R. 74)

“Family celebrations – we used to have strong family traditions like Christmas
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time. When we moved we had to improvise.”
“Grandparents lived over the road, my father and step mother lived five minutes
away.” (R. 52)

Although some respondents described their TCK family life with a positive tone, the
sense of it being dysfunctional was still apparent in 10 (22.2%) cases. One respondent
was a boarder who described the love and support she felt from her parents but also
described the emotional distancing that increased over time.

“My mother wrote regularly and sent my sister and I lovely dresses. I loved
those dresses. I felt like a princess when I wore them and still remember the
fabric. I know my parents prayed for me too and was conscious of their love and
support… I knew many of the other mums and dads and they felt like family to
me. I didn’t interact with them much but felt secure belonging to the mission
family… There was a retired couple lining in the mission flats… they were kind
and substitute ‘grandparents’ to all the children.”
“My parents said they saw me change from being a very outgoing and loving
child to one who froze them out and was unresponsive and at times hostile. My
parents (especially my father) thought it such a problem for us as a family that at
14 I had to see a Christian councillor.” (R. 9)

The behaviour of parents as they coped with the uniqueness of the TCK ecology
sometimes contributed to the dysfunctional family life that TCK respondents
experienced and described. One respondent described the absence of intimacy with her
mother and specific manifestations of this experience.
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“ - not getting close to me physically, or in any other way, - having me looked
after by an African nanny, something which many people did.” (R. 65)

The strong sibling connections were a reflection of the interdependence that was
described in 19 (42.2%) of the TCK family lives for both those who were in boarding
school and those who were not.
“My older brother, was three years older than me. He was often my hero, and
he had been my introducer to barding school. I missed him when he went…and I
was alone…” (R. 21)

“My three younger sisters…were positive influences because they taught me
how to interact with other people. We also shared pets, leisure time and projects
together which gave me a sense of security.” (R. 12)

“Our family became very dependent on each other, although we did socialise a
lot, but friends came and went whereas family was always there.” (R.53)

The interdependence featured much less in the descriptions of the alternative ecology,
however, 18 (40%) described alternative family life as interactive within community.
“Relations (aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents)…positive influence would
probably have been through interaction with them…” (R. 62)

“I would have had a great deal of contact with my extended family and I’m sure
spent time staying with grandparents and cousins in their homes. I would have
been involved in weddings and such like extended family celebrations… The
church where my father was pastor would have been the hub of social an
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spiritual development. I would have attended Sunday School and church there
as well as any clubs they ran.”
“(my grandmother) She ensured that everyone was kept up-to-date on the
special events in one another’s lives and there was constant excuse for special
family get-togethers. In the church setting probably the families who interacted
with one another would have known one another a lot better.” (R.30)

In the descriptions of family life many respondents also made comment on the second
Membership Category that was identified – Community.

Category two: Community
Within the Membership Category of Community four sub-categories emerged from the
descriptions: Insulated, Self-contained, Supportive, and Broad.

Respondent # 63 described the TCK upbringing as a mixture of good and bad. She
valued the strengths she had gained through the experiences and the rich cultural
heritage she believed she gained as a result. However, she also described it as a painful
childhood involving a series of losses and departures. There was a great deal of
loneliness involved and she was left convinced that one could not rely on anyone or
anything other than oneself. Her responses described the MC, community, which
included the comparative pair of the mission community, and the passport country
suburban community. She seemed to perceive that the mission community was insular
and rigid. The alternative community could have provided a broader, healthier
environment where her family could have been involved together.
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MISSION COMMUNITY

ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITY

Insulated

Mainstream

Everyone mission related

Exposure to broad range of groups:
sporting, cultural, religious, broad/alternative
career and behaviour role modelling

Disjointed: people assigned various
roles but no close communication

People knew each other and
“watched out for each other”

Abandoned familial responsibilities

Shared rites of passage and
extended family celebrations

Respondent # 68 described the MC, community, by contrasting the self-contained tribal
community of his TCK upbringing and the alternative community in the suburbs of his
passport country. His TCK context was vastly different from the environment he was
brought to in his passport country at the age of eleven. The impact was lasting. “The
greatest impact was leaving home at aged 11… able to take almost nothing with us ,
leaving pets we’d never see again, and friends we’d not relate to again with our different
experiences.” He described the inadequate preparation he’d had for facing the
“intricacies of gender-related expectations and miscommunication in the west.” In his
TCK ecology he had not been allowed to interact with the local girls, and the occasional
TCK girl whom he’d met he had played with as though she was a boy. The transition at
that point in his life provided him with opportunity to contrast the two ecologies and
compare how they impacted his development.
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TRIBAL COMMUNITY

SUBURBAN COMMUNITY

Self contained – everything within
a radius of 100m

Spread out – having to drive places
to be socially engaged

Daily interaction with people
and nature; quality time meant
knowing people well

Less awareness of cultural and
environmental concerns; less engaged
with people and nature; less time means
less quality of relationships

Surrounding civil war but less
petty crime; awareness of physical
threat (murder)

Physical safety and security

Deference to expatriate status

Non expatriate status; one amongst many

Social issues:
Male dominance within broader society
No gender disrespect within family
Tribal peers move from childhood to
adulthood

No overt gender domination
Gender behavioural expectations
Peers move from childhood to teens
with accompanying “Western” issues

Respondent # 77 described a richly diverse community of development. She described
enjoyment of the interaction with people from many different walks of life. Her
descriptions also reflect the influence of her parents’ acceptance, care, and consideration
towards others. Although status dictated that she mix with people of many walks of life,
and learn to manage domestic workers she highlights the kindness and encouragement
that existed in the supportive community.

EXPATRIATE COMMUNITY

ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITY

Tropical island outstation

Suburban city context

Absence of modern commodities

Access to shops & facilities

Supportive interaction amongst various
people: Chinese traders, plantation
workers, Government officials,
medical workers, Missionaries from
various religious groups, Anthropologists

Mono-cultural society

Social contact at the European only club
Involvement with Junior Red Cross
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A total of 7 (15.5%) of respondents made comment on their perception of a supportive
TCK community.
“In addition to interacting through work and the necessities of life the vast
majority of expatriates were members of the … club which was the focal point
for social activities on the island and surrounding district. The children of the
Chinese community also attended the European school so we also knew then
quite well. There was little social contact between the expatriates and the
indigenous population although any … cultural events initiated by the natives
were always supported by the Europeans.” (R.69)
Six respondents (13.3%) described in great detail the broad community life of the TCK
ecology.
“We often visited the game parks and drove to places…”
“I was a brownie, and that year had the privilege of meeting Lady Baden
Powell, and leading her to cut her birthday cake. At some time around then I
attended ballet classes, and later Indian dancing lessons. My parents belonged
to a local colonial club, where we went to dine, swim, and play tennis with our
friends.”
“ Mother did voluntary Red Cross, grew stuff, entertained company and other
friends, directed house servants.” (R. 65)
Other respondents described very insular TCK communities and contrasted these with
broader communities they may have experienced in an alternative ecology.
“I am very sensitive to negative feedback/attitudes as a result of growing up in a
sheltered environment. I have less confidence in my abilities because I haven’t
been exposed to as many options. Lack of stability in my life as I constantly seek
new experiences.”
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“We lacked the exposure to the variety of work available. People with different
outlooks in life – believing other religions and so on. I lacked the ability to
discern the good from the bad when I finally returned to Australia.” (R. 36)

“School was just a big family so there weren’t really any clubs set up and we
just had church in one of the classrooms on a Sunday. Didn’t go outside the
school grounds much at all, apart from the occasional outing, or to the once-aterm visit to an African church.”
“I would have lived in a house with my parents and brother in the suburbs of a
city and gone to the local school. My spare time would have been spent playing
with friends in the neighbourhood.” (R.35)

The self-contained community nature of living in compounds featured in the responses
of those who had lived on military bases or in mission compounds; 18 respondents
(40%) provided description that fit this sub-category of the Membership Category of
Community.
“I was a member of the Brownies, which I attended once a week. I attended this
with some school friends and some friends from the hostel and our compound.”
“Parents of the children living in the compound were secondary parents to me
whom we called ‘Uncle’ or ‘Aunt’ and who performed a role probably much
closer than a relative. The children living in the compound were like siblings
and we developed such a strong relationship that they are still friends today.
Likewise, I am still very close to their parents today.” (R. 3)
The same respondent described the community life of the alternative ecology as broad
but somewhat disconnected.
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“If we were in suburbia, then I don’t believe anyone really gets to know others
well.” (R. 3)

The third Membership Category that was identified in the comments by respondents
was Authority.

Category three: Authorities
Within the Membership Category of Authority four sub-categories emerged from the
descriptions: Imposing, Neutrally applying rules, No apparent reference (in
respondents’ comments), and Empowering.

The Membership Category of Authority was one that it seemed some had either
reflected on a great deal in relation to its impact on personal development, or not at all.
In description of the TCK ecology, 18 (40%) of respondents described imposing
authority that had influenced choices made on their behalf or the absence of choice
within their lives. A further 16 (35.3%) were ascribed less responsibility but described
the figures of authority as, nevertheless, applying rules that were in place and impacted
the TCK developmental ecology.

Within the descriptions of the alternative ecology 35 (77.7%) made no apparent
reference to the Membership Category of Authority.

Respondent # 63 described imposing authority figures. She described her efforts to
reconcile her identity after experiencing the authority figures that were part of the TCK
childhood ecology. She defined herself as comfortable with whom she is now, complete
with strengths and weaknesses, but she did suggest that things could be different if those
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in authority were more aware of the long-term implications of the choices that were
made. Many decisions were made on her behalf that had impacted the character she had
developed. These were described in the MC, authority, with the comparative pair of,
mandates, which impacted her and the responses she experienced both as a child and
later in life.

MANDATES

RESPONSES

God:
Imposed moral duty
Emphasis on eternal consequences

Self:
Absorbed sense of duty and
demand for self-sacrifice,
Resented sacrifices perceived as
being demanded

Mission leadership:
Undemocratic decision making
Patriarchal functioning
Rigid chains of command
Imposed culture & values
Parents:
Through submission to perceived
mandates of God, and acceptance
of mandates from mission leadership,
imposed the same on the family.

Sense of powerlessness
Captive within the system
Silence
Dissonance with the system
Now – need to control all of own life
Strong desire to please parents
Suppression of personal needs in
order to protect parents from any
further pain and grief

Respondent # 68 described rigid and brutal means of imposing authority in the society
in which he spent developmental years. He described the events surrounding the murder
of a community member.
“Dad’s life had been threatened when he was forced to take the murderer into
town an hour’s drive away (22km). During the trip, an Arab soldier ordered him
to let the prisoner out of the car to shoot him. If the prisoner had been shot, the
family would have come after the rest of us. Dad knew this, so took a risk
himself. Dad managed to pin the man’s arm against the car window so the gun
wasn’t pointing directly at him until a local soldier intervened. I did not realize
the full tension of living there until I left the country.” (R. 68)
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Respondent # 68 had also reflected significantly on the imposition of authority from
mission leadership and some comments on this were included in his responses.

MANAGEMENT

RESPONSES

Tribal/societal:
Male authority

Self:
Accepting - without degradation
of women (valued gender equality)
Unaware of full extent

Fatal consequences
Mission:
Poorly organized
Arbitrary application of rules
Abandon personnel after usefulness served
Sudden/dramatic changes imposed
Sacrifice of personnel career
development

Distrust

Disincentive to be involved

The data from respondent # 77 did not include sufficient comment to establish the MC,
authority. Perhaps her father’s position was sufficiently senior that he was able to
influence decisions that were made. Or perhaps the impact of authority was less
negative for this TCK than for the previous two case studies. Respondent # 77 did
mention being moved around consistently because of her father’s work and therefore
being unable to make long-term friends until she went to boarding school. However,
this was not described as a consequence of arbitrary application of rules from those in
authority. One statement that seemed to be a disappointment with authority was related
to the treatment of prisoners, “the native prisoners who had their heads shaved and wore
prison uniforms. They seemed to have lost their dignity.” However, there was not
sufficient data found to suggest polar opposites within this MC.

Where the language describing application of rules by those in authority was not
emotive, respondents were counted in the neutrally applying rules sub-category of the
MC Authority. No respondent denied that this impacted development.
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“I was aware that the mission agency had passed a rule that any child 8 and
older had to attend the Mission funded school and in order to do this we had to
live at the Mission hostel. This was so that both our parents could be occupied
in mission business and so that we could have our educational and social needs
met.” (R. 30)

“I was aware that I would most likely have to leave PNG upon completion of
primary school to go to high school in Australia.”
“ We were reasonably regimented in the hostel, with specific times for meals,
bedtime etc.”
“I mostly accepted the way life was. For me it was mostly live and let live. I
didn’t have much control, but that didn’t bother me. I have a fairly compliant
personality.” (R. 20)

In a select number of instances there were authority figures and opportunities afforded
for authority in the TCK ecology that were described as empowering.
“Some sport and military figures (in that they gave me someone to look up
to/idolise – as you do as a ten year old, and probably something to aim for in my
life/life goals – I later joined the Air Force possibly as a result).” (R. 62)

“I am the oldest of all my brothers and sisters (9 in total). I used to help mum on
the farm and looked after the family as Dad was usually flying. All my school
reports said I was mature beyond my years and independent. I felt like a grown
up – very sensible, responsible, had more adult friends rather than people my
own age…I was good at organizing.” (R. 1)
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Another select sub-set of respondents described the authority that would have been
imposed in the alternative ecology as imposing. This was described in relation to
military authority and religious authority.
“My parents’ rank and status on the military base…(being officers’ kids, back in
the 60’s and living on base as opposed to living in our own home off base, we
were supposed to be little angels and not get into trouble)… I was only just
starting to distinguish that there was those with rank (with associated privileges
and authority) and those with either less or none of this rank (and privileges)
and yet us kids usually had friends whose parents didn’t have the same rank
(and status) as our parents.” (R. 62)

“Belonging to a fairly strict, close-knit church I would have been expected to
dress modestly and not fashionably. Nothing to call attention to myself. I
would’ve been discouraged from having friends outside the church… My career
options were always teacher or nurse or housewife and interests such as music
would have had to be practical i.e. I would’ve been encouraged to learn piano
or piano accordion as opposed to the violin or cello because you could play
these things in church or on missions.” (R. 9)

The fourth Membership Category that was identified in the comments by respondents
was Self.

Category four: Self
The self-reported outcomes of the TCK ecology have been described extensively and
tabulated in the profile tables included in chapter seven. However, in this analysis the
descriptive comments about self have been clustered and presented within a
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Membership Category and its four sub-categories: Different, Resilient, Mainstream, and
Trusting and confident.

The data collection instrument asked respondents to describe the outcome of their TCK
ecology, therefore there naturally emerged the MC, self and its comparison, alternative
self. Respondent # 63 described and elaborated upon self throughout her responses.
However, her opening statements summarized her reflections on the TCK ecology. She
described herself as different from the mainstream of society “it has had a major effect
on who I am. I am convinced that if I had had a ‘normal’ upbringing…, I would have
been a different person and had a different life.”

TCK SELF

ALTERNATIVE SELF

Broad world view
Culturally enriched
Accepting of difference

Mainstream perspectives

Strength of character

Secure and confident

Solitary
Exclusively self-reliant

Sense of community belonging

Relationally demanding

More balanced
socially/relationally

Family estrangement

Sense of belonging within
immediate and extended family

Unattained educational
and cultural potential

Followed mainstream society’s times
and levels of achievement

The MC, self and alternative self were compared and contrasted in the data from
respondent # 68. He had a mixed overall response to the TCK ecology and the impact
on his development. He contrasted his challenging ecology with the debilitating impact
of family breakdown and undisciplined ecologies. He described his difficulties as
simply a different set of challenges than were faced by the average minor in his passport
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country. He had reconciled a sense of worth and belonging and attributed these to a
strong sense of spirituality even although he had not “worked out a wonderful use for
these experiences, yet.” Respondent # 68 also noted that “perceptions can be coloured
by expectations”. His reflection had led to a belief that “It is difficult at times to avoid
taking on the perhaps somewhat illogical expectations of society and feeling ‘hard done
by’ in some false way.” He suggested that it was better to take responsibility for oneself
and to realize that some of who the TCK becomes is in part a product of personality.
His descriptions fall within the sub-category of resilient. In reference to relational
difficulties he had experienced he stated “these difficulties would most likely have
existed to various degrees regardless of location of upbringing.”

TCK SELF

ALTERNATIVE SELF

Understanding and empathy
of different ways

Greater empathy with own culture

Deep spirituality

Less awareness/sense of God

Early confrontation with meaning of life
Early confrontation with discrimination
and need to determine a response
Broader awareness of life outside
the “boarders”

More introspective – less application
for what is read

Appearance of inflexibility/difference
Solitary –
less rich in amount of communication

Better relational skills

Can be distrustful of people

More trust

Respondent # 77 also described the MC self in terms of resilience. She stated “I felt I
had the ideal life and a very adventurous one.” She was aware of the restrictions on her
life because of her father’s position of influence in the community but she was also
aware that she had opportunities that she would not have had in the alternative ecology.
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TCK SELF

ALTERNATIVE SELF

An empathy with different races

Mono-cultural

Enjoyment of meeting new people

More comfortable in own country’s
social patterns

A love of travel
The ability to organize and
break down tasks
An inner reserve and exterior shield;
difficult to be vulnerable with anyone,
very few close friends

More willing to open up to others;

Early independence

The sense of Self as different was shared by greater than half of the respondents, 23
(51.1%), when describing the TCK ecology.
“I seemed to be on the ‘outside’.” (R.24)

“I was aware that my father had a very influential job. I had to meet certain
expectations related to my father’s position, other children did not have to meet
these expectations. I guess I had a sense of being different to other children
because of this.” (R. 71)

“I always have to prove that I am acceptable to others (I feel this is a result of
changing schools and having to break into the ‘in’ crowd all the time. Now I am
a workaholic and am never satisfied that I can let my guard down and just be
me).” (R.25)

Commentary about the MC Self as resilient was found in the descriptions of 12 (26.6%)
of respondents. The need to adapt and fit in was a part of the TCK ecology.
“I was adaptable and easy going. I could fit into the environment I was placed
with little stress upon myself.” (R. 58)
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“Life was uncomplicated and an adventure to be grasped with both hands.”
“I had three different groups of friends. One was the children of Australians.
One was the children of Lutheran missionaries. And, one was the natives with
whom we had regular contact.”
“And I remember (quietly) crying myself to sleep at boarding school for a short
time. I was not going to let the other kids pick on me for being homesick. I
seemed to get over the homesickness thing fairly quickly.” (R. 56)

No respondents described the MC Self as different or resilient in the alternative
ecology. However, in descriptions of both the real and the alternative ecology there
were those who used language describing a trusting and confident Self, although this
was sometimes described with qualifications.

In the real ecology:
“I was confident in known environments.” (R. 8)
As Self would have been in the alternative ecology:
“Confidence in knowing my environments and school.” (R. 55)

Only one respondent described the MC Self as just like the mainstream of society as a
result of the TCK ecology and explained that this would also have been the case had the
alternative ecology been experienced. However, 33 (73.3%) respondents described the
MC Self as much more like the mainstream of society in the alternative ecology.
“I might have learnt to do housework better. I might have fitted in to Australia
better… I might have become more materialistic and more appearance
conscious.” (R. 13)
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“I would no doubt have established an ‘Aussie’ identity but probably would not
have been able to explain what it was or what it meant. I would’ve just been
happy to be associated as part of somewhere.” (R. 66)

The three case studies and the additional commentary from other respondents highlight
the subtle, and sometimes more apparent, differences in each individual TCK ecology.
However they also highlight the fact that there are commonalities. Each respondent
experienced the status of expatriate influence in a society, travel, familial separation,
lost opportunities in the passport country, interaction with host country nationals at
different levels, alternative schooling methods, and many more dimensions of the TCK
ecology. The TCK ecology is alternative to the mainstream experience of an
Australasian ecology. TCKs do have some shared experience, however they also
represent a vast diversity within the TCK ecology and it is important to separate the
experiences into context specific categories to examine the distinctions in experience
and outcomes. Therefore in the next section, dealing with the dyadic relationships of
significant influence in the TCK developmental ecology, the data has been separated to
reflect those who experienced a boarding school environment and those who lived with
their immediate families during the years spent abroad.

Dyadic relationships
In order to understand the factors of influence it is necessary to analyse the social
structure of the developmental ecology. The social networks experienced by the
respondents at about ten years of age fell into relationships within the immediate
vicinity and those that were from a wider network. In this analysis the two
subcategories, boarders and non boarders, described different influences and these have
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been tabulated separately with the count for the number of times those relationships
were cited as being of considerable significance, by respondents.
Table 8.2
Frequency of reference to influential dyadic relationships and social networks within
the Australasian TCK ecology, by subcategories: boarder and non boarders
AUSTRALASIAN TCKS’ DYADIC RELATIONSHIPS AND SOCIAL NETWORKS
TOTAL DATA (n = 45)
BOARDERS (n = 14)
NON BOARDERS (n = 31)
DYADIC
RELATIONSHIPS

WIDER SOCIAL
NETWORKS

DYADIC
RELATIONSHIPS

WIDER SOCIAL
NETWORKS

Dorm parents

10

Parents

8

Parents*

29

Grandparents

13

Siblings

2

Siblings

3

Siblings *

17

Cousins

2

Domestic workers

3

Parents’ host country
national working peers

4

Domestic workers

16

Relatives in passport
country

10

Teachers

11

Grandparents

4

Host country
*neighbourhood
children

14

Social contact at
expatriate recreational
club

7

Peers in dorm

9

Relatives in passport
country

3

Teachers

23

Siblings living
elsewhere

2

Classmates

5

Host country national
children

3

Parents’ host country*
national working peers

9

Sponsor agency
directors (authority)

1

Sponsor agency
directors (authority)

1

Expatriate friends

19

Older siblings of
expatriate friends
(when home from
boarding school)

1

Tourists

1

Expatriate adult friends
within sponsor agency*

9

Expatriate adult friends
within sponsor agency

3

Other expatriate adults*

8

Other expatriate adults

2

Bronfenbrenner described dyadic relationships as ones where there was influence over
one another’s actions and behaviour even when the members were not in the same
location. (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 58) The two members continue in each other’s
thoughts and thereby influence decisions that are made that affect conduct and
development. Accepting this definition would suggest that even respondents who
attended boarding school while abroad should have placed their parents in the dyadic
relationship column and this could have been a more accurate representation. It would
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also seem that grandparents should be placed amongst the significant dyadic
relationships because so many respondents chose to list the influence of grandparents as
distinct from extended family and relatives in the wider social network. However, the
data collection instrument (Appendix 6.5) specifically asked for a description of people
who were part of daily and weekly life. In the analysis these citations were the ones
tabulated as the dyadic relationships of particular significance. This is noted as a flaw in
the wording of the data collection tool. In the analysis it was difficult to ascertain
exactly where to place the people listed as having a part in social development when
they were described as being part of the TCK’s life on less than a daily or weekly basis.
However, those who influenced social development appeared to be very different for
boarders and non-boarders.

For boarders, the immediate circle of influence as described in the merged concentric
circle model used in the data collection included, in order of quantity of citations:
teachers, dorm parents, peers in dorms, classmates, domestic workers, and siblings. For
non-boarders the ranking of citations was slightly different: parents, teachers, expatriate
friends, siblings, domestic workers, host country neighbourhood children, parents’ host
country work peers, and expatriate adult friends within the sponsor agency. Thus
boarders (B) and non-boarders (NB) dyads differ both in quantity and quality. For
example, six dyads reported by NBs (see * in Table 8.2) as dyadic relationships, were
reported as being, rather, Wider Social Networks by Bs, and just 3 dyads are common
between Bs and NBs. It seems Bs relied on much closer, immediate, and smaller
networks than did NBs. It appears NBs were able to develop dyadic relationships with
much wider social networks: they were better able to use the opportunity of living
abroad to broaden their social interactions. In terms of the Cameron model, it means
that Bs are “forced into a smaller concentric circle around the Self – if one imagines the
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Dyadic Relationships circle as being sub-divided into other circles representing
networks within those dyadic relationships that are relatively closer or further to the
Self.

The visual depiction of dyadic relationships described by Wasserman and Faust (1994,
p. 511) can be applied in the analysis of the social networks of these TCKs at about the
age of ten. These authors described three types of dyads:
•

• Null: simply existing because the two members of the dyad are in the same
vicinity.
Asymmetric: a single member choice for dyadic influence that is not
reciprocated.
Mutual: where the choice for relational influence is reciprocal.

These are used to typify dyadic relationships discussed in the following section.

Teachers
The role of teachers in the dyadic circle of influence for the TCK is a significant one
and one to which a number of respondents volunteered descriptive comment. Three
respondents (non-boarders n = 2 and boarders n = 1) described negative experiences
with teachers that left them with resentment about the schooling system in general.
Most others described teachers in the TCK ecology as more than just educators. Eleven
respondents (non-boarders n = 5 and boarders n = 6) outlined the positive impact of the
dyadic relationship with teachers more specifically: after school hours they were pseudo
aunts and uncles on the expatriate compound, they were friends and educators, they
inspired, they cared about more than just doing well, they took a personal interest (n =
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2), teacher and his wife were friends, they cared in and out of school, they were
educators and mentors (n = 2), and they were role models.
“Teacher – took a keen personal interest in helping me reach my potential and
believe in myself.” (R. 30)

“My school teacher at the time encouraged me to develop my intuition by
providing me with additional books to read on subjects that I showed the most
interest in. These were largely books on other countries and cultures… My
music teacher was an inspirational educator to me. He was also my school
principal at the time and helped me to understand not just the concept of music,
but the concept of education. He was able to make me look inside myself and try
to express what and how I felt without feeling self conscious.” (R. 66)

The description of relationships between TCKs and teachers, often times, was a
reciprocated relationship where the TCK wanted to be bonded to the teacher and the
teacher chose to develop an understanding of the TCK’s needs and nurtured the
potential of the child. In these cases the dyad could be defined as mutual.

TCK/child

teacher

Boarding house parents
Another dyadic relationship that could have been significant to boarders was with
boarding home parents but in most cases it was simply listed without extra comment.
Six respondents added brief commentary and these described dorm or boarding parents
as: organizers and carers, daily carers and disciplinarians, unfair and unjust, there were
few specific memories of them or the boarding home peers, the dorm father taught some
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practical skills, one couple had been affectionate and caring but the second couple were
distant. These comments suggested the impact was less enduring than the dyadic
relationship with teachers.

In contrast the description of the relationship between TCK and dorm parents was less
often reciprocated. In the case of one respondent who described her first boarding home
parents as loving and affectionate the dyad was a mutual one where she and the dorm
parents chose to influence the conduct and behaviour of each other.

TCK/child

First boarding home parents.

In a subsequent relationship she needed the bonding and affection of the boarding home
parents but they chose not to reciprocate. The dyad was asymmetrical.

TCK/child

Second boarding home parents.

The adult TCK respondent expressed disappointment about this relationship.

Another TCK respondent claimed she could not remember very much at all about her
boarding home parents or peers and in this instance it could be suggested that the
relationships were null dyads. Each member was required to reside in the given location
but there was no choice on either side to develop a relationship of influence over each
other. The necessary functions and roles were observed but there was no choice to exert
enduring influence.

TCK/child

•

•

boarding home parents/peers.
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Parents
Seven respondents provided commentary on the role their parents played in their lives at
that stage. Three of those were boarders and they described parents who, made them
feel loved and wanted, gave them quality time and involved them in their work when
the children were home from boarding school, and taught handy work skills by
involving the respondent in building projects when he was home. Of the four
respondents who resided with their parents in the TCK ecology, 2 had negative
comments about their parents: the parents argued a lot and gave a negative impression
of how adults functioned, and one father was negative and degrading. The other two
enjoyed their parents, one hero-worshipped his parents and the second appreciated the
active involvement her parents took in the lives of herself and her siblings. The potential
was there for the child - parent dyad to be a healthy one with an enduring positive
influence. However, it must be acknowledged that the respondents who described
feelings of abandonment as an outcome of the TCK ecology, cited in the transition and
grieving discussion, could have linked that to the parent - child dyad. The influence
could be described as an enduring one but perhaps a less healthy dyadic relationship.

Domestic workers
Other dyadic relationships existed for the TCKs who responded to this survey that left
enduring impact. For many respondents there was close contact with domestic workers,
both in the boarding and non-boarding setting. These were host country nationals who
came into the home to cook, clean, care for the children, or worked outside in the
gardens or doing maintenance. In some cases these workers lived on or near the
expatriate family and there was a friendship that existed between the TCK and the
workers’ children. None of the respondents described these as negative or
unreciprocated relationships. It is proposed that they were generally mutual in nature.
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One respondent described being invited to the family celebrations of the domestic
worker and likened it to the inclusiveness of extended family.

TCK/child

domestic workers and their family members

Expatriate families
A similar relationship was described between the TCK and the other expatriate families
within the sponsor agency, or amongst those living in the same expatriate compound.
Both boarders and non-boarders chose to allow these other families to influence their
development and the choice was reciprocated. These were linked lives (Elder 1998) and
the daily interaction within the compound or in the social interaction of the sponsor
agency meant that the members developed primary dyads. No one described negative
experiences in this part of the social ecology but 12 out of the 45 respondents cited them
as significant in the wider social network. They could be described as mutual dyads.

TCK/child

expatriate families within the sponsor agency or compound.

Other expatriate adults and families were also cited as being of influence. Seven nonboarders described recreational and social clubs where expatriate families would meet
regularly to enjoy interaction. These were significant locations of interaction and all 7
respondents remembered these places positively.

Siblings
The level of family cohesion was a factor that affected the social ecology of these
TCKs. For 2 of the boarders and 17 of the non-boarders siblings were listed amongst the
immediate social network and dyadic relationships seemed apparent. Three boarders
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and 2 non-boarders specified that siblings were residing elsewhere. The bond between
siblings and the power to exert enduring influence in proximal processes was less
possible for these TCKs.

Grandparents
The separate listing of grandparents and extended family was another indication of the
impact of family cohesion. In many cases where one or more grandparents were
specified as part of the network of social influence it was explained that the
grandparents either wrote regularly or came to the host country to visit. One respondent
mentioned an aunt who wrote and visited. These behaviours implied that the
relationship was chosen and nurtured on both sides, therefore, the power of enduring
influence was greater. They were mutual dyads. In comparison the broader extended
family was known to exist but there was little meaningful interaction. These were null
dyads.

TCK/child

TCK/child

grandparents

•

• extended family
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Imagined/Alternative ecology of development

The respondents in this research were also asked to describe the relationships and
networks that could have influenced their development had they spent their
developmental years in their passport country. The results were tabulated and
commentary was analysed.

The data collection instrument for the third phase of this research project asked
respondents to describe the ecology of the development they could imagine had their
parents remained in Australia or New Zealand. Most respondents were able to provide
clear and confident descriptions of these imagined, alternative ecologies. Many had
spent time in these alternative ecologies at various intervals throughout childhood when
parental contract cycles had allowed them to visit and even stay for some months in
these settings. This data was invited for the purpose of addressing the third aim of the
research project: adapting and elaborating existing models of development to design one
that reflected the uniqueness of the TCK developmental ecology. Useful data emerged
through the volunteered responses where the two ecologies were contrasted; the
distinctive features of the TCK ecology in regard to the physical and social dynamics
emerged.

The data on the imagined/alternative ecology were tabulated, separating the responses
of the two subgroups, boarders and non boarders, to conform to the tabulation of the
data about the TCK ecology as it was experienced.
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Table 8.3
Frequency of reference to influential dyadic relationships and social networks within
the imagined/alternative ecology, by subcategories: boarder and non boarders
IMAGINED/ALTERNATIVE DYADIC RELATIONSHIPS AND SOCIAL NETWORKS

TOTAL DATA (n = 45)
BOARDERS (n = 14)

NON BOARDERS (n = 31)

DYADIC
RELATIONSHIPS

DYADIC
RELATIONSHIPS

WIDER SOCIAL
NETWORKS

WIDER SOCIAL
NETWORKS

Parents

9

Extended
family/relatives

7

Parents

17

Extended family/relatives

24

Siblings at home

4

Grandparents

4

Siblings

13

Grandparents

6

Friends

8

Church personnel

10

Friends

17

Church personnel

8

Teachers

9

Sports coaches

1

Teachers

21

Sports coaches

4

Music/drama instructors

2

Neighbours

5

Music/drama instructors

2

Non religious associates

1

Non religious associates

2

People of alternative
lifestyles

2

People of alternative
lifestyles

7

Wide range of career
role models

2

Wide range of career role
models

2

Cultural achievers/ role
models

1

Cultural achievers/ role
models

1

Neighbours

5

Cousins

1

Family friendships
ie. parents’ friends and
parents of friends

5

Young adult role models

2

Birth and step parents

1

The most notable difference in comparing the two social ecologies was the citation of
parents in the primary dyads of those who had been boarders in the TCK ecology. They
clearly identified the fact that their parents would have been a part of daily and weekly
life. They also specified that siblings would have been living with them. Once again the
limitations of the wording, within the data collection instrument is noted; there was
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nothing that asked about the relative strength of each primary dyad. Had the questions
invited response it is possible that data could have reflected the valence of various dyads
as they were experienced by boarders and non boarders. However, comparing Tables
8.2 and 8.3, the data seem to suggest that family cohesion was one area of the social
ecology that was significantly impacted for these TCK respondents. It is also notable
that, this time (compared with actual dyadic and wider social networks shown in Table
8.2) NBs still mention a wider range of (imagined) social networks than do Bs, but there
is no longer the asynchrony between the types of relationships that was evident when
these two groups (B and NB) designated actual dyads and networks.

Once again teachers were cited as people of influence but the significant difference was
that they were listed as solely educators. No respondent described them as anything
beyond this function. No negative language was used in this description and it could be
hypothesized that the TCKs would not have needed them to serve any function beyond
this capacity in the alternative ecology. In the wider network the respondents listed
other people who would have inspired them in cultural and sporting endeavours, and
others who could have broadened their base of social networking. Neighbours and
family friends would have helped to establish a secure social network where confidence
in different areas could have been nurtured. Perhaps in the TCK ecology respondents
needed the teachers to be adult role models in social behaviour as well as modelling the
ability to achieve and to believe in oneself. Other adult and peer friendships could have
served some of these functions in the alternative ecology. Neighbours and family
friends were perhaps imagined to be the basis of the lifelong friendships that some of
the respondents felt were missing from their lives as a result of being reared in the TCK
ecology. Eleven of the respondents had suggested that an outcome of the alternative
ecology would have been a wider base of long term friendships.
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In the alternative scenario grandparents were again cited separately to extended family.
In their descriptions of places where the TCKs might have alternatively spent time,
respondents listed, time in the homes of relatives, and times attending family
celebrations. According to their descriptions the connection with relatives would have
been forged through these experiences where their lives would have been linked. Living
in the TCK ecology meant that distance and expense made it impossible to attend
family weddings and other occasions. Therefore there were less shared memories and
less opportunity to nurture the enduring impact of proximal processes.

Connection with multiple people in the community was cited as a significant dimension
of the social ecology. The alternative ecology would have provided exposure to: church
people, sports coaches, cultural instructors and role models of those who had achieved
professionally in these areas, both religious and non-religious people, people of
alternative and destructive life styles, and role models for a variety of career options. It
could be suggested that the respondents felt their ecology had been somewhat sheltered.
Two respondents suggested that they would have liked to have made a career out of
music but they did not know the options and they did not have a thorough enough
grounding in musical training to succeed once they returned to their passport culture.
Two others stated that they had not had the opportunity to develop the sporting skills
that they had from as young an age as their peers in Australia so they were less
competent upon taking up residency in their passport country.

Other volunteered comments reported on the feeling of being less prepared socially in
the TCK ecology than they would have been in the alternative ecology. Some related to
the exclusion of certain types of people in the TCK ecology. Three respondents, all
from the mission sub-category, suggested they could have benefited from more
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exposure to non-religious people during their developmental years. They felt
unprepared, upon leaving the secure mission system, to make autonomous moral
judgements in the passport country. Nine respondents stated they had not been exposed
to people of alternative lifestyles. Most suggested this was a positive thing, however,
the noted absence could be aligned with the suggestion of challenge, later in life, to be
discerning. They may not have been scaffolded towards autonomy in making informed
moral decisions when the behaviours advised against by respected adults were finally
observed in real, known people. The result was a feeling of being unprepared to deal
with these non-mainstream people in society.

The North American literature proposed that the TCK could experience delayed
adolescence. It is proposed that the lack of exposure to a wide range of alternative
lifestyles during childhood could be one of the contributing factors. The teaching
against conduct or life choices that the parents or even the sponsor system do not
approve of may be abstract or dictatorial. The TCK may not have the opportunity to
establish personal choice for or against the given alternative life pattern within the
confines of the family unit or sponsor system. Later in life this may cause some
confusion and questioning, or even lead to adolescent type rebellious behaviour as the
young adult tries to establish personal ownership of the morality of particular
behaviours. This may be one of the dimensions of the TCK ecology that contributed to
the self-reported outcome of being socially impaired.

For one respondent the parental choice to move abroad removed her from the proximity
of her birth father and her stepmother. Although they were able to communicate and
interact long-distance it was not possible to visit regularly and nurture a close dyadic
relationship. The respondent offered no further commentary on this citation, however, it
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can be noted as a significant contrast between the TCK ecology as it was, with these
people absent, and the alternative ecology where they could have been relationships of
considerable significance in her life.

Bigger issues
The outer circle in the merged social development model, used in the data collection
tool, asked respondents to describe bigger issues that had impacted their lives. It
proposed issues that fell within areas such as politics, economics, the timing and impact
of events and choices made on their behalf. The sample answer in the survey
mentioned, amongst other issues, socio economic discrepancies between the expatriate
and host country nationals, and the gender role modelling and imposed dress codes.
This is the question in the survey where there was a great deal of correlation between
the sample answers and the responses given. Seventeen respondents cited the issue of
socio economic discrepancy as impacting their developmental ecology. They were
aware of their privileged status. Some found this confusing, others respected their
parents’ sensitivity in not flaunting their higher status, and others knew their parents
deliberately gave them fewer things than they would have had living in the alternative
ecology.

Fourteen respondents mentioned the dress code and gender role modelling. In two TCK
ecologies females were not allowed positions of authority and this resulted in the need
for role switching depending on who was in the social context at a given time. One
respondent was nurtured within a family unit and was required to take schooling
instruction and discipline from his mother when it was time for education. However,
when his father went away from home, for any reason, he was required to assume the
position of male head of the home. This was the required pattern of behaviour in the
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community in which they were living. An adjustment in social behaviour was required
by all family members in order to maintain Australasian patterns of child rearing and at
the same time maintain acceptance in the ecology of residence. This was a complex
TCK ecology and could be seen to have affected social development.

One respondent made mention of gender specific role modelling in her developmental
ecology. Most of the married women in her TCK ecology were not pursuing careers but
had accompanied their husbands abroad and were living as dependent spouses. There
were few single expatriate women to whom she looked as exemplary role models. Her
perception was that women chose marriage partners and accompanied them where their
career path led. She suggested that this had impacted her social development.

Other issues that were cited by respondents were: the cyclic mobility of friends in and
out of one’s life, the awareness that residency abroad was temporary, awareness of
physical threats against parents, socialisation with political dignitaries, fear because of
excessive crime, sponsor agency mandate to commence boarding school at a particular
age, no control over timing and decisions that were made about life patterns, exposure
to a variety of religious practices, parental prejudice against host country nationals,
observing the preparations for the political independence of Papua New Guinea,
different standards of education in each of the multiple countries of residence, and
always feeling like an outsider wherever one was residing.

Some respondents chose not to comment on the bigger issues that would have impacted
the wider dimension of the alternative ecology. It was, perhaps, more abstract to
imagine than who the specific people and places of influence would have been.
However, some who did provide responses listed economic and religious issues that
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were prevalent in their passport countries. Two respondents perceived that their families
would have been less financially secure in the alternative ecology because of economic
conditions generally at the time. One family was abroad on a private contract and the
other was with the military. Four respondents, all from the mission sub-category,
suggested they would have led more financially secure middle class lives in the
alternative ecology. Two respondents explained that their families each came from a
farming heritage and each was the oldest son in the family. In this birth order there
would have been expectation of a heightened level of responsibility on the family farms
and ultimately the inheritance of the farms as a means of earning a living. For them the
alternative ecology, and the choices that would have been involved, were very different
from what they did experience as TCKs.

Four respondents described other pressures that would have been imposed on them in
the alternative ecology. Two of them mentioned the greater influence of peer pressure
that would have been imposed upon them. One of these was a non-boarder and he
mentioned that he would have relied more on peers than parents for guidance on social
issues. Two others mentioned the pressure of expectations on their behaviour that would
have been greater in the alternative ecology. One would have been in the home of an
influential religious leader and she felt the expectation on standards of behaviour would
have been greater in the alternative ecology. Another was from a military family and he
felt the expectation to behave in accordance with his father’s rank and to form
friendships only within the network of similarly ranked families would have been an
additional pressure in the alternative ecology.

Five respondents cited television and the media as bigger issues that would have
affected the alternative ecology. This was posed as a positive and a negative influence.
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In terms of positive influence respondents suggested that this would have been a
medium for cultural and fashion awareness, as well as informing on a broad range of
social issues. On the negative side it was suggested that it would have reduced the
family time that was experienced and appreciated in the TCK ecology.

Other issues that fit in the widest circle of the social development model mentioned by
individual respondents included: economic homogeneity of society that would have
made their status just one of many instead of privileged and exceptional, the insular
nature of the passport country culture, broadening Australian immigration policies
altering the cultural balance in that society, exposure to the dual Moari/Caucasian
culture of New Zealand, having to wear uniforms to school, greater familial connection,
and being tied to the dullness of life in the passport country.

Three respondents detailed significant differences in family dynamics that they felt
belonged in this component of the social ecology model. The family choice to live
abroad had been a choice made on their behalf and the timing and impact was
significant. One boarder explained that she needed more emotional nurturing which she
felt she would have received in the alternative ecology. She needed physical expressions
of parental affection and opportunities to talk, and these were not as available to her in
the TCK ecology. Another, non-boarder, explained that he felt he had been given much
less choice on issues of magnitude but much greater freedom of choice on day to day
and trivial issues. He claimed that growing up so differently to the childhood his parents
had experienced had broken the communication and level of understanding between
them and this had affected his ability to relate to them. The third respondent on familial
impact was a boarder in the TCK ecology. She felt that the alternative ecology would
have placed her in a restrictive church community where her choices in career and
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music would have been heavily influenced by the religious codes of conduct. The
ecology would have been secure but restrictive. She also felt that the TCK ecology
protected her from too much opportunity for conflict with her father with their clashing
personalities. She claimed that having experienced the childhood she did she was forced
to accept responsibility for her own decisions and could not blame her parents for whom
she had become.

Many and varied issues have been raised as exemplary of the bigger issues that
impacted the TCK ecology. Future research could explore each issue in greater detail
and develop frameworks to examine the extent of each factor in developmental
influence. However, the available data does suggest that even in the broadest dimension
of the social ecology there are issues of significance that impact child development.

In the next and final chapter of this paper, a summary of the findings is detailed, with
reference to the stated aims. The significance of the relationships between the profile
and the developmental ecology are integrated in terms of the Cameron model which
was proposed as the frame work for this thesis. This final chapter also presents some
commentary on the experience of children currently residing in a TCK ecology and
recommends a way forward with research related to this phenomenon.
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Chapter 9

Summary, integration and conclusions
•

Summary of findings
¾ Australasian TCK profile
¾ TCK developmental ecology: usefulness of new mode
¾ Adaptations of the model
¾ Connecting the ecology and the profile: dynamic tensions

• Recommendations
¾ Prospective research: the way forward

Summary of findings

The study had a threefold intent: to develop an Australasian profile of characteristics of
TCKs , to compare the proposed Australasian profile that emerged with the proposed
North American profile , and to design a model that could represent the TCK ecology in
general. The first two aims related to the outcomes of living in the TCK ecology and the
third aim related to factors of influence in the ecology that might lead to those
outcomes. At the design stage of this research project a conceptual framework was
chosen through which to address the above aims. In this chapter, the findings of the
research are summarized and interpreted in reference to the aims that were established
at the outset of the project, especially the relationships between the ecology model and
the profile (outcomes of such an ecology), and reflects on the degree to which the
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framework has served the intended purpose. Based on these reflections,
recommendations for supporting ATCKs are made. Lastly, directions for future research
are suggested.

Australasian TCK Profile and comparisons with North American Profile
The intentions of the first two aims of this research project have been fulfilled.
Australasian adults who had been TCKs were recruited and they volunteered their
responses to the questions within the data collection instrument. The limitations of this
study have been documented. Due to the exploratory nature of the study, any proposed
profile factors cited as outcomes of living in the TCK ecology can be seen only as
emerging possibilities. Some validation is proposed in that the Australasian selfreported factors overlay considerably with the profile factors proposed in the North
American literature. The data from this study suggested that, in the eyes of the
participants, the unique dimensions of the TCK profile, compared with non-TCK lives,
fall within the domains of social management and management of landmarks in the
TCK life trajectory, whether in a North American or an Australasian context.

The proposed uniqueness of the Australasian TCK profile (Table 4.1) was in the
stronger outcomes of altered relational patterns, and heightened practical skills or
resourcefulness. These factors cannot be stated as conclusive differences in the
Australasian profile as compared to the North American profile (Table 3.1). However, it
does lead to the suggestion that the parental cultural heritage and the specific TCK
context of development could significantly affect the dimensions of the TCK profile
that emerge as strongest in the adult profile.
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The experience of altered relational patterns was an area where the Australasian profile
appeared to manifest differently from the North American profile. The absence of
reference to this trait in the American literature could be due to the type of research
carried out in that context or to a genuine difference between TCKs in the two contexts.
The demand to manage multiple contexts which are vastly different from each other is
proposed as a significant factor in the social development of TCKs. The North
American literature suggests that TCKs have heightened social skills and yet the
Australasian profile suggests some hindrance to social competence in the adult TCK
profile. It is proposed that, at least for Australasian TCKs, both are true.

The respondents in this research project described a wide variety of social interactions.
Dyadic relations were different for those who were boarders and those who were living
with their immediate family. Many described multiple settings where they spent time
interacting with people who were very different from one another, even within the TCK
context. All respondents had multiple contexts or settings to manage. They had the host
culture and the passport culture. Each respondent then had the codes of conduct that
were associated with their sponsor agency, which had to be managed as well. Some had
exposure to social contact at expatriate only recreational clubs and this was a separate
context where there was a mix of international people representing many walks of life.
Some mission minor dependents had the international interaction but also had close
contact with host country nationals, sometimes even living in rural areas amongst them.
Many different codes of social address and behaviour had to be learned and managed by
these respondents.

The TCKs in this research described opportunities to meet and interact with people from
many walks of life. Some described the opportunities to host people recognized as
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important (having public status) in society, within their homes be they government,
church, or military leaders. These TCKs mixed across cultures, social status, and across
generations; they learned to interact without inhibition from a young age. However,
they did not necessarily learn to differentiate between accepted address and accepted
behaviour towards people of different status. In the insular worlds where these
Australasian TCKs experienced developmental years they readily mixed amongst all
people who resided in or passed through those settings; they were socially confident. It
is proposed that they carried this confidence (as reported also in the American context)
into their adult profiles but found that their competence to differentiate between social
behaviours appropriate to particular settings was less well developed. Upon repatriation
to their passport cultures they were exposed to a much wider spectrum of people and
there were expected social behaviours in settings that were unfamiliar to the TCK.
What was viewed as refreshing self-confidence in the TCK ecology can be viewed as
inappropriate precocious conduct in another environment. What is viewed as naivety in
the cross-cultural, multiple context ecology can be viewed as incompetence in the
passport country. Data from this study suggested that they retained social confidence
but became aware of some level of social incompetence.

The data collected from the literature and from the present study itself, do not provide
sufficient evidence to suggest that this is a profile factor unique to the Australasian
TCK. It is proposed that it is likely to be a common TCK trait and the analysis of the
data from this Australasian study simply provided the scope to explore the proposed
social confidence factor in greater detail. This point needs further investigation.

Other profile characteristics not evident in the North American literature that emerged
from the data collected from these Australasians were those relating to educational and
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employment attainment and synchrony as well as views on “belongingness”.
Australasians showed mismatch between educational and job levels, and high level of
educational attainment compared with the general population, and, on the whole, a
tendency to feel they belonged where their immediate family was, rather than to any set
location. It is likely that the profile characteristics are similar for North Americans,
although the attitudes to where such TCKs “belong” seems rather more uncertain and
needs to be investigated.

The survey provided some useful data that suggested the Australasian profile was
similar enough to the proposed North American profile that there are many, shared in
common, TCK traits. However, there was sufficient divergence to suggest that
Australasian TCKs could be differentiated. In view of this summation, it is proposed
that the study achieved the first two aims of the research project: an Australasian TCK
outcomes profile was outlined, and comparison and differentiation with the North
American profile was suggested. The next section summarizes findings related to the
third aim of the research project: establishing a TCK developmental ecology model.

TCK developmental ecology: usefulness of new model
The third aim of the research project has been fulfilled. Dimensions from various
accepted developmental ecology models were adopted and elaborated upon to develop a
model that appeared to accommodate description of the various factors within the TCK
ecology and resulted in the proposed adult outcomes profile. Two perspectives of the
new model were presented. The first perspective (Figure 5.4) was a uniform crosssection of concentric circles used also in the accepted models upon which the new
model was based. A version of this perspective was used as a visual prompt in data
collection during the third phase of this research project (Appendix 6.5). Three
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respondents voluntarily commented on the usefulness of the merged model as a visual
prompt. It was described as a systematic tool for analysing and thoroughly describing
the ecology.

The second perspective (Figure 5.5) was an elaboration of the first perspective. It was
presented in a linear format, attempting to reflect the impact of time, both the increasing
valence of particular factors over time and the impact of timing of particular events in
the Third Culture Kid’s developmental trajectory. One of the outcomes of this research
is an awareness that future research needs to study TCKs currently experiencing the
phenomenon and the need to study them in context, that is, there is a need for
longitudinal studies as children are experiencing their unique lifestyle. This second
perspective could be used for such a study.

The proposed new model (in either format) is a foundation for representing what factors
of influence lie within the general TCK ecology and which may be crucial in leading to
the particular profile of the adult TCKs. Findings of the study concerning the ecology
are now summarised and, using these findings, suggestions made as to how the model
can be modified.

Some of the factors of significance that emerged from the data, through the use of the
adapted model were the impact of: host countries and passport country residence, status
as an expatriate, other than familial care-givers, belonging and interaction within a
sponsor/employing network and expatriate communities, life patterns of mobility, early
and repeated relational loss. For each of these areas there was self-report and description
of dyadic relationships that fell within each of the elements and described social
patterns unique to the TCK ecology.
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Shared in common landmarks in life trajectories were also described in the data.
Repatriation to the passport country was mentioned by many, and described as a
defining point in the life trajectory, even although the data collection instrument did not
ask about this event. Repeated and early loss of relationships was described in responses
to the question relating to the management of grief. Some transitions were described as
sudden and major. One respondent observed that this was a risk especially in the
mission sub-category. He had observed mission sponsored families returning from the
host country to the passport country expecting to stay for a defined period of time and
then return to the place they had left, only to be told during the stay in the passport
country that this was not to be; they would either relocate upon redeployment abroad, or
remain in the passport country. The impact on the minor dependents was significant.
There was no opportunity for any form of closure and the subsequent grief was
prolonged or never resolved. The minor dependents were typically not consulted during
the change in plans.

The ecology model that was designed was a useful tool for data collection in
establishing factors of significance in the TCK ecology. The usefulness of the merged
ecology model was twofold. It provided a systematic structure for analysing and
describing the factors of influence in the developmental ecology. It also served to
validate the proposed common elements of the shared TCK culture that resulted in the
shared profile traits.
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Adaptations of the model
The model that was designed and presented in this study can be adapted to fit the many
different contexts of the TCK ecology. A possible adaptation is presented here,
following the outline of some observations as to why adaptations may be helpful.

Firstly, the model needs to be adapted to incorporate unique elements of specific
contexts. For example some TCKs may live in multiple host countries throughout the
course of childhood, while others may experience only one host country and the
passport country. The experience is somewhat different for each TCK and the profile
characteristics that are outcomes of each unique context are likely to be affected.
Secondly, the model needs to represent the constant transitions from passport to host
countries that TCKs undertake. For TCKs whose parents are in diplomatic service the
cycles of transition will be different from that of TCKs whose parents are in religious
missionary work. Adaptation of the model could reflect each context or Sponsor
Agency. Thirdly, the model needs to represent finer gradations within the proximal
concentric circle to indicate differences in proximal contexts for different groups of
TCKs. For example it was suggested in the findings of this research that TCKs who
experienced boarding school may have had a more constrained social network than the
non-boarders. The exposure to a wide range of people in many different social contexts
seems to have been more often experienced by those who were living with their parents
while they were abroad than for those who lived in boarding school contexts.

The adapted models (Figures 9.1 and 9.2) are presented as an example of how the model
designed in this research project can be adapted to reflect some of the variations
described. In Figure 9.1 additional concentric circles have been added to the layer
labelled “B” to show the constrained social interaction (closest to self) experienced by
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boarders and non-boarders, and the widest social interactions experienced only by nonboarders. In Figure 9.2 the same variation is depicted by dotted lines dividing the
proximal environment, layer “B” with the constrained social interaction closest to layer
“A”, self.

The experience of multiple host countries of residence that contribute to the
developmental ecology of some TCKs is reflected by divisions in the concentric circle
“C” in Figure 9.1. In Figure 9.2, the linear depiction of the adapted new model, the
accumulation of multiple host countries is represented by broken lines dividing the host
country layer “C”. These suggested adaptations help to thoroughly describe some
unique elements that may be experienced in specific TCK ecologies.
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Figure 9.1
The modified model, proposed to depict the Third Culture Kid (TCK) ecology of human
development

D
FACTORS NOT TOUCHING SELF BUT
IMPACTING AVAILABLE OPTIONS

C
ENCOMPASSING BUT MORE
REMOTE INFLUENCES

B
PROXIMAL
ENVIRONMENTS

A
SELF
Constrained social interaction:
Boarders and non-boarders

AGENCY “SYSTEM” NETWORK;

Widest social interaction:
Non-boarders

HOST COUNTRY INFLUENCES;
EXPATRIATE COMMUNITY
PASSPORT COUNTRY INFLUENCES

PASSPORT COUNTRY AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
HOST COUNTRY NATIONAL EVENTS
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Figure 9.2
The modified model, linear depiction, proposed to depict the Third Culture Kid (TCK) ecology of human development
TIME

(developmental trajectory)

D

(PASSPORT) NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS - factors not touching self but impacting options available and imposing restrictions

C

PASSPORT CULTURE - unchanging; expectation of repatriation

B

PROXIMAL ENVIRONMENT: Widest social interaction: non-boarders

A

Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK over time:
Grandparents/Self
Relatives/Self
Family friends/Self

Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK over time:
Parents/Self
Siblings/Self
Objects-talismans of various identities/Self

Constrained social interaction: boarders and non-boarders
DEVELOPMENT OF SELF IDENTITY - maturing, interacting, engaging in progressively more complex tasks; dynamic tensions increasing over time

Inherent strengths
and weaknesses;
anti/social orientation

Self

Self

Self:

Self

Emerging TCK
profile

B

AGENCY “SYSTEM” NETWORK (sponsor agency)
–dynamics, connection, and self’s identity within the system

C

HOST AND EXPATRIATE CULTURES - degree of impact influenced by age and duration of residence

(ends abruptly at end of schooling)
Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK
over time:
Passport country personnel/Self
“System” age group peers/Self
Parents’ co-workers/Self

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Multiple host countries - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

D

Individualised degrees
of success in managing
multiple dimensions of Self

Dyadic relationships impacting development of TCK over time:
Care-givers, Teachers/Self
Friends & contacts/Self
Domestic workers/Self

Current host country

(HOST) NATIONAL EVENTS - factors not touching self but impacting options available and imposing restrictions

New knowledge generated from this foundational research will allow TCKs to better
understand the social and physical dimensions of their ecology but it will also aid
parents, teachers, and others interested in the nurture of TCKs.

One of the significant findings from this research project was the influence of dynamic
tensions that gradually lead to the polarising of profile factors within the TCK. The
dynamic tensions can be linked back to the ecology of development, that is, they are
caused by that ecology. Although the children who remain in one location may be
subject to these or similar tensions, the peculiar nature of the TCK ecology means such
tensions are exacerbated to an extreme degree and result in polarised outcomes in
identity, and perhaps heightened awareness of these tensions.

Connecting the ecology and the profile: dynamic tensions
The authors Pollock and Van Reken (1999), introduced the concept of tensions or
polarized traits within the outcome profile of the TCK as a result of their particular
developmental ecology. This research project has elaborated upon this concept to
explain that these are dynamic tensions because they reflect a process at work over time
due to multiple exposures to this particular ecology. Within the TCK ecology this
process gradually becomes part of the TCK make-up itself. These dynamic tensions are
the link between the developmental ecology (the process of development over time in a
range of contexts) and the profile outcomes (the product of such a development).

Tensions appear to manifest in multiple dimensions of the ATCK profile. These internal
struggles seem to emerge during developmental years and remain with the individual
throughout life. Different childhood contexts appear to affect the intensity of each
identified dynamic tension. For example the experience of boarding school can increase
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the onset and intensity of some traits as can the experience of living in remote, rural
areas while abroad. Children who experience prolonged global exposure during
childhood may experience greater intensity of some dynamic tensions than those for
whom the international experience is for only a year or two. However, both literature
and the findings of this study suggest that these dynamic tensions are common to TCKs
to a greater or lesser degree depending on their individual experiences.

While tabulating the ATCK profile from available literature five major domains of the
outcome profile emerged (See Chapter 3). A sixth has been added as a result of this
study. Each domain reflects the polarised outcomes that result from developmental
years in the TCK ecology.
1) Skill development: heightened and underdeveloped.
2) Experience: enriched and restricted.
3) Development: early maturity and delayed adolescence.
4) Relationships: large number of contacts and few lifelong trusted friends.
5) Transition management: early independence and absence of choice.
6) Security: a wish for stability and a restless urge to keep changing.

In each instance the individual appears to be left with polarised traits and accompanying
tensions to manage throughout life. The comments of three representative respondents
are used to illustrate the following summary and discussion of these dynamic tensions.

In the area of skill development, TCKs can have childhood experiences that enhance
their linguistic, cross-cultural, and observational skills while not providing opportunity
to develop skills in areas such as arts and culture, music, and technology that could have
been developed in a country of origin childhood context. Upon repatriation to the
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passport country the heightened skills that were so useful in the global context can seem
less relevant or useful, and the skills that now seem necessary are not as well developed.
One respondent in this research project summarised the resultant tension.
“I had a ‘different’ set of experiences and difficulties to the average Australian.
I haven’t worked out a wonderful use for these experiences, yet.” (R. 68)

ATCKs report that their childhood experiences are both enriched and restricted. Most
feel privileged to have mixed with many different ethnic groups during childhood and
yet as they reflect on opportunities that they missed because of parental choice to live
abroad they can recognize restrictions that have resulted from their childhood ecology.
According to one respondent,
“Growing up as a TCK broadened my view of the world and it’s people… It was
a culturally enriching childhood.”

(R.63)

Yet the same respondent commented,
“I regret the lack of musical opportunities when I was younger…my musical
education started too late for me to achieve as much as I could have.” (R.63)

This is an enduring tension with which she lives.

Maturation with accompanying growth in independence is also impacted by dynamic
tensions. Some factors that can affect the development progression of TCKs include the
parental status in the international context, the absence of structured and broad peer
groups as they would be experienced in the country of origin, and familial separation.
The usual progression through maturing sibling and peer relationships may not be the
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experience of the TCK. In such instances there may emerge early maturity in some
areas yet delayed adolescence in others. This was the case for one respondent.
“I learned to be independent from an early age.” (R.77)

She went on to explain.
“Because of my father’s position in the government, I felt that I had to act with
decorum.” (R.77)

Further evidence of pressure to mature at an early age was explained by a male
respondent who was the oldest son in the family stationed in a male-dominated country.
“I was expected at age 10 and younger to represent our family if Dad was not
home, because Mum was a woman.” (R.68)

The same respondent described trying to fit in with country of origin peers during early
adolescence.
“I did never adjust to the typical Australian male outlook on life.” (R.68)

The gradual separation from parents and family that is part of adolescent behaviour is
not always possible in an international context where there are alternative social norms,
security issues, and the absence of extended family to scaffold separation. As a result,
some adolescent functions are delayed until later in the life trajectory.

The high turnover of families within the expatriate communities in a given country
often results in the TCK having childhood relational patterns that include large
numbers of contacts from around the world but few lifelong trusted friends. Most
expatriate families are deployed to a country for a contracted period of time and then
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they are moved on by their sending agency. If they remain within the same country,
often they are moved to an alternative location. This high mobility means that
dependent children mix with other children from multiple races and from multiple social
levels of society throughout their childhood but they seldom have life long, trusted
friends. One respondent summarised the scenario.
“(I ) didn’t have the long and enduring friendships as a result of moving around
to different places within the country because of my father’s postings.” (R.77)

As a result she says,
“I have very few close friends, although I still have friends (from) when I
boarded at school when I was twelve. I have never been able to totally confide in
anyone…” (R.77)

The enjoyment of meeting new people from diverse backgrounds and yet the difficulty
of building relational trust is a dynamic tension.

TCKs are expected, from an early age, to manage multiple contexts and this creates
dynamic tension in transition management. The global contexts can include social
interaction with host country nationals, expatriates from the same country of origin who
share the same host country, expatriates from other countries, caregivers or domestic
workers in the home, boarding school interactions, and time spent in the host country.
Transitions between these social contexts demand adjustment in behaviour and
communication patterns. Different norms have to be applied in each context. The TCK
has the opportunity to develop early independence in functioning between these
contexts. At the same time there can develop tension because of the perceived lack of
control over dramatic changes. There can be a precocious social development that
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assists in transition management back and forth between these multiple contexts. At the
same time the TCK can be challenged by the bigger life choices made on his or her
behalf. There can be an absence of choice, especially in dramatic life choices, where
transitions are imposed upon the TCK. Respondent comments supported this
suggestion.
“…Sometimes I can be ‘bossy’. It comes from a need to be in control of what
happens to me… I don’t want others making decisions for me.” (R.63)

“I feel I lacked skills in friendship building because I had to be someone I
wasn’t.” (R.77)

“I felt poorly understood… and without fundamental choice in my life.” (R.68)

“…Future hopes and plans suddenly change with no consultation.” (R.68)

The dynamic force or processing is evident in the questioning and self-searching within
the TCK; it is represented by tension between the pleasure of freedom to be whomever
one chooses to be at a given time and location, and yet a restlessness to keep moving in
order to find and define the true self. The TCK, on a regular basis, needs to decide
which of the polarised traits, (shown opposite each other in the columns within Table
7.12), he/she manifests at any given time and in any given setting. Although there is a
certain amount of tension for any adolescent, raised anywhere, to be wrestling through a
process of identity formation, for the TCK this process begins early and is an enduring
process. Perhaps it continues throughout life. Certainly, during the years spent abroad,
the heavy degree of transience in location and relational patterns means that the tensions
in the life of the TCK have little time to remain dormant. The TCK is constantly, and
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from an early age, moving between the freedom to be whomever he/she chooses and the
restlessness to keep moving in order to define the true self.

For an adolescent raised in the passport culture, there are tensions that arise between
siblings and parents, and as the social network widens these tensions incorporate other
members of society. For the TCK, tensions arise with all of these people but there are
added dimensions to his/her world that represent potential for tension. The TCK must
determine: how to relate to host country nationals, how to function in long-distance
relationships with extended family members, how to manage friendships that are
terminated abruptly such as when another expatriate family moves out of the shared,
immediate location, and how to relate to siblings separated from the family unit because
of continuing education needs. The TCK must also determine how to respond when
living abroad ascribes his/her family status because of the expertise his/her parents’
bring to the work context, and then the loss of status when returning to the passport
country and his/her family becomes just one amongst many. Thus it is possible for
tensions to arise due to “clashes” or mismatches between all layers of the model, as well
as within each layer. For example, there are possible mismatches between host and
passport cultures, family and host country, agency and host country, or extended
passport country family and host country values and associated expectations.

Learning to manage the transitions can assist the TCK in being socially advanced,
precocious at an early age, but the perceived or real absence of choice during
developmental years can leave a dynamic tension to manage throughout life.

The existence of these polarised outcomes and accompanying dynamic tensions within
the adult TCK profile was one focus of this research project. However, the project also
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sought to examine causal factors within the TCK developmental ecology. This led to the
design of a unique model that represents the developmental ecology of the Third
Culture Kid, which was the third aim and a significant outcome of this research project.

Recommendations

A significant outcome of this research project is the presentation of the TCK
developmental ecology model (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). This model has proven useful for
data collection and analyses with adult TCKs for the purpose of reconstructing and
describing their TCK ecologies and has been modified in light of findings from the
study. It is proposed that with some explanatory introduction and perhaps simplification
of the language labelling the different parts of the model it would be useful in data
collection with children who are currently TCKs, for the purpose of analysing and
describing their specific TCK ecologies, change over time and their resulting profile of
characteristics.

Prospective research: the way forward
At the outset this was described as a foundational study to reconstruct the TCK ecology
as it was experienced by Australasian TCKs. This entailed reliance on retrospective
recall. Possible patterns and trends have emerged from the data and proposals have been
drawn from them. Having established a foundational study on the Australasian TCK
experience it is useful to propose a way forward. Prospective study, research of current
TCK ecologies over a number of years, is the way forward, using the TCK profile
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established in this study. Further, such a longitudinal study would enable research of the
developmental ecology in action to clarify both it and its links to the profile.

In addition, future research could confirm which profile factors need to be managed and
which can be enhanced by additional intervention. The key to coping with the residual
impact of the TCK childhood could lie in the recognition and self-management of the
dynamic tensions. The data from this research project suggest what some of these
factors may be.
To be managed

To be enhanced

Self – awareness of personal traits

Observational skills

Ecology - awareness of unique factors

Linguistic skills

Transitions – healthy grieving

Leadership enhancing qualities

Relationships – multiple levels

Cross cultural abilities

Social competence

vs

Social confidence

Future research could be designed to confirm the existence of these factors and their
level of significance in a given context, as well as how interventions could be carried
out and whether they are effective. The TCK developmental ecology model that was an
outcome of this research project will contribute to ongoing research into this
phenomenon.

However, any culture is dynamic, including the TCK developmental culture, and
ongoing research is essential to fully understand current profile factors, and factors of
significant impact in the nurture of these children. Prospective research could guide
intervention for the purpose of enhancing development in given areas and assisting
TCKs to manage other ecological factors. This is certainly the way forward.
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APPENDIX 2.1
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ATCKs/Adult Third Culture Kids
adults who have been raised outside their parents’ home
country/culture; also includes adults with parents from two
different countries who have been raised in neither; they have
spent developmental years expecting to enter/re-enter that
country/those countries at some stage in their lives.
Border crossers
those who cross societal borders for the purpose of organized
endeavour and whose occupational roles are involved in relating
two or more societies, or parts thereof to each other.
Caregivers
those, other than parents, responsible for nurturing the child.
• Boarding home adults
• Host country nationals working in the child’s home
• Relatives or friends providing a home while the child attends
school
Communities
networks of personnel involved in like work or sharing common
reasons for being in a location.
• Diplomatic community
• Expatriate community
• Missionary community
• Military community
• Sponsoring community
Global nomads
children/individuals who have a life pattern of moving between
countries; this may be from one country to another or on a cyclic
pattern between a host country and a home country.
Hidden immigrant
the situation where a child who has been reared between two or
more cultures attempts to live in the culture where he/she
physically resembles nationals; the inner person does not readily
identify with the culture but this is not recognised by those
around him/her.
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Host country
the country where the child is raised or spends significant
developmental years.
Internationally mobile
the situation where an individual has an established pattern of
moving between countries.
.
Military Brats
dependent minors of military personnel.
MKs/Missionary Kids
dependent minors of missionary personnel.
Passport country
the country/countries for which a passport is held.
Restlessness
the condition resulting from highly mobile or cyclically mobile
developmental childhood resulting in an internal clock that
periodically indicates to the individual it is time to move again.
Re-entry
the process of returning to the country of origin and immersing in
the culture of origin; often a term mistakenly applied to
dependent minors who have been born and raised abroad and are
entering the country/culture for the first time.
Reverse culture shock
the trauma experienced upon returning to the culture one
originated from.
Rootlessness
the absence of a sense of ownership/belonging to any one cultural
or ethnic group.
Transitions
the process of taking leave from one culture or setting and
establishing a position in a new one.
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APPENDIX 4.1
The Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade currently has personnel
deployed in 102 centres around the world:
Abu Dhabi, Amman, Ankara, Apia, Athens, Atlanta (Austrade Managed Post),
Auckland (Austrade Managed Post), Bali, Bandar Seri Begawan, Bangkok, Beijing,
Beirut, Belgrade, Berlin, Bougainville, Brasilia, Bridgetown, Brussels, Budapest,
Buenes Aires, Cairo, Capetown, Caracas, Colombo, Copenhagen, Dhaka, Dili, Dubai
(Austrade Managed Post), Dublin, Frankfurt (Austrade Managed Post), Fukuoka
(Austrade Managed Post), Geneva, Geneva (Un), Geneva (Wto), Guangzhou, Hanoi,
Harare, Ho Chi Min City, Holy See, Hong Kong, Honiara, Honolulu, Islamabad
(Austrade Managed Post), Istanbul (Austrade Managed Post), Jakarta, Johannesburg
(Austrade Managed Post), Kathmandu, Kuala Lumpur, Lagos, Lisbon, London, Los
Angeles, Madrid, Malta, Manila, Mexico City, Milan (Austrade Managed Post),
Moscow, Mumbai (Austrade Managed Post), Nagoya (Austrade Managed Post),
Nairobi, New Delhi, New York (Consulate General), New York (Un Mission), Nicosia,
Noumea, Nuku’alofa, Osaka (Austrade Managed Post), Ottawa, Paris, Paris (O.E.C.D),
Phnom Penh, Pohnpei, Port Louis, Port Moresby, Port Vila, Pretoria, Ramallah,
Rangoon, Riyadh, Rome, San Francisco (Austrade Managed Post), Santiago, Sao Paulo
(Austrade Managed Post), Sapporo (Austrade Managed Post), Sendai (Austrade
Managed Post), Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, Stockholm, Suva, Taipei, Tarawa, Tehran,
Tel Aviv, The Hague, Tokyo, Toronto (Austrade Managed Post), Vancouver (Austrade
Managed Post), Vienna, Vientiane, Warsaw, Washington, Wellington, Zagreb.
(C. Gransbury, personal communication, May 31, 2001).
The New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT):
Mexico City 1983, Riyadh 1984,Osaka 1985 (transferred to another Government
Department 1989, back to MFAT 1994 and closed 1999), New Delhi 1985 (reopened
after closure in 1982), Adelaide 1986 Harare 1986 (closed 2000), Port Vila 1987,
Tarawa 1988, Madrid 1991, Ankara 1993, Vienna 1993 (reopened after closure in
1991), Ha Noi 1995, Shanghai 1995, Pretoria 1996, Buenos Aires 1997, Brasilia 2001.
New Zealand MFAT personnel are currently deployed in 45 centres around the
world:
Argentina-Buenos Aires, Australia-Canberra and Sydney, Austria-Vienna, BelgiumBrussels Brazil-Brasilia, Britain-London, Canada-Ottawa, Chile-Santiago, ChinaBeijing, Shanghai, Cook Islands-Rarotonga, Fiji-Suva, France-Paris, New CaledoniaNoumea, Germany-Berlin, India-New Delhi, Indonesia-Jakarta, Iran-Tehran, ItalyRome, Japan-Tokyo, Osaka, Kiribati-Tarawa, Korea-Seoul, Malaysia-Kuala Lumpur,
Mexico-Mexico City, The Netherlands-The Hague, Niue-Niue, Papua New Guinea-Port
Moresby, The Philippines-Manila, Russia-Moscow, Samoa-Apia, Saudi Arabia-Riyadh,
Singapore-Singapore, Solomon Is-Honiara, South Africa-Pretoria, Spain-Madrid,
Switzerland-Geneva, Thailand-Bangkok, Tonga-Nuku'alofa, Turkey-Ankara, United
States-New York and Washington, Vanuatu-Port Vila, Vietnam-Hanoi.
(B. Marshall, personal communication, May 24, 2001).
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APPENDIX 6.1
SURVEY ONE
INTERVIEW OUTLINE
Imagine these circles represented your life when you were ten years of age. If
you are inside the centre circle, how would you describe the home setting that
circle represents?
What would have been the significant relationships in that setting?
If the next perimeter of circles represented other parts of your life how would
you label these circles?
Describe the communication and interaction between these circles.
The outer circle could be seen to represent bigger events that influenced or
resulted in the life you had but didn't immediately touch you. Are there things
you think might fit in this field?
Can you identify ways that you developed as a result of these settings and
relationships?

SURVEY ONE cont…
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If we were to imagine that you had grown up in Australia, where you might have
been had your parents not taken your family overseas, can you describe how
your life might have been at the age of ten, using the following series of circles.
What would your home setting been like?
What would have been the most significant relationships?
What would have belonged in the next perimeter of circles?
Describe the interaction that might have existed between these settings.
Once again the outer circle could be seen to represent bigger events that
influenced or resulted in the life you had but didn't immediately touch you. Are
there things you think might have fitted in this field?
Can you identify ways that you might have developed as a result of these
settings and relationships?
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APPENDIX 6.2
SURVEY ONE DATA
Table one:
As it was:

R

Perceived
development:

C

Perceived
development:
N

Perceived
development:

Other Significant Settings
Home Setting
Mt. Hagen, Papua New
Guinea, living with a
family who had 3 children,
along with 5 other primary
aged children, including
own sister, in a children’s
hostel

School: negative, a messed
up school year with a
horrible teacher, parents
and school interaction
limited, communication
2nd hand through hostel
parents
Parents’ home: positive, 4
hrs drive away, small
community with 1 other
family and 1 single lady,
good interaction, like
extended family

Dyadic Relationships
Wendy, R’s cousin and
child of hostel parents,
close friendship started
that year
Karen: neighbour and
friend

Independent,
travelled and seen some of the world,
chosen where to live
Parents’ home: positive, 5
Boarding School, Rift
Roommate
Valley Academy in
hrs drive away, good
Dorm parents
Kenya, lived in a
interaction between
dormitory with 2 adult
parents and dorm parents,
dorm parents and 30
communication re. school
primary aged girls
and home life limited to
letters, monthly visits and
unreliable phone links.
Independent, living away from home, had to manage own interpersonal relationships,
Self-reliance, doing most things for self
Central France, town of 13 School, French state
Brother, one year older
or 14 thousand people,
school, particular
Peers from school
lived with parents and
relationships with music
and language teachers,
brother
interaction with home and
school very limited, two
separate worlds, language
problem and homeChristianity vs schoolatheism philosophy,
Music School some strong
role models
Youth Group, small
church, boring
Early questioning about life philosophies, strong faith in God because of early choice,
Cultural tolerance and pleasure in multicultural interaction because of wider exposure,
Social justice interests because of close contact with refugees in France,
More adaptable to change, new situations, decisions and challenging situations
because it was a way of life
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SURVEY ONE DATA Cont…
Table two:
As it would have
been:

R

Perceived
development:

C

Perceived
development:
N

Perceived
development:

Other Significant Settings

Dyadic Relationships

Home Setting
Dairy farm, Childers,
Victoria with
the nuclear family,
both parents, 2 brothers &
1 sister

Own nuclear family,
Local Primary School
attending along with
parents, brothers and sister
cousins and children of
Grandparents (maternal)
parents’ close friends,
and their daughter, 3 yrs
would have been close
older than R,
interaction within the
Uncle (on father’s side)
and his family
community, parents with
school and between
homes of cousins because
of country community.
Would have been positive
thing.
Would have been much more dependent on family support network,
would have stayed within the local community,
would not have travelled
School and parents would
Farm in country
Own nuclear family
Queensland or South
have had close interaction
parents, brother and 2
Australia
and communication
sisters
because they would have
Grandparents
been in closer proximity
School friends
Would have been much more dependent,
would have had a different world view, taking material privileges for granted
Own nuclear family with
Sport, School, Music,
Country town, in
New South Wales, small
parents and brother
small Church would have
Cousins
town of 1000 people
been too close
communication, negative,
Grandparents
people knowing too much
Aunts and Uncles
about each other. Would
have been more
relationships, not as strong
and less outstanding role
models
Would not have been bilingual,
Would not have travelled
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This is the 17th April and I’m interviewing Naomi. Now if you were to imagine that these circles represented your life
when you were about the age of ten, if you could imagine yourself inside the centre circle, could you describe for me the
home setting that that circle represents, where you spent most of your time that year.
Okay, that year, we had, we had, we were living in France in central France about three hours out of Paris in a small,
smallish kind of um, I guess country town about 13 thousand, 14 thousand people and we had only just sort of been back to
Australia um for about 8 months um, in ’88, ’89, so um that was when I was, sort of, nine, so I had pretty fresh memories
of Australia but my life was in France so Australia was sort of more like a holiday location for me and um so I was in the
state school over there uh, I was involved in the small, small youth group that we had even though it was pretty boring for
me ‘cause that church over there was, basically my brother and I and whatever missionary kids were, you know, in the
other towns about an hour away so I guess I spent a lot of time with non-Christian friends, with um my school friends,
with, I was also involved with music school over there I played clarinet and stuff like that so I was involved in music as
well but um, yeah no just sort of everyday ( ) as a French person would be I guess. Um at home we had a bilingual sort of
thing happening with the language where my parents spoke mostly English and my brother and I spoke mostly French so
we had a bit of a mix with that all the time or even a mix of the languages within the other language all the time so I guess
I felt French in a way and yet I knew that I wasn’t completely and sometimes I felt Australian even though I, yeah, I sort of
was a bit of a mix but I never felt uncomfortable because French people are quite comfortable with Australians, they think
Australia is pretty cool even though they don’t know much about it. Yea, so there wasn’t any trouble with that.
Okay, so this home setting here, if you’re, if you’re talking about your home, it would be your parents and your brother
and yourself?
[Yeah, yeah]
[There was only the] four of you?
Yeah that’s right and we’re, we’re all Australians.
And you attended a local school?=
=yeah=
= with French [children]
[yeah] ‘ cause I learnt, oh we went over to France when I was just one, one and a half and um I just learnt French, I
basically learnt French just because we were over there and I started learning it I guess from hearing it around me and from
neighbours and whoever we were interacting with and then yeah I went to a French school all my life just like a French kid
I guess with Australian parents.
Okay, in terms of , in that particular setting that you were just referring to, um, who would have been the most significant
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relationships that you had during that time?
In my family, probably my brother ah, we have only a year between us, and, although I can remember that year
particularly, we didn’t get on well at all because he had just started high school and I was still in primary I think that year
and we just fought all the time that year and then the year after I went in to high school and ( ) and we started getting on
really well so I think that year was sort of a transition where I started getting on really well with my brother um, so he
would have been. Ah, at that period (.) I was beginning to not get on well with my parents in that sort early teen stage even
at I mean at ten obviously not that early but um yeah you know I was starting to sort of question a lot of things that I was
being brought up with and just the you know the, yeah and I was starting to not get on as well with my parents as with
peers and my brother and (.)
Okay
Yeah
In, in these ones around your central home setting, you’ve mentioned a few places that you spent significant amounts of
time, would they have revolved around your music and school ^?
Yep
Okay
Yep, um, yeah, I mean that’s, I mean a lot of the time you spent at school because you go to school say five, or six days a
week and often it’s from 8:30 till 5:30 so spent a significant amount of time in school um so yes you get close to your
school friends because that’s who you spent most of your time with.
Do you remember any significant relationships um from those settings?
I remember some of the teachers who had a bit of an impact on me just um like particularly my language teachers, my
music teacher um those, those who like I kept in contact with since I’ve been in primary school sort of thing. I guess
because you spend so much time with them you really get to know people and then I remember having friends sleeping
over all the time at my place and me going over there and um really having friends from school were more than just friends
from school like I said and all that, and I guess that not that, our friends parents would start to get to know each other as
well so I sort of had a big circle of like school friends. I think more so than in Australia because you don’t spend as much
time at school and people tend to interact more like at sport than at school whereas over there school was a big thing. Yeah
so teachers I guess were and I also was in a swimming club and yeah just a lot of the swimming instructors, instructors
were.
And between school and home was there much interaction there, I mean you were talking about friends and parents
interacting, but what about the school and your parents was there fairly close communication?
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Not, I would say as much as in Australia. I think particularly the school we went to was a bigger school I guess than the
one I went to in Australia later on in my life so there was less, less contact, bigger classrooms, less contact, less one on
one contact with students than before you were sort split up into, you know there was normal parent teacher nights things
like that the same as here but my parents didn’t know any of the teachers except for the English teachers because they were
Australian and so were some of the English teachers um yeah obviously they knew I was Australian so my parents knew a
lot of the English teachers.
Okay
Yeah, um but otherwise not good interaction, it was like two separate worlds for me, I think, school and home.
Okay
Um yeah, just, I think that I was sometimes a different person at school than at home, when I came back home. I think
either because also the importance that was put on philosophy and um atheism you know that sort of thing and I had a
christian home so I sort had different ideas coming into my head than what was taught at home so um it made be more
distant from my parents I guess at home even at that age, like I found it like a lot of like kids sort of mature young over
there. They just get into all this sort of thinking and all that stuff and
Even the French children?
Oh yeah, yeah, yeah, I think that is emphasized all through, that philosophy is a compulsory subject in France.
Oh so it was compulsory?
Yeah (up and through the last years of high school.)
So in terms of all sorts of settings do you think that there’s anything that, that you’d, that influenced the way you
developed, I know you mentioned some of those things that influenced the way you developed as a person during that
time.
Yeah, I think definitely the mentality over in France um, probably caused me to question things more that maybe I would
have if I’d um, like having those two cultures like at school and home with christianity and atheism and um, just some of
the strong characters I met, some of the strong like science teachers and maths teachers who just believed in science so
much and even though, you know, I haven’t adopted that, now in my life I can see how those kinds of questioning and
trying to work things out with your mind and um taking a stance so, because I was Australian and sometimes I just sort of
thought you know what’s the point of all this thinking but um had, made me take a stance more as an individual because I
had to think things through even kind of harder because I had sort of a different cultural background and
Okay
Yeah, and I think look at the French culture from a slightly different perspective and (.)
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Were you aware of that at the age of ten?
Um, I think so because I would watch French movies or listen to French music and go, oh that’s so typically French even
at that age.
Okay
And I think that was just because our home wasn’t a typical French family. Obviously yeah we still um,
‘Cause you spent time in the French homes=
=Yeah=
=So you were able to compare
And I didn’t I didn’t feel very different, it was only just sometimes I just sort of thought oh, that’s so typically French even
though, I think probably when I was over there I felt Australian and now that I’m back here I feel very French but I’ve
always had such a holiday idea of Australia that I thought I totally related with but when I’ve actually come here to live I
realize that my thought processes and the way I look at things and the differences in culture that, I’m very much more
French than I am Australian.
Mm.
Yeah so back there at ten I thought, yeah that’s so French I’m an Australian but I didn’t really know what that meant um,
Okay
Yeah
Right. In this outside circle are you aware of anything that influenced the life that you had as a ten year old? Bigger
events?
I remember like that year, the year before like that was the the like the fall of the wall in Germany and like sort of that was
a big thing because I did German and I was quite close to there and um yeah you had the iron thing you know when the
iron curtain, or sort of the wall started falling like that we got pictures of that thing on TV and just being close to people
who that very much a part, and so that, that was a big thing like that whole um I guess yeah, just the wars and the things
like that so I had social justice kind of ideas floating in my head because of these about and um, yeah, um. Other things
that may be? (Are you sort of seeing
Like I talked a lot to a ) about the South African ( ) apartheid so I guess I was
pretty close to that, that sort of issue as well so I’m seeing like yeah, I think like being in Europe, like a lot of the things
that were happening around there were very close to me and um so
You were right there.
Yeah
Okay, if we look at this other sheet here with the circles are identical but just to start with a fresh perspective, if you were
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to imagine, reflect that if you hadn’t gone to France, if you’d stayed in Australia could you describe for me what your
home setting, where you would have been in this centre circle.
I’d say probably in (W ) where the rest of my family is, in a little town of a thousand people north of Newcastle, um
country town everyone’s stayed really close like there’s sort of a local, if you’re born there you’re a local and if you’re not
born there you’re a local after 50 years, you know, um everyone knows each other everyone knows everything about each
other about all the stuff that doesn’t matter. Um I think I would have probably just have you know gone to school. I think,
I’m just looking at my cousins and they sort of did, you know, music and tap and sport and school and um did the little
Sunday School and brought up in a kind of Christendom christianity where everyone goes to church and its just your little
church and um you’re an Anglican or you’re a you know a Uniting but you know no one ever talks about whether you like
Jesus or anything you’re just kind of, you’re a denomination your family being, that’s where you go. I just, I guess when I,
when I came back from France and saw that I thought (whispering) boy, I’m glad I didn’t grow up here. But I guess I
wouldn’t have known and um yeah, I do see it as having been a very, very different life, just the family context. Yeah, my
parents would have just been whatever jobs they would have been in that situation I guess. The language issu, I probably
would have probably not been able to speak another language, probably not have um traveled at all. Um yeah, I’d probably
be a very different person.
I’m just looking at the relationships, in that cirlce, who would have been the significant relationships?
Probably cousins and uncles and aunties and um yeah grandpa, grandma, parents, whereas because I had none of that wider
family in France, because it was just Mum and Dad and Dan and I, my brother and I, I had none of that sort of extended
family around me um, our family so was pretty close. I think I’d have, just growing up in that town like I would have had
sort of more general relationships with more people.
Okay, okay and in terms of the amount of communication that there would have been between all these other places do you
think there would have had a fairly good understanding of each other, the amount of interaction, communication there
would have been (between those settings)?
(Um probably more) so, because if I imagine a smaller town, I imagine growing up there I guess most, more people know
each other in a smaller town and more people tend to interact and do the same things in a smaller town whereas where I
was um some people knew each other but certainly not as much and I think that’s an Australian and French way as well.
Australians tend to be very much more easy and open, and gidday how’re you going, and talk to anyone, especially if you
live in the same town and you’re seeing the same people every day and French people tend to be more reserved and more
um, get to know people slower, um you know, the relationships I built very strongly once I started but it’s harder to start
them I think.
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(Okay)
(Yeah) there was less yeah, less interrelating.
In terms of how you would have developed as a person what would be, you know the things that were most significant,
how would you have developed differently.
Um, I guess in France um, because I had sort of specific places and specific people that I went to and saw um maybe one
person in each place would have stood out more as a leader as a um as someone who stood out as a stronger character and
so I had sort of a picture of each of those people that I really appreciated and liked and sort of modeled part of my
character on I guess whereas in a smaller context people would have been more sort of equal I guess because everyone sort
of knows everyone and its more like a ((work))
(Okay.)
Yeah, um
Okay and personally how you would have been, anything significant about how you would have, how you think you might
have behaved differently?
Um being in the smaller …?
I mean grow(ing up here)
(growing up here)
I mean if you look at yourself now=
=yeah=
=look at how you’ve turned out
yeah
If you’d turned out, if you’d lived here=
=yeah=
=would there have been differences in how you would have turned out as an adult?
Yeah, I’m sure, I’m sure culturally, like the French culture is very different, you know (laughing), yeah, I’m not exactly
sure how, like I know that having having traveled a lot through Europe and having met people from really different
cultures, like a lot of my friends are Muslims and um you know who are from Africa or Middle East and just having all
those influences affect the kind of music I like, the kind of food I like the kind books I like to read the kind of culture
(ways that people) interact is very different to Australia. I know that Australia likes to say it’s multicultural but I still find
um its sort of a tag of Australia that we’re so multicultural but in small towns you don’t see it very much, I mean you don’t
see it at all in some towns whereas every town I think in France has its sort of its, its its heart would be the French people
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and then all around it you’ve got all these other cultures who are refugees from you know Africa and refugees from here
and there and um because France is known as such a rich kind of country even though there is a lot of unemployment
there, people do kind of come there and yeah so, I guess for me personally I’ve got a higher I guess enjoyment and
acceptance of of other cultures and other traditions, traditions and things I like more than, yeah and I think, I think I’ve got
a better acceptance of change and new decisions and new situations and challenging sort of situations because that’s what
I’ve always had to grow up with so I think um not confronting but, oh, okay, this a new person whose from this place and
they don’t necessarily fit ( ) okay, cool so we’ll just interact this way and um yeah and probably also being in France is
not that many Christian at all and probably being the only Christian in a class or in school you know ( ) or whatever um
like yeah, making a stance in Australia, sort of everyone is brought up with some kind of Christianity whereas in France
not necessarily. You can be brought up in a family that totally doesn’t even believe there is a god so um yeah, I think even
my faith in God would not be as strong now, possibly because it would just be the thing to do here and it wouldn’t be as
personal whereas over there I had to make a choice since you know I owed Him my life, whether I believed in this or I
didn’t believe in this I couldn’t just sort of go along ( ) too well .
Okay
Yeah, so I did for a while but I could see that I was different and I had to decide which way I was going to go.
Okay
Yeah
Very interesting, okay, thankyou.
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SURVEY TWO

THIRD CULTURE KID RESEACH PROJECT
To:

Potential survey participants,
This project is seeking participants who are Australians or New
Zealanders over the age of 22, who have spent significant portions of
their childhood in a country that is not that of their parents.
Please feel free to forward this to other potential participants.

Purposes:

(a) To identify commonalties between participants and
(b) undertake a comparative analysis with findings of similar research
conducted with North American participants.

Format:

The project is undertaken through a series of surveys. This survey is
designed to obtain demographic and biographic information about
participants. A more comprehensive survey will be undertaken early next
year.
Instructions
The survey has been prepared in Word and includes a number of tables.
Please fill in answers beside the question or within the table, whichever

is
provided at each question. At any stage, if more space is needed please
feel free to take the extra space. Additional comments are welcome at
any point.
It is hoped that most will be able to complete the survey and return it via
e-mail, however if it is more convenient please feel free to print it and fill
it in. It can then be returned to:
Rosalea Cameron, 9 Withers Street,
Everton Park Qld. 4053, Australia
e-mail:
camerons.moz@wesleyan.org.au
Time frame:

Responses are needed as soon as possible to build a demographic profile
of the group.

Confidentiality: Once responses are received information will be coded. At no stage will
names be used in presentation of findings.
Thankyou for your willingness to participate in this project.
Rosalea Cameron
Project Investigator
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TCK PROJECT SURVEY
PERSONAL DETAILS
Name:
Address:
e-mail address:
Age:
Gender:
COUNTRIES

TOTAL YEARS SPENT THERE

Birth country
Passport country
2nd passport country
Current country of
residence
Other countries of
residence

EDUCATION
Please detail schools attended.
PRIMARY
YEARS

SCHOOL

LOCATION
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BOARDIN
G
(YES/NO)
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SECONDARY
YEARS

SCHOOL

LOCATION

BOARDING
(YES/NO)

LANGUAGE OF
EDUCATION

Please list all academic qualifications you hold. (eg. Diploma Nursing, Bachelor of
Arts)

As you reflect on your education can you identify times that were:
Most enjoyable:
Why?
Least enjoyable:
Why?
Most beneficial:
Why?
Least beneficial:
Why?
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WORK & LIFE
Please outline work experience. (Main employment).
Years

Job Title

Employer

Have you travelled overseas as an adult?
PLACE

Location

YES/NO
PURPOSE
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Brief description of
primary tasks

SURVEY TWO Cont…
FAMILY DETAILS
How many older brothers and sisters do you have?
How many younger brothers and sisters do you have?
Marital status: (Please answer yes or no)
Never been married:
Married once:
Married more than once:
Widowed:
Separated:
Divorced:
Presently in a long term relationship:
Please answer the following where applicable.
Spouse’s/Partner
Age:
Country of birth:
Country where most of childhood was spent:
Year married:
Number of children:
Spouse’s/Partner’s main occupation:
Father:
Country of birth:
Place where most of childhood was spent:
Place where most of adult life was spent:
Age:
Highest education level attained:
Main lifetime occupation:
Employer:
Job title:
Main work tasks:
Mother:
Country of birth:
Place where most of childhood was spent:
Place where most of adult life was spent:
Age:
Highest education level attained:
Main lifetime occupation:
Employer:
Job title:
Main work tasks:
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Paternal Grandfather:
Country of birth:
Place where most of childhood was spent:
Place where most of adult life was spent:
Age:
Highest education level attained:
Main lifetime occupation:
Employer:
Job title:
Main work tasks:
Paternal Grandmother:
Country of birth:
Place where most of childhood was spent:
Place where most of adult life was spent:
Age:
Highest education level attained:
Main lifetime occupation:
Employer:
Job title:
Main work tasks:
Maternal Grandfather:
Country of birth:
Place where most of childhood was spent:
Place where most of adult life was spent:
Age:
Highest education level attained:
Main lifetime occupation:
Employer:
Job title:
Main work tasks:
Maternal grandmother:
Country of birth:
Place where most of childhood was spent:
Place where most of adult life was spent:
Age:
Highest education level attained:
Main lifetime occupation:
Employer:
Job title:
Main work tasks:
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ONE FINAL QUESTION
If you are asked where home is, how do you answer that question?
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APPENDIX 6.5
SURVEY THREE

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
SECTION 1: Information sheet (to be retained by participant)
Chief Investigator:

Dr Fiona Bryer
School of Cognition, Language & Special Education
Ph. Australia +61 (07) 3875 5834
E-mail: F.Bryer@mailbox.gu.edu.au

Assistant Investigator:

Rosalea Cameron
Education Doctorate student
Ph/Fax. South Africa (27) area code (11) 469 1083
E-mail: TCK.au@global.co.za

Project Title:
THE ECOLOGY OF THIRD CULTURE KIDS:
THE AUSTRALASIAN EXPERIENCE

Purpose of the research: This project is undertaken for the purpose of attaining an
Education Doctorate degree. The project seeks to identify the traits and support
structures shared by individuals who have experienced a childhood outside of the
country their parents claim as home. The objective of this project is to have such
individuals reflect on their childhood and describe who they have become as a result of
their childhood ecology. To date, some such studies have been conducted with North
American people. The objective of the present study is to have Australians and New
Zealanders volunteer their reflections so that these can be compared to findings about
North Americans. Furthermore, participants are asked to use their passport country
experiences during developmental years to make informed comparisons of what their
childhood ecology was actually like with what it was for the children of similar age
developing in their passport country.
Procedure and duration of the research: Participants will be asked to voluntarily
complete a written survey. Responses to the surveys will be analyzed, and the findings
presented in a report approximately 6 months later.
Confidentiality: Once surveys have been returned to the Assistant Investigator, they
will be coded. Names will not be used at any stage in reporting findings. The
researchers are conscious that much of the data will be collected using electronic mail.
They acknowledge that this form of communication cannot be guaranteed to be secure.
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However, steps will be taken to provide as much security as possible. Once data has
been received, it will be saved on a floppy disk and deleted from the hard drive of the
receiving personal computer. Participants need to be aware that, although these
measures will be taken, there remain some limitations on general confidentiality.
Contact: Should participants have concerns regarding the project at any stage, they are
free to contact the Chief Investigator, whose details are provided at the top of this page,
at any stage in the project. They may also withdraw from the project at any stage if
concerns arise. Participation is voluntary, and there will be no penalty incurred for
withdrawal from the project.
Feedback: Participants will be sent a summary of findings and a report on the project
outcomes once it is completed.
Independent complaints mechanism: The University requires that all participants are
informed that, if they have any complaints concerning the manner in which a research
project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher, or, if an independent person is
preferred, to either
the University’s Research Ethics Officer, Office for Research, Bray Centre,
Griffith University, Kessels Road, Nathan, Queensland, AUSTRALIA 4111,
telephone +61 (07) 3875 6618
or
the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Administration), Bray Centre, Griffith University,
Kessels Road, Nathan, Queensland, AUSTRALIA 4111, telephone +61 (07) 3875
7343
Statement of consent: If you are willing to participate in the project, please read the
consent statement on the following page (SECTION 2) and sign in the space provided
for “Participant.” SECTION 2 should then be returned to the Assistant Investigator:
Rosalea Cameron
P.O Box 2629
Witkoppen 2068
Republic of South Africa
or
scanned after hand signing and sent to TCK.au@global.co.za
Griffith University gratefully acknowledges the support you have provided to its
research initiatives.
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
SECTION 2: Consent Form (to be forwarded to Assistant Investigator)
Chief Investigator:

Dr Fiona Bryer - School of Cognition, Language & Special Education
Ph. Australia (07) 3875 5834 E-mail: F.Bryer@mailbox.gu.edu.au

Assistant Investigator:

Rosalea Cameron - Education Doctorate student
Ph/Fax. South Africa (27) area code (11) 469 1083
E-mail: TCK.au@global.co.za

Project Title: THE ECOLOGY OF THIRD CULTURE KIDS:
THE AUSTRALASIAN EXPERIENCE
Please write “Yes” beside the category to which you belong:
________
Australian of indigenous descent (Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, Pacific Islander)
________
New Zealander of indigenous descent (Maori, Pacific Islander)
________
Australian of non-indigenous descent
________
New Zealander of non-indigenous descent

I agree to participate in “The Ecology Of Third Culture Kids: The Australasian Experience”
project and give my consent freely. I understand that the project will be carried out as described
in the information statement, a copy of which I have retained. I realize that whether or not I
decide to participate is my decision. I also realize that I can withdraw from the project at any
time and that I do not have to give any reasons for withdrawing. I am aware of the general
limitations on confidentiality arising from the use of electronic mail in collecting data. I have
been informed of the fact that my responses will be saved to a floppy disc and deleted from the
hard drive of the researcher's personal computer. I understand that any data I provide will be
coded so that confidentiality and anonymity is maintained at all times. I have had all questions
answered to my satisfaction.

Name:
Address:
E-mail:
Fax:

………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………

Signatures:
………………………………………………………………………
Participant
Date
………………………………………………….……………………
Investigator(s)
Date
SECTION 2 should be returned to the Assistant Investigator;
Rosalea Cameron
P.O Box 2629, Witkoppen 2068, Republic of South Africa
or scanned after hand signing and sent to TCK.au@global.co.za
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A RESEARCH PROJECT

THE ECOLOGY OF THIRD CULTURE KIDS:
THE AUSTRALASIAN EXPERIENCE
PREAMBLE TO SURVEY
The environment in which an individual has spent his/her childhood affects
development. Several models have been proposed of the ways people and things interact
in our developing years to influence who we become as adults (Bronfenbrenner, 1979;
1994; Elder, 1998; van Lieshout & Doise, 1998). Ideas from these models are combined
within a single model, represented as a diagram of nested circles where people, settings,
and events fit into those circles. These circles can be used to aid recall in outlining the
environment of one's childhood.
The widest circle (C) could be seen to represent events and overall beliefs and values of
the culture in which one has developed. These could be desirable or undesirable,
positive or negative. Events and developmental influences in this circle include
economic conditions and the political situation in the developmental environment, as
well as the timing and impact of significant events and decisions.
The next perimeter of circles (B) represent settings where significant time was spent and
include the significant people in each of those settings. It includes networks that existed
for the child as a developing person, within the family, employing organization, school,
neighborhood or any other settings where the child spent significant time. The
interaction between these settings and knowledge one of the other are represented by the
overlapping of the circles. Within these circles (B), specific relationships that were
significant during childhood are represented. These could be positive or negative
relationships. It could include parents, caregivers who were not one’s parents, siblings,
particular friends, or people who took a significant interest in an individual’s
development.
The center circle (A) represents a person as an individual. It represents particular
strengths and weaknesses that allowed an individual to thrive or struggle in the
environment of one’s developmental years. It could include physical attributes, social
competencies, or particular skills or challenges possessed by an individual. The Third
Culture Kid (TCK) develops in an environment that is between two cultures: the
passport and the host culture. There are both challenges and privileges to this
environment, constructive and inhibiting factors. This survey seeks to establish
(a) boundaries and (b) scope for describing the developmental environment for the
TCK. That is the real environment. The survey goes further by asking the participant to
consider what the scenario would have been like had his/her childhood been spent in the
passport country. This is the alternative environment.
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Instructions:
A. Please read through the survey schedule and answer each question as thoroughly as
possible.
B. A sample answer schedule is included to assist in clarification but please do not
restrict
your answers to the issues raised in these examples: Each individual experience is
unique.
C. Anonymity is assured in the feedback of data. However, if any information is given
for clarification of specific issues, but is not for use in feedback, please clearly write
CONFIDENTIAL in front of such comments.
D. Responses may be provided (a) within the text of the survey, (b) on a separate page
where the responses clearly correlate numerically with the questions within the
survey schedule,
or (c) verbally on a recorded cassette where the numbers of each response match the
questions in the survey schedule.
E. PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED SURVEY TO:
ROSALEA CAMERON
E-mail: TCK.au@global.co.za or

P.O Box 2629, Witkoppen 2068, Republic of South Africa or
N.B If sending via e-mail please retain a copy of the survey at least until confirmation
of successful conveyance has been received.
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SURVEY OUTLINE: AROUND YOUR 10-YEARS-OLD SELF
This survey asks you to reflect on your life when you were about 10 years of age. If you
were not living in a foreign/host country at ten years of age, please answer for the
period of time closest to that age when you were in a host country. Imagine these
circles represent the various aspects of your life at that stage. Use the diagram as a
visual guide as you work through the questions in the following two scenarios. The first
scenario asks questions about the real environment of your developing years in a host
country, whereas the second scenario asks questions about the alternative environment
of your passport country.

B
(SIGNIFICANT PEOPLE in your life
– individuals and groups;
other SIGNIFICANT PLACES where you
spent time; how well the various people in your life
knew and communicated with each other.)

B
A
(YOU – what you were like;
what you were good at;
what was challenging for you
& where you lived most of the time.)

B

C
(BIGGER ISSUES such as political and
economic factors; TIMING and impact of significant
EVENTS and CHOICES made on your behalf.)
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PERSONAL DETAILS: (these are needed for initial identification but confidentiality
and anonymity is assured in all feedback ie. anonymity personally and of parent/s
employing agency).
1. Name:
2. Address:

3. E-mail:
4. Gender:
5. Current age:
6. Childhood ages during overseas experience:
7. Parent/s employing agency:
8. Number of foreign countries of residence during overseas experience:
9. Number of different schools attended during overseas experience (include ones
attended on visits to passport country during that time):
10. Number of years in boarding school:
11. Describe your overall response to having spent some or all of your childhood in a
foreign/host country:
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REAL SCENARIO A: Recall your developing years as a "third culture" child.
Remember where you were living and why you were living there. Remember the
different countries you had lived in or visited. Remember the different cultures you
mixed with; the ones you identified with and the ones you were trying to understand.
Recall the groups you were a part of and the individuals who influenced the way you
were developing. Try to recall the challenging and the constructive elements of your life
at the age of about 10 (or the age closest to that when you were in a host country).
1. YOU AND YOUR SURROUNDINGS
Imagine yourself inside the centre circle (A).
AGE (identify your exact age for these response):
(a) How would you describe the place where you spent most of your time?
(b) How would you describe yourself at that stage in your life?
(c) What were the strengths of your character?
(d) What particular skills did you have?
(e) What things were challenging because of your character?
(f) What skills did you lack to cope with the life you had?
2. SIGNIFICANT PLACES & PEOPLE
Imagine the next perimeter of circles (B), represents other places and people of
significance in your life at that time.
Places
(a) Describe other places where you spent time that year.
(b) Describe the clubs or associations you attended.
People
(a) Please list the people who were part of your daily (perhaps weekly) life at that
stage, along with the roles they played.
(b) Which ones had a positive influence on your life? How?
(c) Which ones contributed negatively to your life? How?
(d) Please list other people who were significant in a positive sense in your life, but
not part of your daily life, at that time. How were they a positive influence?
(e) Please list other people who were significant in a negative sense in your life, but
not part of your daily life, at that time. How were they a negative influence?
(f) Was there anyone you had to say “good-bye” to that year, either permanently or
for an extended period of time? How did you cope with that?

Connection
(a) Was there regular communication or interaction between the people in the
various settings where you spent time?
(b) Did the people in the various settings know each other well?
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3. BIGGER ISSUES
The outer circle (C) represents factors about the culture or country in which you
were living that influenced the life you had. These factors might include the political
or economic climate of the country, or particular dress codes, or social behaviour
expected of you. It might include restrictions or privileges associated with the
employment to which your parent/s were contracted. It might include choices that
were made on your behalf at that stage in your life.
(a) Please list any factors that you were aware of that age.
(b) Please elaborate on any that were of particular significance to you then.
(c) Please elaborate on any that you are more aware of now that you have had time
to reflect on that stage of your life.
4. YOU AND WHO YOU HAVE BECOME
The combination of settings, events, and relationships during your developing years
could be seen to interact to influence who you become as an adult.
(a) Please list positive qualities you feel you have as a result of the environment you
experienced during your developing years.
(b) Please list negative qualities you feel you have as a result of the environment
you experienced during your developing years.
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ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO B: Recall visits to your passport country during your
childhood when you visited places your parents called home. Recall the setting where
you might have spent your developmental years in Australia or New Zealand had your
parents remained in your passport country for employment. Recall the people and
interactions that would have made up that environment. Try to imagine with whom you
would have had regular interaction, and the groups you would have associated with.
1. YOU AND YOUR SURROUNDINGS
Imagine yourself inside the centre circle, (A).
(a) How would you describe the place where you would have spent most of your
time?
(b) What parts of your character could have emerged as strengths in such a setting?
(c) What things would have been underdeveloped in your character?
2. SIGNIFICANT PLACES & PEOPLE
Imagine the next perimeter of circles (B), represented other places and people of
significance in your life at that time.
Places
(a) Describe other places where you might have spent time that year.
(b) Describe the clubs or associations you might have attended.
People
(a) Please list the people who may have been part of your life at that stage on a daily
or weekly basis, along with the roles they may have played.
(b) Please list other people who may have been significant in a positive sense in
your life, but not part of your daily life, at that time. How may they have been a
positive influence?
(c) Please list other people who may have been significant in a negative sense in
your life, but not part of your daily life, at that time. How may they have been a
negative influence?

Connection
(a) Would there have been regular communication or interaction between the people
in the various settings where you might have spent time?
(b) Would the people in the various settings have known each other well?
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3. BIGGER ISSUES
The outer circle (C), could be seen to represent factors about the culture or country
you were living in that influenced the life you had. These might include the political
or economic climate of the country, or particular dress codes, or social behaviour
expected of you. It might include restrictions or privileges associated with the
employment your parent/s were contracted to. It might include choices that were
made on your behalf at that stage in your life.
(a) Please list any such factors that could have influenced the life you might have
had.
(b) Please elaborate on any that would have been of particular significance to you
then.
4. YOU AND WHO YOU HAVE BECOME
The combination of settings, events and relationships during your developing years
could be seen to interact to influence who you become as an adult.
(a) Please list positive qualities you feel you might have developed as a result of the
alternative environment.
(b) Please list negative qualities you feel you might have developed as a result of the
alternative environment.
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SAMPLE ANSWERS – written in italics below each question.
(Please do not restrict your answers to the topics or issues raised in these
examples: Each individual experience is unique.)
REAL SCENARIO A: Recall your developing years as a "third culture" child.
Remember where you were living and why you were living there. Remember the
different countries you had lived in or visited. Remember the different cultures you
mixed with; the ones you identified with and the ones you were trying to understand.
Recall the groups you were a part of and the individuals who influenced the way you
were developing. Try to recall the challenging and the constructive elements of your life
at the age of about 10 (or the age closest to that when you were in a host country).
1. YOU AND YOUR SURROUNDINGS
Imagine yourself inside the centre circle (A).
AGE (identify your exact age for these responses): 10 yrs of age
(a) How would you describe the place where you spent most of your time?
I was living in a boarding home. My parents worked in a rural area, and I lived
with a family in the nearest town (4 hrs drive away) along with ten other children
whose parents were employed by the same mission agency as mine. We lived like a
large extended family. During the day I attended the local International School. On
the weekends we had outings together to places like the local creek for swimming.
The town was not large but did offer us social exposure that we children would not
have had if we had remained doing home schooling in the rural area where my
parents lived. We were able to return to our parents’ homes for the school holidays.
(b) How would you describe yourself at that stage in your life?
I was a fairly confident child, keen to try new things and meet new people. I was the
oldest girl in the boarding home so I was given extra responsibilities in the girls’
section. I remember valuing the trust that was placed in me and taking the
responsibilities seriously. However, I remember going through some questioning,
trying to understand the strange life that we had. I was becoming aware, at that
stage, that not everyone lived their lives in the same pattern of family separation as
we did. There were also times of real loneliness because I had older brothers and a
sister but they were boarding in other towns to meet their particular educational
needs.
(c) What were the strengths of your character?
My confidence and my inquiring mind helped me ask pertinent questions to better
understand the unique life that I had.
(d) What particular skills did you have?
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My sporting abilities gave me a physical outlet for the times of frustration and pain
when there was no immediate family member to seek support from. Academically I
always did well so that, in turn, fed my confidence.
(e) What things were challenging because of your character?
I had a strong sense of justice and would fall into self-pity or a sense of being a
victim when things got difficult.
(f) What skills did you lack to cope with the life you had?
Up to the age of 8 most of my socialisation had been with my siblings (or those who
were still at home), and I feel that I lacked good skills in friendship building. I
recall there being a lot of aggression in my behaviour as I tried to find my way in a
peer group when I moved to live in the urban area.
2. SIGNIFICANT PLACES & PEOPLE
Imagine the next perimeter of circles (B), represents other places and people of
significance in your life at that time.
Places
(a) Describe other places where you spent time that year.
Most significantly I spent time where my parents lived. It was a rural mission
compound where three American families and two single American ladies lived as
they ran a training college and a medical clinic for the national people in that area.
Our house was the hub of the compound because the two-way radio was housed
there, and there was a large tool shed beside it. Everyone came there at least once a
day for one reason or another. It was a friendly, cohesive community but too small
to meet the needs of developing children.
That year we also enjoyed a family holiday at a coastal town, and I have very
positive memories of that place. Perhaps it was the fact that we were together as a
family and no one had work or schooling commitments and we were able to relax
and enjoy time together.

(b) Describe the clubs or associations you attended.
Sunday school was a weekly group we attended. It was designed to meet the needs
of the international community in the town where I boarded and it was held early
on Sunday, at the International School. From there we were taken, by our boarding
parents, to attend the English language service of our local church.
On Friday afternoons I also attended a social group at our local church. It was
based on Bible teaching but included a lot of craft and games. I remember it being
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a fun time and something I looked forward to each week. Our boarding house
parents were heavily involved in running the program.
People
(a) Please list the people who were part of your life at that stage on a daily or
weekly basis, along with the roles they played.
Boarding parents – primary carers; physically, emotionally & spiritually.
Teacher – educator, friend, and mentor.
Boarding home peers – two were my best friends and confidantes; three remain in
fond memory because I functioned as an older sibling to them.
Boarding house domestic helper – he cleaned house, did the laundry but also
befriended us.
(b) Which ones had a positive influence on your life? How?
Boarding parents – they left a lasting impact on me and remain significant people in
my life to this day. They made the boarding home a welcoming place when I
returned from time with my parents, they had time to listen, they were constructive
in helping me identify ways that I could improve my behaviour and relationships.
Teacher – took a keen personal interest in helping me reach my potential and
believe in myself.

(c) Which ones contributed negatively to your life? How?
Some school children – this was the first time in my life I had encountered children
from dysfunctional homes and these children only knew problem management by
aggression. In my eagerness to make friends I made early association with them
and this helped perpetuate my own aggressive tendencies.
(d) Please list other people who were significant in a positive sense in your life, but
not part of your daily life, at that time. How were they a positive influence?
My parents & siblings – they communicated through letter and when we were
together the family times were quality times; my parents instilled an early sense of
mission and purpose in life and a value for what I had that others around me did not
have materially and in skills and opportunities.
My grandparents & a great aunt – they wrote to our family and kept in touch with
the events in our lives and shared theirs as best they could through the very slow
mail system.
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Other families in the mission agency – they functioned as extended family,
acknowledging personal occasions and celebrating achievements as they heard of
them; they made efforts to befriend and nurture a relationship. My parents were
engaged in teaching and less able to leave their assigned work and visit the urban
centre where we children attended school; other adults were aware of this and made
an effort to compensate by including me in things they did with their children when
they visited.
National fellow workers of my parents and their families – friendship with them
naturally discredited any racial intolerance that might otherwise have been
instilled; they taught me skills from their walk of life that I would not otherwise have
learnt.

(e) Please list other people who were significant in a negative sense in your life, but
not part of your daily life, at that time. How were they a negative influence?
Some expatriate workers in the country who were of influence perpetuated attitudes
of racial prejudice. This was confusing as an impressionable child who was trying
to figure out why I had to live away from my parents and why we lived in this
country anyway.
(f) Was there anyone you had to say “good-bye” to that year, either permanently or
for an extended period of time? How did you cope with that?
The two boarding house peers who had been my best friends left that year to return
to their passport countries with their families. One was uncertain of her return and
the other knew she would not return. The one who would not return was the
daughter of former boarding house parents so I had to farewell them too. It was a
traumatic experience. I think I just retreated into myself for awhile. I didn’t want to
make new friends because the parting was painful. I already experienced cyclic
parting and reuniting with my parents and siblings but the more permanent
separation was of a magnitude that was new to me. I think I decided to develop a
tougher exterior.

Connection
(a) Was there regular communication or interaction between the people in the
various settings where you spent time?
Between my parents and the boarding house carers there was regular
communication via letters and conversations when my parents visited town (about
once during a school term). However, I’m sure both parties put as positive a slant
on most issues as possible to minimise the need for concern.
The boarding house parents were closely involved in the running of the clubs and
associations I attended and the boarding house father was on the organisational
board of the International School.
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(b) Did the people in the various settings know each other well?
The boarding house parents assumed, as part of their duty of care, to know well the
people in each of the settings where I spent time. My parents relied on the judgment
and input of the boarding house parents. There was a close relationship between
these two parties.

3. BIGGER ISSUES
The outer circle (C) represents factors about the culture or country you were living
in that influenced the life you had. These factors might include the political or
economic climate of the country, or particular dress codes, or social behaviour
expected of you. It might include restrictions or privileges associated with the
employment your parent/s were contracted to. It might include choices that were
made on your behalf at that stage in your life.
(a) Please list any factors that you were aware of that age.
I was aware that as expatriates we were of a higher socioeconomic class than our
national friends;
About that time the educational authorities separated the schools into A and T
streams to cater for some higher level education even in Primary grades, and
around that time an International School was commenced to provide specifically for
the needs of expatriate children;
I was aware that in this country it was expected that girls and women wear dresses
as the form revealing shorts and trousers were considered provocative;
I was aware that the mission agency had passed a rule that any child 8 and older
had to attend boarding school so that both parents could be occupied in mission
business and so that we could have our educational and social needs met;
I was aware that the contractual nature of my parents’ employment and that of most
of their peers meant that friendships would be interrupted on a regular basis
throughout my developing years.
(b) Please elaborate on any that were of particular significance to you then.
Around that time I was attending school with a national girl who was a good friend.
We were both inclined towards sports and would regularly vie for first place in
races and in team leadership in sporting events. It was a friendly rivalry. I recall
the day I passed a comment about meeting her in the sporting challenge the next
year and she lowered her eyes and told me she would be attending the national
school the following year and not remaining in the International School. I was
tremendously affected by the injustice of a situation where I could enjoy the
opportunities of studying where the academic standard was higher but economics
determined that she could not. I felt powerless.
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(c) Please elaborate on any that you are more aware of now that you have had time
to reflect on that stage of your life.
The dress code and gender specific behaviour code is something I am more aware
of now. The concept of a woman/wife’s role was modeled thoroughly by the
members of the mission agency. I think the grooming for such a role commenced
early and was an influence at that stage in my life.

4. YOU AND WHO YOU HAVE BECOME
The combination of settings, events, and relationships during your developing years
could be seen to interact to influence who you become as an adult.
(a) Please list positive qualities you feel you have as a result of the environment you
experienced during your developing years.
Cultural tolerance – in fact enjoyment of cultural diversity
Enthusiasm for new experiences and travel
Ability to adapt to new situations and to cope with alternative arrangements
Enjoyment of new relationships
Independence
(b) Please list negative qualities you feel you have as a result of the environment
you experienced during your developing years.
Self-protection in building relationships - close to a select few
Self-sufficiency – difficult to let others do things for me
Constant need for new experiences – bored quickly, regularly wanting to move on
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IMAGINE SCENARIO B: Recall visits to your passport country during your
childhood when you visited places your parents called home. Recall the setting where
you might have spent your developmental years in Australia or New Zealand had your
parents remained in your passport country for employment. Recall the people and
interactions that would have made up that environment. Try to imagine with whom you
would have had regular interaction, and the groups you would have associated with.
1. YOU AND YOUR SURROUNDINGS
Imagine yourself inside the centre circle (A).
(a) How would you describe the place where you would have spent most of your
time?
This would have been in a rural farming community. I would have lived at home
with my parents and three siblings and attended the local school. My father would
have been a farmer so I guess I would have spent spare time on the farm.
(b) What parts of your character could have emerged as strengths in such a setting?
I think I would have been confident and extroverted, perhaps without some of the
insecurities that came as a result of separation from immediate family.
(c) What things would have been underdeveloped in your character?
I’m not sure my inquiring mind would have been developed as much as it was. I am
the youngest child in my family and I would not have had opportunity to develop
some of the qualities that were nurtured by being the oldest girl in the boarding
home and trusted with extra responsibility.

2. SIGNIFICANT PLACES & PEOPLE
Imagine the next perimeter of circles (B), represented other places and people of
significance in your life at that time.
Places
(a) Describe other places where you might have spent time that year.
I would have had a great deal of contact with my extended family and I’m sure
spent time staying with grandparents and cousins in their homes. I would have been
involved in weddings and such like extended family and country town celebrations.
We would probably have had occasional trips to the nearest major city for shopping
and business too.
(b) Describe the clubs or associations you might have attended.
The local country church would have been the hub of social and spiritual
development. I would have attended Sunday School and church there as well as any
clubs they ran.
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I think I would have been involved in organised sport and perhaps had musical
training of some nature.
People
(a) Please list the people who may have been part of your life at that stage on a daily
or weekly basis, along with the roles they may have played.
Immediate family – primary carers and support network
Grandparents & extended family – further nurturing and support network
Teacher – mostly educator and perhaps little more
School peers – social development
Church leaders – spiritual nurturing
(b) Please list other people who may have been significant in a positive sense in
your life, but not part of your daily life, at that time. How may they have been a
positive influence?
Young adults in the community - the role modelling of young adults and newly
married couples was largely absent from my life at that stage.
People in a wide variety of employment opportunities – my exposure to career
choices was restricted to teaching, nursing, flying, and preaching.
(c) Please list other people who may have been significant in a negative sense in
your life, but not part of your daily life, at that time. How may they have been a
negative influence?
Role models of alternative, unconstructive lifestyles were absent and perhaps for
the better.
Connection
(a) Would there have been regular communication or interaction between the people
in the various settings where you might have spent time?
This would have been much more consistent and thorough in this alternative
setting. There would have been opportunity for a number of mediums of
communication and it would have been immediate rather than delayed by a slow
mail system. There would not have been the need for the mediation of a third party.
(b) Would the people in the various settings have known each other well?
Very well! Country communities nurture intimate relationships.
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3. BIGGER ISSUES
The outer circle (C) could be seen to represent factors about the culture or country
you were living in that influenced the life you had. These might include the political
or economic climate of the country, or particular dress codes, or social behaviour
expected of you. It might include restrictions or privileges associated with the
employment your parent/s were contracted to. It might include choices that were
made on your behalf at that stage in your life.
(a) Please list any such factors that could have influenced the life you might have
had.
The economic climate of my passport country was improving all the time during my
developmental years and I think that would have had an impact on me. Farming
would have been a good business to be in. At the same time the church seemed to
become less relevant to society at large in my passport country and that could have
been another significant factor; religious people seemed to separate into the liberal
and the radical. That would probably have been a significant factor.
(b) Please elaborate on any that would have been of particular significance to you
then.
I think my parents’ life choices demonstrate their propensity for the radical so I
suspect that would have surfaced somehow in influencing my developmental years
either in the pursuit of a large farm or in the pursuit of religious influence within the
community. I could not help but to have been affected.
4. YOU AND WHO YOU HAVE BECOME
The combination of settings, events, and relationships during your developing years
could be seen to interact to influence who you become as an adult.
(a) Please list positive qualities you feel you might have developed as a result of the
alternative environment.
Confident without some existing insecurities
Better skills at building and nurturing longer term relationships
(b) Please list negative qualities you feel you might have developed as a result of the
alternative environment.
Less open to alternative ways and plans
Less willingness to travel and be mobile
Poorer understanding and empathy of other cultures and walks of life
A more dominating desire for material gain
PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED SURVEY TO:
Rosalea Cameron - E-mail: TCK.au@global.co.za or
P.O Box 2629, Witkoppen 2068, Republic of South Africa
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APPENDIX 6.6
F:____ M:____ Age:____

Country:____________ System:__________________

OVERALL RESPONSE: _________________

# _______

SCENARIO A (was)

SCENARIO B (would have been)

OUTCOMES
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

OUTCOMES
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

ECOLOGY
SELF
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

ECOLOGY
SELF
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

PLACES
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

PLACES
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

PEOPLE
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

PEOPLE
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

BIGGER ISSUES
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

BIGGER ISSUES
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

GRIEVING
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
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APPENDIX 7.1
Frequencies of all profile traits cited as outcomes of the TCK ecology by adult Australasian
TCK respondents by total data and separation of sub-categories: PNG and mission data
AUSTRALASIAN OUTCOMES OF A TCK DEVELOPMENTAL
ECOLOGY (Self-report)
Tolerance/acceptance of differences
Love of and confidence in travel
Cultural empathy
Independence
Self-sufficiency
Broad worldview; intolerance of narrow mindedness
Value of multi-culturalism above mono-culturalism
Impaired social/relational development (high expectations, demanding, fear of loss)
Adaptable
Like to help others
No racism or stereo-typing
Diminished sense of belonging
Restlessness; unsettledness
Deep sense of spirituality
Need for new experiences; easily bored
Confidence
Resourceful
Prone to low self-esteem
Need for relational self-protection
Enjoyment of new relationships
World wide network of friends
Can emotionally disengage
Content/ accepting of life’s circumstances
Heightened observational skills
Value of relationships
Affinity with childhood ecology
Leadership/organizational skills
Not materialistic
“Chameleon” ability (outwardly compliant, inwardly critical and analytical)
Intuition
Live for the present
Relate to anyone
Lost immediate family bonds
Need to control own world
Need for mobility
Hardworking
More collective than individualistic
Hard to commit long-term
Over sensitive
Heightened linguistic ability
No desire to travel further

Reported by only one respondent
(Potentially positive)
Trusting
Sincere (mean what I say)
Self-motivated
Early maturity
Solidarity of family values; no confusing input
Loyal
Strong sense of purpose
Adventurous
Bold
Heightened skills of enquiry
Close family bonds
Empathy of others in familial separation
Self-disciplined
Patience with slow processes

TOTAL
(n=45)

PNG
(n=21)

MISSION
(n=23)

17
17
16
14
14
13
12
12
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

10
8
5
9
9
4
9
6
6
1
1
3
4
3
4
1
5
3
3
4
2
2
3
1
2
3
3
2
0
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
0

10
8
9
5
5
6
8
5
8
3
1
2
5
6
4
2
3
3
5
3
1
3
3
2
2
0
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
0
0
2
1
0

Potentially negative
Disappointment with current restrictions to travel
Unattained potential
Over protective of own children
Fearful
Indecisive; fear of failure
Suppression of feelings (especially anger)
Resistance to new relationships
Fear of change
Never learnt to drive
Lost extended family bonds
Over conscious of health risks
Security obsession
Avoid resolving challenges; move on
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APPENDIX 7.2
Frequencies of all profile traits cited as outcomes of the TCK ecology by adult Australasian TCK
respondents by total data and separation of mutually exclusive sub-categories: (A) PNG non-mission, (B)
PNG mission, (C) Other mission, (D) Other non-mission data, including percentages of total citation
within each sub-category
TOTAL

(N=45)

Tolerance/acceptance of differences
Love of and confidence in travel
Cultural empathy
Independence
Self-sufficiency
Broad worldview; intolerance of narrow mindedness
Value of multi-culturalism above mono-culturalism
Impaired social/relational development
Adaptable
Like to help others
No racism or stereo-typing
Diminished sense of belonging
Restlessness; unsettledness
Deep sense of spirituality
Need for new experiences; easily bored
Confidence
Resourceful
Prone to low self-esteem
Need for relational self-protection
Enjoyment of new relationships
World wide network of friends
Can emotionally disengage
Content/ accepting of life’s circumstances
Heightened observational skills
Value of relationships
Affinity with childhood ecology
Leadership/organizational skills
Not materialistic
“Chameleon” ability
Intuition
Live for the present
Relate to anyone
Lost immediate family bonds
Need to control own world
Need for mobility
Hardworking
More collective than individualistic
Hard to commit long-term
Over sensitive
Heightened linguistic ability
No desire to travel further
Reported by only one respondent
(Potentially positive)
Trusting
Sincere (mean what I say)
Self-motivated
Early maturity
Solidarity of family values; no confusing input
Loyal
Strong sense of purpose
Adventurous
Bold
Heightened skills of enquiry
Close family bonds
Empathy of others in familial separation
Self-disciplined
Patience with slow processes

17
17
16
14
14
13
12
12
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Subcategory
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
B
A
D
B
B
D

(A) PNG
non-mission
(n=9)
(20%)
%

4
4
2
5
4
1
3
3
0
1
1
3
2
1
0
0
2
1
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
3
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
1
0
1
0

23.5
23.5
12.5
35.7
28.6
7.7
25.0
25.0
0.0
14.3
14.3
42.9
28.6
14.3
0.0
0.0
33.3
20.0
0.0
20.0
50.0
0.0
25.0
0.0
33.3
100
66.7
33.3
0.0
50.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
100
50.0
0.0
50.0
0.0

(B) PNG
mission
(n=12)
(26.6%) %

6
4
3
4
5
3
6
3
6
0
0
0
2
2
4
1
3
2
3
3
0
2
2
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
2
0
0

32.3
23.5
18.8
28.6
35.7
23.1
50.0
25.0
60.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
28.6
28.6
57.1
16.7
50.0
40.0
60.0
60.0
0.0
50.0
50.0
33.3
33.3
0.0
33.3
33.3
0.0
50.0
100
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
100
0.0
0.0
100
0.0
0.0

(C) Other
mission
(n=11)
(24.4%) %

4
4
6
1
0
3
2
2
2
3
1
2
3
4
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

23.5
23.5
37.5
7.1
0.0
23.1
16.7
16.7
20.0
42.9
14.3
28.6
42.9
57.1
0.0
16.7
0.0
20.0
40.0
0.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
33.3
33.3
0.0
0.0
33.3
66.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
50.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
0.0

(Potentially negative)
Disappointment with current restrictions to travel
Unattained potential
Over protective of own children
Fearful
Indecisive; fear of failure
Suppression of feelings (especially anger)
Resistance to new relationships
Fear of change
Never learnt to drive
Lost extended family bonds
Over conscious of health risks
Security obsession
Avoid resolving challenges; move on
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(D) Other
non-mission
(n=13)
(28.8%) %

3
5
5
4
5
6
1
4
2
3
5
2
0
0
3
4
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2

17.6
29.4
31.3
28.6
35.7
46.2
8.3
33.3
20.0
42.9
71.4
28.6
0.0
0.0
42.9
66.6
16.7
20.0
0.0
20.0
25.0
25.0
0.0
33.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
0.0
100

Subcategory
B
B
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
C
C

APPENDIX 7.3
Frequencies of all profile traits cited as proposed outcomes of the alternative ecology by
respondents by total data and separation of sub-categories: PNG and mission data

Less globally aware
Less tolerant/ accepting of differences
More confident
Wider base of long-term friends
More socially competent
Greater sense of belonging
Less desire to travel
Poorer cultural empathy
Greater sense of family
Secure in own identity
Weaker spiritually
More settled
Less adaptable
More materialistic
More dependent on others
More shallow
More patriotic to passport country
Achieved better academically
More confident in sport
Achieved more musically
More introspective
Less opportunities

Reported by only one respondent
(Potentially positive)
More trusting of people
Financially secure at a younger age
Less naïve
More content in relationships
Less security conscious
Less challenged
More confident outside sponsor agency
Better domestic skills
Better communication skills
Better sense of historical world events

TOTAL
DATA
(n=45)

PNG
DATA
(n=21)

MISSION
DATA
(n=23)

15
14
13
11
10
10
9
8
8
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2

4
11
6
4
5
4
5
5
5
2
1
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
0
1
0
0

6
6
9
6
5
2
4
7
4
2
3
3
5
5
3
1
3
2
2
2
1
0

(Potentially negative)
Less career choice
Less resourceful
More arrogant
Unwilling to go out of comfort zone
Less enquiring
Less responsible
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APPENDIX 7.4
Details of all losses cited by adult TCK respondents and the accompanying responses:
separation of subcategories - PNG, mission, boarders and non boarders
TRANSITIONS AND GRIEVING
SPECIFIC LOSS (from a parting)

RESPONSE

(Subcategories)
NON BOARDERS (n=24)
M = mission
P = PNG
M
P
Places loved
(none specified)
M
P
Grandmother
No impact; no emotional bonding
M
P
Friends
Learnt to withdraw; built more but shallower friendships
M
P
(none specified)
Losses had no impact till older
M
Aunt (died in passport country)
Shared father’s grief; more aware of risks of death and parting
M
Father (died in host country) and place loved
Devastated
M
Place of belonging
Traumatized; no longer fit in anywhere
M
People in passport country
Detached; guilt that so little was felt; more impact when older
M
Friends
Wrote letters; embraced new experiences
P
Another expatriate family
Devastated; depressed; eventually made new friends
P
Friends
Wrote letters
P
Friends and places loved
Accepted as a way of life
P
Friends and places loved
Sad but exciting; always new peer groups
P
Relatives in passport country
No impact
P
Multiple people and places
Accepted; no undue concern
Friends
Affected social abilities
Multiple people and places
No coping strategies; no choice and no skills for transitions
Other expatriate families
Lonely; quietly moved on; threw self into physical activities
Friends and aunt
Routine; accepted as “normal”; harder on adults
Friends
Learnt to value friendship over pain; anticipated future travel
Friends in passport country
Knew the partings were temporary
Grandparents
Feared they’d die during period apart
Friend whose father was killed so family left
No closure; just had to get on with life
Friends
Wrote letters; emotional distancing from family now
BOARDERS (n=10)
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

P
P
P
P
P
P

Multiple partings
Friends (school mid and end of year turnover)
Friends (self left)
Place loved
Family
Family - new baby sister; boarding parents
Boarding parents and peers
Parents and friends
Family; dog; places loved; childhood treasures
Family

Accepted as a way of life
Withdrew; cried but didn’t talk about feelings
Felt distanced by others at the end of term
Lost sense of emotional belonging
Felt abandoned, rejected; didn’t cope well
Withdrew; suppressed emotional needs; afraid to bond to sister
Withdrew; developed emotional toughness
Blocked out feelings; less outgoing – more cold/ unresponsive
No option; felt betrayed; it was unfair
Lonely; homesick; it left an impact
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